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Welcome
We welcome you to the 14th AICS, the Irish Conference on Artificial Intelligence and
Cognitive Science in Trinity College Dublin. This is the second time for the AICS to
be held in TCD. The 7th AICS was held here in 1994.
The AICS conferences have been a valuable forum for interaction between Irish
researchers on Cognitive Science and AI over the years and we hope that this continues
with the 2003 conference.
Well over forty papers were submitted for oral presentation, and with an international
base. While only 15 oral presentations could be accepted, both oral and poster
submissions are included in these proceedings and record a range of advances in
Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Science that are relevant to current activities
distributed around Ireland, and obviously relevant to the corresponding global
community of researchers.
The industrial session, which draws on the Irish community of firms that apply and
develop results germane to this conference, represents the gamut from small to large in
terms of corporate size, with operations located in Ireland, and clear interactive
relevance to the subject matter at the root of this conference.
The primary themes in AI this year are constraint processing and collaborative
filtering. Within Cognitive Science, natural language and theories of concepts
dominate. Other issues also emerge. We think it is a diverse and stimulating
programme
We would like to thank all who submitted papers to AICS 2003, and all who provided
reviews, on the basis of which we put together the current programme. Our special
thanks is due to John Loughrey for his invaluable help with the local organization.
Padraig Cunningham
Tim Fernando
Carl Vogel
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Invited Speakers
Padhraic Smyth
University of California, Irvine
www.ics.uci.edu/~smyth/

Probabilistic Learning and Artificial Intelligence: A Review and
Update
Abstract.
This talk will consist of three parts. In the first part of the talk I will discuss how
probabilistic techniques have become increasingly important in artificial intelligence in
recent years. The availability of large data sets, foundational advances in the theory of
supervised and unsupervised learning, and conceptual contributions such as graphical
models (or Bayesian networks), have all played an important role. In the second part of
the talk I will discuss three specific applications from my research group based on
probabilistic learning methods. The three applications are (1) clustering Web users
based on their surfing patterns, (2) automated extraction of topic models from text, and
(3) simultaneous clustering and alignment of sets of curves. In the third and final part
of the talk I will briefly discuss new and emerging research directions in probabilistic
learning.

Ruth Byrne
Trinity College Dublin
www.tcd.ie/Psychology/Ruth_Byrne/

Human Deductive Reasoning
Abstract.
One of the primary issues for cognitive scientists in modelling human reasoning is how
to choose between the main alternative theories of human reasoning. These theories
have each been experimentally corroborated and implemented in computer programs.
They provide different perspectives on a second key issue, whether human reasoning
depends on a single system, perhaps overlain with strategies and heuristics, or whether
it depends on multiple systems. I will describe recent developments in the novel
domain of reasoning from counterfactual conditionals, and discuss their implications
for resolving these issues.
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Automatically converting Text Documents into XML
Shazia Akhtar1, Ronan G. Reilly2, John Dunnion1
Abstract. In this paper, we present a novel system which automatically converts text documents into XML by using machine-learning
techniques. In the first phase, the system uses the Self-Organizing
Map (SOM) algorithm to arrange marked-up documents on a twodimensional map such that the documents similar in content appear
closer to each other. In the second phase, it then uses the inductive
learning algorithm C5.0 to automatically extract and apply markup
information (in the form of rules) from the nearest SOM neighbours
of an unmarked document. The system is designed to have an adaptive behaviour, so that once a document is marked-up into XML, it
learns from its errors to improve accuracy. The resulting marked-up
document is again categorized on the SOM. The results of our experiments with a number of document sets from different domains,
indicate that our approach is practical.

1 INTRODUCTION
With the steady growth of World Wide Web, large amounts of information are available in electronic form. The electronic documents
must be stored and managed in such a way that they should be easily
accessible, portable, flexible and system independent. The adoption
of XML as a standard for electronic publishing can provide a great
opportunity for effective management and retrieval. XML was inspired by the limitations of HTML and the complexity of SGML. It
provides key features such as extensibility, validation and structure.
HTML uses a set of predefined tags but unlike HTML, XML tags can
be generated according to the user’s need. The XML tags can provide
clues to distinguish ambiguous words in the corpus of documents and
facilitate different applications to process encoded information properly. Search engines can use XML tags to exploit the logical structure of documents, which should improve search results and avoid
irrelevant searches. Documents can often be quite long and only a
small portion of the document can be relevant to a certain query in
many cases. XML makes explicit the logical structure of documents
therefore rather than searching the entire document, relevant portions
of documents can be retrieved to provide more precise information.
However, despite the general consensus on XML’s benefits, we are
still lacking large XML repositories and the search engines can use
the XML structure and content for better retrieval only in the presence of vast amounts of XML data on the Web.
Manually converting collections of text documents into XML is
not easy because it is tedious, expensive and time-consuming. For
text documents to be efficiently and effectively converted into XML,
the process of markup must be automated. Currently automatic XML
markup is a significant challenge. Most systems that have been de1
2
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veloped are limited to certain domains and require considerable human intervention. In addressing the need of more general automatic
markup we present a novel hybrid system that produces tagged document collections by using two machine learning techniques, namely
the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm [1], [2] and the inductive
learning algorithm C5.0 [3], [4]. The process of automatic markup is
based on the previously marked-up valid XML documents to be used
as training data by the system.(A valid XML document is one which
is well-formed and which has been validated against a DTD).

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The hybrid architecture of our system combines the SOM and C5.0
algorithms for the adaptive automatic markup of text documents into
XML. The overall approach is shown in Figure 1.
Map of marked-up documents

Process of
automatic
markup
Marked-up
document

Unmarked
document

Phase 1

Amendment
in rules

User

Phase 2

Figure 1. Architecture of the hybrid system. Phase 1 deals with the
formation of a Self-Organizing Map. Phase 2 deals with the auto-tagging of
text documents into XML by using the inductive learning algorithm C5.0

The first phase of our system deals with the formation of a map
of a collection of marked-up documents, using the SOM [5] algorithm. SOM is a neural network-based unsupervised learning algorithm, which maps higher-dimensional statistical data onto a lowerdimensional grid or map such that similar documents appear close to
each other on the map. The second phase of the system deals with
the automatic markup of text documents and is implemented as an

independent XML markup system, which is described in section 3.
Eventually these two phases will be combined to form an integrated
hybrid system, which is described below.
Once a map has been formed, the system automatically extracts
information from the SOM neighbours of an unmarked document in
phase 2. This information is extracted in the form of rules by using
an inductive learning algorithm. These rules together with text segmentation heuristics derived from the set of marked-up documents
are used to markup the unmarked text document into XML. These
two phases of the system are currently implemented independently
but will eventually be linked together to form an integrated hybrid
system. Phase 2, which is the focus of this paper, is currently implemented as an independent XML markup system and is described in
section 3.

3 AUTOMATING THE PROCESS OF MARKUP
The automatic markup process (Phase 2 of the hybrid system) is
shown in Figure 2. It has two main modules, a rule extraction
module and a markup module.

Valid
XML
documents

Collecting
Examples
Elements with
text nodes
Encoding
instances

Deriving heuristics
for text
segmentation
Heuristics

Text
segmentation

Unmarked
document

Training examples
Segments of text

DTD

Generating
marked-up
documents

Marked-up
document

Rule
Learner

Rules
Rule Extraction Module
Figure 2.

Markup Module

<DATE>11th October, 1940</DATE>
The texts enclosed between the start and end tags of all occurrences of each element are encoded using a fixed-width feature vector. These encoded instances are used subsequently for learning the
rules. Thirty-one features, such as word count, character count, etc.,
are used to encode the training instances. The system pre-classifies
the encoded instances by the tag name of the element. These preclassified encoded instances are used by the system to learn classifiers for the elements with that tag name. The learned classifiers are
later used in the process of markup. We have used the C5.0 learning
algorithm to learn classifiers. C5.0 algorithm and its previous version C4.5 are the extension of Quinlans famous inductive learning
ID3 algorithm [3]. These two algorithms i.e. ID3 and C5.0 are used
for inducing classification models or decision trees from the data.
The advantages of this learning algorithm are that it is very fast, it
is not sensitive to missing features and it is incremental. C5.0 is best
suited for our system because it is not sensitive to missing features.
Our system deals with documents from different domains, so some
of the features are not relevant to the documents of all domains. Sets
of rules are generated in a given domain from a collection of markedup documents and are used to markup the unmarked text documents
from the same domain. A paraphrase of a rule learned from the set of
letters is given below:
If the text segment contains the name of the month and up to
six white space characters then it is specified as the text node
of the DATE element.
The second module converts an unmarked text document into
a marked-up document. The unmarked document should be from
the same domain as the documents used for learning the rules. For
markup, the unmarked document is segmented into pieces of text using a variety of heuristics. These heuristics are derived from the set of
training examples. By applying the rules of the DTD (The DTD provides us with a set of rules using a number of operators for sequence
elements (’,’), repeated elements (’+’), optional elements (’?), and
alternatives for recognizing the logical structure of a document), the
rules extracted by using the C5.0 algorithm and the text segmentation
heuristics, the hierarchical structure of the document is obtained and
a marked-up version of the text document is generated.
The unmarked document produced by the system can be validated
against the DTD by using any XML parser. However XML processors can only validate the syntax of an XML document. Since they
cannot recognize the content of a document, a human expert is required to evaluate the accuracy of the markup process.

The Process of Automatic Markup

4 EXPERIMENTS
The rule extraction module learns rules from a collection of
marked-up documents using an inductive learning approach [5]. In
this module, training examples are collected from a set of valid XML
documents. These documents should be from a specific domain and
their markup should be valid and comply with the rules of a single
Document Type Definition (DTD). An XML document can be represented as a tree-like structure with a root element and other nested
elements. Only elements having text are considered appropriate for
the automatic markup process. Each training instance corresponds to
a leaf element containing text from the collection of marked-up documents. An example of a training instance from a collection of letters
taken from The MacGreevy Archive [6], [7] is given below.

For our experiments, we have used collections of documents from a
number of different domains. These include letters from The MacGreevy Archive, a database of employee records, Shakespearean
plays [8], poems from the Early American Digital Archives [9] and
scientific journal articles [10]. A letter taken from The MacGreevy
Archive and marked-up by our system is shown in Figure. 3. Figure
3 shows 100% correct markup (of the letter) automatically produced
by our system.
Another example taken from A Midsummer Night’s Dream automatically tagged by our system is shown in Figure. 4.
The underlined text, with the start and end tags of the element
STAGEDIR, is not tagged by our system. This represents an error
made by our system.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE LETTER SYSTEM "letter.dtd">
<LETTER>
<DATE> Friday 7th July 1936</DATE>
<INSIDEADDRESS> 19, WESTGATE
TERRACE,<LINEBREAK/>
REDCLFFESQURE.<LINEBREAK/>
S.W.10.<LINEBREAK/>
</INSIDEADDRESS>
<SALUTATION> Dear Mr McGreevy
</SALUTATION>
<BODY>
<PARA> I heard from the lawyer today, and I am glad to
say that he will be able to make some payments in advance to
Miss H. Dowden -</PARA>
</BODY>
<CLOSING> Yrs sincerely</CLOSING>
<SIGNATURE> C.E. Harrison </SIGNATURE>
</LETTER>

Figure 3.

A letter taken from The MacGreevy Archive automatically
marked-up by our system

…
<SCENE>
<TITLE> SCENE I. Athens. The palace of THESEUS.
</TITLE>
<STAGEDIR> Enter THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA,
PHILOSTRATE, and Attendanrs</STAGEDIR>
<SPEECH>
<SPEAKER>THESEUS</SPEAKER>
<LINE>Now, fair Hippolyta, our nuptial hour</LINE>
<LINE>Draws on a pace; four happy days bring
in</LINE>
<LINE>Another moon: but, O, me thinks, how
slow</LINE>
<LINE>This old moon wanes! she lingers my
desires,</LINE>
<LINE>Like to a step-dame or a dowager</LINE>
<LINE>Long withering out a young man revenue. </LINE>
</SPEECH>
<SPEECH>
<SPEAKER>HIPPOLYTA</SPEAKER>
<LINE>Four days will quickly steep themselves in night;
</LINE>
<LINE>Four nights will quickly dream away the time;
</LINE>
<LINE>And then the moon, like to a silver bow</LINE>
<LINE>New-bent in heaven, shall behold the night</LINE>
<LINE>Of our solemnities</LINE>
</SPEECH>
…

Figure 4.

Part of a scene taken from A Midsummer Night’s Dream
automatically tagged by our system

5 EVALUATION
All the documents sets used in our experiments except the scientific journal articles were tagged by applying the rules extracted by
using the C5.0 algorithm, the text segmentation heuristics and the
rules of the appropriate DTD. For the scientific journal articles we
have used additional heuristics devised specifically for this domain.
We hope that these heuristics can be used effectively for articles from
most journals. The marked-up journal articles used as training documents for our experiments were downloaded from the World Wide
Web [10] along with the DTD (article.dtd) devised for these articles.
From the same site, the HTML versions of articles were downloaded,
converted to text files and automatically marked-up into XML by
our system. The XML DTD used for these articles is complicated
and requires the presence of another DTD (biblist.dtd) devised for
references and bibliographies. For the automatic markup of articles,
currently we only consider those elements of DTD that describe different sections of the article for example, title, author name, author
affiliation, headings, paragraphs, references, etc. We have ignored
the elements embedded in the text containing elements. These include the elements representing physical representation of different
sections of the articles, e.g. <b>, <i> etc. Part of a scientific journal
article automatically marked-up by our system is shown in Figure. 5.
Again, our system did not markup the underlined text with start
and end tag of title and orgName. Although the system makes some
mistakes, it still works reasonably well with our domain-specific
heuristics and automatically marks up most of the sections of the
journal articles.

We have used three performance measures to evaluate the performance of our system. These measures are:
• The percentage of marked-up elements correctly determined by
the system
• The percentage of marked-up elements incorrectly determined by
the system
• The percentage of marked-up elements not determined by the system
When describing the accuracy of our system, we use the first of
these measures, i.e. the percentage of the marked-up elements correctly determined by the system. Evaluation of the performance of
our system for letters (from The MacGreevy Archive) indicates that
it achieves an accuracy of 96%. For the Shakespearean plays, our system achieves 92% accuracy and for the poems taken from the Early
American Digital Archives, it achieves 96% accuracy. For the scientific journal articles, the accuracy of markup process is 97%.

6 CONCLUSION
We have described a novel approach towards automatic markup of
text docuements into XML. Our system uses Self-Organizing Map
(SOM) algorithm and the inductive learning algorithm C5.0 to produce XML markup of unmarked documents. Various experiments
with our system show that our approach provides promising results.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE article SYSTEM article.dtd">
<article>
<front>
<docCiteAs>&nbsp;MRS Internet J. Nitride Semicond.
Res.3, 14.</docCiteAs>
<cpyrt>&nbsp;1999 The Materials Research Society</cpyrt>
<title>Surface Morphology of MBE-grown GaN on GaAs(001)
as Function of the N/Ga-ratio</title>
<Authors>
<auth> <pn>O. Zseb&ouml;k</pn></auth>
<auth> <pn>J.V. Thordson</pn> </auth>
<auth> <pn>T.G. Andersson</pn></auth>
<aff>
<orgName>Chalmers University of Technology
</orgName>
</aff>
</authors>
<history><date>Tuesday, June 23, 1998</date></history>
<history><date>Monday, August 24, 1998</date></history>
<abstract>
<p>Molecular beam epitaxy growth utilising an RF-plasma
nitrogen source was used to study surface reconstruction and surface
morphology of GaN on GaAs (001) at 580 &deg;C. While both the
nitrogen flow and plasma excitation power were constant, the grown
layers were characterised as a function of Ga-flux. In the initial growth
stage a (3x3) surface reconstruction was observed. This surface
....

Figure 5. Part of a scientific journal article automatically marked-up by
our system

The functionality of our system can be used to produce large document collections in XML These document collections can be used by
many applications.
Currently, we are trying to figure out the points, which can improve the accuracy of markup produced by our system.
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A Formal Specification of a Multi-Agent Trading System
Elaine Barrett1 and Sharon Flynn2
Abstract. This paper considers how formal methods might be useful and how they may be applied to the area of agent-based systems.
The main aim of this paper is to investigate the application of formal
methods to multiagent systems through a multiagent trading system
case study. We present a brief overview of formal methods, some
background information on multiagent systems as well as information on agent communication and interaction. A brief explanation of
the hypothetical multiagent trading system case study is given. Previously, there have been some attempts to model agents, however little
attention has been paid to formally modelling agent communication
and cooperation. We plan on using the Z specification language to
provide a formal model of individual agents in isolation. Further developments of this work are to show that LOTOS is a useful method
of specifying communication, cooperation and negotiation between
multiple agents within the trading environment.

1 INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with an initial attempt to write a formal specification of a multiagent system. The multiagent system that is used
is an agent trading system. The primary problem that we hope to
address is to specify how the agents cooperate, communicate and
negotiate within their environment. In approaching this problem,
we plan on using the Z specification language to specify agents in
isolation and the knowledge needed by each agent as well as their
objectives. LOTOS is the language we use in order to specify the
communication and interactions between trading agents.
The paper is structured as follows. The second section briefly mentions related research. The third section describes formal methods
and briefly discusses the benefits of formalising systems. Agents and
multiagent systems are outlined in section four. Section five gives
an overview of the specification languages, Z and LOTOS. The multiagent trading system case study is introduced in section six. An
informal specification of this system is briefly outlined. We describe
how the Z and LOTOS languages are applied to the case study. Section seven compares our approach to other research. Finally the paper
finishes with some conclusions about the case study and the specification languages used as well as future work that is proposed.

2 RELATED RESEARCH
There have been, to date, a few attempts to apply formal methods to
agent-based systems. Luck and d’Inverno [15] use the Z specification language to give an account of agent systems. The framework
1
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provides unambiguous meanings for concepts and terms, something
which is recognisably lacking in current agent research. Other
approaches involve using modal and multi-modal logics to model
agents, to provide both an internal agent language to be used by an
agent in its own reasoning, and external metalanguages to specify,
design and verify the behavioural properties of agents [5].
Although there has been some attempt to model agents, little
attention has so far been paid to formally modelling communication
and cooperation between agents. We suggest that a formal process
algebra such as LOTOS would be a suitable formal method to use
for this purpose.
Misra [16] has developed an interesting programming model
called Seuss. Misra views a multiprogram as a set of actions. Each
action deals with an aspect of the systems functionality. His work
incorporates ideas from: serialisability and atomicity in databases,
Cooperative Problem Solving (CPS), input/output automata, notions
of objects and inheritance and finally temporal logic of actions. Peyton Jones et al. [17] apply formal semantics and functional programming to the area of financial and insurance contracts. Their design is
presented as a combinator library embedded in Haskell. They define
a carefully chosen set of combinators, and through an extended sequence of examples in Haskell they illustrate that these combinators
can be used to describe a wide variety of contracts.

3 FORMAL METHODS
Formal Methods refer to the use of mathematical tools, techniques
and notations in Computing Science, with a view to providing a
theoretical underpinning to support proofs of properties and proofs
of correctness. Formal methods have been demonstrated to result
in systems of the highest integrity. Formal methods not only refers
to the specification, verification and refinement languages, it also
involves both formal reasoning about the specification as well as
informal reasoning about the relationship between a formal model
and a real world problem [20].
One of the more successful ways in which Formal Methods can
be used is to model a system (software or hardware). Once a formal
model, i.e. using a formal language, has been described, it can be
used to prove properties of the system, or to develop/refine that
system.
Based on his experience of using formal methods while working
on an industrial project, Hall [9] found that formal methods helped
identify errors early on in the project. He believes that formal
methods force the specifier to think very hard about the proposed
system. He also states that formal methods can help clarify the

system and help clients understand what they are buying.
Pfleeger and Hatton’s [18] paper is a report on an investigation
carried out on the effects of using Formal Methods to develop an
air-traffic-control information system. Their aim was to show how
Formal Methods influenced code quality. The result of their study
revealed significant evidence of high code quality. They felt that formal specifications produced small and independent modules that led
to clear-cut and uncomplicated unit testing. They concluded that formal design combined with other techniques resulted in highly reliable code.

4 MULTIAGENT SYSTEMS
Agent technology is an exciting and rapidly growing area of computing science. Agents have the potential to resolve problems that
have been beyond the scope of automation, problems that very often
have no existing knowledge or technology that is capable of solving
them. A key advantage of agents is their ability to unravel problems
in an easier, faster and cheaper way [23].
To date there is much dispute and disagreement over an agreed
universal definition to describe agents. However Wooldridge presents
the generally accepted definition of an agent as a computer system
that is located in an environment and is capable of autonomous
action in order to meet its design objectives [22].
Agents are autonomous and should operate without direct human
intervention. They have a certain element of control over their state
and actions. Agents are capable of interacting with other agents.
They can be reactive, meaning that they can observe and understand
their environment and react to changes that may occur. They may
also display goal-directed actions by taking the initiative. Agents
continuously run processes actively in the forefront or passively in
the background [10].
Generally a multiagent system contains two or more agents, which
have the ability to interact with each other and their environment.
Each agent’s expertise and knowledge of the environment may differ
from another agents. A multiagent system is characteristically a distributed system with a number of different components. Each agent
within the multiagent system is an independent problem-solving
agent. These agents join together to form a coherent system. It is
essential for agents to cooperate so that they can interact effectively
preventing goal duplication, which may result in obstructing other
agents achieving their goals [4].

4.1 Agent Characteristics
Communication. Agent communication protocols allow agents
to exchange and understand messages. It is necessary for agents
to communicate in order to achieve their goals. Communication
allows agents to synchronize their actions and behaviour. Agents can
communicate to exploit and ensure coordination and cooperation.
An agent can also influence other agents to take on its goals [11].
Agent communication languages are the standard means of exchanging messages. The knowledge query and manipulation language
(KQML) is a well-known agent communication language. It is a
language and protocol for exchanging information and knowledge.
The FIPA agent communication language is also based on the speech

act theory. The syntax is quite similar to KQML. Each message holds
a set of message elements. With FIPA-ACL, the communicative acts
are described in both a narrative form and a formal semantics [7, 8].
Interaction. Agent interaction protocols allow agents to have
conversations with each other. They may need models of each other
in order to interact and to decide on their success and failure [22].
Agent interaction is a central part of multiagent systems. Interactions
are revealed in different ways - including cooperation, coordination
and collaboration. However [12] states that the most powerful means
for managing inter-agent dependencies is negotiation.
Negotiation. Agent negotiation is a procedure where agents communicate with one another and attempt to reach an agreement on a
particular goal or objective of shared interest. Negotiation protocols
are a set of rules that regulate negotiation. Agents must agree on a
negotiation protocol before negotiation can commence [12, 14].

5 FORMAL SPECIFICATION LANGUAGES
We will now briefly look at the two specification languages that will
be applied to our multiagent trading system:

5.1 Z Specification Language
The Z specification language [19] is an example of a model-oriented
approach to specification. Z was made an international standard by
ISO in 2002. Z involves the construction of a model of the concept
to be described, taking advantage of available mathematical tools.
The associated operations of the concept are then specified with
respect to the particular model which has been used. Z has, as its
mathematical basis, familiar mathematical concepts and notations
such as set theory and first order predicate logic.
Z has been used previously with some success to describe
individual agents in a more general setting [6, 15]. We decided on
using Z to model the agents in the trading system because it provides
a clear and straightforward notation which permits the precise
description of our agent properties. The result is an accessible
specification which can be easily read by practitioners in Formal
Methods and Artificial Intelligence, as well as by software engineers.

5.2 LOTOS Specification Language
LOTOS stands for Language of Temporal Ordering Specifications
and is a specification language that was developed within the ISO
for the formal specification of OSI systems. However it can also
be applied to synchronised and distributed systems. LOTOS is an
algebraic specification language, which consists of two main parts:
an abstract data type language such as ACT ONE and also process
algebra such as CCS and CSP [21].
The aim of LOTOS was to help specifiers who need precision,
conciseness and clarity, it is also intended to assist implementers
who need clear guidelines as to what to build and also testers, who
need to have implementation options precisely defined [2].
In LOTOS, a system is perceived as a collection of processes. A
process is a unit that is capable of executing internal and unobservable actions. Processes interact, cooperate and exchange messages

among each other as well as with their environment. Events symbolise a synchronisation between processes. When an event is offered it
gives the process an opportunity to participate and get involved in
the event. Two or more processes are necessary in order for an event
to occur. The interaction of processes occurs through event gates. A
process interacts with its environment through these gates [21].
LOTOS may be useful in order to specify agent communication
and interaction in the multiagent trading system. It can be applicable
to distributed systems. LOTOS was chosen because of its application
in areas where communication is prevalent. It is also somewhat
useful for the verification and validation of specifications [21].
Logrippo et al. [13] present a paper which investigates the usefulness of LOTOS in an industrial environment. They found LOTOS
to be a powerful and expressive specification language of protocols
and distributed systems. Due to the formal semantics of LOTOS,
they perceived the specifications as being precise and unambiguous
as well as helping to identify inconsistencies and incompleteness in
the requirements.

6 APPLYING FORMAL METHODS TO A
MULTIAGENT TRADING SYSTEM
The hypothetical case study that we use to apply formal methods is a
multiagent trading system. This multiagent trading system contains a
set of agents. The agents can buy, sell or trade goods with each other
on behalf of the agent’s owner or user. The trading system is similar
to that of an auction. Agent communication and negotiation are the
major characteristics of the system. Agent are required to negotiate in order to sell and acquire products and to maximise their profits.
We decided on using the Z specification to specify agents in
isolation and the knowledge needed by each agent. Z has been used
previously with success to describe individual agents. The reason we
chose to use Z to model the agents in our trading system is because
Z provides a clear and straightforward notation which allows the
precise description of our agent properties. Having considered the
behaviour of the agents using the formal specification language
Z, we then need to address agent communication and interaction.
We use another specification language LOTOS to specify agent
negotiation and the interactions between agents in the trading system.
Agent negotiation plays a large part in the trading system environment. Agents need to negotiate in order to buy and sell their
products. To negotiate, agents must communicate their positions,
which may conflict. They must then attempt to make an agreement
by making allowances or perhaps taking an alternative route.
Agents may be required to cooperate and collaborate with other
agents in order to achieve their goal of buying the required quantity
of products.
Initially we need to identify an agents’ knowledge/beliefs.
goals/desires and its intentions. Agent knowledge/beliefs refer to information the agent has about the world. This knowledge may be
incorrect or incomplete [6]. The agent knowledge identified in this
case study include knowledge of:
• the environment;

• how each agent communicates;
• protocols an agent uses to negotiate;
• how to sell a quantity of products including knowledge of the sale
product name, product reference number and the quantity for sale;
• how to buy a quantity of products including knowledge of the required product name and the quantity required by the user;
• the set minimum selling price per sale product;
• the set maximum buying price per product required;
Every agent possesses a set of goals. The agent goals identified in
our case study include:
• the agent is required to maximise profit;
• the agent needs to buy products at a price less than or equal to the
maximum buying price that is specified by the user;
• similarly the agent needs to sell products at a price greater than or
equal to the minimum selling price that is stated explicitly by the
user;
• all agents need to trade or collaborate in order to acquire the required products.
An agents’ chosen goals are its intentions. The agent should continue to try to achieve an intention until it believes that the intention
is satisfied or is no longer attainable [6].

6.1 Informal Specification
An informal specification acts as an preliminary stage in the development of a more formal specification. We informally describe the
behaviour of the multiagent trading system that we intend to specify.

6.1.1

Buying Agent

An agent that requires to buy a quantity of products has four trading
options:
1. the agent can submit an offer,
2. the agent may trade a required quantity of products for a quantity
of products that the agent needs to sell,
3. the agent may collaborate with another agent in order to acquire
the necessary required products,
4. or the agent may opt to withdraw from bidding.
Regardless of the trading option that an agent chooses, the offer
or value of the trade offer needs to be validated. We need to validate
the offer so that the maximum specified buying price is not exceeded.
The bid, collaboration offer or trade offer can either be accepted or
rejected by the selling agent.

6.1.2

Selling Agent

Selling agents firstly declare a quantity of products for sale. The
agent accepts offers from other agents. The highest offer is determined. The highest bid needs to be validated. The bid must be greater
than the specified minimum selling price.

6.2 Formal Specification
We use the Z specification language to specify single agents in
isolation. We need to model the knowledge required by each agent
in order to begin reasoning on whether or not they should buy or sell
a product.

We begin the specification by identifying the basic type definitions.
In our Z specification we declare the three following types:
[PRODUCT, BID, TIME]
The easiest way to define an object is to declare it. If the object is a
given set or a basic type, its name is written between square brackets
as illustrated above [3]. The type PRODUCT is the basic type for
products and represents the set of all products. Similarly BID and
TIME are basic types for bids and time and represent the set of all
bids and time limits.
The full specification is explained in greater detail in [1].
The first schema of the specification is the state schema saleProductList.

saleProductList
saleList : P PRODUCT
saleMinPrice : PRODUCT →
7 BID
saleResTime : PRODUCT →
7 TIME

dom saleMinPrice = saleList
dom saleResTime = saleList

The state of the model is described by saleList which consists of a
set of products and the relations saleMinPrice and saleResTime. The
variable saleList is a set of products. The relations saleMinPrice and
saleResTime are elements of saleList. Each product for sale has an
associated minimum sale price and a time limit for sale.
The initial state of the system must be provided in order to demonstrate that at least one valid state exists. The initial state is always
referred to as the after state. The notation ‘∅’ denotes the empty set
of products, for example saleList’ = ∅ contains no products:

InitialsaleProductList
saleProductList0

saleList0 = ∅
saleMinPrice0 = ∅
saleResPrice0 = ∅

The first operation that we specify is AddSaleProduct, this full
operation comprises of two subcases addSaleProductOk and
saleProductInList. This is described by the disjunction:
AddSaleProduct =
b addSaleProductOk ∨ addSaleProductError
We need to model the first subcase addSaleProductOk of the
AddSaleProduct operation. This subcase allows a new product to be
added to the agents list of products that need to be sold:

addSaleProductOk
∆saleProductList
p? : PRODUCT
time? : TIME
bid? : BID
r? : REPORT

p? ∈
/ saleList
saleList0 = saleList ∪ {p?}
saleMinPrice0 = saleMinPrice ∪ {(p? 7→ bid?)}
saleResTime0 = saleResTime ∪ {(p? 7→ time?)}
r! = product on list

In the above schema ∆saleProductList indicates that there is a
change in the state of the list and that the state variables saleList,
saleMinPrice and saleResTime, along with their invariants are
included in the new schema, addSaleProductOk.
p? is an input that represents a product, time? is an input that
represents time and bid? represents an input, bid. Before a new
product is added to the list, the product p? must not already be an
element of saleList.
saleList’ = saleList ∪ {p?} specifies that the new product p? (which
is not already an element of saleList) is added to the new updated
list saleList’. The associated minimum selling price and the time
limit is added to saleMinPrice and saleResTime respectively. When
this is successfully completed a report r! is outputted indicating the
successful addition of the new product to the list.
The second subcase of the operation is the addSaleProductError subcase. This subcase is when a product has already been previously
added to the list. It is described as follows:

addSaleProductError
ΞsaleproductList
p? : PRODUCT
time? : TIME
bid? : BID
r? : REPORT

p? ∈ saleList
r! = already in list

The declaration ΞsaleProductList says that the before and after
states with their variables and invariants are included in the schema
and the state does not change. The specification checks that p? is an
element of saleList.
The next operation that we demonstrate is BidForProduct, this
full operation comprises of the subcases checkReceivingBid and
ExceededTimeLimit. This operation is described by the disjunction:
BidForProduct =
b checkReceivingBid ∨ ExceededTimeLimit
The first subcase checkReceivingBid checks each received bid:

checkReceivingBid
ΞsaleProductList
p? : PRODUCT
newbid? : BID
time? : TIME
r? : REPORT

p? ∈ saleList
newbid? ≥ saleMinPrice(p?)
time? ≤ saleResTime(p?)
r! = success

The ΞsaleProductList says that the before and after states with their
variables and invariants are included in the schema and the state
does not change. As previously, p? is an input of type PRODUCT,
newbid? is of type BID and time? is of type TIME.

The receiving bid is deemed valid if the bid is greater than the
specified minimum selling price and if the time limit has not been
exceeded. The bid must also be for a product that is on the selling list.

reply, sendOffer,offerAccepted, offerRejected,requiredProd,
tradeProd](prd id:prd list, bid:amount,value:amount,
agent id:agent list,tradeValue:amount,reqValue:amount)
: exit :=

The second subcase ExceededTimeLimit checks the time limit to
ensure that the limit is not exceeded.

(
Trade [requiredProd, tradeProd, bid, send, validate, accepted,
rejected, sendReq](prd id:prd list, tradeValue:amount,
reqValue:amount, agent id:agent list)

Other operations included in the specification include: buyProductList, InitialbuyProductList, addBuyProductOk, addbuyProductError, removeBuyProductOk and removeSaleProductOk. These
operations are included in [1].
Having considered the behaviour of agents in isolation using the formal approach of Z, we can now begin to address communication and
negotiation between agents. We use the specification language LOTOS to formally specify the systems interactions and negotiation.
The first process in the specification is the TradingSystem process.
The process can either follow the behaviour specified by the process
BuyProduct or the process SellProduct:
process TradingSystem [decideOffer, validate, valid, invalid,
sendReq, reply, sendOffer, offerAccepted, offerRejected,
requiredProd, tradeProd](prd id:prd list, bid:amount,
value:amount,agent id:agent list, tradeValue:amount,
reqValue:amount): noexit :=
(
BuyProduct [decideOffer, validate, valid, invalid, sendReq,
reply, sendOffer, offerAccepted, offerRejected, requiredProd,
tradeProd](prd id, bid, value,agent id, tradeValue, reqValue)

SellProduct [announce, bid, send, validate, accepted, rejected,
sendReq, withdraw](prd id:prd list, bid:amount,value:amount,
agent id:agent list,tradeValue:amount, reqValue:amount))

>>
TradingSystem [decideOffer, validate, valid, invalid, sendReq,
reply, sendOffer, offerAccepted, offerRejected, requiredProd,
tradeProd](prd id, bid, value, agent id, tradeValue, reqValue)
endproc

Process TradingSystem has the following events; decideOffer,
validate, valid, invalid, sendReq, reply, sendOffer, offerAccepted,
offerRejected, requiredProd, tradeProd. The interaction of processes
occur through these event gates. prd id:prd list, bid:amount,
value:amount, agent id:agent list, tradeValue:amount, reqValue:amount are parameters of the TradingSystem process.
The parameter agent id:agent list is a list of agent id’s and
prd id:prd list is a list of the product id’s. noexit indicates that the
process is non-terminating.

The choice operator ‘ ’ denotes the choice between two processes:
BuyProduct or SellProduct. The enable operator ‘>>’ means that on
successful termination of BuyProduct and SellProduct the process
TradingSystem is enabled. If BuyProduct or SellProduct do not
terminate successfully then the process TradingSystem will not be
enabled.

The buyProduct process is as follows:
process BuyProduct [decideOffer, validate, valid, invalid, sendReq,

Collaboration [decideOffer, validate, valid, invalid, sendReq,
reply, sendOffer, offerAccepted, offerRejected]
(prd id:prd list,bid:amount, agent id:agent list)

MakeOffer [decideOffer, validate, invalid, valid, sendOffer,
offerAccepted,offerRejected](prd id:prd list, bid:amount,
agent id:agent list)

withdraw; exit;
>>
BuyProduct [decideOffer, validate, valid, invalid, sendReq,
reply, sendOffer,offerAccepted, offerRejected, requiredProd,
tradeProd]
)
endproc
In the process BuyProduct, there are four choices:
1.
2.
3.
4.

product trading
collaborating
making an offer or
the agent can withdraw from bidding and exit the process.

The process Trade specifies the behaviour when an agent decides
to trade a quantity of products in order to acquire the products that
it requires. Firstly, the agent decides on the product that it requires.
Values are attached to identify the id of the product required, the
quantity required and the value of the quantity required. Next the
agent must decide on the product that it intends on using in the
trade. Again, values are attached to identify the product, the quantity
and the value of the quantity. The trade value cannot exceed the
maximum price specified. The value can be deemed to be either
valid or invalid. If the value is invalid the agent can choose another
trading option or it has the option of withdrawing and exiting the
process. If the value is valid a trade request is sent to the selling
agent. The request can either be accepted or rejected. If the request
is rejected, the agent can try another trade or it may opt to exit the
process. If the request is accepted the buying agent successfully
obtains the required quantity of products.
The process Collaboration specifies the behaviour when an agent
decides to collaborate with another agent in order to acquire a quantity of a product that they may require. The bid must be validated. If
valid, a request is sent to other agents in the agent list asking for an
agent to collaborate and join bids in order to acquire a quantity of a
product. If an agent agrees, they send the quantity that they require
and the amount they are willing to pay for that amount. An offer is
made to the selling agent. If the bid is accepted the agent exits the
process. If the bid is denied the agent can try another collaboration
request or it can withdraw from collaborating.

The process MakeOffer validates a bid made by the buying agent.
The bid must be less than the maximum bid specified. If the bid

is deemed invalid, the agent can withdraw from bidding or else the
BuyProduct process is called and the agent can rebid for same product or another product. On the other hand, if the bid is deemed valid
an offer is made.

Immediate future work will include the testing of the success of the
specification. One particular aspect that is worth exploring in the future is the idea of integrating different formal methods, such as Z and
LOTOS used in this case study.

7 COMPARISONS
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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Toward Understanding Variable Ordering Heuristics for
Constraint Satisfaction Problems


J. Christopher Beck and Patrick Prosser and Richard J. Wallace
Abstract. Most previous work on understanding variable ordering heuristics for constraint satisfaction problems has focused on the
ability to recover from bad decisions. It has been demonstrated however that this ability cannot be the full explanation of the quality of a
variable ordering heuristic [8]. In this paper, we develop a more complete framework for analyzing heuristics based on optimal policies.
We consider a second policy (in addition to the principle of quick
recovery), which we call promise, which is simply to make choices
that maximize the likelihood of successful search. We then develop a
method for measuring the degree to which a heuristic conforms to the
promise principle. Using this measure, we show that variable ordering heuristics vary with respect to their promise, and that for problems with many solutions the degree of promise correlates highly
with efficiency of search.

1

INTRODUCTION

When presented with a number of choices, intelligence dictates that
we select the best one according to some reasonable criterion. But
how do we go about making a good decision? If we are on the path
to reaching our goal, and we are presented with a number of options,
a good decision will bring us closer to our goal. But if we have made
a bad decision unknowingly and are no longer on a path to our goal,
then we want to make decisions that will show us this as quickly
as possible, so we can discover the bad decision and choose again.
This means that in solving hard problems incrementally, we must
deal with two different situations, where the assessment of decision
quality may depend on different criteria.
Constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) involve assigning values
to variables in order to satisfy constraints among them. In this case,
choices made during problem solving involve selecting which variable to consider next or which value to assign to this variable. Typically, some rule or heuristic is used to guide decision making at
each step. For the most part, these rules are applied on a more-or-less
ad hoc basis, and the reasons for the sometimes dramatic improvements in search efficiency are not yet clear. One criterion has been
suggested for assessing heuristics, the well-known fail first principle.
However, it has been demonstrated that adherence to this principle
alone can actually impede search [8].
The main contention of this paper is that to understand heuristic
performance, we must distinguish the two situations described above.
We propose that each situation can be related to a basic principle or
policy that defines what a good decision is, and that heuristics must
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be evaluated in relation to both principles. We call these principles
promise and fail-firstness. Promise is the ability to make choices that
lead to a solution when one exists, while fail-firstness is the ability to
detect a wrong decision as soon as possible.
This paper focuses on the promise principle and on heuristics for
variable selection. Although some variable ordering heuristics are
known to enhance fail-firstness [6, 8], there is as yet no demonstration that they also vary with respect to promise. (On the other hand,
it is expected that performance differences for value ordering heuristics will be due solely to differences in promise, although the size
of these differences is unknown.) We first show how promise can
be measured, which allows us to move from an abstract discussion
of principles to concrete assessment of heuristics in these terms. We
demonstrate that different heuristics do exhibit different degrees of
promise and that the level of promise of a heuristic is correlated with
its quality as measured by search cost. By taking performance principles like promise into account in evaluating heuristics, we may be
able to clarify their effect on search performance. This may lead to
more intelligent selection of heuristics and even to intelligent heuristic design.

1.1

Constraint satisfaction problems and search

In a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) there is a set of variables,
each with a domain of values, and a set of constraints acting between
variables to restrict the set of possible value assignments. The problem is to find an assignment of values to variables that satisfies the
constraints, or to prove that no such instantiation exists [9]. Many
real world problems can be modeled as CSPs: scheduling problems,
problems of design, routing, workforce management, etc. Typically a
CSP is solved using a complete backtracking search. That is, a variable is selected for instantiation (the current variable) and is assigned
a value. The un-assigned (future) variables are then filtered, removing all values from their domains that can be proved to be inconsistent with the past variable assignments. If all future variables have
non-empty domains, we select from the future a new current variable. Otherwise we re-instantiate the current variable, or backtrack.
The order that we select the current variable can have a profound effect on search effort [6, 7, 5]. We can use dynamic or static variable
ordering heuristics. In a static variable ordering (SVO) heuristic variables are ordered before search starts, and are then always selected in
that order. In contrast, dynamic variable ordering (DVO) heuristics
select the current variable using information that is made available
during the search process. Another primary component of search is
the algorithm used to infer inconsistent values in the domains of future variables. A common consistency enforcement algorithm called
forward checking [6], checks all values in the domain of the future

variables against the assignment made to the current variable. If a
value is inconsistent, it is removed from the domain.
Haralick & Elliott [6] proposed the fail first principle as a heuristic:
first try the places most likely to fail. This was realized as SDF: the
“smallest domain first” DVO heuristic which selects the variable with
fewest values remaining in its domain. The justification for this was
that it would reduce the average path length in the search tree, and
this in turn would reduce search effort. Nudel [7] suggested another
motivation for a heuristic, namely that it should minimize the number
of nodes within the search tree. He presented an analytical model of
the forward checking search process and showed that SDF will minimize the expected size of the search tree. In [8] Smith & Grant took
the fail first principle to an extreme and engineered a heuristic that
aggressively attempts to fail early in the search. While their heuristic
did indeed reduce the average path lengths in the search tree, it did
so with an increase in search cost. Clearly, the fail-first principle is
not a full explanation for the quality of variable ordering heuristics.

2

RULES FOR DECISIONS: POLICIES AND
HEURISTICS

When decisions are made during the course of search, it is helpful
to have rules to guide the selections. Rules of this sort seem to have
two basic forms, that have been called policies and heuristics, and
that can be distinguished by the functions they perform. A policy
identifies goals or end-results that are desirable. A heuristic identifies
features of the situation that serve to distinguish among choices, such
that a selection in these terms increases the likelihood of achieving
the desirable goals.
It is significant that researchers in other disciplines have also seen
fit to make this distinction. The following quotation is from an article
in behavioral ecology (the study of behavior as adaptation) [3]:
A policy model in our terminology is one which prescribes a
general rule for maximizing payoff (the goal), without identifying any specific procedure which would enable the animal to
follow the rule. (A policy for maximizing the goal of offspring
production might, for example, be “Cross roads in a way that
minimizes the chance of being run over”, and the procedure
for doing this might be “Look in both directions and cross if
clear”).
These authors talk about procedures or algorithms rather than heuristics, but the latter clearly form a part of any procedure in which nondeterministic choices must be made. Other workers in this field have,
in fact, spoken of animals as following certain “rules-of-thumb” that
allow them to approximate optimal policies.
There is an overall policy for search problems, which is to maximize the efficiency of the procedure, i.e. to minimize the effort required to find a solution, according to some relevant measure. An
important measure of this sort is the number of nodes in the search
tree, which is equal to the total number of assignments considered.
Other measures, such as number of constraint checks and run time,
attempt to better measure overall effort.
As indicated in the Introduction, two subordinate policies can be
distinguished in this domain. This is because, for NP-complete and
other hard combinatorial problems, search cannot be expected to
make the best choice in all cases. Search may, therefore, enter a state
where the partial solution cannot be extended to a complete one, i.e.
the subtree below it does not contain any solutions. In this case, in order to succeed as quickly as possible, search should fail as quickly as
possible so that it can get out of this subtree and return to a path that

leads to a solution. This is in direct contrast to the situation where
one is on such a path; in this case success should be followed by
future success, to as great a degree as possible.
Promise has always been accepted implicitly as a policy in constraint solving, one that was probably too obvious to be described
as such. On the other hand, the fail first principle is not so obvious,
so its identification was (rightly) perceived as a discovery or a new
proposal, and it has taken its place as a discernible strand in the lore
of the field. Moreover, this proposal was first made in the context
of the all-solutions problem, where for many algorithms the promise
of different heuristics is the same. (Roughly, this is because all currently viable values in a domain must be tested in order to find all
solutions.) As a result, the promise principle has tended to be disregarded. A further result is that the proper context of fail first has
often been overlooked.
Another reason for the neglect of promise as a ‘complementary’
principle is that it is typically associated with value selection. In fact,
an excellent value ordering heuristic is called the “promise” heuristic
[4]. Value selection in turn is not usually expected to support failfirstness. On this basis, one might hypothesize that while value ordering heuristics should support promise, variable ordering heuristics should support fail-firstness. In this case, one might question
whether the distinction between policies and heuristics is important
in practice, or even in theory. On the other hand, if variable ordering heuristics can also vary with respect to promise, then there can
be no argument about the importance of this distinction, or the potential usefulness of considering heuristics in terms of how well they
conform to basic policies.
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A MEASURE OF PROMISE
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Figure 1. Example CSP with three variables, showing domains and the set
of tuples in each constraint.

The promise policy is simply to make selections that have the
greatest likelihood of succeeding. Because in practice we do not
know which selection will maximize promise, we are forced to use
heuristics. “Likelihood of success” can be treated probabilistically.
That is, for a given decision there is some probability over all possible subsequent decisions that the choice will lead to success. We can
also consider promise with respect to an entire problem, i.e. as an expected value over all possible sequences of choices. In this sense, we
can speak of the promise of a problem in terms of its relation to a perfect selection. This measure of promise also has a natural minimum
and maximum: 0 (for insoluble problems) and 1 (if every -tuple is
a solution). This gives us a universal measure (across all problems)
that is linked directly to an optimal policy; if we can obtain a value
for this measure given a problem and heuristic, we can tell how well
that heuristic conforms to the ideal policy on that problem. (Whether
“promise” refers to the policy or to the measure based on this policy
should be clear from the context.)



These points can be illustrated with a toy problem, in which
promise can be worked out exactly for different consistency algorithms as well as for the entire problem. The problem consists of
three variables, each with two or three values in its domain (see Figure 1).
For this problem, the search tree for simple backtracking (no filtering), using lexical variable ordering is:
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And the resulting sum is:



     

So the overall promise for this problem and this consistency algorithm is . For backtracking, this is, in fact, the same as the solution
density (cf. Section 5).
Now, we consider forward checking, using the SDF ordering. Here
the search tree looks like:
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Making the same calculations as before for this tree, we have the
path-products,

which gives the sum:
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Promise can vary depending on the variable ordering, as well as
the consistency algorithm. (In the above three examples, three different values were obtained for the overall promise.)
Promise is not in general equivalent to solution density; the equivalence holds only if there is no consistency maintenance.
There does not appear to be a particular variable ordering that is
guaranteed to give the best value for promise. (One might have
expected SDF to do better than the alternative, and it may indeed
on average.) Therefore, the degree of promise of different variable
ordering heuristics will probably have to be decided empirically.

3.1

Probing for promise

Although the expected value of success gives an ideal measure of
promise, it is not clear from the above whether such a measure can
be obtained in general. Fortunately, it is possible to assess the overall
promise of a problem under a given variable ordering with the following procedure, which we call probing. The basic idea is to choose,
with appropriate randomization, variables and values until a dead end
is encountered. At this point search stops and re-starts from the beginning with a new random seed. This process is repeated until a
complete solution is found; the number of probes required to do this
gives us a measure of promise, as shown below. Roughly, the greater
the promise the fewer the number of probes required, on average, to
obtain a complete solution.
This procedure avoids contamination by fail-firstness because we
never try to recover from a deadend: the number of probes should be
a reflection of promise alone. If used with a random value ordering
heuristic over many runs, this technique also avoids effects of value
selection on promise. We can use any consistency enforcement algorithm as part of the probing procedure. This allows us to assess this
aspect of search for its effect on promise.

3.2

The probe procedure estimates promise

We can prove that the number of probes is a direct estimate of the
promise for a problem, under a particular variable ordering. This is
because the expected number of probes can be expressed by the following formula

,21
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So the overall promise for this problem, given this variable ordering and the forward checking algorithm, is .
In this case, if we use a different variable ordering, say 3-2-1 instead of 1-2-3, we, of course, get a different search tree:

c

So the overall promise for this problem and this algorithm is .
From this we can draw some important conclusions:
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From this, we can calculate the overall promise for backtracking
on this problem, by summing the path-products. The latter are:
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and the sum:
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Making the same calculations for this tree, we have path-products:
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To calculate promise, we consider the probability of choosing each
viable value from a domain, when any value is equally likely to be
chosen:
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where is the probability that the probe will succeed, and is therefore
equal to the overall promise, and is the probability that this probe
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This summation can be seen to involve a “telescoped” expression, so
it can be simplified as follows. First, we consider the sum in its finite
form,
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. This can be reduced to:
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In the last section, we have shown that on a toy problem different
variable orderings result in different measures of promise and that
probing allows us to estimate promise. In this section, we will use
the probing procedure to investigate two hypotheses:
1. Different variable ordering heuristics from the literature exhibit
different levels of promise.
2. Promise is inversely correlated with search effort. We do not expect promise to be perfectly correlated with search effort since
fail-firstness surely also has an impact on search effort. However,
we expect that for easier problems, promise will be strongly correlated with search cost. As problems become more difficult, we
expect the effect of promise to decrease: fail-firstness should be
more important to search effort.

4.1
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As  , the simplified summation therefore goes to  , while
the second expression (after the minus sign) goes to zero. The first
statement is obvious. For the second, the following proof will suffice
(and a variant can be used for the first statement as well).
Proof. The ratio of successive terms as is incremented is:
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consider successive ratios from this point (all of which are now less
than 1),
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the ratio of successive numerators in this sequence to the first denominator becomes progressively closer to 0. But then the original
expression must
.
What this argument shows is that the expected number of probes
is equal to the reciprocal of the overall promise. We can, therefore,
use the probe technique to obtain a direct estimate of promise for any
heuristic on any problem, as well as estimating the average promise
of a heuristic for a class of problems.
For example, for forward checking using SDF on our toy problem,
the summation is
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while for the reverse ordering, it is
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Experimental details

We investigate the following set of heuristics and anti-heuristics:

By a well-known equivalence, the summation within the parentheses
is equal to


 /

EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATIONS

 

These are, of course, the reciprocals of the values of the overall
promise calculated by hand above.

)
)

SDF: “smallest domain first”. The variable chosen is the one with
the smallest domain.
max-static-degree: The variable chosen is the one with the maximum degree in the original constraint graph. This is a static heuristic since degree does not change during search.
max-forward-degree: The variable chosen is the one with the maximum degree to non-assigned variables.
brelaz [2]: The variable chosen is the one with the smallest domain. Ties are broken by choosing the variable with smallest domain and maximum forward degree.
domdeg [1]: The variable chosen is the one that minimizes the
ratio of domain size to forward degree (i.e. the number of adjacent
uninstantiated variables).
random: A random (unassigned) variable is chosen.
LDF: “largest domain first”. The variable with the largest domain
is chosen.
min-static-degree: The variable chosen is the one with smallest
degree in the original constraint graph. This is a static heuristic.
min-forward-degree: The variable chosen is the one with smallest
degree to non-assigned variables.
anti-brelaz: The variable with largest domain is chosen. Ties are
broken by choosing the variable with largest domain which has
minimum forward degree.
anti-domdeg: The variable that maximizes the the ratio of domain
size to forward degree is chosen.

Forward checking (FC) [6] is used with each variable ordering
heuristic.
All test problems are randomly generated with 15 variables and 10
values per variable. The density is fixed at 0.7. Tightness varies from
0.30 to 0.39 in steps of 0.01. There are 100 problems in each subset
corresponding to the different tightness values. The problems are not
filtered and therefore (depending on the mean solubility of the set)
contain a mix of soluble and insoluble problems.
To operationalize our probing technique for our experiments, we
repeat the probing procedure 100 times for each problem and variable ordering heuristic with different seeds for the random number
generator. The median reciprocal of the number of probes over the
100 runs is then considered our estimate of promise for that problem and variable ordering heuristic. Recall that for problems with
no solutions, we define the promise to be 0. For a set of problems

1e+07

1e+06
Mean Consistency Checks

and a variable ordering heuristic, we calculate the mean estimate of
promise by finding the arithmetic mean of the promise estimate over
each problem in the set for that variable ordering heuristic.
To estimate the search effort for a problem and a variable ordering
heuristic, we follow a similar procedure as for estimating promise.
The difference is that instead of probing for solutions, we simply
use chronological backtracking. Our measure of search effort is the
number of consistency checks required to find a solution. Again, for
a given problem and variable ordering heuristic, we run this process
100 times with differing random seeds and define the search cost to
be the median number of constraint checks over the 100 runs. For a
set of problems the mean search cost is the arithmetic mean of the
search cost for each problem.
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Figure 3. The mean search cost for each set of problems.

Figure 2 presents the mean promise estimates for each variable ordering heuristic. A log-scale is used on the y-axis to make the rankings
of the heuristics easier to see. Figure 3 presents the search cost for
each variable ordering heuristic.
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values for the correlations between promise and the
reciprocal of search cost for each set of problems and for selected variable
ordering heuristics.

Figure 2. The mean promise estimates for each set of problems.


Figure 2 clearly shows that different variable ordering heuristics
exhibit different levels of promise. As the tightness increases, there
are fewer soluble problems and the level of promise correspondingly
decreases. Even when we remove the insoluble problems, however,
the promise decreases with increasing tightness as fewer solutions
result in a lower promise for a given variable ordering heuristic.
Comparing Figures 2 and 3, we can see that the most successful
heuristics (i.e., those with lowest search cost: domdeg, brelaz, and
SDF) also exhibit the highest levels of promise. Furthermore, the
rankings seem relatively consistent:
with some exceptions, the 

best heuristic exhibits the  highest level of promise.
Figure 4 presents a measure of the correlation between promise
and search cost. The plot labeled “all” examines 1100 points for each
problem set composed of the search cost and promise values for each
of the 100 test problems and each of the 11 variable ordering heuristics. The plot shows that for low values of tightness, the variation in
promise accounts for 70-80% of the variation in search cost. As the
problems become tighter the 
value drops to close to 0. This is
consistent with our expectations.


Figure 4 also presents the  values for SDF and its anti-heuristic,
LDF. This plot is similar to that seen with the other heuristic/antiheuristic pairs based on domain size (i.e., domdeg and brelaz): at low
values of tightness the 
values are somewhat noisy and around
0.4. For the tighter problem sets, the anti-heuristic, LDF, starts to
have a much stronger correlation with search cost while the correlation of the heuristic, SDF, declines. This is somewhat surprising as
we would expect the promise of a heuristic to be quite poorly correlated with search cost when the problems are insoluble. However,
a closer look at the data shows that for problems with no solutions,
the anti-heuristics have quite a small variance in search cost. The
anti-heuristics do poorly, of course, but each anti-heuristic appears
to do uniformly poorly across the insoluble problems at a tightness
value. Given that there are very few soluble problems at high tightness values (i.e., one for set 0.39) this leads to a strong correlation
between promise which is, by definition, 0, and search cost. Another
surprising result is that for the problem sets with low tightness, the

values are much lower than the “all” plot. In other words, the
relationship between promise and search cost is weaker within any
single heuristic, but over all heuristics the trend of higher promise
corresponding to lower search cost for loose problems is clear.




The heuristics and anti-heuristics based only on variable degree
have a similar behaviour as the domain-based heuristics for low valvalues
ues of tightness. As the tightness increases, however, the 
of both the heuristics and anti-heuristics drop as expected. Lending
support to our above explanation of the domain-based anti-heuristics,
the degree-based anti-heuristics have a larger variance on insoluble
problems than their domain-based counterparts.
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DISCUSSION AND OBSERVATIONS

We have shown that promise has a high (inverse) correlation with
search effort for problems with many solutions but a low correlation
when the number of solutions decreases. We have also shown that
the number of probes to find a solution correlates with the effort for
complete search to find a solution. But why should heuristics such as
SDF, domdeg, and brelaz show greater degrees of promise than other
variable orderings? These heuristics give preference to variables with
small domain sizes. If we assume that each value in the domain of
a variable has equal probability of occurring in a solution, when domain sizes are small the probability of any value in that domain being
in a solution is relatively high. That is, the values are more promising. Therefore we should expect that heuristics that prefer variables
with small domains will be promising, and this is just what we have
seen. This explanation may also account for the differences between
heuristics and anti-heuristics that are based on degree alone, although
this has not yet been tested.
These results should not come as a surprise. What we have demonstrated is that the extent to which a variable ordering affects the likelihood of finding a solution has an inverse relationship to the overall
search effort. Qualitatively, this is only to be expected. But heretofore
it has not been clear that differing degrees of promise actually play
a (non-negligible) role in performance differences based on variable
ordering. In fact, prior to this work no means of analysis has been
available to address the issue. It is certainly conceivable that the ability to escape dead ends is so important that search cost depends entirely on fail-firstness and the promise of a heuristic is irrelevant or, at
best, of marginal importance. Indeed, the focus on the fail-first principle in the literature and the fact that promise has, to our knowledge,
never been explicitly investigated, might lead one to this expectation.
In our toy example we demonstrated that when using forward checking, different variable orderings have different levels of
promise. When calculating the promise for the entire tree we are only
interested in paths to solutions (all other paths are zero valued). To increase promise we want to reduce the degree of nodes in that tree, and
we can do this by increasing the level of consistency during search,
i.e. increasing levels of consistency will be increasingly promising. If
our search process does not perform any domain filtering, but checks
backwards (i.e. the algorithm is BT), then all variable orderings will
have the same promise. Consider a variable . This will correspond
to an interior node in the search tree with out degree equal to the domain size of that variable. Each value will then be equally promising.
In any rearrangement of the tree
will have the same out degree,
and each value will have the same promise. Therefore, all heuristics
will be equally promising. This reasoning has been confirmed empirically, with the problems used in the experiments above.
The likelihood that a value in the domain of a variable is in a solution will increase as we increase the level of consistency. At the
extreme, with -consistency, all domain values are in solutions, and
again all heuristics will be equally promising. However, between the
extremes of BT and -consistency we should expect that as consistency levels increase the difference in promise between heuristics









will decrease. Therefore, promise should actually be defined on the
triple  
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FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

Symmetrical to promise will be fail-firstness, i.e. the ability of a
heuristic to detect a bad decision. Since heuristics are fallible, when
problems are soluble both promise and fail-firstness will come into
play, and when problems are insoluble promise will be irrelevant.
We conjecture that variable ordering heuristics will exhibit differing
levels of fail-firstness as well as promise. While formalizations of
the fail-first principle have been made [6, 7], no one, to our knowledge, has developed a method for measuring fail-firstness that is independent of promise. We plan to apply the same methodology used
with promise to fail-firstness and then to evaluate the extent to which
search cost is correlated with the combination of promise and failfirstness.
Why did Smith and Grant’s aggressive attempts to fail earlier [8]
result in poor search performance? It could be that as they increased
fail-firstness, they reduced the heuristic’s promise. We plan to empirically test this hypothesis. Furthermore, it would be interesting to see
if we could design stronger heuristics by investigating the trade-off
between promise and fail-firstness and, ideally, developing a heuristic with higher promise and higher fail-firstness.
We have presented what we believe to be an explanation of what
makes DVO heuristics perform well, i.e. promise and fail-firstness.
Promise guides search to a solution when one exists and fail-firstness
delivers short proofs of insolubility. Variable ordering heuristics,
such as SDF, brelaz and domdeg exhibit promise as well as failfirstness. Why is this interesting? Up till now we have had conflicting
guidance on what makes a good heuristic, making it difficult to design new heuristics. The present approach offers a way out of this
impasse by developing a more thorough analysis of heuristics starting from first principles in the form of optimal policies.
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Quantifying Temporal Quantifiers
Maria Buckley 1
Abstract. A psycholinguistic analysis of the meaning of quantifying expressions is undertaken. Research
which explores scalar ranking of quantificational determiners is replicated, albeit in an alternative medium. Additionally, more controls against confounding factors are
implemented (e.g. cross-ranking of simultaneously presented lists with responses to randomly ordered individual presentation of determiners). Issues associated with
obtaining access to participants and administering experiments via the Internet are discussed. The resulting ranking of determiners correlates highly with prior findings.
1

INTRODUCTION

Quantifiers, frequency expressions and probability expressions are an integral part of natural language. They
are found in scientific textbooks, legal documents including government constitutions, ordinary conversations, etc. They are ubiquitous. However, despite their
quantificational nature these expressions are somewhat
vague and imprecise e.g. quite a few, an awful lot,
not quite all. Even quantifiers with seemingly universal
force are at least subject to implicit restriction:
(1)It always rains in Ireland.
The sentence in (1) may well be accepted as true by
natives of Ireland, even though it clearly is not in the
most literal sense of universal quantification over events
or times, even when restricted to particular regions of
Ireland. Psycholinguistic research in the area of these
expressions has focused on a few main areas; some
are highlighted below. Corresponding research on the
expressions in the formal semantics literature is not
discussed, as although obviously a considerable literature addresses the expressions, and partly motivates the
present discussion, the primary interest here is on psycholinguistic issues.
1. Focus effects of quantifiers: Sanford, Moxey, and Paterson (1996) claimed that quantifiers can be distinguished by properties of focus. Differences in focus
1
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are “differences in the availability of the various subsets that constitute the logical representation of quantified statements”. Experiments were carried out to test
this claim and the main result was that positive quantifiers will lead to focus on reference sets whereas negative quantifiers will lead to focus on complement sets.
An example is might be: Some of the football fans went
to the game. The reference set will be the nonempty
set of those fans who did go to the game, the complement set is the fans who did not go to the game. Note
that conversational convention rather than semantic
content is all that suggests the nonemptiness of the
complement set, through implicature. In later work by
Moxey, Sanford, and Dawydiak (2001), they explored
what it is that “drives these focus effects and corresponding reference patterns.” Experiments were again
carried out to investigate this and it was concluded that
denials produced more complement set reference responses than affirmations.
2. Generalizations: Another area of research has been
the theory of implicit quantification. Newstead (1994)
raises the possibility that verbs might contain information about the quantity of the subject or object. An example sentence is given Nurses like accountants. Implicit quantification could lead this sentence to mean
that a lot of nurses like accountants. A study by Gilson
and Abelson (1965) found that it is the verb which will
influence the acceptability of the kind of generalizations made above. Episodic verbs like produce, buy,
have, steal have a higher acceptance rate than subjective verbs like get angry with, understand, like, avoid.
The subjects and objects of the sentences do not appear to play a part in the acceptability of the generalizations. Newstead (1994) carried out 3 experiments to
investigate whether verbs are acting as implicit quantifiers. The overall conclusion was that verbs do act as
implicit quantifiers.
3. Effect that context has on the interpretation of
quantifiers: Many researchers have investigated the
possibility that context influences how people make
judgements on quantifiers. Pepper and Prytulak (1974)
had subjects give a numerical value between 1 and
100 for five quantitative expressions in 6 contexts. The
results found that the higher the base-rate, then the
higher the value given to the frequency expression. An

interesting aspect of this research is that it presumes
quantification to be based on a percentile scale.
4. Scales: Finally, one of the main areas that research in
quantifiers has focused has been mapping quantifiers
onto a scale. This is the focus of this paper and will be
discussed in section 2.

• Condition 1. expressions of frequency with important topic and expressions of amount with unimportant
topic
• Condition 2. expressions of amount with important
topic and expressions of frequency with unimportant
topic

This paper primarily involves a replication of work by
Hakel (1968) on testing adult rankings of quantifying determiners on a linear scale. The second section of this
paper will discuss the replicating strategy used to carry
out this experiment with an alternative sampling method
for inviting participation. It discusses the online experimentation system that was used. The following section
outlines the methodology of the experiment itself and
compares it to the original experiment. Finally, the results of the experiment are discussed and compared to
the results from the original experiment.
The findings can be summarized as follows: the replication using a new methodology to additionally test
whether there were effects of ordering of experimental
items supported the original findings. The median rank
scores assigned to quantifiers correlated with the original findings. Moreover, a separate test (not reported as
conducted by Hakel (1968) in his correlations with other
work, as far as I am aware) of the actual rank orderings of quantifiers was not significantly different. Thus,
while replicating the experiment using a more robust
sampling method (discussed further in section 3.1) the
results provide further verification of the rank ordering
of the temporal quantifiers experimented with. Section
5 elaborates on the ramifications of this. In particular,
it is not clear that the scalar ranking of quantifier interpretations has firm semantic foundations, although the
demonstration provided here of reliability in scalar ranking, both across experiments (and decades) and within
experimentally controlled variations is compelling.

The main result of this study was that although it was
possible to “fix quantitative meanings that are associated
with verbal judgements of frequency and amount”, there
is a large amount of overlap of judgements between the
points and this underlies the fact that it is quite difficult
to obtain a proper scale for quantifiers.
A study by Hakel (1968) also attempted to obtain a
scale for frequency expressions. 100 university subjects
took part in the experiment that was carried out. The experiment was in the form of a questionnaire. Subjects
were told that the aim of the experiment was to determine what the expressions meant to them. They had to
give a numerical value between 1 and 100 for 20 frequency expressions. All of the quantifiers appeared on
the same sheet of paper. There is no information regarding whether these quantifiers were randomized for each
subject, nor alternative information which might have
suggested how order effects were controlled for. The results found that always had the highest median value and
never had the lowest median value. Hakel reports that
variability is widespread in the results. Simpson (1944)
had results which were similar with a .99 correlation between the rank orders of the medians. Thus, while the
actual values supplied by individual participants varied
widely, the rank orderings were quite reliable.
In this paper, I report a replication of an experiment described in further detail above. One difference between
our experiment and his experiment, is that our subject
sample was drawn from a much wider audience than
the university students used in Hakel’s experiment. It is
worth replicating experiments in order to confirm results
that have been previously found. It shows that the results
that were reported were not due to some other factor that
was not accounted for and ensures results are credible
and valid. Equally experiments can be replicated in order to question obscure results. I used a slightly different
methodology to the one used in the original experiment
and this might influence the results.

2

Scales

Moxey and Sanford (1993) report a study by Zimmer
(1983) which found that people who are completing
questionnaires would prefer to answer quantifier–related
questions rather than questions with numbers. This is
one of the main motivations for the vast amount of research into the area of determining a scale for quantifiers. The aim is to find a set of quantifiers that would
“optimally discriminate between points on a scale”. Bass
and O’Connor (1974) carried out a magnitude estimation
experiment where subjects gave a numerical value for
sometimes and then they had to base the remainder of
their judgements on the judgement they gave for sometimes. In other words, if sometimes led to a judgement
of 40 and then rarely was believed to be half as often
as sometimes, then 20 would be given for rarely. There
were two conditions:

3

REPLICATING STRATEGY

In the past, experiments, like the ones reported in this
paper, have been face–to–face experiments. The experimenter administers them manually and in person. However, with the advent of the World Wide Web, there is
now the facility to conduct experiments online. This is
how the replication of Hakel’s experiment was carried
out for the research described by this paper.
Online experiments have many advantages over face–
to–face experiments. They are relatively cheap to admin-

ister, there is ease of access and time flexibility for subjects, the opportunity to recruit a wide range of different
subjects from all over the world, the usually error prone
process of collecting and analyzing results is now virtually automatic. However, there are also many disadvantages to this Internet–experimentation. Some technical
knowledge is needed by the experimenter and the subjects. Internet samples may be skewed and it is also surprisingly difficult to obtain a sample. Mann and Stewart
(2000) address some of the relevant issues.
When we were carrying out this experiment we had
some difficulty attracting subjects to participate in the
experiment. We took the guidelines of Hewson, Yule,
Laurent, and Vogel (2003) and sent messages to multiple
newsgroups. Originally we targeted high–membership,
high–trafficked groups. The idea behind this was that if
the group had a high membership, more people would
see the message and this would lead to a big sample. Also high–trafficked groups were chosen as it was
thought that if many of the members were using the
group actively, then this would lead to many subjects taking part in the experiment. However, this did not prove
to be the case. There were many difficulties. As a result of our experience, it would appear that our strategy
was wrong and we would propose actually contacting
high-membership but low-trafficked groups. This would
mean that our message would not get lost in a vast quantity of messages and there is perhaps more of a chance
that members would read our message and so take part
in the experiment. Another option is to send messages
to moderated email discussion lists. It is important that
the list is moderated so that the email is not deemed to be
spam, since the subscribers will know that the message
was authorized by their own list moderator.
We also include a subject line in our messages e.g.
Off-topic call for participation in an online experiment.
This is a token of respect to topic-area lists, acknowledging that it is a posting which they might wish to
ignore. In the body of the message we also assure the
readers that their email addresses are not collected nor
passed on to third parties. Even with such assurances,
many potential participants are skeptical. Appendix B
provides an is an example posting in response to one
of my calls for participation that was posted to the
open newsgroup misc.consumers (reproduced in
Appendix A), which is typical of one style of reaction
to such calls. Fortunately, it is not the only style of response, and a useful number of people have responded
constructively. However, one caveat is that using this
sort of sampling technique it is virtually impossible to
measure response rates; however, alternative metrics of
response rates appropriate to internet based research is
something that we are thinking about.

3.1

METHOD

The system that was used to carry out this experiment
has been developed by the Computational Linguistics
Group in Trinity College Dublin (Buckley & Vogel,
2003). It is an online experimentation tool. We created
the experiment online, and solicited participation online.
The first screen that is presented to subjects had the
instructions for the experiment. These were virtually the
same instructions as given in the original experiment.
The next screen had the questionnaire itself. It had all
20 quantifiers with a text box for the subjects judgement. Although information is not given in the Hakel
paper regarding randomization, the order of the quantifiers on this screen was randomized for each subject in
order to remove ordering effects that might come from
ordering of items. However, we added a further dimension to this experiment. The original experiment left itself open to context effects influencing the results. We
decided to obtain judgements on the same set of quantifiers for a second time but this time with only one quantifier appearing on each screen. The aim of this was to see
if the judgements that people make would be very different when they are presented with just one quantifier,
than when they are presented with a whole list of quantifiers on the same screen. When all of the quantifiers are
on the same screen, then there is the possibility that subjects would base their judgement of the second quantifier
on the value that they had given for the first quantifier.
The intention of this modification to the original experimental design was to provide a within-experiment cross
check on reliability of projections of the set of quantifiers
onto a linear ordering.2
The research uses the same set of English temporal
quantifying expressions employed by Hakel (1968): always, frequently, very often, usually, generally, about as
often as not, often, rather often, now and then, sometimes, usually not, occasionally, seldom, not often, once
in a while, hardly ever, very seldom, rarely, almost
never.
The web based system on which the replication is constructed was designed to automate randomized presentation of multiple items on a single visual field as well
as to distribute items across multiple visual fields, individually. The user could not navigate backwards across
visual fields during the experiment. The order of these
20 screens were also randomized. 32 subjects took part
altogether. The mean age was 41, with 8 females and 25
males.
2

Many different changes could be made to this methodology, e.g. addditional
cross reference approaches. One reviewer suggested that a corpus based
study of the frequency of use of some of these expressions be carried out.
Although this would indeed be interesting, this sense of frequency is distinct from the sense of frequency which is being used in this paper, i.e. the
frequency each expression’s interpretation arises, rather than the frequency
of use of the expression. It would be interesting to determine the reliability
of human judges’ estimation of scales for varying contextualized instances
of the quantifiers made available by corpora.

To test the results, I examined three issues. One is a
similar test to that constructed by Hakel (1968), who
measured the correlation of rank orderings. Two other
tests were also intended. One was an alternative test
of the similarity of rank orderings (both within the experiment and with the results of Hakel (1968)), using
a chi-squared test. The other was a correlation, withinexperiment, and with respect to the replicated study, of
mean scalar scores for each of the temporal quantifiers
examined.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results from our experiment
Frequency Expression

Mean

Median

Standard Deviation

always
frequently
very often
usually
generally
about as often as not
often
rather often
now and then
sometimes
usually not
occasionally
seldom
not often
once in a while
hardly ever
very seldom
rarely
almost
never

99.55
76.73
84.10
79.67
72.45
45.97
71.97
66.36
25.70
34.18
17.09
30.67
14.61
23.85
17.88
7.42
8.66
7.27
3.64
0.03

95
80
75
65
60
50
35
25
20
15
12
10
10
10
6
5
3
2
1
0

1.30
9.92
5.65
11.70
15.45
13.57
9.84
18.28
13.96
13.17
15.61
14.83
8.75
20.03
9.97
4.66
5.52
3.84
2.45
0.17

The table shows the mean scores, median values and
standard deviations given for the quantifying expressions in the replication experiment which was carried
out for this paper. The expressions are ordered according to the median scores. The average standard deviation 9.93 which is very large and shows that the values
given for the expressions are very variable. Usually, generally, about as often as not, rather often, now and then,
sometimes, usually not, occasionally, not often, once in a
while all had standard deviations greater than the average
standard deviation of 9.93 which shows the great variability in the results. Looking at some of the individual
results, some subjects frequently was another subjects
very often . In other words, the value that some subjects
gave for frequently was the same as the value that other
subjects gave for very often. Each of these expressions
were assigned the value 75 by some subjects. Not often
was the most variable expression with a standard deviation of 20.03. This is due to two very big outliers, as 2
subjects gave values of 90+ for it. Looking at the results
obtained for about as often as not, it is clear that such
a high standard deviation would not be expected seeing

as how the mean and median values given for it are so
similar. The reason for the very high standard deviation
for this expression was that a few subjects gave values in
the 1–5 range for it, whereas most of the other subjects
judged it to be around 50. Usually it is recommended
to remove outliers from statistical analysis, however, because these values were within the 1–100 range, we believe this would not be appropriate and so we have included all of the results. There is a .99 correlation between the median values of the results here and the median values found by Hakel. Thus it is possible to make
the same conclusion as was made by him that subjects
are “exceedingly stable about being exceedingly imprecise”.
Additionally, a correlation on the rank orderings realized in the original experiment and replication was computed — the value was 0.95 — and demonstrated a high
positive correlation between the rankings in the original
work, and the work here (which involved random ordering of the items, and in two different senses). Separately,
a chi square test of significance was carried out to see if
the rank ordering of our results was different to the rank
ordering of the results obtained in Hakels experiment. A
value of 1.19 was obtained with 19 degrees of freedom
so it is possible to conclude that there is not a significant
difference between the rank ordering of the two sets of
results.
As mentioned, the subjects in this experiment were required to give a second judgement for each quantifier.
This time each quantifier appeared on separate screens,
allowing the possibility of double-checking individual
responses to the quantifiers. When presented all together
in one visual field, even if randomized in presentation
for each subject, the potential for responses to items to
influence each other could have an impact on the results.
Because reverse navigation through the materials is not
possible, both order effects and reliability checking of individual responses is also available in the modified replication reported here. There is a .99 correlation between
the mean values obtained for the expressions when they
were on separate screens and when they were all on the
same screen. There was greatest variation for the expression now and then, with the mean for when it was on the
same screen as the other quantifiers being 25.7, but when
it appeared on its own screen it was 33.77.
As before in relating these results to those of Hakel
(1968), two additional tests were carried out to examine rank ordering of temporal quantifiers. The first was a
correlation computed as 0.99 between the ranks of items
presented in a single visual field and those presented individually. Secondly, a chi square test was again carried
out and a chi square value of 0.213 with 19 degrees of
freedom was obtained which again shows that there is
not a significant difference in the rank ordering of the
quantifiers when they are presented on the same screen
or on different screens.

(3)Leslie rarely runs to campus.
Results from our experiment
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Frequency Expression

Means (separate screens)

Means (same screen)

always
very often
usually
frequently
often
rather often
generally
about as often as not
sometimes
now and then
occasionally
once in a while
not often
usually not
seldom
very seldom
rarely
hardly ever
almost never
never

99.03
81.85
76.12
75.12
73.18
72.18
70.91
45.24
35.21
33.77
28.52
22.52
19.42
17.15
15.39
10.79
8.82
8.33
5.12
0.06

99.55
84.1
79.67
76.73
71.97
66.36
72.45
45.97
34.18
25.7
30.67
17.88
23.85
17.09
14.61
8.66
7.27
7.42
3.64
0.03

FUTURE WORK

Moxey and Sanford (1993) reviews research carried out
in the area of mapping quantifiers onto a scale. Much of
the research, including the experiments discussed in this
paper have involved subjects making judgements about
all of the quantifiers in the experiment. This leads to
some within–subjects bias issues. Perhaps then the experiment described in this paper should be replicated
again but this time with subjects only making one judgement for one quantifier.
Moxey and Sanford (1993) also raise the point, that
because quantifiers are vague, then their scalar values
could vary over time within an individual. A further experiment could be to have subjects make judgements on
the same quantifiers but at a different time and then investigate how well correlated these results are. However,
the experimental paradigm adopted here, attracting participants from the Internet, doesn’t obviously lend itself
to longitudinal studies. Certainly, this is an area to explore. Note that experiments like those of Hakel (1968)
which depend on undergraduate students required to participate as a part of course work for subject solicitation
are liable to their own difficulties in guaranteed longitudinal participation.
Moxey and Sanford (1993) conclude that seeing as
how quantifiers are quite vague and confusing, then their
“communicative impact may perhaps be found in other
aspects of their meaning”, which then leads them to concentrate research on the focus effects of quantifiers. In
the work presented here, complement sets and their accompanying focus effects have not been explored at all.
It would be interesting to examine the relationship between these two factors.
(2)Sandy often runs to campus.

For example, in (2) referential access is highlighted for
those events in which Sandy runs to campus, while in
(3), there is easy access to both the events of Leslie
running, and the complement set of events that involve
Leslie adopting other modes of transport to arrive at
campus. While the projection of temporal quantifiers
onto a linear scale may seem at odds with virtually all
work in model theoretic semantics, the robust reliability
that has been demonstrated in making those projections
has to be explained. If further work were to consider the
scalar projection of complement set size estimation, then
there would be both an additional reliability check on the
scalar results, and perhaps a demonstration that work in
formal semantics could profit from an alternative construal of temporal quantification.
Schutze (1996) argues at length about the empirical
methods used in linguistic theory, focusing both on the
factors that impinge on linguistic judgements and proper
methods for eliciting judgements. While it isn’t clear
that forcing a scalar interpretation of temporal quantifiers is well founded given formal model-theoretic semantic approaches to interpreting quantifiers, this paper
does demonstrate a resounding reliability in adult judgments about projections of temporal quantifiers onto a
linear scale. This addresses one of the criticisms that
Schutze (1996) makes about comparability of experiments that purport to depend on linguistic judgements
through what might otherwise seem ‘just’ replicating results of prior work. The research demonstrates that even
with a wider subject pool, and with controls against ordering effects, and with rigorous testing of correlations
and rankings, the same rankings obtain, reliably.
This paper has presented a replication of past research
into one sort of potential mental representation of temporal quantification in terms of scales. The paper verifies the earlier results with an experimental paradigm
that appeals to a more diverse subject pool than the original (and potentially, though not actually, a larger subject
pool size). The materials are controlled against effects
of order of presentation, and with additional reliability
checks involving second-presentation of items to be classified, in individual random orders. The results are compared with the earlier results in the mean scalar values
assigned to each quantifier, and in the overall rank ordering. The results are also internally compared with respect
to the single-visual-field presentation and the randomized individual item presentation for each subject. In the
latter comparison correlations of mean scalar value per
quantifier and rank orders were also analyzed. The primary finding was a verification of the earlier results, with
high positive correlations and no evidence of significant
differences in distributions for the rank ordering.
A secondary finding is in methodology for conducting
experiments using Internet mediated research in attract-

ing subjects. It seems that high-membership yet lowvolume newsgroups are best to target, and also moderated email lists, in order to avoid the perception that a
call for participation in an experiment is not spam, and
to maximize chances of participation.
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A

Sample Call for Participation

This is a representative example of a posting to a newsgroup. The postings are open to public view without restriction via normal newsreaders, or via facilities such as
is provided by Google news; thus, this appendix merely
archives texts essentially just as servers like Google do.
From: Maria Buckley (bucklem@tcd.ie)
Subject: off-topic online experiment
- call for participation
Newsgroups: misc.consumers
Date: 2003-07-30 11:43:20 PST
Greetings from Dublin, Ireland,
I am a postgraduate student and am running a
small experiment which involves assessing responses
to English words. You may have seen past
calls for participation that I have posted
for related experiments. However this call is for a
different experiment which I am carrying
out at the moment.
I can assure you of at least two things:
1) your email address will not be recorded
2) I am aware of the complications involved
in sampling methods
To participate you will have to navigate through
webpages with one question on each page. It takes
no longer than 10-15 minutes to complete the experiment.
The experiment does not involve consumers but
is mentioned here to secure a diverse range of participants.
If you would like to participate, please send an email to
bucklem@cs.tcd.ie before Aug 6, 2003 (preferably sooner)
and I will send in return the url and password necessary
to access the experiment.
Participation is anonymous and interested parties may
contact my department to request a final copy of the
ultimate report if they so desire.
Thanks for your time,
Maria Buckley

B

Sample Recalcitrant Response

This is a representative response expressing skepticism about the research, posted to the same newsgroup,
and still publically available via servers like Google’s
groups. Of course, many respondents simply just participate in the experiment, as planned.
From: xxx yyy (the xxx yyy@fastmail.fm)
Subject: Re: off-topic online experiment - call for participation
Newsgroups: misc.consumers
Date: 2003-07-31 09:11:31 PST
In article <7c10afbc.0307301043.615b5@posting.google.com> in
misc.consumers, Maria Buckley <bucklem@tcd.ie> wrote:
>I can assure you of at least two things:
>1) your email address will not be recorded
And the check is in the mail.
-xxx yyy, www Systems, ggg County, New York, USA
http://zzz.com
Fortunately, I live in the United States of America, where we are
gradually coming to understand that nothing we do is ever our
fault, especially if it is really stupid.
--Dave Barry

A Data Mining Approach To Incident Report Retrieval
Doireann Cassidy, John Sheppard, Joe Carthy, Annne Drummond, John Dunnion
Abstract. There is an empirical relationship of one accident to every three hundred incidents. The relative frequency of incidents as
opposed to the relative infrequency of accidents, helps to ensure that
there is a focus on safety issues. It is now standard practice in safety
critical industries to record detailed reports of incidents and accidents. Many Incident Management Systems provide basic information such as statistics on the number and types of incidents. However the drawback of such systems is in correlating a new incident
with all the existing incidents in the database the user must compose
numerous queries in deciding what might be appropriate. Subtle or
unexpected relationships often exist. This paper looks at the use of
Case Based Reasoning and Information Retrieval techniques in the
development of such systems.

1.1 Introduction To Case-Based Reasoning
The investigation at hand focuses on the problem of comparing incoming incident reports with those already stored. Case-based reasoning is an Artificial Intelligence problem-solving technique that
solves new problems by reusing existing problem solutions stored in
the form of cases in a case-base (Leake, 1996). Because of the small
corpus size used, we adopted a nearest neighbour approach:
1. Extract the features and store all incident reports in a case-base of
these incidents; Take the n th incident (initially n=1) and treat it as
a new incident, i.e. compare it to all of the remaining incidents;
2. List the related incidents;
3. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for all incidents in the case-base;
4. Evaluate the performance of InRet.

1 INTRODUCTION
The goal of incident reporting and analysis is to prevent the recurrence of incidents and accidents. An incident may be defined as
an unwanted disruption that has unfortunate and untoward consequences (Perrow, 1999). Incident reporting systems often receive little attention until after an accident has occurred. Following such an
event, questions are asked such as “Has this happened before ?”. If
there has been similar incidents which have brought attention to the
underlying fault, then the question “why has this been allowed to
happen again ?” becomes a major concern.
It can be very difficult to identify common causes among the thousands of reports that are received each year. In our research techniques were developed to detect the similarity between a new incident, and incidents that have already occurred at the time of collection of the new incident. Incident report forms were made comprised
of a number of pre-specified fields or features in addition to several
free text fields giving an insight into the incident, it’s cause(s), and
any preventative measures taken against it.
In any organization dealing with incident reports, it is standard
practice to compare all new incoming incident reports with those already stored, to check if similar incidents have previously occurred.
Such a procedure allows an organization’s safety officer to establish
whether a new incident is a ”once-off” or part of a pattern of incidents. A repetition of similar incidents may be due to some design
or procedural problems that an organization needs to address. The
subtle or unexpected relationships that may exist may not be evident
to a human user (Johnson, 2000).
InRet is an Incident Management System. It can be queried
just like a standard incident management system. However it also
uses data mining techniques to find relationships between incidents.
These techniques are based in the areas of Case-Based Reasoning
(CBR)and Information Retrieval (IR).
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1.2 Introduction to Information Retrieval
The information retrieval technique used is Cosine Similarity. It is
based on the vector space model. In the vector space model documents are represented as a vector of terms or keywords. The cosine
similarity determines the similarity between documents by measuring the cosine of the angle between vectors of terms (Baeza-Yates &
Ribeiro-Neto, 1999).
The system selects documents in response to a query, by identifying documents whose vector representations are most similar to that
of the query vector. However, the keywords are stored in a textual
keyword index as opposed to a case-base of features.

2 CORPUS
InRet uses a small corpus of aviation incident reports provided by the
Air Accident Investigation Unit (AAIU) of Ireland, whose purpose is
to investigate civil aviation accidents and incidents with the objective
of preserving life and the avoidance of similar recurrences. This is a
real world domain, and real data is used in the experiments.
Each incident report is comprised of a number of defined features
and a free text description. The data is divided into two separate storage depositories: a case-base and a keyword index. As the AAIU
reports do not follow a specific format the reports were read manually and the characteristics thought to best describe the incidents
were selected for the defined features of the case base. This is illustrated in figure 1. Examples of these features include the aircraft
manufacturer, registration, and when the incident occured.
The keyword index was selected manually from the textual descriptions of the reports. These terms were not weighted by term frequency. These keywords do not include the predefined features in the
case base.

2. Management Layer: This layer is responsible for the storage and
retrieval operations. It acts as an intermediary between the user interface and the storage layer, using the low-level data in the storage
layer to answer the user’s queries. InRet uses programs written in
C to carry out these operations.
3. Storage Layer: This is where the data is stored. InRet’s storage
layer is made up of a case-base and a textual keyword index. The
case-base consists of a set of cases where each case corresponds
to an incident. The keyword index contains words which are considered to be important in the description of the incident but which
are not included in the defined features. These keywords are taken
from the free text description of the incident.
The three layers while independent of each other, interact and communicate in order to provide a functional incident management system (Cassidy, 2002). Each layer’s independence allows alterations to
be made within the layers without affecting the overall functionality
of the system.
Figure 1.

Feature Extraction from Aviation Corpus

4 METHODOLOGY
3 INRET SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
InRet comprises three layers as can be seen in figure 2:

The system should match an incident presented by the user against
each incident in the corpus, and retrieve the similar incidents. Three
separate techniques are used for the retrieval of similar incidents.
These are CBR, cosine similarity and a combination of these two
techniques.

4.1 CBR Methodology
Two separate CBR methods are used for the retrieval of similar incident reports. These are unweighted and weighted forms of matching. According to unweighted matching, every feature is awarded
an equal weight. Every feature in the incident is compared with the
corresponding feature in each of the other incidents. If the features
match, a score of 1 is awarded. If the features do not match, a score
of 0 is awarded. A similarity score is calculated by:
1. Finding the sum of the matching features;
2. Dividing this sum by the number of features contained in the incident, as in the formula below where


(1)

is a matching function for the


(2)

feature of an incident:
  

Figure 2.

InRet System Architecture

1. User Interface: This is built upon the operations carried out in the
management layer and provides the user with a means of interacting with the system.

   


(3)

If the similarity score between two incidents exceeds a predetermined threshold, then they are considered to be similar. Several experiments were run in which the similarity threshold was varied in
order to determine a suitable threshold value.
It may be agreed that some features are more important than others. For example, the type of aircraft may be considered to be of
greater significance than the date on which the incident occurred.
Subsequently, the user may decide to give more credence to the fact
that the aircraft types match than to the fact that the two incidents occurred on the same day. This is provided for in the weighted matching

technique, where a user can assign a score to each feature ranking the
importance of each feature intuitively.
A second weighted matching technique is also used in which
sets of weights are randomly picked and assigned to the features.
For illustration purposes, only three of these sets, identified as Random Weights 1, Random Weights 2 and Random Weights 3, are
shown. These results are compared against the results of the intuitively weighted technique. As in the previous method, every incident is matched against each of the other incidents in the case-base.
To compute the similarity between two incidents:
1. Sum the relevant scores together;
2. Divide this result by the sum of all the weights, as in the formula
below:
   



  

(4)

4.2 Cosine Similarity

An evaluation of the incidents was carried out manually by a single
evaluator to establish a test corpus of similar incidents. This was a
controlled evaluation against which we can assess the performance of
the matching techniques. The s̈imilarïncidents obtained from InRet
are compared against the evaluator’s incidents to produce a set of
results. These results are shown in Figures 3 to 6.
The metrics used were Precision and Recall.
1. Precision is the number of relevant incidents retrieved compared
with the total number of incidents retrieved.
2. Recall is the number of relevant incidents retrieved compared with
the total number of relevant incidents.
Both a high precision and a high recall result are desired. Generally
however, as precision increases recall decreases and vice versa. This
is a well known trade-off in information retrieval. Rather than focusing on each metric separately precision and recall can be combined
into a single measure known as the Harmonic Mean. The harmonic
mean F, of precision and recall is computed as follows:

 

This technique, derived from vector theory, calculates the extent of
the similarity between the incidents by measuring the cosine of the
angle between vectors of terms, or keywords. The keyword index is
processed in order to produce a file which allows the retrieval system
to locate, and count, for any given incident, all keywords occurring in
that incident. Every incident in the keyword index is matched against
every other incident in the index, using the cosine similarity metric.
As in the CBR methodology, several different similarity thresholds
are used to determine the most similar incidents. The formula for
calculating the cosine similarity is:

   

5 RESULTS/EVALUATIONS



  
 






 



 

(7)

The function, F, assumes values in the interval [0,1], where 0 represents no similarity and 1 corresponds to exact similarity, or relevancy.
Therefore, the higher the harmonic mean the more relevant a case is.
A high harmonic mean is produced by a high precision and a high
recall. Hence, determination of the maximum value of F can be interpreted as an attempt to find the best possible compromise between
recall and precision. [Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 99]

(5)

It states that that the similarity of incident T and incident S is
a ratio of the number of common features of the incidents to the
square root of the product of the total number of features of incident
T squared and the total number of features of incident S squared.

4.3 Combined Methodology
The final similarity metric used in the evaluation of InRet involved
the amalgamation of the previous two methods. The results of the
CBR methodology and those of the cosine similarity were awarded
separate weights. For each incident, the similarity was computed by:
1. Getting the product of each result (CBR result and cosine similarity result) and it’s weight;
2. Summing the products together and dividing this number by 2, as
follows:

  

 



Figure 3.

Similarity Threshold vs. Harmonic Mean (Case-Based
Reasoning)

  

(6)

A number of experiments were run in which the weights were varied to see if a hybrid system performed better than a system using a
single methodology.

Figure 3 illustrates the performance of each of the CBR systems
as a measure of the harmonic mean at various similarity thresholds.
A system with a high harmonic mean performs better than a system with a low harmonic mean. The superiority of the intuitively
weighted system is obvious. Random Weights 3 performs the worst.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Similarity Threshold vs. Harmonic Mean (Cosine Similarity)

Figure 6.

Similarity Threshold vs. Harmonic Mean (50% CBR - 50%
Cosine Similarity)

Similarity Threshold vs. Harmonic Mean (75% CBR - 25%
Cosine Similarity)

Figure 7.

Similarity Threshold vs. Harmonic Mean (25% CBR - 75%
Cosine Similarity)

Figure 4 shows the cosine similarity graphed as the similarity
threshold against the harmonic mean. It provides the worst results
by far. At a similarity threshold of 0.4 we can see the harmonic mean
value is just above 0.3. Using the case-based reasoning technique and
the intuitively weighted method the harmonic mean value was twice
that of the cosine similarity value at almost 0.8.
Figures 5 through 7 show the results when the CBR method and
cosine similarity methods are combined together. Again the intuitively weighted method outperforms the randomly weighted methods. The first combination of 75% CBR and 25% cosine can be seen
in Figure 5. The results reflect a similar output with a lower harmonic
mean at each similarity threshold. Figure 6 shows the two techniques
evenly evenly weighted. The performance of each method decreases
further with the intuitively weighted system being the one to suffer most. In Figure 7 the the combination was mostly dependant on
the cosine method. Again the performance dropped. It can be seen
clearly that as more weight is given to the cosine method perfromance decreases.
Comparing the CBR results with those of the combinated similarity that using CBR alone produces a better system than one using a
combination of CBR and cosine. The results of the cosine have been
impaired by the poor results produced by the cosine similarity.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes the design and implementation of InRet, a basic incident report retrieval system. The results of the prelimenary
experiments outlined above are encouraging. The CBR results suggest a favourable set of weights will produce better results than either
randomly asssigning weights or leaving the features unweighted. The
evaluations also indicate a poor performance using the cosine similarity measure. However this is probably due to the total elimiination
of keywords which were already defined as features. A more comprehensive set of experiments is currently underway.

7 LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT APPROACH
One obvious limitation of our research is the small corpus size and
the fact that a single human evaluator carried out the evaluation.
Unfortunately, no TREC-like or TDT-like corpus exists for incident
retrieval research. We are currently approaching organizations such
as airlines and health authorities with a view to gaining access to a
larger corpus and expert evaluators. Weights can be assigned to the
features either manually or automatically. Both methods have limitations. Without a specific query or user, it is not obvious as to how
the weights should be delegated manually. An automatic weighting
scheme would allow InRet to run through various sets of weights
before deciding how it should allocate weights to achieve the best
possible results. However, a user may wish to use different weights
in relation to a specific incident. For ease of implementation, a limited number of defined features, and keywords, were used to describe
each of the incidents. Other features have been excluded for the purpose of these preliminary experiments, but will be included in future
work.

8 FUTURE WORK
The system is still undergoing development and we are investigating
a number of possible enhancements such as:
1. Methods for automatically computing feature weights as well as
allowing users to guide the weighting process;

2. Using all features available in the incident report;
3. Allowing the textual component to include terms already included
in the defined features;
4. Utilizing lexical resources such as WordNet (Fell-baum, 1998)
to handle matching synonyms, e.g. so that ”plane” matches ”airplane”.
5. Expanding the experimental corpus and improving the evaluation
methodology so as to be able to generate more reliable results.
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Implementing Faithfulness Constraints in a Finite State
Model of Optimality Theory
Joan Chen-Main1 and Robert Frank1
Abstract. Optimality Theory is a linguistic framework that
characterizes surface forms in languages as the resolution of
constraint conflict. Work in finite state phonology based on the
rewrite rule framework that preceded Optimality Theory suggests
phonological mappings fall in the class of rational relations.
Previous work has shown that these two characterizations of
phonological mappings are reconcilable, subject to certain
restrictions. In previous models, the constraints are formalized as
referring only to the output side of the mapping. This paper
presents a model that optimizes over input-output pairs. This is
important for modeling the family of faithfulness constraints,
constraints which evaluate the relationship between input and
output. The idea is based on the closure of same-length regular
relations over intersection and the notion of “lenient intersection,” a
combination of ordinary intersection and priority union.

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
For those who view the mind as a sort of computer, it is interesting
to ask what kind of computer the mind is. To seek an answer to
such an ambitious question, we might begin by tackling a smaller
piece of the pie and asking the same question with respect to
subcomponents of the mind. The particular subcomponent that this
paper is interested in is the subcomponent that computes language.
One means of investigating what kind of computer is necessary for
computing language is to ask whether a correlation between natural
languages and formal languages exists.
It has been suggested that a correlation indeed exists between
the phonological mappings allowed in natural languages and
rational relations, that is, the mappings allowed by finite state
transducers. The basis of this conjecture is that the ordered sets of
rewrite rules traditionally used to explain phonological mappings
require only finite state power to model their effects (Johnson
1972). Many phonological rule systems were successfully modeled
using finite state means and this was taken as further indication that
phonological mappings most likely fall within the class of rational
relations.
In response to weaknesses of the rule-based theory, attention in
the phonology field shifted to constraints on forms. The adoption
of a new framework, Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince and
Smolensky 1993), brought about work on how the mappings
allowed by OT could be modeled using finite state means. This
paper considers a means for integrating faithfulness constraints, a
key part of the Optimality Theory (OT) framework, into a
previously proposed model of OT that did not explicitly allow for
faithfulness constraints.
1
Department of Cognitive Science, Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, MD, USA

1.2 Optimality Theory
The central idea of OT is that surface forms in natural languages are
the outcome of competing constraints. In OT, constraints have two
major properties: They are ranked in importance and they are
violable. The form with the violations that are least serious
according to the constraint ranking is the most harmonic, i.e.
optimal, form. This means that an optimal form will only violate a
constraint if that violation allows the form to satisfy a higher ranked
constraint.
The constraints fall into two overarching families, wellformedness constraints and faithfulness constraints.
Wellformedness constraints state what a well-formed surface form
should be like. These are also called markedness constraints,
because they penalize marked forms, forms which are crosslinguistically avoided and used by grammars only to create contrast.
For example, a constraint banning voiced obstruents (b, d, g) in
coda position (i.e. the final position of a syllable) is a markedness
constraint. Faithfulness constraints require that information in the
input be realized in the surface form. An example of a typical a
faithfulness constraint is the requirement that the output must
preserve all segments in the input. While well-formedness
constraints do compete with each other, perhaps the primary
competition is characterized as well-formedness constraints
standing in conflict with faithfulness constraints. Note that if an
input form includes a voiced obstruent in coda position, then it is
impossible to satisfy both our example faithfulness constraint and
our example markedness constraint. The grammar must specify
which constraint is more important to satisfy.
We can think of an OT grammar as having three components: a
LEXICON, a GENERATOR (GEN), and an EVALUATOR (EVAL). The
LEXICON is comprised of all underlying forms. These underlying
forms are the input to the GENERATOR. GEN maps each input form
to a set of candidate output forms. It is then EVAL’s job to evaluate
the input and candidate output pairs and select the optimal output
for each input. Thus, the responsibility for accounting for
regularities in surface forms rests primarily on EVAL. EVAL must
include the ranking of the constraints, a means of assessing degree
of violation of each input and candidate output pair with respect to
each constraint, and a means of selecting the most harmonic pairs.
How EVAL chooses among the possible pairs is the key device of
the OT machinery and this paper focuses on using finite state
operations to model EVAL’s choices.
It is generally assumed that GEN generates an infinite set of
candidate outputs for each input, causing some to question the
psychological plausibility of OT. First, we note that an infinite set
of candidate answers does not imply that a problem is logically
unsolvable. Kager (1999) gives the equation 3n2 – 3 = 45 as an
example. In this analogy, the set of candidate solutions is the set of
integers, an infinite set. However, an algorithm exists that returns
the unique solution. Second, some types of computation allow for

the evaluation and elimination of sets of candidates. It is not
necessary to evaluate the candidates one at a time. Lastly, though
certainly not proof positive of psychological plausibility, we note
that the OT computation can be carried out by neural networks, a
mechanism inspired by the behavior of neurons.
For a more substantial introduction, the interested reader is
directed to Kager (1999) or Prince and Smolensky (1993).

1.3 Finite State Optimality Theory
Within the tradition of modeling GEN and the constraints as
weighted finite-state machines (Ellison 1994, Eisner 1997 – as cited
by Stabler, 1999), faithfulness constraints can be straightforwardly
treated in the same manner as markedness constraints, because
evaluation of a candidate against a particular constraint is coded
into the system by hand. As pointed out by Eisner (2000), however,
this implementation of OT can only generate the set of surface
forms for a single underlying form.
In contrast, Frank and Satta (1998) and Karttunen (1998)
conceive of the optimality system as a system that maps any and
every input string to its optimal output form(s). Both papers
demonstrate that the OT mapping may be computed with a finite
state transducer as long as the system only distinguishes between a
bounded number of constraint violations. Their formalizations are
both done completely within a finite state calculus and both rely on
composition of relations.1 The system first maps each input to a set
of outputs, creating candidate input-output pairs. The job of each
constraint is to consider each set of pairs that share the same input
and eliminate pairs that are not optimal. That is, among pairs with
the same input, the constraint will allow only pairs that minimally
violate it to pass onto the next constraint evaluation unless no pairs
satisfy the constraint at hand. Thus, when no candidate pairs for a
particular input satisfy the constraint at hand, all candidates with the
minimal number of violations will be preserved for the next
evaluation. When all the constraints have applied, only the optimal
mappings should be left.
At first glace, it might seem that a variation on intersection
would be the appropriate operation for this conditional elimination,
but Frank and Satta and Karttunen are forced to use composition
because rational relations are not closed under intersection.
Because of this, their construction only allows the constraints to
evaluate the output side of the mappings. Reference to only the
output side is sufficient for markedness constraints, but faithfulness
constraints require simultaneous reference to the underlying
material, the input side of the transduction. One way to handle this
would be to include all the information from the input and the
output in the string that undergoes evaluation. For example, the
candidate pair (dIgs, dIgz) could be represented as (ddIIggsz), where
an underlined segment represents the underlying form. It is
(ddIIggsz) that will undergo evaluation. This has been suggested
explicitly in a paper by Eisner (2002), though the idea may have
also appeared in Eisner’s earlier work. An alternative version of
this approach is to formalize constraints such that both the input and
output are considered during evaluation. We may do so using a
finite state calculus by requiring the OT mapping to be a samelength rational relation. Because same-length rational relations are

1

Perhaps it is more accurate to say that 1) Frank and Satta use a special type
of relation-language intersection, right restriction, that refers only to the
output side of a relation and that 2) the right restriction operation can be
recast, as shown by Karttunen, as a variation on composition.

closed under intersection, this allows us to use a variation on the
intersection operation.
Phonological processes, however, include deletion and
epenthesis (insertion) of segments, suggesting that phonological
mappings are not same length. We will also provide a solution for
this in this paper.
Section 2 both lays out the proposed model and provides some
background work on which this work is based. Section 3 describes
how the model works and addresses deletion and epenthesis.
Section 4 contains concluding remarks.

2 A MODEL OF OT AND OPERATIONS FOR
CONSTRAINT EVALUATION: OLD IDEAS AND
VARIATIONS ON OLD IDEAS
This section lays out the pieces that we will use.

2.1 A model of OT – Variations on Frank and
Satta (1998)
The definition below is a modification of Frank and Satta’s
formalization of an OT system:
Definition
An optimality system (OS) is a four-tuple G = (Σ, Π, GEN, C),
where
Σ is a finite alphabet,
Π is the set of pairs (x:y) where (x:y) Î [Σ×Σ]
GEN = Π*, and
C = 〈c1, . . . cp〉, where p ≥ 1, is an ordered sequence of total
functions from Π* to N.
Definition of an optimality system

As in Frank and Satta’s model, we may think of members of the
domain of GEN as input strings, and members of the range of GEN
as candidate outputs. GEN may map each input string to multiple
candidate outputs.
Unlike Frank and Satta, however, this definition treats each
transduction pair of one input symbol and the output symbol it
maps to as a unit. Π is the set of permitted pairs and GEN is the
result of concatenating any number of permitted pairs. Thus, GEN
is [Σ×Σ]*, which is a subset of Σ* x Σ*. The strings in the former
are automatically “same length” for input and output, but this is not
so for the latter. This distinction is important in later discussion.
With faithfulness constraints in mind, we would like to allow
constraints to refer to both the input and output strings. In the
definition above, each function ci in C represents a constraint.
When ci is applied to a member of Π*, the function assigns the pair
of strings a non-negative integer. This number is the “degree of
violation,” i.e the number of violations of the ith constraint that the
particular string pair incurs. The co-domain of ci is the set of
possible numbers of violations ci can assign. In typical OT
research, the co-domain of ci has an unbounded number of
members. In an OS that incorporates the bounded evaluation
proposal (Frank and Satta, 1998; Karttunen,1998) mentioned above,
the co-domain of each constraint is finite.
This definition of constraints is slightly different from the
definition used by Frank and Satta. In the definition above,
constraints map string pairs to number of violations. In Frank and
Satta’s model, constraints map single strings to number of

violations. In later comparison, it will be useful to be able to refer
to Frank and Satta’s conception of constraints, so we review it here.
M = 〈m1, . . . mp〉, where p ≥ 1, is an ordered sequence of total
functions from Σ* to N.
Frank and Satta’s definition of constraints2

Of the candidates received for evaluation by mi , the candidates
assigned the lowest number by mi, i.e. which minimally violate mi,
are the candidates that pass on for evaluation against the next
constraint. OTi will denote the relation that results after constraints
1 through i have been applied. In the case that every candidate in
OTi-1 violates mi to the same degree, then OTi will be the same as
OT(i-1). To facilitate reference to the set that passes on, Frank and
Satta use the definition of a set called argminc{S}, where S is
another set and c is a function which assigns members of S a value.
argminc{S} is the subset of S that is assigned the lowest value by
function c. Because the model has been modified, the set that
passes on must be defined slightly differently. Below, we define
argminc{F(x)}, where F is some function, F(x) is a set, and c is a
function which assigns values to pairs (x, y) with y ∈ F(x).

argmin c {F( x )} = { y | y ∈ F( x), c( x, y ) = min{c( x, y′) | y′ ∈ F( x)}}
Definition of argminc{F(x)}

Frank and Satta also provide a definition for the map that an OS
induces:
if i = 0;
[GEN]( w)
i

OTG ( w) = 
i −1
argmin ci {OTG ( w)} if i ≥ 1;

Definition of map induced by an optimality system

Function OTGp is called the optimality function associated with a
particular triple G. We will follow Frank and Satta’s convention of
dropping the subscript when there is no ambiguity. This is the same
definition we will use, but our mapping uses the modified definition
of argminc{F(x)}.

regular in that each m satisfies the following requirement: For each
q ∈ N, the set {w | w ∈ Σ*, mi(w) = q} is a regular language. For
example, all strings in Σ* that had exactly two violations of m
would constitute a regular language. Let us call this the constraint
language Lmi,2. The i denotes the particular constraint and the 2
denotes number of violations. Frank and Satta note that nearly all
constraints proposed in the OT literature are regular in this sense.
Lastly, constraint evaluation must be bounded, as mentioned above.
This is the condition that each constraint have a finite co-domain.

2.3 Lenient Composition – from Karttunen (1998)
Karttunen defines an operation called lenient composition and uses
this to formalize OT. Against the backdrop of requirements for
rationality, the idea is the same as that in Frank and Satta.
Karttunen encapsulates constraint application as a finite state
operation.
Lenient composition is a combination of ordinary composition
and priority union, an operator introduced by Kaplan (1987). Given
two relations, Q and R, the priority union of Q and R, denoted Q .P.
R, is Q together with any pairs in R where the pair’s input side is
not an input in Q. Karttunen provides the following illustration:

Q = {(a : x), (b : y )}
R = {(b : z ), (c : w)}
Q .P. R = {(a : x), (b : y ), (c : w)}
Example of priority union

Q maps a to x and b to y. R maps b to z and c to w. Q .P. R maps a
to x, b to y, and c to w. Q .P. R does not map b to z, because b is an
input in Q.
A definition of the priority union operator .P. is given below.
Dom(Q) is the language that includes all the inputs of Q and Id(L) is
the identity relation that carries every member of a regular language
L into itself.3

Q .P. R = Q ∪ ( Id ( Dom(Q )) o R )
Definition of priority union

2.2 Requirements for Rationality – from Frank
and Satta (1998)
Frank and Satta’s main result includes three requirements for a the
mapping of an OS to be rational.

When two relations R and C are leniently composed, we first
compose R with C. We then take the resulting relation R◦C and
priority union it with R. Lenient composition, denoted .O., is
defined below.

R .O. C = ( R o C ) .P. R

Let G = (Σ, GEN, M) be an OS such that GEN is a rational
relation and each constraint in M is regular and has a finite codomain. Then OTG is a rational relation.

Definition of lenient composition, compact version

Frank and Satta’s (1998) main result

Definition of lenient composition, spelled out version

First, GEN must be rational. Allowing GEN to be beyond the
power of finite state transducers would ensure that OT0 would not
be rational. In the model presented here, we have a rational GEN by
definition. Additionally, the constraints in M are assumed to be

To see how lenient composition fits into Karttunen’s model of
OT, let us think of R as GEN and C as the identity relation on the
language which satisfies the first constraint. Since GEN is rational
and C is rational, the composition of GEN and C is also rational.
GEN ○ C will include all string pairs whose output satisfies
constraint 1. The inputs in GEN that do not map to any output

2
Frank and Satta called the set of constraints C and the members ci. We call
the set M, because all the members are markedness constraints. Also, we
want to reserve C to refer to a set containing both faithfulness and
markedness constraints.

R .O. C = ( R o C ) ∪ ( Id ( Dom( R o C )) o R)

3
Karttunen gives his definition in the Xerox calculus. The definition here is
the translation into standard notation.

which satisfies constraint 1 will not be mapped to anything by GEN
○ C. These inputs, however, will be mapped to some output(s) by
the relation on the right side of the union symbol. Dom(GEN ○ C)
refers to the domain of GEN ○ C. We know Dom(GEN ○ C) is a
regular language because the domain of a rational relation is a
regular language. We also know that Dom(GENo C ) , i.e. the
strings which do not get mapped to anything in GEN ○ C, is also a
regular language because regular languages are closed under
complementation. Since an identity relation on a regular language
yields a rational relation, Id ( Dom(GENo C ) is rational. When we
compose this relation with GEN, we will get all the string pairs in
GEN whose inputs did not map to any output satisfying constraint 1.
Because Id ( Dom(GENo C ) and GEN are both rational, their
composition yields a rational relation. Both relations on either side
of the union symbol are rational and rational relations are closed
under union. Therefore, the entire expression on the right of the
equals sign is a rational relation. During the next step, we can think
of R as the relation we get after applying constraint 1 to GEN and C
as the identity relation on the language which satisfies the second
constraint. As described here, this assumes that each constraint can
be violated at most once. However, if we have bounded constraint
evaluation, we can recast a constraint such as *a to be *(one a),
*(two a’s), *(three a’s), etc.
When constraint evaluation is bounded, Frank and Satta’s
definition of the map an OS induces can be recast using Karttunen’s
lenient composition operation.

if i = 0;
[GEN ]( w)
 i −1
OT ( w) = OTG .O. Id ( L mi , j ) if i ≥ 1;
 where 0 ≤ j ≤ k

i
G

Definition of map induced by an optimality system
with constraint evaluation bounded at k

When two relations R1 and R2 are composed, it is the output of
R1 that becomes the input of R2. The input of R1 associated with
that output of R1 does not play a role in determining whether or not
the output of R1 will map to anything in R2. In this sense,
composition only allows reference to the output side of the
transduction, which is well suited for markedness constraints.

3 OT AS A SAME LENGTH RATIONAL
RELATION
3.1 What does Gen look like?
In the definition of an OS given above (section 2.1), GEN is defined
as Π*. Recall that Π consists of pairs of symbols. The pairs in Π
contain all the alphabet symbols, but they do not contain ε. Since
pairs such as (x: ε) and (ε:y) are not members of Π, GEN is a samelength relation..4 From the definition given for GEN, we also know
GEN is a rational relation.
Same-length rational relations are the subset of the class of
rational relations that consist of string pairs (x, y) such that the
length of x is the same as the length of y. Kaplan and Kay (1994)
discuss the properties of such relations. Because they are a subclass
4
We could allow (ε:ε) to be a member of Π without changing the samelength property of GEN, though this does not have any linguistic relevance.
Disallowing (x: ε) and (ε:y) as members of Π is the crucial condition.

of rational relations, all properties of rational relations, such as
closure under union, are also properties of same-length rational
relations. Same-length rational relations, however, have properties
that are not properties of rational relations in general. What is
relevant for this paper is that while rational relations are not closed
under intersection, same-length rational relations are.
We also know, however, that due to epenthesis and deletion,
pairs of underlying and surface forms in phonology are not always
the same length. To allow for epenthesis and deletion, we can use
the symbol 0, described by Kaplan and Kay (1994) as having been
used in two-level systems which model derivational phonological
rule systems. Like the empty string, ε, 0 has no pronunciation.
Unlike ε, however, 0 is a bona fide alphabet symbol. Therefore,
supposing that a is also in Σ, (a:0), (0:a), and (0:0) will all be
members of Π. This means we will use a representation such as
(tεnds, tεn0z) instead of (tεnds, tεnz).

3.2 What do the constraint relations look like?
In section 2.2, constraints in M were described as regular in that
each m divided up Σ* into regular languages by number of
violations. Since the constraints in C map string pairs to number of
violations, we will have to modify our notion of regular constraints.
Constraints in C are assumed to be regular in that each c satisfies
the following requirement: For each q ∈ N, the set {(u,w) | (u, w) ∈
Π*, ci(u, w) = q} is a regular relation. Just as all strings in Σ* that
had exactly j violations of m would constitute a regular language, so
all string pairs in Π* that had exactly j violations of ci would
constitute a regular relation. Let us call this the constraint relation
Rci,j. The i denotes the particular constraint and the j denotes
number of violations. For example, if the constraint c1 penalizes
a’s in the output, the finite state transducer corresponding to
Rc1,1,the relation whose output strings have at most one a, is drawn
below. ? means any alphabet symbol.
?: ¬a

?: ¬a
S

?:a

S

Finite state transducer corresponding to

R c*(?:a ),1

Because the constraint penalizes pairs, it is more accurate to think
of c1 as *(?, a) rather than *a. Note that when ci and mi are
markedness constraints penalizing the same forms, we can describe
this transducer as accepting any string pair when the input is a
member of Σ* and the output is a member of Lmi,j. The relation it
accepts is equivalent to the right restriction of Σ* x Σ* and Lmi,j.
That is,
Rci,j = Rrst(Σ* x Σ*, Lmi,j).
It follows that the range of the constraint relation for ci is the same
as the constraint language for the constraint mi. That is,
Range(Rci,j) = Lmi,j.

3.3 What operation do we use for constraint
evaluation?
As its name suggests, the definition of lenient intersection is based
on the definition of lenient composition. Lenient intersection is a
combination of ordinary intersection and priority union. When two
relations R and C are leniently intersected, we first intersect R with

C. We then take the resulting relation ( R ∩ C ) and priority union it
with R. Lenient intersection, denoted .I., is defined below.

R .I. C = ( R ∩ C ) .P. R
Definition of lenient intersection, compact version

R .I. C = ( R ∩ C ) ∪ ( Id ( Dom( R ∩ C )) o R)
Definition of lenient intersection, spelled out version

Using the closure properties of same-length rational relations
and regular languages, we can show that same-length rational
relations are closed under lenient intersection. If R and C are samelength rational relations, then R ∩ C is a same-length rational
relation as well. This means that Dom( R ∩ C ) is a regular
language. This in turn means that Dom( R ∩ C ) is a regular
language. The identity relation on that language, Id ( Dom( R ∩ C ) ,
is a same-length rational relation. Composing two same-length
rational relations, Id ( Dom( R ∩ C )) o R , yields another same-length
rational relation. Since both relations on either side of the union
symbol are same-length rational relations and same-length rational
relations are closed under union, the entire expression on the right
of the equals sign is a same-length rational relation.
Lenient intersection will play a role that is very similar to the
role played by lenient composition in the old system.
Having discussed the relationship between markedness
constraints as previously formulated and markedness constraints as
formulated here in section 3.2, let us check that the two
formulations are consistent. That is, let us check that
OT .O. Id(Lmi,j ) = OT .I. Rci,j.
Let us first describe the members of OT .O. Id(Lmi,j).
From the definition of lenient composition, we can rewrite this
relation.
OT .O. Id(Lmi,j) = [OT ○ Id(Lmi,j)] .P. OT
The relation on the left of the priority union operator is the
composition of OT with Id(Lmi,j). This composition will yield a
subset of OT such that each member pair’s output is a member of
Lmi,j. This is the same as the right restriction of OT to Lmi,j.
OT .O. Id(Lmi,j) = [Rrst(OT, Lmi,j)] .P. OT (♦)
Let us now turn to the members of OT .I. R ci , j .
From the definition of lenient intersection, we can rewrite this
relation.
OT .I. Rci,j = [OT ∩ R ci , j ] .P. OT
From the discussion above, we have seen that Rci,j can be
written as the right restriction of Σ* x Σ* and Lmi,j.
OT .I. Rci,j = [OT ∩ Rrst(Σ* x Σ*, Lmi,j)] .P. OT
The relation on the left of the priority union operator is the
intersection of OT and Rrst(Σ * x Σ*, Lmi,j). The input side of OT,
i.e. Dom(OT), is a subset of Σ* x Σ*. This means that the input side
of the intersected relations will be a subset of the input side of OT.
The output side of the intersected relations will be members of the
output side of OT that are also members of Lmi,j. Thus, the result of
the intersection will be pairs such that the input is a member of
Dom(OT) and the output is a member of Lmi,j. This is the same as
the right restriction of OT to Lmi,j.
OT .I. Rci,j = [Rrst(OT, Lmi,j)] .P. OT
By transitivity of equality, using (♦),
OT .O. Id(Lmi,j) = OT .I. Rci,j.

As this paper has continually emphasized, constraints penalize
pairs. This allows faithfulness constraints to be implemented in the
same manner as markedness constraints. Suppose a constraint
specifies that an underlying a must not be deleted: MAX-a-IO. We
can think of this as *(a:0)
Π – {(a:0)}

S

Finite state transducer corresponding to

R c*( a:0 ),0

3.4 The EPEN Relation
Although we have a means, via using 0, for allowing epenthesis and
deletion and keeping the relation same-length, there is a remaining
problem. A pair such as (aab, aab) must compete against pairs
such as (aa0b, aa0b) or (a00a0b, a00a0b). Because 0 is treated as a
real symbol, however, aab, aa0b, and a00a0b are all different
inputs. This will disallow their outputs ought to compete against
one another. We can avoid this problem by forcing all inputs to be
of the same form in that there are the same number of 0’s between
each alphabet symbol corresponding to phonological content. We
can think of these input 0’s as empty input slots.
This move is justifiable by appealing to Tesar’s (1995, p21)
arguments that the constraints must ban cycles of epenthesis if
optimality is to be well-defined. If it were the case that epenthesis
eventually always increased the harmony of a form, then there
would be no optimal output form, because one could always
increase the harmony by epenthesizing one more segment. If
epenthesis eventually had no effect on the harmony of a form, then
an infinite number of optimal descriptions exist since a new optimal
form could be created by taking any optimal form and adding
epenthetic segments. At some point, then, epenthesis must begin to
decrease the harmony of a form. I assume this is the effect of
having constraints in the DEP-IO family and that an OS which
includes DEP-IO constraints, there must be a bound on the number
of consecutive epenthetic segments.
The number of 0’s between the non-0’s, then, will be the bound
on the number of consecutive epenthetic segments. Let us call the
bound q. EPEN will pad strings made up of symbols corresponding
to phonological segments (non-0’s) with q 0’s after each non-0.
EPEN = (x1x2…xn, 0qx10qx20q…xn0q) where x ≠ 0 and x∈ Σ
Definition of EPEN

3.4 Putting the pieces together
The system as a whole will look like this:
EPEN ○ ((. . . (( . . .((GEN .I. Rc1,0 ) .I. Rc1,1 ) . . . ) .I. Rc1,k-1 ) . . . ) .I.
Rcp,k-1 ) ○ DELETE0’s
where k is the bound on constraint evaluation and p is the number
of constraints in C.
EPEN will pad every input with 0’s to be of the form we want,
0q(x0q)*. GEN will overgenerate, but composing EPEN with GEN
will leave only one input representation for each abstract underlying
language form. Lastly, we can have a relation that maps each 0 to
the empty string. After composing EPEN with OTp and the resulting
relation with DELETE0’s, the relation is no longer same-length, but
it is still rational, keeping the mapping within finite state power.

That the final mapping is not same-length does not matter since we
know that rational relations are closed under composition.
As an example, let us suppose the following about a toy system:
1) The bound q on consecutive epenthetic segments is 1. Therefore,
the EPEN relation will map strings containing entirely symbols
with phonological content
2) GEN only generates four same-length input-output pairs (klæss,
klæss), (klæs0s, klæsIz), (k0l0æ0s0s0, k0l0æ0sIs0), and
(k0l0æ0s0s0, k0l0æ0sIz0)
3) c1 bans consecutive strident consonants, a markedness
constraint, and that the constraint “sees through” 0’s – e.g. both
ss and s0s are violations
c2 requires that every voiced segment in the output be followed
by a voiced segment, also a markedness constraint
c3 requires output symbols to carry the same information as their
corresponding input symbol, a faithfulness constraint
4) the bound k on the degree of violation distinguished by the
system is 1 – that is, the system can only distinguish between
pairs that satisfy a constraint and pairs that do not.
First, GEN is leniently intersected with Rc1,0, all the pairs where
the output does not have consecutive strident consonants. (GEN .I.
Rc1,0) yields the pairs (klæs0s, klæsIz), (k0l0æ0s0s0, k0l0æ0sIs0),
and (k0l0æ0s0s0, k0l0æ0sIz0). Since k is 1, we need not consider
any other degrees of violation and move onto c2. The relation is
next leniently intersected with the pairs where every voiced
segment in the output is followed by another voiced segment. ((GEN
.I. Rc1,0) .I. Rc2,0) yields (klæs0s, klæsIz) and (k0l0æ0s0s0,
k0l0æ0sIz0). Finally, these two pairs are leniently intersected with
the relation Rc3,0, where the input string is exactly the same as the
output string. None of the string pairs in ((GEN .I. Rc1,0) .I. Rc2,0)
are in Rc3,0, but the priority union part of the lenient composition
operator prevents (((GEN .I. Rc1,0) .I. Rc2,0) .I. Rc3,0) from being the
null set. Instead, the relation still includes the same two pairs,
(klæs0s, klæsIz) and (k0l0æ0s0s0, k0l0æ0sIz0).
Having described the relation inside the parentheses, let us next
consider EPEN. EPEN takes any string made up of segments
carrying phonological content, such as klæss, and maps the string to
an output made up with q 0’s after each input symbol. In this case,
q = 1, so EPEN maps klæss to k0l0æ0s0s0. In our example, when
we compose EPEN with (((GEN .I. Rc1,0) .I. Rc2,0) .I. Rc3,0), this
yields only the pair (k0l0æ0s0s0, k0l0æ0sIz0). EPEN essentially
ignores any pair in (((GEN .I. Rc1,0) .I. Rc2,0) .I. Rc3,0) whose input is
not of the form ?0?0?0 . . ., such as (klæs0s, klæsIz). EPEN does not
map anything to klæs0s. DELETE0’S maps k0l0æ0sIz0, an input
with 0’s, to klæsIz, an output without 0’s. Thus, the end result of
our toy system, EPEN ○ (((GEN .I. Rc1,0) .I. Rc2,0) .I. Rc3,0) ○
DELETE0’S, is the pair (klæss, klæsIz).

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper presents a model of a system that induces an Optimality
Theory mapping that is a modification of the Frank and Satta
(1998) model. Specifically, we have changed OTi, the mapping
after the constraints 1 through i have applied to GEN, defined
constraints to evaluate string pairs, and added the EPEN relation to
eliminate the problem created by multiple representations of the
same input. When we subject the system to the same requirements
for rationality put forth by Frank and Satta (1998), we can answer
the question “Can we model the resolution of markedness and
faithfulness constraint conflict using finite state means?” with a

qualified “Yes.” Because this answer is subject to certain
restrictions, it cannot provide definitive evidence to bear on the
larger questions posed in the introduction. The qualified “yes”
does, however, provide some support for the conjecture that a
correlation between natural languages and formal languages exists
and the conjecture that the subcomponent of the mind that computes
phonological mappings need not be more powerful than a finite
state machine.
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Concept Discovery in Collaborative Recommender
Systems
Patrick Clerkin1 and Pádraig Cunningham2 and Conor Hayes3
Abstract. There are two main types of recommender systems for
e-commerce applications: content-based systems and automated collaborative filtering systems. We are interested in combining the best
features of both approaches. In this paper, we investigate the possibility of using the k-means clustering algorithm as a basis for automatically generating content descriptions from the user transaction data
that drives the collaborative filtering process. Using the the partitions
of the asset space discovered by k-means, we develop a novel recommendation strategy for recommender systems. We present some
encouraging results for two real world recommender systems. We
conclude by outlining our approach to automatically generating descriptions of the clusters and report on an experiment designed to test
concepts generated for the SmartRadio recommender system.

1 INTRODUCTION
A key role for intelligent systems in e-commerce is product recommendation [2]. Large e-commerce sites can have millions of products
and customers. Since it is necessary to automatically match products
to customers, recommender systems based on statistical, machine
learning and knowledge discovery techniques have been developed
to meet this need.
Broadly, there are two major approaches to the recommendation
task, namely, content-based recommendation and automated collaborative filtering. The objective in this paper is to explore the mechanisms for taking the raw data on which collaborative recommendation is based and automatically eliciting the more semantically rich
cases that can be used for content-based recommendation.
One problem with the collaborative approach is the bootstrap
problem; there is no basis for making recommendations to new users
who have not previously rated any assets (movies, songs, etc).
In this paper, we propose that the data that underpins the collaborative recommendation process can be mined to discover appropriate representations to underpin content-based recommendation. We
show how cluster analysis can be used to generate high-level representations that can produce good quality recommendations. We also
suggest that these representations are useful in overcoming the bootstrap problem.

2 RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
As stated in the introduction, there are two approaches to recommendation on the Web. The recommendation process can be content
1
2
3
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Figure 1. An overview of content-based and collaborative
recommendation and the role for knowledge discovery in exploiting the
benefits of both approaches

based as represented by the upper path in Figure 1 where an appropriate representation of the assets and users requirements is determined
at design time and recommendation is based on this representation.
In the Case-Based Reasoning community this is referred to as casebased recommendation. The alternative lower path in the figure is
automatic collaborative recommendation (ACF) which works with
raw data on users ratings and behaviour and uses this data to produce
recommendations. The focus of this paper is on how knowledge discovery techniques can be applied to this raw data to establish the appropriate representations for content-based recommendation. First,
we will present brief descriptions of content-based and collaborative
recommendation.

2.1 Content-based recommendation
Here we will describe a CBR-like content-based recommendation
system that we can use for comparison purposes.
Table 1 shows a case-like description of a film (movie) and Table 2
shows the corresponding description of a user of the recommendation
system. In this scenario recommendation is based on how well a film
matches a users profile. In producing recommendations for a user,
the matching score for each film in turn would be determined and the
highest scoring films not already viewed would be recommended.

This process has advantages over ACF in working well for assets of
minority interest or for new assets and users.
Table 1.

A case-like description of a film for content-based
recommendation.
Four Weddings And A Funeral
Title
Four Weddings and a Funeral
Year
1994
Genre
Comedy, Romance
Director
Mike Newell
Starring
Hugh Grant, Andie MacDowell
Runtime
116 mins
Country
UK
Language
English
Certification
USA:R (UK:15)

Table 2.

A case-like description of user interests.
JB-7

Name
Preferred Era
Genre
Director
Actors
Runtime
Country
Language
Certification

Joe Bloggs
1988
Thriller, Comedy, War, Romance
S. Spielburg, F. F. Coppola.
S. Stone, S. Stallone, L. Neeson, A. MacDowell
150 mins
UK, US
English
Any

2.2 Automated Collaborative Filtering
The basic idea of ACF can be shown using a simple example. If we
have three users who have all shown an interest in assets as follows:
User 1: Asset 1, Asset 2, Asset 3
User 2: Asset 1, Asset 2, Asset 3, Asset 4, Asset 5, Asset 6
User 3: Asset 1, Asset 2, Asset 3, Asset 4, Asset 5
The high level of overlap indicates that these users have similar
tastes. Further it seems a safe bet to recommend Asset 4 and Asset 5 to User 1 because they are endorsed by Users 2 and 3, who have
similar interests to User 1.
The type of data typically encountered in ACF is illustrated by
Table 3. Asset 1...5 are assets in a recommender systems, while User
1...4 are users who have rated these assets on a scale of one to five.
Table 3.

Data for use in ACF where users have explicitly rated assets.

User 1
User 2
User 3
User 4

Asset 1
3
2

Asset 2

Asset 3
1
5

3

3

Asset 4

Asset 5
5
4

One of the great strengths of ACF is that, if enough data is available, good quality recommendations can be produced without needing representations of the assets being recommended.
The basic structure of the recommendation process has two distinct phases. First the neighbourhood of users that will produce the
recommendations must be determined. Then recommendations must
be produced based on the behaviour or ratings of these users. See
below (Section 4.1) for details on how this can be done.

In this paper we make reference to two recommender systems
which employ ACF techniques.
MovieLens (http://www.movielens.umn.edu/) is an online
film recommender system, which uses collaborative filtering to generate predictions. Users rate movies on a discrete
scale and are recommended further movies on the basis of
their ratings. The research team behind the system, GroupLens
(http://www.cs.umn.edu/Research/GroupLens/), have made the data
they have collected publicly available.
SmartRadio [4] is an experimental music recommender system deployed on the Intranet of the TCD Computer Science Department.
The SmartRadio recommendation engine attempts to recommend
playlists of songs to users based on their ratings of playlists to which
they have listened in the past. Although the unit of recommendation
is the playlist, users are asked to explicitly rate the individual tracks
within the playlists on a scale of one to five.

3 CLUSTER ANALYSIS IN RECOMMENDER
SYSTEMS
From the machine learning point of view, a clustering task has as its
goal the unsupervised classification of a set of objects. Clustering is
unsupervised in the sense that there are no a priori target classes used
during training. In this section we outline how cluster analysis can be
applied to raw user ratings data to uncover interesting patterns, the
descriptions of which will constitute appropriate representations for
content-based recommendation. Previously puplished work on the
application of cluster analysis to recommender systems has covered
the clustering of users [1, 3] and assets [7]. Other researchers have explored the benefits of clustering both users and assets simultaneously
[6, 9, 10]. Our approach is to partition the assets in the database. In
common with other researchers, we believe that the resulting partitioning can be used to make recommendations. However, our approach differs in the manner in which neighbourhoods of users are
determined. Furthermore, we go on to use the clusters as the basis
for concept formation in recommender systems.

3.1 Clustering assets
The first step is to partition the assets in the database. In the case of
MovieLens the assets are the films, while in the case of SmartRadio
they are the songs in the database. In both systems each asset will
have been rated on a scale of one to five by a subset of the users. Thus,
each asset can be represented as an object with as many attributes as
there are users in the system. In recommender systems, the data sets
are of very high dimension. Furthermore, the number of unknown
attribute values for each asset is usually very high. This is because,
in recommender systems, most users will have rated only a small
fraction of the total number of assets available in the database. These
problems need to be taken into account when applying clustering
algorithms to recommender systems. Our implementation of the kmeans clustering algorithm is discussed in Section 4.2.

3.2 Cluster-based recommendation
Once we have successfully partitioned a set of assets, the next step is
to use the partitioning to form representations of users. The basic idea
is to first compute for each user their membership of each cluster in
the partitioning. The ordered series of their memberships yields their
membership vector for the given partitioning. The membership of a
user a of a cluster C is the sum of all ratings for assets in C rated by

a, divided by the sum of the ratings for all assets in the partitioning
P rated by a. The membership, M (a, Cm ) of user a of a cluster Cm
is yielded by the following formula:
M (a, Cm ) =

P

i∈Cm ∩i∈A

P

j∈A

ra,i

ra,j

(1)

where i ranges over all the assets in the cluster Cm , j ranges over
all the assets in the partition P , and A is the set of all assets rated
by the user a. To generate each term of the series to construct the
membership vector, we let m range over the number of clusters in
the partition. For example, consider a partitioning P consisting of
five clusters and consider a user a for whom the membership of each
partition has been computed. (See Figure 2).

wa,u

P
(ra,i − ra )(ru,i − ru )
= pPi
2
i

(ra,i − ra ) (ru,i − ru )2

where the summations over i are over the assets which both users
a and u have rated. This function yields values in the interval [-1, 1].
In forming a neighbourhood we can choose to consider only those
users who are correlated above a certain threshold value. To predict
a users rating for a given asset, his neighbours’ ratings for that asset
are aggregated, each rating being weighted according to the Pearson
coefficient for that neighbour. In our implementation the neighbours
ratings are also normalized using their average rating.
ra,i = ra +

Pk

u=1

(ru,i − ru )wa,u

Pk

u=1

Figure 2. Each users membership of each cluster in a given partitioning is
computed. The sum of all memberships for each user is 1.0

The membership vector for a might be represented as follows:
M (a, P ) = h0.1, 0.6, 0.05, 0.15, 0.1i
Intuitively, the membership vector for a user can be viewed as
a compressed representation of that users ratings data. Thus, if we
want to construct a neighbourhood of given size for a target user
(the first step in the recommendation process), it is no longer necessary to compute correlations between users based on the raw ratings
data; we need only compute correlations based on the (much lowerdimensional) membership vectors. Once neighbourhoods have been
computed, recommendations can be made in the usual manner employed in ACF. Details of the correlation and recommendation process can be found in Section 4.1. Evaluation of the cluster-based recommendation technique is provided in the next section.

4 EVALUATION
In this section we describe our implementations of ACF and the kmeans clustering algorithm. We then describe our experiments and
provide results.

4.1 Our implementation of ACF
Our implementation of ACF is based on the published work of the
GroupLens research group [5].
To form a neighbourhood of users for a target user the correlation
between the target user and every other user in the system needs to
be computed. In our ACF system, the Pearson correlation coefficient
is used:

(2)

wa,u

(3)

where the summations over u are over the k users in the neighbourhood of user a. In practice, it is also necessary to weight the
Pearson correlation coefficient with a value representing the significance of the correlation. This is necessary because two users could
be highly correlated on the basis of a very small number of co-rated
assets. This can lead to poor predictions. We should put more confidence in less well-correlated users who have co-rated many assets.
Thus, following Herlocker et al., for MovieLens, if two users have
fewer than 50 assets in common, we multiply the correlation coefficient by n/50, where n is the number of co-rated assets. If there
are 50 or more assets in common, we apply a significance weighting
of 1. Let us refer to 50 as the significance cut-off for MovieLens.
For SmartRadio, whose database is of lower dimensionality, we determined through trial and error that 5 serves well as a significance
cut-off.

4.2 Our implementation of k-means
Our implementation of k-means is based on the descriptions of the k-means-based products on the Clustan website
(http://www.clustan.com). We also programmed our version of the
algorithm to accommodate unknown values in the absence of the possibility of pre-processing.
The Euclidean Sum of Squares (ESS) Ep for a cluster p is given
by:
Ep = Σxi²p Σj (xij − µpj )2

(4)

where xij is the value of variable j in object i in cluster p and µpj
is the mean of variable j for cluster p.
The total ESS for all clusters p is thus E = Σp Ep and the increase
in the Euclidean Sum of Squares Ip∪q at the union of two clusters p
and q is:
Ip∪q = Ep∪q − Ep − Eq

(5)

While standard k-means programs relocate any object to the cluster with the nearest mean, we have implemented k-means to minimize the total Euclidean Sum of Squares E. This is preferable because while the standard approach may appear to minimize E, it does
not necessarily converge quickly, or at all, because such relocations
may not actually reduce E.
To minimize E we must only relocate an object i from cluster p to
cluster q when Ep + Eq > Ep−i + Eq+i .
This is called the exact relocation test for minimum E. It is not the
same as relocating object i to its nearest cluster mean, because any
relocation from cluster p to cluster q causes consequential changes

to the means of p and q; and, in certain circumstances, these changes
may actually increase E. Relocating an object i from cluster p to
cluster q pulls the mean of q towards it and pushes the mean of p
away from it. This can cause the distances from the mean of other
cases in clusters p and q to increase, such that E is increased. With
large data sets, an oscillation of boundary objects between two or
more clusters can result in successive iterations. Indeed, this oscillatory behaviour was observed when the standard k-means algorithm
was applied to SmartRadio.
Since E is a sum of squares, the relocation of only those objects
which yield a reduction in E must result in convergence, because E
cannot be indefinitely reduced. This guarantees that k-means analysis will converge if allowed enough iterations, since each iteration
reduces the ESS. It also means that a relatively small number of iterations are required to reach a stable minimum ESS. This is important
in the case of Smart Radio, since we need to run k-means numerous
times for each value of k in order to determine the best clustering
solution.

4.3 Experimental Methodology
We ran experiments on both the MovieLens and SmartRadio data
sets. For every experiment we used five-fold cross-validation, using
80% of the data as a training set and reserving 20% as a test set on
which predictions were made.
The first experiment was to use our implementation of ACF to
generate predictions for each user-asset rating in the test sets. We
calculated the absolute error of each prediction, defined as the absolute difference between the actual and predicted ratings. For each set
of predictions on a test set, the mean absolute error (MAE) was then
calculated as the sum of the absolute errors divided by the number of
predictions made.
In the second experiment, we clustered each of the training sets,
computed the membership vector for each user, and made predictions
on the test set, as described above. We also randomly partitioned the
data in each case, so as to be able to compare results generated using
k-means against a random partitioning. For each fold, we generated
five random partitionings and aggregated the MAE of the predictions
made for that fold. In contrast, when using k-means we used a oneshot approach; that is to say, we ran k-means once for each training
set for a given value of k.4
Note that in each experiment, we made predictions for several
neighbourhood sizes. The neighbourhood sizes for SmartRadio are
smaller than those for MovieLens, reflecting the relative sizes of the
two data sets.

4.4 Results and conclusions
Fig. 3 is a plot of the MAE of predictions for MovieLens against
neighbourhood size.
ACF performs as expected. Note, in particular, how the MAE begins relatively high, falls rapidly to a minimum, and then begins to
increase again as the neighbourhood size is increased. This is characteristic beahaviour for ACF algorithms. When the neighbourhoods
are too small, there is not enough information to make good predictions; when they are excessively large, there is too much irrelevant
and misleading information; but when there is just the right number,
the predictive capabilities of the ACF algorithm reach an optimum.
The MAE for the cluster-based prediction method is not as low as for
4

We were guided in our selection of a value for k by the silhouette
technique[8]

Figure 3.

Plot of Mean Absolute Error against neighbourhood size for
MovieLens data

’traditional’ collaborative filtering methods. However, we can conclude that the k-means clustering algorithm has successfully identified interesting clusters, since a merely random partitioning yields
inferior results.
Fig. 4 is a plot of the MAE of predictions for SmartRadio against
neighbourhood size.

Figure 4.

Plot of Mean Absolute Error against neighbourhood size for
SmartRadio data

The first thing to notice is that the MAE for SmartRadio is generally higher than that for MovieLens. That given, it can be seen that
the cluster-based method actually outperforms ACF for this data set,
with random partitioning again being very poor. Now, SmartRadio
does not exhibit the sort of behaviour discussed in relation to MovieLens; certainly, the MAE starts out high and falls to a low point with
a neighbourhood size of about 4; but it does not rise again from this
optimum. This is because the SmartRadio data set is not only much
smaller than MovieLens but, also, much more sparse. SmartRadio is
a relatively new system, deployed over a university department Intranet, while MovieLens is longer in existence and deployed over the
World Wide Web. We must suppose therefore that the phenomenon
we see in our experiments reflect these facts, and that SmartRadio
is still in the bootstrap phase, where a new recommender system
tries to make recommedations on the basis of the ratings of relatively few users. In this scenario, we conclude that, at least for the
case of SmartRadio, our cluster-based method outperforms conventional ACF. This has a parallel in the work of Kohrs and Merialdo
[6]: they discovered that a prediction method based on the simultaneous heierarchical clustering of users and assets did better than

conventional ACF in the bootstrap phase of recommender systems.
At some time in the future we expect conventional ACF techniques
to outperform cluster-based prediction in SmartRadio. This will be
when SmartRadio acquires a critical mass of users and ratings and
the MAE plots for SmartRadio start behaving similarly to those for
MovieLens. Our work suggests that the cluster-based method could
be used when such recommender systems are initially deployed and
then, after bootstrapping is complete, conventional ACF could be introduced.

5 CONCEPT FORMATION
The experiments presented above indicate that the clusters discovered for SmartRadio are good for predictive purposes. In keeping
with our objective of developing a high-level representation of raw
user ratings data, the next phase is to generate descriptions of the
clusters. To do this, we leverage existing knowledge.

5.1 Concept formation: describing the clusters
The main idea is to describe each cluster probabilistically according to the types of songs contained in each cluster. As a simplified
example, imagine that we have a database that associates a list of
descriptors with each artist in SmartRadio (Table 4).
Table 4. Artist Descriptors.
Artist
Bob Dylan
The Beatles
Bruce Springsteen
The Prodigy
Orbital

Descriptors
Rock ’n’ Roll, Folk Rock, Singer/Songwriter
Rock ’n’ Roll, Pop/Rock, Psychedelic
Rock ’n’ Roll, Pop/Rock, Singer/Songwriter
Electronica, Techno, Rave
Electronica, Techno, Ambient Techno

Now suppose that we have just two clusters, the first with three
songs, and the second with two, as in Table 5.
Table 5. Artist Descriptors.
Song
Tangled Up In Blue
Yellow Submarine
Tunnel Of Love
Firestarter
Chime

Artist
Bob Dylan
The Beatles
Bruce Springsteen
The Prodigy
Orbital

Cluster
1
1
1
2
2

In building a description of a cluster, we describe that cluster in
terms of the descriptors associated with each of the songs in the cluster, maintaining a count of the number of songs in the cluster that fall
under each of the decriptors. Thus, in our example, the first cluster
could be described by:
Rock ’n’ Roll = 3/3 (since three of the three songs in the first
cluster are Rock ’n’ Roll)
Folk Rock = 1/3
Singer/Songwriter = 2/3
Pop/Rock = 2/3
Psychedelic = 1/3
The description of the second cluster is as follows:
Electronica = 2/2
Techno = 2/2
Rave = 1/2

Ambient Techno = 1/2
We can interpret these descriptions probabilistically. Thus our descriptions of each cluster can be viewed as logical conjunctions of
statements of the form p = P (Dx|X ∈ C), where p is the probability that a song x is described by descriptor D, given that x is a
member of cluster C.
Using the above strategy, we generated descriptions of the SmartRadio clusters. The clusters of music tracks were generated by kmeans, with k = 7, on the same ratings data used in the collaborative
filtering experiments. However, this time, instead of generating five
sets of clusters in order to preform cross-validation, we ran the program only once on the whole dataset.
Once the clustering was performed and descriptors had been automatically compiled for each song, we calculated how many assets in
each cluster fell under each descriptor. Because of the nature of these
descriptors, many tracks shared descriptors, but, in some cases, only
a small number of tracks fell under certain descriptors. For example,
part of the output for the first cluster is as follows:
{’Adult Alternative’: 12, ’Adult Alternative Pop/Rock’: 30, ’Adult
Contemporary’: 8, ’Album Rock’: 13, ’Alternative Dance’: 7, ’Alternative Metal’: 1, ’Alternative Pop/Rock’: 31, ’Ambient’: 2, ’Ambient
Pop’: 1, ’Ambient Techno’: 3, ’American Underground’: 1, ... }
You will notice that, in this example, there are indeed some descriptors which are counted as occurring only once or twice; these
descriptors are surely relatively unimportant for describing the cluster, while those that have much higher counts are likely to be most
important.

5.2 Experimental set-up
Since our objective was to have users of SmartRadio evaluate the
concepts, it was essential to eliminate some descriptors in the final
description of the clusters, as there were simply too many to expect
users to examine them all. We used the following heuristic:
1. within each cluster, eliminate all descriptors which are counted
less than ten times
2. across all clusters, eliminate all descriptors which occur in three
or more clusters
The second step is to ensure that the descriptions of clusters do not
contain descriptors which are incapable of discriminating the clusters
for users. For example, an extreme case would be if a descriptor, say,
Rock was present in the description of every cluster; in such a case,
Rock will not help a user to differentiate between the clusters.
When this process was completed, one cluster was completely denuded of descriptors, so we did not include it in our online experiment. This left six clusters with descriptors which are recorded in
Table 6.
Users were asked to examine and rate each of the six playlist descriptions in Table 8.1. They were instructed as follows: ’Imagine
that you are listening to SmartRadio and are presented with playlists
composed of songs falling under the genre descriptions presented
here. On the basis of these descriptions, how do you think you would
rate each playlist?’ The experiment was conducted online and the ratings each user provided were recorded in a database for later, offline
analysis.

5.3 Results and conclusions
There are sixty-two users in the SmartRadio dataset under consideration; eleven of those users participated in our experiment. For each

Table 6.

Descriptions of six clusters presented to users in the SmartRadio
experiment.
Cluster Descriptors
World, Celtic, Adult Alternative, Ethnic Fusions, Contemporary Instrumental, Contemporary Celtic, Celtic
1
New Age
2
House
3
Folk-Rock Britpop, Rock ’n’ Roll
4
Britpop, Experimental Rock, House
Intelligent Dance Music, Ambient Techno, Experimental
Techno, Electro-Techno, Techno, Trance, Experimental
5
Jungle, Drill ’n’ Bass, Experimental Rock, Acid Techno
6
Rock ’n Roll, Folk-Rock

user, we were able to calculate on the basis of their ratings of the six
clusters in the experiment, their membership of each of those clusters. This yielded what we call a perceived membership vector, a term
which captures the fact that, on the basis of high-level style descriptors, users perceive themselves to be aligned in a particular manner
with the clusters. Now, we already had at our disposal the means to
compute a user’s membership of a cluster based on their ratings data.
Let us call the result generated by these computations a real membership vector. Our question was: Do the perceived and real membership
vectors match up? In other words: Are they highly correlated? If the
answer to this question were affirmative, then we could conclude that
the descriptions of the clusters are useful for quickly determing the
preferences of users. The Pearson correlation coefficient computed
between real and perceived membership vectors for the eleven users
are presented in Table 8.2.
Table 7. The Pearson correlation coefficient between real and perceived
membership vectors for SmartRadio users who participated in the
experiment.
User
Pearson Correlation
Anon-1
0.35
Anon-2
0.59
Anon-3
0.86
Anon-4
0.76
Anon-5
0.33
Anon-6
0.04
Anon-7
0.54
Anon-8
0.53
Anon-9
0.92
Anon-10
0.89
Anon-11
0.31

The mean Pearson coefficient is calculated to be 0.56, and the
standard deviation is 0.27. This indicates that the real and perceived
membership vectors are highly correlated. Therefore, the descriptions used in the experiment are useful for determing the preferences
of users. In particular, such cluster descriptions could be applied to
the problem of making good quality recommendations to new users
in the absence of any previous ratings. In SmartRadio, a new user
might be asked to rate styles of music in order to determine their
perceived membership of clusters, and then be recommended assets
favoured by those other users whose real membership vectors closely
correlate with the new user’s perceived membership vector.

6 SUMMARY
We described a novel cluster-based strategy for predicting user preferences in recommender system. Empirical evaluation of our method

suggested that it may work best in the context of bootstrapping a
recommender system in its early stages, when there is insufficient
data available for the optimal performance of conventional ACF techniques. We went on to show how a partitioning of system assets can
be used as the basis for a system of concepts. Furthermore, we illustrated how the concept formation process can be automated in the
case of SmartRadio by making use of pre-existing knowledge. Our
experiments reveal that the resulting concepts capture users’ understanding of the SmartRadio domain. This suggests that the concepts
might be useful for bootstrapping new users of the SmartRadio system.
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The Knowledge-Fitting Theory of Plausibility
Louise Connell and Mark T. Keane 1
Abstract. Plausibility is judged on a daily basis in a wide range of
cognitive phenomena, yet the study of plausibility in its own right
has been long neglected in cognitive science. In this paper, we
present the Knowledge-Fitting Theory of Plausibility that
incorporates both concept-coherence (i.e. the conceptual structure
and relatedness of a scenario) and word-coherence (i.e. the
distributional properties of the individual words used to describe a
scenario) in plausibility judgement. We also present the
Plausibility Analysis Model (PAM), which is an implementation of
this theory and the first computational mode to specifically address
the issue of human plausibility judgements.

1 INTRODUCTION
Plausibility is an ineluctable phenomenon of everyday life –
engaged in everything from assessing the quality of a movie
plot to considering a child’s excuse for a broken dish. It is
perhaps this very ubiquity that has led to its neglect in
cognitive science. Typically, in cognitive science literature,
plausibility is merely operationalised (as ratings on a scale),
rather than explained. This literature has shown the cognitive
processes that utilise plausibility are many and diverse.
People often use plausibility judgements in place of costly
retrieval from long-term memory, especially when verbatim
memory has faded [1][2][3][4]. Plausibility is also used as a
kind of cognitive shortcut in reading, to speed parsing and
resolve ambiguities [5][6][7]. In everyday thinking, plausible
reasoning that uses prior knowledge appears to be
commonplace [8], and can even aid people in making
inductive inferences about familiar topics [9]. It has also been
argued that plausibility plays a fundamental role in
understanding novel word combinations by helping to
constrain the interpretations produced [10][11]. In this way,
the empirical literature leaves us with a sense that plausibility
is important but without a good indication of what is actually
involved. From this overview it is clear that plausibility is in
need of a thorough theoretical, computational and empirical
treatment.
In the rest of this paper, we outline the evidence for the
effect of two factors on plausibility – concept-coherence and
word-coherence. We then detail our Knowledge-Fitting
Theory of Plausibility, which proposes an innovative
approach to plausibility that incorporates both conceptcoherence (i.e. the conceptual relatedness of a described
scenario with prior knowledge) and word-coherence (i.e. the
distributional information of the individual words used to
describe the scenario). In addition, we describe the
implementation of the theory in the form of PAM, the
Plausibility Analysis Model, and discuss its performance in
modelling human data [12][13].
1
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2 EVIDENCE OF EFFECTS
2.1 Concept-Coherence
Although few researchers have expounded a theory of
plausibility, there is a shared view that plausibility has
something to do with c o n c e p t - c o h e r e n c e – i.e. that
“something is plausible if it is conceptually supported by prior
knowledge” [8]. For example, it has been demonstrated the
importance of concept-coherence to perceived plausibility by
disrupting the causal sequence of events in short stories [14].
People’s ability to recall these stories, and the plausibility
ratings they gave, was sensitive to the degree to which the
overall concept-coherence of the story had been altered.
Indeed, these re-ordered stories often appeared to be just
incomprehensible.
A concept-coherence view of plausibility suggests that
when people make a plausibility judgement they relate a target
description to their prior experience, and in some way assess
whether the current scenario fits in with what they have
experienced in the past. If a person read the statement “The
bottle rolled off the shelf and smashed on the floor” they
might make the bridging inference that the bottle falling
caused it to smash on the floor. This might lead them to judge
this scenario as being highly plausible because prior
experience tells them that fragile things often break when they
fall on hard surfaces. Put simply, the description has a certain
conceptual coherence. In contrast, if the target description
was “The bottle rolled off the shelf and melted on the floor”,
the person might consider it less plausible because their past
experience has few examples of falling fragile objects melting
on contact with floors – though a scenario could be construed
where this could occur, such as if the room was made of metal
and heated up like an oven). In other words, this description
lacks a certain conceptual coherence.
It has been shown that manipulating the concept-coherence
of a scenario (i.e. by inviting different bridging inferences)
affects its perceived plausibility [12][15][16]. For example,
sentence pairs linked by causal inferences (causal pairs such
as the bottle-smashing scenario) were judged as being more
plausible than sentences that fail to invite obvious causal
inferences (unrelated pairs such as the bottle-melting
scenario). Furthermore, causal pairs were also found to be
more plausible than sentence pairs that invited simple
attributal inferences (i.e. where some attribute of the object is
mentioned in the second sentence, such as “The bottle was
pretty”), which in turn were judged to be more plausible than
inferences of temporal succession (e.g. “The bottle sparkled”).
It has also shown that concept-coherence affects the time it
takes people to make a binary (yes / no) plausibility
judgement [13]. People took significantly longer to make a
yes / no decision of plausibility for causal sentence pairs than

attributal sentence pairs. These studies provide specific
concrete evidence that plausibility is influenced by the
conceptual coherence of a situation, as shaped by the type of
inferences involved.

2.2 Word-Coherence
While concept-coherence has been seen as an overarching
view of what is involved in many aspects of cognition,
including plausibility (e.g. [17]), very little consideration has
been given to other factors that may influence plausibility
judgements. More recently, evidence has been provided for
the role of word-coherence in determining plausibility [18].
This view suggests that plausibility judgements are sensitive
to the distributional information of the individual words used
to describe a scenario. In other words, the distinctive
relationship between words, as represented in distributional
knowledge, can make certain scenarios seem more plausible
simply by virtue of the particular words used.
Distributional knowledge of a language is gleaned through
statistical analysis of large corpora that determine how each
word in the language is used in relation to every other word.
By moving through the corpus and counting the frequency
with which a given word appears with other words in its
surrounding context, a picture of the distribution of a language
is formed. In this fashion, a word can be summarised as a
vector – or point in high-dimensional space – showing the
frequency with which is it associated with other lexemes in
the corpus. Similarly, a sentence may be represented as a
single point in distributional space by merging the points of
individual words; for example, the Latent Semantic Analysis
model (LSA; [19]) uses the weighted sum of constituent word
vectors to denote tracts of text. In this way, two sentences
containing words that occur in similar linguistic contexts (i.e.,
that are distributionally similar) will be positioned closer
together in this space than two sentences containing words
that do not share as much distributional information.
Manipulating the word-coherence of a description has been
shown to affect the time needed to decide if a situation is
plausible [13]. For example, consider these sentence pairs:
(i)
The pack saw the fox. The hounds snarled.
(ii)
The pack saw the fox. The hounds growled.
While (i) and (ii) essentially have the same meaning (i.e. they
both invite the same inference), the different distributional
properties of snarled and growled mean that the sentences of
pair (i) are further apart distributionally than the sentences of
pair (ii) (see Figure 1). People are faster to judge as plausible
sentences of type (i) that are distributionally far apart, than
sentences of type (ii) that are distributionally close together.
So, word-coherence has an effect on plausibility, albeit
weaker than that of concept-coherence.

3 THE KNOWLEDGE-FITTING THEORY
OF PLAUSIBILITY
3.1 Making a plausibility judgement
In essence, we see plausibility as being about making what
one is told fit what one knows about the world. When we ask
people to make a plausibility judgement, we are essentially
asking them to estimate the goodness of this fit. It is this
process that we capture in our Knowledge-Fitting theory of
plausibility, which is characterised by two main stages: the

comprehension and assessment stages. The comprehension
stage constructs a representation of a scenario with reference
to distributional and prior knowledge. The assessment stage
analyses this representation to ascertain its fit to prior
knowledge, hence assessing its plausibility (see Figure 2). We
shall now look at each of these stages in turn.

Figure 1. Illustration of the distributional spotlight; sentences that
are close togher have overlapping spotlights and give smaller
coverage than sentences that are far apart

3.1.1 Comprehension
Our view of the comprehension stage is not much different to
that currently held in the cognitive psychology literature.
Namely, that the comprehension of a scenario involves
constructing a mental representation of the described
situation, which is aided by cues from the linguistic input
[20][21][22][23][24].
For example, in comprehending the sentences “The bottle
fell off the shelf. The bottle smashed”, the main cognitive steps
could be described as follows. First, the specific words in the
first sentence reference distributional knowledge and cause a
spotlight to fall on a neighbourhood of related terms in a highdimensional distributional space [19][25][26]. Each of these
spotlit terms then helps to prime relevant prior knowledge in
long-term memory [27]. For example, knowledge relevant to
the first sentence’s situation may include that bottles are often
fragile, that shelves are located at a height, that fragile things
break when they hit the ground, etc. When the next sentence
is read, the same procedure of distributional spotlighting and
knowledge priming takes place. If any of the primed
knowledge is used by inferences to connect the two sentences,
then it will remain primed in case it is useful again; if the
primed knowledge is not used, then it will be suppressed as
irrelevant [28][29].
However, the amount of knowledge primed by a sentence
pair depends on the size of the sentences’ distributional
spotlights. If sentences are close together in distributional
space, then their spotlights will overlap almost completely and
the overall coverage will be small. However, if the sentences
are far apart, then their spotlights will fall on separate areas
the overall coverage will be large (see Figure 1). The further
apart the sentences are in distributional space, the greater the
spotlight coverage and the more prior knowledge is primed.
This means that distributionally distant sentence pairs have an
advantage over distributionally close sentence pairs, because
there is a greater chance that the knowledge required by the
inference will already be primed. By retrieving prior
knowledge (e.g. bottles are often fragile) and making the

Figure 2. Diagram of processes in the Knowledge-Fitting Theory of Plausibility

relevant inferences (e.g. falling onto the floor caused the
bottle to smash), the conceptual representation of the scenario
is constructed and the sentence is said to be comprehended.

3.1.2 Assessment
Once a scenario has been comprehended, it must then undergo
assessment to ascertain its plausibility. Assessment of a
scenario involves examining the representation that has been
produced by comprehension.
Plausibility assessment is dependent on two aspects of the
representation; its complexity (how many inferences had to be
made to connect events), and its potentiality (how much
knowledge remains primed). For an example of the
complexity aspect, with the sentences “The bottle fell off the
shelf. The bottle melted” it might be possible to construct a
representation where the bottle fell from the shelf onto the
floor, which was made of metal, and which had somehow
heated up enough to cause the bottle to melt. Clearly, this is
not a very plausible scenario and it takes a lot of work to make
it fit our knowledge about the world. The more inferences
that need to be made to connect events in a scenario, and the
more complex the representation grows, the less plausible the
scenario becomes.
For an example of the potentiality aspect, with the sentence
“The bottle fell off the shelf. The bottle smashed”, the bottle
smashed because it was fragile and hit the floor.
Alternatively, the bottle may have smashed because it struck
another shelf during its fall, or a table, or some other hard
surface. Essentially, there are far more ways that a bottle can
smash rather than melt – there are more ways that the scenario
could have come about. When an individual is judging the
plausibility of a scenario, it is unlikely that he or she will
consider all of the possible versions. However, the possibility
that more versions could potentially be constructed is
reflected by the amount of knowledge that still remains
primed. In both scenarios, the distributional spotlight of the
first sentence (“The bottle fell off the shelf”) primed
knowledge relevant to the situation, such as that bottles are
often fragile, that fragile things break when they hit the
ground, etc. The melting scenario did not use this primed

knowledge, and so it is suppressed. In assessing the scenario,
the lack of primed knowledge suggests that there are no
further versions of this scenario to be constructed and that
there are no other ways in which we can make it fit our
knowledge about the world. In contrast, the smashing
scenario did make use of these examples of primed
knowledge. The large amount of primed knowledge
remaining suggests there are a further number of possible
versions of the scenario that could be fleshed out if so desired,
and suggests that there are many more ways that we could
make this scenario fit our knowledge about the world. In
short, the more knowledge that remains primed after the
representation is built, the more potential versions of the
scenario that could be constructed and the more plausible the
scenario becomes.

3.2 Types of plausibility judgement
We have described how plausibility judgements are generally
carried out, but we must also be aware that there are different
ways in which one can judge plausibility. Recent work in
[13][15][16] shows two different types of plausibility
judgement task, which we shall discuss in turn.
The first type of plausibility judgement can be described as
a binary plausibility decision, namely a decision of whether a
scenario is plausible or not. To do this, one need only examine
the complexity aspect of the representation during assessment
(i.e. the number of inferences that had to be made to connect
events). If the events could not be connected (e.g. no
inferences could be made because of missing or contradictory
information in prior knowledge), then the representation of the
scenario is incomplete and the scenario will not be plausible.
On the other hand, where a number of inferences can be seen
to successfully connect the events, then the representation is
complete and the scenario is plausible. For example, the
statement that “the balloon landed on a pin and burst” is
plausible because prior knowledge gives us the information
that sharp things (the pin) can cause balloons to burst.
However, saying that “the balloon landed on a pin and
melted” is not plausible because there is little in our prior

knowledge to suggest how a balloon could melt as the result
of contact with a pin.
The second type of judgement is more involved than the
first, requiring someone to ascertain exactly how plausible a
scenario is. In order to do this, one must examine both
aspects of the representation during assessment – complexity
(how many inferences had to be made using prior knowledge)
and potentiality (how much knowledge remains primed). As
we noted earlier, the example where the bottle falls from the
shelf and melts is not very plausible, because of the high
complexity of several inferences being needed (such as the
floor bring metal, and something heating it up to a high
enough temperature). On the other hand, the example where
the bottle falls from the shelf and smashes is quite plausible,
because of the high potentiality of how primed knowledge
could lead to other explanations (such as the bottle hitting the
floor, or a table, or another shelf).

3.3 Location of effects
The two stages involved in making a plausibility judgement
are quite distinct, and are supported by the empirical evidence.
Word-coherence affects only the comprehension phase
(when words spotlight distributional knowledge). However,
concept-coherence affects both the comprehension phase
(when the representation of the scenario is built with reference
to prior knowledge) and the assessment phase (when the
structure of the scenario’s representation is examined). As
discussed above, the type of plausibility judgement task
determines what aspects of the representation are assessed. In
the case of plausibility decision times [13], only the
complexity aspect of the representation need be examined, so
there is not too much for the assessment phase to do. This
makes the plausibility decision process more dependent on the
comprehension phase, which is why both word- and conceptcoherence effects are evident in decision times. In contrast,
the task of plausibility rating [15][16] means that both the
complexity and potentiality aspects of the representation must
be examined, so there is a lot for the assessment phase to do.
This makes the plausibility rating process more dependent on
the assessment phase, which is why only the conceptcoherence effect is evident in ratings, as it outweighs that of
word-coherence.

4 PAM: PLAUSIBILITY ANALYSIS MODEL
PAM is a computational implementation of the KnowledgeFitting theory of plausibility. PAM implements both the
comprehension and assessment phases, incorporating
knowledge of word-coherence and concept-coherence to
provide judgements of plausibility that reflect those made by
people [12][13][16]. The model takes sentence inputs and
outputs an estimated plausibility decision time (in
milliseconds) and a plausibility rating (from 0-10) for the
scenario described in the sentences. PAM judges plausibility
using a combination of commonsense reasoning (for conceptcoherence) and distributional analysis (for word-coherence).

4.1 Comprehension phase
When a sentence is first read, each word helps to spotlight a
certain area of distributional knowledge. PAM models this
process by the use of a model of linguistic distributional
knowledge, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA: [19]). LSA (in
the form used by PAM) is a statistical model of the

distributional patterns of English words, which works by
passing a window over a large corpus that represents the
cumulative lifetime readings of an American first-year
university student1. PAM uses LSA to calculate the 50 words
that are the nearest neighbours of each sentence (i.e. the
distributional spotlights), and then unifies the two sets of
words. The number of unique words covered by the spotlights
depends on how far apart the sentences are in LSA’s
distributional space. If the sentences are very close together
then their spotlights will overlap completely, giving a count of
50 unique words. However, if the sentences are very far apart
then their spotlights will be completely separate, giving a
count of 100 unique words. This distributional word count
represents the word-coherence factor, and is later used in the
Assessment phase as a scaling variable in estimating the
plausibility decision time and rating for the presented
scenario. The higher the distributional word count, the more
knowledge is primed, which means faster decision times and
higher perceived plausibility.
As we have said, distributional information alone is not
enough to form the basis of a judgement of plausibility; we
also need a conceptual representation of the scenario. To do
this, PAM breaks down each sentence into propositional form
and makes the inferences between the sentences by fitting
their propositions to information in the knowledge base.
For example, the sentence “the pack saw the fox” is
represented as see(pack, fox). PAM must therefore check the
predicate see in the knowledge base and determine if the
arguments meet the conditions specified. The see predicate
requires that its first argument is an animal (i.e. something
must be an animal in order to see), and since the definition of
pack shows that it contains dogs, and the type hierarchy for
dog shows that it is an animal, the first condition of the see
predicate is met. Also, the see predicate requires that its
second argument is a non-abstract entity (i.e., something must
be non-abstract in order to be seen). Since the type hierarchy
of fox shows that it is an animal and not an abstract entity, the
second condition of the see predicate is met. The way in
which each condition is met is listed, and if all conditions are
fulfilled, PAM returns this list as a path
When the first sentence has been represented, PAM moves
onto processing the second sentence. The sentence “the
hounds growled” is broken down into propositional form as
growl(hounds) and PAM than searches for ways to meet the
conditions of the growl predicate. The first condition is that
the argument (hounds) must be an animal, which is easily met.
However, there are other conditions as to why the hounds are
growling, such as because they are generally aggressive, or
because they are fighting amongst themselves. Some of these
conditions lead to other predicates which have their own
conditions attached, such as hunt(hounds) which requires that
hounds must be predators and that the fox of the first sentence
must be prey. It is likely that there are many different paths in
the knowledge base that could be followed to fulfil the
conditions of the growl predicate, and PAM will record them
all. In this respect, PAM models group behaviour in
plausibility judgement; rather than limit the representation to a
single path that one individual may consider, PAM represents
the set of paths that a group may consider and averages out
the differences.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
1

In LSA parlance, the analysis was done in the ‘General Reading up
to 1st Year College’ semantic space, with pseudodoc comparison at
maximum factors. In order to exclude misspellings and other very
low frequency words, any words with a frequency in the corpus of
less than 5 were excluded.

4.2.1 Plausibility decision times
In estimating the time needed to decide if a scenario is
plausible or not, PAM uses the above variable L to calculate
the concept-coherence of the scenario. A high path length (L)
means a longer decision time, because more elaborate
requirements must be met to verify the sentence. In addition,
the comprehension time of a sentence is affected by syllable
length, and to a lesser extent orthographic length, so PAM
increases the decision time estimate as each of these increase.
Word-coherence has a strong effect on plausibility decision
times, and PAM uses the distributional word count (calculated
in the Comprehension phase) to model this. If the two
sentences in the pair are very far apart, then they will have the
maximum distributional word count of 100. However, if the
two sentences are very close to each other, then they will have
the minimum distributional word count of 50. The higher the
distributional word count, the more knowledge that the
sentences prime, and the faster the plausibility decision time
becomes. PAM therefore uses the distributional word count to
scale down the estimated response time.
It has been demonstrated that using this approach allows
PAM to produce estimates of plausibility decision times that
correlate highly with human responses (r=0.633, r2=0.401,
p<0.0001, N=60) [12]. The human data modelled was taken
from [13], and is graphed against PAM’s output in Figure 3.

4.2.2 Plausibility ratings
PAM uses the three variables above to calculate the conceptcoherence of the scenario, and return a rating between 0 (not
plausible) and 10 (completely plausible). In short, a high
number of paths (P) means higher plausibility, because there
are more possible ways that the scenario can be represented.
A high mean path length (L) means lower plausibility,
because elaborate requirements must be met to verify the
sentence. Finally, a high proportion of hypothetical paths (H)
means lower plausibility, because it assumes the existence of
entities that may not be present.
When the path rating has been computed, PAM applies
word-coherence (the distributional word count calculated in
the comprehension phase) as a scaling variable. The
magnitude of this scaling is less than that of other variables,
but still has a perceptible effect. In this way, PAM models the
small difference in plausibility ratings found between versions
of sentence pairs that vary in their distributional distance but
are conceptually identical (see pairs i and ii).

Inference Type
Causal
Attributal
Temporal
Unrelated

Human Rating
7.8
5.5
4.2
2.0

PAM Rating
7.9
5.7
5.0
0.9

R2 = 0.4005

3000

Mean Human Decision Times

When the comprehension phase is completed, it is the role of
the assessment phase to analyse the structure of the path
representation in order to estimate the plausibility decision
time and to calculate the plausibility of the scenario.
PAM extracts three important variables from the
representation:
1. Total Number of Paths P (the number of different ways
the sentence conditions can be met in the knowledge base)
2. Mean Path Length L (the average count of how many
different conditions must be met per path)
3. Proportion of “Hypothetical” Paths H (proportion of all
paths that contain a condition that was only met by
assuming the existence of something not explicitly
mentioned – e.g. [The bottle fell off the shelf. The bottle
melted.] is considered a plausible path if we assume a
hypothetical furnace for the bottle may to fall into)

Table 1. Mean Plausibility ratings per inference type from human
raters and from PAM.
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Figure 3. PAM’s performance against human responses in
modelling plausibility decision times
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4.2 Assessment phase
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Figure 4. PAM’s performance against human responses in
modelling plausibility ratings

It has been demonstrated that using this approach, PAM
can produce plausibility ratings that correlate highly with
human plausibility judgements (r=0.788, r2=0.621, p<0.0001,
N=60) [12]. The human data modelled was taken from [16],
and is graphed against PAM’s output in Figure 4.
Additionally, Table 1 illustrates mean ratings for scenarios
that invite different types of bridging inference, comparing
those produced by people to those ratings produced by PAM.

5 DISCUSSION
In this paper we have presented the new Knowledge-Fitting
Theory of Plausibility and the Plausibility Analysis Model
(PAM), which is the first account to specifically and
accurately address human plausibility judgements. Our theory
of plausibility can explain the some counterintuitive empirical
findings regarding word- and concept-coherence, and provides
simulations for testing in further studies.
PAM is the computational implementation of the
Knowledge-Fitting theory, and as such is the first cognitive
model of human plausibility judgements. The importance of
word- and concept-coherence in people’s plausibility
judgements is clear, and in a novel paradigm, we have
integrated both these factors in our model. Future work in the
field of plausibility must also take account of both
distributional knowledge and conceptual prior knowledge, as
well as the interactions between them.
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¢ Ðb¦y¢`¼¢`¢?©?¢k¥± «È¢Cu¯w°8b?µ©?¯¶x«µ«£mw¶¢Ci ©C8¢ ?¤¢c«£sµ¬PCL¢c¢¨¡¶¡Ú¢Cw4©f¥w« C¢Cuf¯wµ° Êiw¢C¤+¢?¤¢C¥8¢?w«©?¤ww¥µ«BC¢?²
[w?¦y¢?b)¤w\w¢C¡~¢cbÊ¨£w¥Ôw©f«¥¤cµ¢XC¢ ±CÑ¨Ò^Æ )©?¤w¢CT¦y\ª¦w«¥ w?¯¶«m§¹w[wÓÈ¥©C? ?¢?T¤·wC·¢C¢C¤«¢C©cCf¢Cb¢C¯¤  ¯J¥¤www«\µ°³¢CCbU¯¥iC¿µÀy° §k~Á¨Äì©f±X¢6BC[¢?¢¦w«£ww¢`©?¥¨6w¤8w¡^¨wx¥??¡Rw®¢?¤&w???á¢y©Cb¦w¢C¤m¤wu¬Tc¢Cbw®¡i£s¢Cw©?µ«µ²²²
¨?¢C¥&¤fÆ ·c¤¢?¯¶~?£ «x?³C¢&xw¥©?f¥¢[w[)¥[¢&©C )?µ©?´c¢?s²ÅºfCCx«w¨Ó[ ² b?Í¹)¢C©?©fb¥6w«e¢?³U¢ ¯J©Cws°³[xw¡i[¢C¢? f¢`¨§C§¼w«¢Ê¢C°CÊ¹w¢cT?B¦yc¥w¢C«£X¹§C?©f¦ ¥Íwf¬` ±
¨E¬f¥ÊC¨Cww«µ¬`§XBCw¢C~[«C¨¯¦ ?©f\i?w¡¶`[wB ¡!CL¥w¤w¢cw[£¥w¢k±ss?² ¤w¢CbC£©fÊ¥w«¤¢Cw«È?¡»Ê©?¢CÆ x[w¢CCw©?«µ«ÍU¬³m¢k±Jw¢ÊC¢C³?¦ Ísf©cC¢c«k«£¦yw¢P«X¯¶¡\µC¤¢³¢C?
C«µ¢CU¨¬`8± ËT`¬³iw¥¦y§C©C¥©cB« ¬x¡eÕ ºf± fÖw×§ ¡»¨¼Ê¢CLB¥s¢C[§y¢`¨¥ww¢?¤w^®wcB^?¯¶w?c¢ ² «¤wL¡»©?µ«`?£¢i¶¦w¢CáU¢?¬®©?¡C¥f«¼¢C?«£u¯wf° ·8Cww¢?·k¥¢?w¢?Ê¤¢C[¤¶¡Ú¢&wf¦?^¢&L©C©Cf¬ ²
¥w¢`¬®\U¢8¯J¡\¥w¤mw¢`¡!¦yEÕ ±8®×i¯¶¢cµf§¨+£?8µ?E¤wcC¢?C« ¼wu¥¬³ w?C¡¼µeJÖ¯¶×w£¢8Øx£«f±C©CÙfB¢C?wÓÈ«Í¤wfB«µ¬`£¢?§ÈC¤?xJÆ ¼?s¤©?wb²²² b¡!Ùf«£ww¢?¤¦ya©cs¤¹¢)¨Ê¦y¥w¤³«©?¢?Cw¶¢+xw¿«ÂwwÄÈ·«¤[·¤¢³w?Ê[§e®¢?¡Ú¿wwÃ¥Äìw± ?¨«µ8¬+`¢8¬+ÙfC[m¨¦yx«©f¿ ×Äì£w± ¢~Ý º²¡
¢Ca©?«¬ª?¶¯¶ÓÈ«[x[B[w Cf©?´C«Í¨¯¶¢kµÆ 8[?¡ÚwCw8?£«¢CµU¬×w±^ÕÛCØx8±f¢CCL¥wa¢?¥§^  [?b\£w¢¼¦¯J¶U¹¬f[[m¡»¨C~«¨¬8¡»ww«m¨s¯3¤w[¦y?¢Ê©C«£fwC¢C«¶Ê8±f??®[?¢?©? ²
w¡¶«¢Cw¢C¤·¨¡ ¢?Õf± ÕUÕ¯Jw°w§¯¶¦y?¨£«§C~¯J³©?[«Í~?©C«£¨iw¢)·L¦y¥¤«¦y¢c+¢`B©C[w¢CC¤©?Ê«Ís©?¢ ² «£b£w¢C®¦y¯¨b±CCw« ¨¯¼¯¨a w¥C~b¦y?¨`8`·¬x[wb?U¯[¢c¢ªf£¢?À¥à`¤s[bºf¢`¥iiwC¢Cµ+Áà`[ww£¥¢` 
¥©C«µ¢aw¥¡e~¢?L¡B¥wÕf¢`± ÜÊa¤¯¢?©?«£®bºfCCw¢CC¤wµs¦y± ¬ ¥8[c¨¦ ©f·· ¤wb¢Cb£¦yJ¨ ±y?ËB¼!¢sC¼?[w[C©C?«£©C«££w¢w¢s¦ywB«£¦¨?X§¢cf¢`£E¦ £?µ©C?w«¶¨Àw^¬fÁà`¢C[¤mw£?¢`
Ý«¨b~¢??£¢?¢C¤&uC¯©Cµ¥¢C°x¥¤&¼·¤w£b¦ºCÊ¢~c?¢Cbm°ª¨??¢[wwcwC¤©?®¢CCµUw¬¢X[±Bi¹Þm\¨¢C?b©?c¥wm¹«µµ¬=w¶¡^[¥¨www¢C° ¶¢C¢C¦ ¤f¤f£ §± ¦ymwL«?¦yi¨x©?¢c?w¡ÚL¡ ¡Ú©C¨«¶¢?b\w·ºf[¨¦b·ÊUb¬f¢`[B8B¦y¯¼am¤w¨[&?w ?X«£f± i~¢cwC¢`¨±!¦¹ ©C? §

÷ Z ½ @>?H^v v Ht^Vk>
0.75

0.7

0.65

0.6
Fitness

í èªQg_`î·_?@_`èªç ç¹_`î·æðï_yñr6çièÊgM)Q
ÊC?B¦ ºf[©?«µ¬)?¢`¦y^w«©?[«¨ +¢C¨¢µ´cC£«c« ¡Ú~[Js¯J©C«£m[~b¿ ¡»ä?w§!Ö §!Ü8ÄÅ±e©?¢CC¤
¢C¤·©C¹«£¤w¢C¶«£®¨¯¶«£¤waw[µCC©?«£¢c8¢?¼¨ww¥¡e³¢?¢?©?¥U¯J«Èw¢C°u¯¨w¢³° J«·s[B¦yw«£¥¦m£¢?©C¨L ²
«?¨©f£¢??¢?£³¤®¢?¤?¨8±w¥CC¤¢?¢C¤ ¥¡\£¢Cw¢©?w¥w¡k«¶w¢¢?bUº?¯J[wb°£+¢ !¤w¢C¹b£³©?«£ ?³¼«µ¡»bò à©?µ£¨
¡»w¡m8CB°y¤s¢?c\¨w&«¤ww¢Cµ Cf'¢C¤?¼±^b??£·¦yw¨«8©C¯¶8¢C¢?¤i¹U¯Jw ° ?µ´c 8?¦¦y«£w¢
¢w¢`©C¬só¢f[©?b°yewJ[¡Èc[Eww¡Xx¢CC «?¼¢?¢C ?w©f¢C¥¢?w¤¹«f¢C¢`?u¯¢?°s¢`¢Cbb¢??£¢?µ©?¤®¥«£«c¢?©?¢C° b¼U§`¯[¤b¦°·¢C©?¤i«¥\«£¢`¢C¤ ±
`[ÎR¢C¬ÊU¯J·f8!¢w¢C°y®C·¶«£¢?f8°fµÓÈ¥wÏÈ«¢¨¢`¯¶®CUC¬f¢ci[?\¬®L ¡¼?¢C«¢C¤f¤± Ý¢`¹bbiCw¢c¢C«9C¢`e8b¡»ew?L8cf¢C¨¥¤w?©C©?¨ 
¢ Çub¢C¢?¢C?w«£¢C®¿ ô?¢`§k¥ÀÕÄì±¢X§E8°ys·¤¦y¢&¡Úw¦y¬¢? ?
¢\³L¢?U¨¯J~w¢~°[±e¨Û?ò`©C« ¢`¯¶£¢?w«È¤Êw¥Cf·¶¢? ¢x?·C8BCµ°y¶L¨§È¢CC¤?·±C¢? C?¼Æ i¢C?b«£©C¥w?« 
¢CC¤·®¢?C ¹?¢?Æ  a?«ÍÆ[\f«!¥¢cw³« µ§[¶\?¢C?C«£BÊ8¦«©C°yb±CBÇU¯¶?£¥¨fÍ¢cf£«µ¬¡»wa«£¨¯¼C²
L¢c¥?i¨w¡¶\w¢C88cwib°~¢?¢C¢Cb ?£w¥ày¢¯¡Ú£¤w`CCiwµ¢C ± fÝ iw¥8w¡¼CB?¢C 8fcm¢ 
CC··¢?«£LUs¯Jw¢C°¢?w«w¢C¤³¢+¯¶cµw+®[?¢+w¢C¢?¢C?X¢k§XÆ¹C·¯¥¤wC ¹¦wsw«C©?«£w±!õmi¢?w¢ 
¢cx?8m¢?°yUb¯J¼w° ¢c©Cf¢C£?\¤wsC¦w®¢cw~©C¼¡eL¥wC¤wm¼¢C??wwÆ a©C¤?¢?©f?J¢CC¤f± «£µ¡Ú²
¥w«È¢C±kbUÛe¯L¨°8§kLC·©C¤w©f¢C±fk ¥?wi¢?£¢?¤·8fC f¢x¨ [³¡Úwb¨¨8©CC¢C¤s¹¢?©?w²
c¬fb«°yà`¥fÏb±Ý Cww¥¤yá¢?¢U¯J¡»w·° ~£s¤¦yL¢¨¢ ©?[?¹¡¼µ¢?¥xµi¢?´C³¢CÎ»¥·£¢?w¢C¢C¤
ö Cw8©C«[?¼©C«£¯¶Cw¢á«[i«¥w¢C°¢8¨J©C¢CC¤«¨«¬` ¢C¨¨s¹c¤¢C¨+¥´CB¢?Cs¶¥¢`¢C° ¢C¤f² ±
?w?£C«m ¨[~C·©?«£¢X\±[Ò^Cmw¢Cº ¦¶\¤¢C¢cx¥£©?w¢k¥± ¢x[¥wa\?¢
¢Cºf[Ù!¢C!?C¢`«º®¶¤?£\ww«`ÂCà`«¡f?µ\?cc«¦ µU£[¢?¬`§[¤?e§XfC B?Cf«wCh«¢?wL¡ ¥e !fb?¥L\¢¹w¦y¡»wC!«©?«CºfµU¢X¬ §
C©faC¯¶?abcw«£®¨w¯¶¡e®¢ ©C± w©C¼ºf[¢`¼8[¹©C¢cf¥w°¢³¢
÷ æ³;=øPæÊùgæ~æ³QPQP_yñ ñ _`æÊq6q6èÊggèª_?M&çq QTèÊgæ
CCC¼J¥w¶?ºfe8[¯¼w« E¥¢` ?w!µ´c¡È¯¨bb®¡»Bf ¦y¨w¨¥¤§¢?¨ºf©?[¥®¤¦y¢·a¢`w¢ce¢8sBC¥f?¢Cºf¢C¦y¤f8J± Ý aw¯¶w¥¢··cww¡¡
[?C¤\¥J¢`w¼^¥i¡»©?w¥B®¨×¼ÕbÕ¹~ÓÈ¢Cbºfu[¯wC°^J[¢`¯¶C?©?¯b«£8¹¦y¢XwÆ«B!¦ya[¶b¡Úw¡Ú¡»aw«×¨8Õ¯¶Õi¢C¤ú ¢?w±¥CJb¢?ºf² ±
²Ò^«w¶B¦ iÝ ÀºfÕf[± ¢`eß ó ©f¥¢^JÕ ± ÕyÁ §¥w¢C¢C¤®b¬f²
² ó ¬f©f«¥¶¢ BÝiºf[ÀÕf± ¢`Eß Ò^¦yJ¥¶JJÕf± × §`¥£¢?¢C¤
²Êk¥B¢Cm¢CÕ ¤ ± ÕyÝ Á ±ºf[¢`ß#Ò^w¦y ¥¼ JÕ ± × §ys©?¥£w¢
wÝ ©?w¥¥6®ºfL[£8¢`¢Ê~¯¡!w¨Êw¥Ê¡!¨6Cm©?¥ÁwÕ)± ~&¢?©? w¢
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0.25 Crossover
0.50 Crossover
0.75 Crossover
1.00 Crossover
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   "!#" !

w¡¼[¢¥C¦ii«£¥ C+B¤w?¢¢C®C¢?µm?«?¦¢?±e¤x«eCa¥C?¡Ú£wa8fw©C`C«£³·\b¢C\©C«µ[B¦y¢Êsµ[mC®¢`¤i¢C¥¦y·m£w¢ ²
L8¬8[®¹w[¨³´C¦yB¨¢`± ¦ww«^ß w¢C«µ¬·¯¶?«m¢? ?aw« ¢C°¦«£©?
Î»´Cw¤?¶±CÀ[Ïb±c¤wË¢C¶«£¨©?¯«µe¢?«£¦yC¤y¨«¯B¦yC¡E«µ¬~!ÓÈeb¦y¼b¥Bw?m¢s?[£«¶w¦¨C©C«¢«£§¨[£C®w ¢k¢ Æ ¶b[?¡»¦y¨e8~w[¨¢?wL ²²
«µ¢`?¬Èúf¢C`Lu¬~¯¢?£w¤Ê°[?ÓÈ¢C¢Cw?¤¢C?¤®C?¹\w¤wC¡Ú?¢~B£¤wwC¡ELCs¹«µ¬8«¤¦y«¢C«^¢?w¡¶¼i´Cww¡«¢?¤Ciµµ¼CwÊC¥C±[ÇÅ¦yB¢` 
`?Ca«µ¬i©?Àw¯¶± ¶ÕaC¯¶C¢w¢³w¦ye¦y¥^¦y£±B¶CJ ¡R\wJbÕfeB± ÖcÕf×m±×¯J§[¢C©CC«£E·´C¨¯¶¢?«µd¬Ê!w ®©?Là`¢CC[?kb¨¡»w¢?¼£?C¢?¤ ²
?«£·¨¯¶f¢C¤³8w«E«¦y¦y« ®ixw`©f¯¶®Cb`~[¡ÚU¯J¢ c¢)\Õ ¢C± ×~¤w¢c ¦y·Õf± ÖbÓÈ×`±E\ ©Cw¢ §
¦ ?£?©C[ww«~C©C«££w¢kÆ \´C¢?x±k«LÊC®¢T8?¬[f·`[wÊ©C¡i¦«£©Cw?¦y«£Ê£¢Cw?¢Cµ ²
?®©C[«µ¨± ?©C«£¢³£a©C¢Cw?«£\8b?¦y®C¤w«£¦y«¶w¡E´C¢?awB
÷ Z å ñAaY <eYfSUH^D
¯JwËa[i¤¥~`E!¢?©C¢i«µi ?w?¡¼¢C¤a?«¦y´C¢C«f£w ¢c« ?¹«µ¡»¢CC¤ÊµLà`¥«C©?¦y«£«fswe©?8¥¨C¬m£«w¨¢s¬`¢?¨«È!¬¹§[¢?ww[C![¥wJ©f£¥?e«¼?w¢ 
¯J²UµEÁÕÕyw¤Ø*©C`«£ii ¢C®©CÁw?«µÕEÕ¢C¢sØx¤ws± CJ¤¢?¥?µ´c ¢`w¡[¬ ¢ ~¦[«Íi¤¢ ¥¢?¤8 f¢ ±?Çu¢CL¥w¨¢?w¤X §
¤ww¢CÙf¢b¢?¯J£B©?w«Í«¤w©fw¨¥µ©CCÊ¢ª§ xw£xf¢C¶¯¨¢`©?«££8w«b¢µ¬6º?[C)i^f[£LC?©?©CJ?«£C¦y¤Ê8¢X«Æ m«£¦y´C«^¢?¢`w~¡k±È¢P©?C¥?²
´Cbwº??¤?[±yÁ ±y¢X¥§wC^¶¢·µÕfJ± wÕ[CÁ®[s¡Úw©?¥E^®£[w¢s[ ¥L©C BLcµ´CCw¨¢[·¨¢?`®¬i ?m©f¥[©CC¢«µ¼[¢c?·L^?¨©C¦¢ C«ÍC«¢
?Õ ±Õy¤Á®Cb¼©?«¥¦y«§¢·8CB¬·[¢?Cw©?^«£[B¢?¢XÆ ´?¢C« ¬J[?¤¶¢C?¹s¡R©C3«ì± «m¦y¨¯J«R±`ÇÅ¦yJ¨ §
%$

&
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û ü£ý?þcÿ
[Õf±¢CÕy¤Á·CC¢c«®¹~Õfc±©fÕwB¥Ãf±[¢³«£¦ya[«!m¡Úw[8u¯w¢?¢®Õ w± Õ©CÕx«£³w[¢c®Õ f± Õy¥wÁ¢CwB³[`U¬~¯Jb¢ ²
÷ Z í gi>C<ESLDBSLDBn'@o¶jXIUVXv
Generations

*)+-,/.01" !/23 "!4" !

1

0.9

0.8

Fitness

æ;=Tæ³M&gæ~ç¹r6QPgñ_?_yM)qq6è³èªgQ _?M)q QPèÊgæ
wC??¼¶aC\w¡e¥bº?[Bb£¡ ¢ ^¯¼¦yw¨a§Cf©f¥¤¢Cx¢·¢c~«£¨¯¥[¢C?¢C©C¤·«£8f¢?¼ ²
¥c¢?¢C\¤wCs¹¯Jf~£88w«e?«¦y«kwC¡ x¨LbX©C±[ÇU¢©f8¥?w¡aBC88w¤¥C¢?¦y¹³Caf¤y«R¡§
¥w¥Ë¹Ê®CC¥·f± [[b¤¶¢Cw¡!¢?£¢?C¤Ê®w[¡awC©?¢«Íºf[¢Ê¢`«£¨¨§È¯¥w¢C??®¢C«µ¬f[w¥w¢¢C¨ ¡
¥?³¦ww¦w«w©C«©CE¼C¢`[¤¢C?¨!¢i C^¨w¥¥ª¢C¤w¶¢C?Õ¶¦à·ÍfÀÕ©cÕ\«ìÆ ¢cs¤w¢C~¢?  ?? ±
b¢`ä¨à`¦yCaµBL¢c8¢C¤©?±[¥C¹¢x?¢C` ?¨~¶¥¡Ú¹« ¨¦¯¶«££©?¢?¤·a©CC¢cwf\w¤¡kC\c8¥£¢
¤w¢CbC£®[Lc¨¢?¦ ¤£ww©?¢Cx~w©C¡i¨¢?¤bªC¥®¦\«?©Cwc¦ww?«£µ~u¬³w¦ww«¥©C?¢C± ¤))µ
wb[¥¦y¨Ê±B¥¸TC ¢=¦wwU«©?¯JP~¢?¡ÚwU¯J¨wb° 6Êº?«££¢?¨¨=w¢C=cw¢¢ ¨¦y§¼¥?¤
¼¢ m¥w¤°¢?¢xs· ??m¯¶« !¢?BCC¢m©?¢c?b¤¦y8¶¥\¦yb¹[w®©Cw¥?X±?¢?¤xC\8CC²
fCCw®Cs« µU©?¬x¥¦ww£w«©C¢³w± [¥ma©C¨³w¢³C®ÓÈ?¢C¤¤w¢C® ?
¤wµ?k¢C^b¢?¥©?C¥¨Êµ¨¡»¢\w\«¥£¥¨¯¶w± ¢C¦wÝ ¤xw«b©CC¹ ¹¯w¡Cww¤w¢i ¢c¦?¢C®¦  £???©C`¢Cw¤a«y¢¹ÓÈ±X??^C¢Ci¤¶ÓÈ[?a?¥¢C¤fwÆ e®¤©?¢?¢?
 ?\Ca¯¶« ¥w[¢C\¢?¤s ¥f´Cm¨³£w«·¥?¢C?¢C¤·µi¨~C¢c¶?C?w?£«µ¢`U¬~J¦wwC«B©C¢f± ©?·²
[b¬?b¼«£ww§c¡eC¥¹¢C¢Cb¢CU¤s¯¬f°[Æ«BcwmasB¢C¨f©?©C¥w«È¨Ê¢?©?U¯J¢Cw¤8°·wm£¦cb±c°~Ë?¼wC¥ ²
¤[b¢X¶§cµB[b¢Ê¡»w¤w¢C¥± «R§cC\®¬f«B¢Cu¯°x¦y§C?
[¥?Ý¢C¹¢`©?£w¤«µ¬Ê¥[¢c¢?fxÊ´c«µ£¬©?«Ð¤w¦ww¢C£«b©C¢ ¥¶«µ¬ ¨·«£¢??¤Uxw¯Jcw?¤y° ^ssw©CwbL¡¶E¦w[wm¶«©?¤w?i¢C bf¥Ê©Cw«¢?¯¢ ±
bË¶º??¡Ú[·ba[£?¦©C¢«£¥w «Xw¢+Í[B«k ©C·©?¢c¢Csf©C§?L¥a®w°¯¼«¢~mÊf¢~[·i8¨w«¢CE¢Cxw¢?C«c©C®¤w«¼¢?C¤w³®³ww«?¨¡¯Ô©??  ±
[wËBC©?«Í?®¢Ê[? ©C\«£·¢ba¦y?\«¦yºf§?[¢cf£¦ £¢`?©Cw¯¼«aB¹×wÕÕ ±«w¥f²
b¢?¥¤³§~¢?¥·?wÊ«µ¦ww«C©C¦y« wµU«¦y¬¯¶C± Ê^¥áw«©?«¦y?·®¬&?cc·¨s¤¦yx¨¦y©C¢+¢CC8?b¢CwCu«¯&Ê¡Í°f±k¹Ë4®CCw[L·¡Ú¤ww¢?  ²
[`Ê«µ¬Tº ÎR©C¢C¥b&xw¡Ís(ºfC³¦y[«µ¬+C©?C«£¤)¢6s©?¥x?wÊ¢+c¥w?«µ¥¬PÏ¹[Cbw¡»©Cw«£[¢?¤ ²
¦w¢Cw?«©?¦ ÍJf¯¶©cC«J¥³«s«£m°y?«¬+m«¨wL[B~f£L«©?b?¨¢~¡»ww¢Cx8?m¢C¤f±EÙL£[«£¢C«µ´?¬` §
¢x³wC¢®[¢C??¦ ©CÍ«£f©cw«ì¢kÆ ¹± [¡Úw8w¢?¯¶« J[··?w£¢?¢`
Z ½ æ ¶WiVX>cSUKÔVkDJY&v VXYfAaW
b[×º?Õ8[Õ&fb¢C£u¯¢`¢ ^°f¢)³·C«£8¨¯¥¢Cwµs¢c£fw©?«J¥[«µ¬TCC«µ©?¬x¤w«£«£¢Cb¤¥¢XbB± ¨6fC8¨³¢CxCwu¯¡k¥L¥°f\¦ww«8¡©CCw¥¢
¤¥w«£¢C¨x¯Jb¥¨&Õ¢?±ÕyÁ±¦yww¢c?«¦y+x¥w¢C¢C¦y«¦y¤8®¥~C~À¨iÕÊÂ¯¼ày¥Cw®µ¢?£C¢?\¤µ~U¬)¬fÕff±«× §È§e?C¯¶«£iC b©f¡»x¥Ê?À¨Õw¢Õ
¥¯w¶E¨¯¶C£Ê¶¢C©?EBÁCÕs¡»`©C ± w¡ÈC¼ºf[¢`¨± Ý w¥ºf[¢`
>=

<
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û ü£ý?þcÿ
¡Ú?wwdc?wÊ´C¤¤?±¥Âfw§¢¢CC¢?m¼¤)[[w¬fC¡Ú©Cw«Ê«£¥£¨wÊ¢·w[¢?8¡Úwb¢?©?£E¥¢?[«e8¢CCb¨U ¯h¯^w°[¡Í±[ËB¢=JB¥mww~¢C¦ £¢?c?¤®b¢`£° 
[w¥?wC?¢C«©C ¨«£¢?X¤·±Çuk¢X¬f¯§«wC©C¶E«£s¡RCw®L[b!?C©CcJ«£e¢?wC¢k£Æ ¼« ´?´Cw¢C¢C  ¥¶wL©C¢Cw¢C¥XC¤B±¨ÇUBE¢®ÕfwC±?ô·?J«¨¢£¹ÂÕsaw¤¡cC×w¢fÕ²
[¥?©Cw«£¢C±X¸=¢ C¨w¢¥CC®i?¥·w¢Cw¢C¤³·«¬f¦««^i¢)·~¢Cb¨~wÀ¨¨Á³¤ ¢?À¨¥ÕwÕf§k¢?C ±
Çui¢X§c¢`C¹[LwC¢C©C¤Ê«££w¢?¢kwÆ B´?§k¢Cc·afw¢fC¦µ¤BCim£¤¢?¢?¨¥¨)w¢ wäwÕ«¡»²
[w¥?ww[¢C¨¢?s?¤i¡Ú´C¼¢cÌ¥w«µ¬C±`¦yõm8¢C¥«µ¬°y©?¶«¡ÚiCbJmc¤w×wÕ®¢C¥×¥wÕ¢C¥¢C¢~¤i£¢?Ö×\¢C¬ff¤«`a¬f¤w¥«w??·¶k± ??ÇÅ?J©Cµ¯«£w©C¢c[«£  «
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Parsing ill-formed text using an error grammar
Jennifer Foster
Abstract. This paper presents a robust parsing approach which is
designed to address the issue of syntactic errors in text. The approach
is based on the concept of an error grammar which is a grammar of
ungrammatical sentences. An error grammar is derived from a conventional grammar on the basis of an analysis of a corpus of observed ill-formed sentences. A robust parsing algorithm is presented
which is applied after a conventional bottom-up parsing algorithm
has failed. This algorithm combines a rule from the error grammar
with rules from the normal grammar to arrive at a parse for an ungrammatical sentence. This algorithm is applied to 50 test sentences,
with encouraging results.

1 Introduction
A traditional rule-based parser, when faced with a sentence which is
not described by its grammar, will fail to return any information. The
aim of a robust parser is to behave sensibly when confronted with input which does not conform to its ideas about a particular language.
One of the ways in which a parser’s expectations can be confounded
is if the input contains a syntactic error. The ideal way for a robust
parser to behave when confronted with an ungrammatical sentence
is to recognize that the sentence is ungrammatical, to suggest possible error diagnoses, and for each diagnosis, to produce appropriate
parses.
This paper proposes a robust text parsing approach which is capable of handling a large class of syntactic errors. An overview of the
idea is given in section 2 and comparisons are made to previous attempts to tackle this issue. A description of the data which forms the
basis of this approach is given in section 3, section 4 describes the robust parsing algorithm and section 5 details a preliminary evaluation
of the approach and provides suggestions for improvement.

2 Overview
A collection of authentic ungrammatical sentences was analysed. On
the basis of this analysis, a set of transformations was applied to a
context-free phrase structure grammar yielding an error grammar
or a grammar of likely ungrammatical sequences. This error grammar contains a sequence of error rules, where each error rule corresponds to a particular error which might be expected to occur. When
a bottom-up chart parser fails to find a parse for a sentence, a recovery parsing process is un dertaken. This recovery phase uses the
edges found during the normal parsing phase together with edges
arising from an error rule in its attempt to arrive at a complete parse.
In order to keep the search space within a reasonable limit, the interaction between error rules is kept to a minimum. The benefits of this
approach to robust parsing are as follows:
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1. A uniform framework for handling different classes of errors:
A popular approach to robust parsing, the constraint relaxation
approach, proceeds by repeatedly relaxing constraints in the
grammar until a parse for an ungrammatical sentence can be
found. [4, 5, 12, 3]. However, such an approach does not address
the problem of errors arising from the omission or insertion of a
word within a sentence – two frequent error types according to
the analysis carried out as part of this research (see section 3).
Ad-hoc parsing techniques (see for example [9]) are the usual
proposed solution to the problem of missing or extra word errors.
The approach outlined in this paper does not need to rely on such
ad-hoc methods since all errors are dealt with within the uniform
framework of an error grammar.
2. A clear model of ungrammaticality: Probabilistic parsers,
such as those described in [2], are by their very nature robust
since they make no distinction between the grammatical and the
ungrammatical. According to [10], this is a good thing since a
clear line cannot always be drawn between the two. However, the
fact that language errors do undoubtedly occur, means that the
concept of ungrammaticality cannot be dismissed. The use of an
error grammar has the advantage of providing a linguistic model
of ungrammaticality – this means that ill-formed sentences can be
diagnosed as such, instead of being viewed merely as sentences
occurring with a low frequency. The use of an error grammar
is, however, compatible with a probabilistic view of language
processing since each individual error rule can be augmented
with a probability (derived from a corpus of ill-formed sentences
such as a larger version of the one described in section 3), thus
allowing one robust parse to be preferred over another.
3. Limiting the number of robust parses: Constraint relaxation attempts to solve the problem of ill-formed input quickly become
intractable unless strictly controlled. This is because any constraint which fails can potentially be relaxed, leading to nonsensical parses for an ungrammatical sentence. Take, for example, the
ungrammatical sentence
Want to saving money?
A constraint relaxation approach has the potential to suggest the
following as a parse for this sentence:
[s [pro want] [vp [verb to] [np [det saving] [noun
money]]]]
One solution to this problem has been proposed by [5] - all the
potential parses are generated and then ranked on the basis of a
general notion of “information loss”. It is not clear how well this
works in practice. [3] limit the number of parses by stating in advance what constraints may be relaxed. The approach outlined in
this paper is closer in spirit to the latter approach. Error rules are

derived on the basis of empirical linguistic data, and are introduced into the parse in a controlled fashion so that nonsensical
parses are never proposed as a solution.
The concept of an error rule is not new. [13], for example, describe an ATN parser which contains meta-rules corresponding to
patterns of ill-formedness. Each meta-rule corresponds to a conventional rule and it is invoked during a parse when a conventional rule
fails. This approach is very similar in spirit to mine but there are
differences. The meta-rules are integrated into the main parsing process, whereas in my approach the error-rules are only applied after
a normal parse has failed. The integration of the meta-rules into the
main parsing phase is a consequence of the fact that the parser is a
top-down ATN rather than a chart parser. This means that there is
less control over when the meta-rules are invoked, since they can be
applied even before sections of the input have been encountered. Another consequence of the ATN-based approach is that the meta-rules
are more procedural than declarative — it is difficult to view them
in isolation from the actual parsing algorithm and so they cannot be
used as a model of ungrammaticality in the same way that the error
rules described in this paper can.
Mal-rules or error productions are used within the field of applied
linguistics to describe the errors typically made by the learners of a
language. [11] describe a parsing system (the ICICLE system) which
identifies syntactic errors in the writing of native speakers of American Sign Language who are learning English as a second language.
This system uses mal-rules to model the errors which are expected to
be made by this community. Schneider and McCoy’s approach differs from mine in two fundamental ways:

2. A note is made of where the sentence occurred.
3. The error in the sentence is diagnosed and based on this diagnosis,
the sentence is corrected.
4. The corrected sentence is added to a parallel corpus of wellformed sentences.
5. A note is made of what was done to correct the sentence. For example, to correct the sentence
Are people really capable to understanding them?
the infinitival marker to is replaced by the preposition of.
Not only does the error corpus provide us with invaluable information on what kind of errors people tend to make when writing or
typing, it also provides us with a set of test data which can be used to
test any robust parser. Storing the corrected version of the sentence
along with the ill-formed sentence means that the results produced by
a robust parser can be easily evaluated. If one of the solutions proposed by the parser matches the corrected sentence, then the parser
has successfully parsed the ill-formed sentence. This evaluation procedure is carried out for the robust parsing strategy described here
(see Section 5), and it is envisaged that the same procedure could be
used to compare the ability of several parsers to understand ungrammatical sentences, irrespective of their approach to parsing.
An important aspect of this corpus compilation is that the context
in which the error occurs is always available. This means that the
sentences can be corrected without ambiguity. This will not be the
case for some ill-formed sentences taken out of context, e.g. in the
sentence
Where did these woman learn such arrogance?

1. Their attention is restricted to second language errors and they
explicitly attempt to model the second language learning process.
The class of errors handled by the approach outlined in this paper
is more general - this class includes any type of syntactic error, be
it language learning errors or performance errors.2
2. The parsing process employed by [11] is not a two-stage one. This
means that when a sentence is being parsed, the set of mal-rules
are available along with the set of normal rules from the outset,
with the unfortunate consequence that grammatical sentences can
be parsed with mal-rules and hence flagged as ungrammatical.
Since there are no restrictions on when the mal-rules can be applied and on how many can be applied at any one time, the problem of spiralling spurious ambiguity is also an issue here.

taken from the British National Corpus3 , there is no way to tell
whether the sentence should be corrected by changing the determiner
these or by changing the noun woman.
The errors in the corpus come from the following sources: academic papers and theses, newspapers, magazines, novels, textbooks,
websites, lecture notes, student assignments, pamphlets, emails and
technical manuals. This is quite a broad source of material, especially
when compared to other attempts to create a repository of errors: [6]
only collect errors in date expressions in student assignments and
newspapers; [1] use an online discussion forum as their only error
source.

3 Error Data

3.2 Analysing the Errors

This section describes how a small corpus of syntactic errors was
compiled and then used to generate an error grammar from a conventional grammar.

Before the errors were analyzed, 50 sentences were randomly extracted from the corpus for the purposes of testing (see section 5).
The remaining 306 sentences were analyzed.
Every time a sentence is added to the corpus, a note is made of the
operation that is needed to correct the sentence. It is this information
which is analyzed. Fig. 1 indicates the correction operations which
were applied to the sentences in the corpus. The frequency of each
correction operation is provided along with two examples from the
error corpus and their corrections from the parallel corrected corpus.
Another possible correction operation is the move operation which
moves a word from the sentence into another position within the
sentence. However, since such an operation occurs relatively infrequently (2%, according to this corpus), the decision was taken to
define it in terms of the add and delete operations, and to treat errors

3.1 Error Corpus Collection
A complementary project to this robust parsing study is the compilation of a corpus of ungrammatical language. The corpus currently
contains 6,650 words. Every time a sentence containing a syntactic
error is noted, the following steps are carried out.
1. The sentence is added to the corpus.



[7] distinguishes between errors which occur as a result of lack of knowledge of the language, i.e. language learning errors, and those which occur
as an oversight. The former are known as errors and the latter mistakes. In
this paper the word “error” is used with its more general meaning.
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Correction
Operation
Replace a word
(47%)

Examples



the theory in empirical the theory is empirical
staff was allowed to return staff were allowed
to return





Add
a
(27%)

which could be corrected in this way as composite errors or errors
which can be corrected by applying more than one correction operation. It is also possible to define the replacement operation in terms
of the add and delete operations, but since replacement errors occur
frequently, this operation is seen as a valid correction operation in its
own right.
Another interesting point to note is that 92% of the errors that
occur can be corrected by applying just one correction operation. It
is these errors which will be handled by the robust parsing approach
described here. Composite errors are not handled, although they are
not incompatible with this approach.

word





Will be declaring their
undying love for each
other? Will they be
declaring their undying
love for each other?
we must assume the validity this induction principle we must assume the
validity of this induction
principle







Delete a
(18% )

word







Why is do they appear Why
do they appear
Such databases can be
to some extent be improved Such databases can
be to some extent improved



More than one of
above (8%)



This means to allow
structure-sharing This
means structure-sharing is
allowed
What does a single line
yellow mean? What does a
single yellow line mean?







Figure 1. Corpus analysis results

3.3 Generating the Error Grammar
A grammar of well-formed language is needed in order to generate a grammar of ill-formed. The only constraint on the format of
the grammar is that it must be parsable using a chart parser. To test
this error grammar approach, a context-free phrase structure grammar containing 1,106 rules was used. The non-terminal symbols of
the grammar are augmented with agreement features where appropriate. For each error type, the process of generating error rules for this
type is described. The error rules were generated manually but there
is no reason why this generation procedure could not be automated.

3.3.1

Replacement errors

In a sentence containing a replacement error, the erroneous word
must be replaced by a word that is similar in some way to it. The
ways in which two words can be similar correspond to particular
types of replacement errors found in the error corpus. These are as
follows:
1. A word can be replaced by a word similar to it in spelling. This is
determined as follows: a word X is similar in spelling to a word Y
if X can be transformed into Y by changing or deleting one letter
in X, or by adding a letter to X, e.g. nor with not
2. If the word is a noun, verb or determiner, it can be replaced by
the same word with a different value for an agreement feature,
e.g. first person am with third person is, singular man with plural
men
3. If the word is a verb, it can be replaced by the same verb with
a different form, e.g. infinitival tell with present participle
telling
4. If the word is a preposition, it can be replaced by any other preposition, e.g. for with of
5. A word can be replaced by a word with the same lexical root but
with a different part of speech category, e.g. adjective syntactic with adverb syntactically
So, for each rule in the grammar which expands a pre-terminal symbol (i.e. a part-of-speech category), an error rule is generated for all
the words which are similar to the right-hand side of this rule, according to the similarity criteria just described. For the rule
verb(sing,third) --> [is]
the following error rules are generated
verb(sing,third)
verb(sing,third)
verb(sing,third)
verb(sing,third)
verb(sing,third)

spellop
spellop
spellop
agreeop
agreeop

[in]
[it]
[if]
[are]
[am]



verb(sing,third) vformop [be]
verb(sing,third) vformop [being]
verb(sing,third) vformop [been]
To distinguish error rules from conventional grammar rules, the
connective is replaced by a connective which describes the error, e.g. the connective spellop refers to replacement errors which
result when the correct and incorrect word are similar in spelling, the
connective agreeop refers to replacement errors where the correct
and incorrect word have conflicting values for an agreement feature,
and the connective vformop refers to replacement errors where the
two words (or verbs) have conflicting verb form values. In all other
respects these connectives mean the same thing as the conventional
.
rule connective



4 Robust Recovery Algorithm
For all appropriate error rules
1. Add an active edge corresponding to that rule to the chart agenda
2. Reinvoke the bottom up chart parser - stop when all solutions have
been found or when there are no more edges on the agenda
3. If there are solutions record them
4. Remove all edges in the chart which have arisen from the error
rule



Figure 2.

Recovery Algorithm

3.3.2 Missing word errors
For each rule in the grammar (excluding rules expanding preterminal symbols), an error rule is generated which has the same
right-hand side as the original rule except that a pre-terminal symbol on the right-hand side is removed.4 So, for example, for the rule
np(Num,Per) --> det(Num,Per),nbar(Num,Per)
the following two error rules will be generated:
np(Num,Per) missingop nbar(Num,Per)
np(Num,Per) missingop det(Num,Per)
For unary rules such as
np(Num,Per) --> pro(Num,Per)
no error rules with an empty right-hand side are generated. Instead,
for each rule which has the category np(Num,Per) on its righthand side, a corresponding error rule is generated which omits this
category. An error rule isn’t generated if its right-hand side is the
same as the right-hand side of a conventional rule, e.g. for the rule
nbar(Num,Per) --> adj, n(Num,Per)
the error rule
nbar(Num,Per) missingop n(Num,Per)

The robust recovery parsing algorithm is given in Fig 2. The algorithm takes as input a sentence which has failed to parse using a
bottom-up chart parser. It is important that a bottom-up parsing strategy as opposed to a top-down one is used during the normal parsing
phase. A bottom-up parser is driven by the words in the input sentence and will be guaranteed to find all partial parses in the ungrammatical sentence. A top-down parser, on the other hand, is driven by
the grammar rules and will run out of steam, leaving sections of the
input sentence untouched. All the chart edges built during the normal parsing phase, active and inactive, are available to the recovery
algorithm. After an error rule has been tried (whether successfully or
unsuccessfully), step 4 wipes the slate clean for the next error rule. It
ensures that there is no interaction between error rules.
Fig. 3 details the algorithm which is used to select appropriate
connective corresponds to any connective
error rules. The
or
(see secwhich appears in an error rule, e.g.
tion 3.3).
Step 1 is used to choose error rules corresponding to replacement
errors. For this kind of error, appropriate error rules are selected on
the basis of the actual words in the input sentence, in a process similar
to the chart initialization process.5
Step 2 is used to choose error rules corresponding to missing and
extra word errors. The chart edge notation
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isn’t generated since this already exists in the grammar as a conventional rule.

3.3.3

Extra word errors

For each rule in the grammar (excluding rules expanding preterminal symbols), an error rule is generated which has the same
right-hand side as the original rule except that a symbol is added at
some position in the rule. This symbol must be capable of matching
with any pre-terminal symbol in the grammar: in a typed system it
could be the most general word type; in the system described here, a
Prolog variable is used, resulting in the added bonus that these error
rules can cope with extra constituents as well as extra words. Given,
for example, the rule
vp_pastp --> v_pastp, pp.

  

is explained as follows: a category
consisting of the category sequence has been found between the positions
and
in the
input sentence. The selection process is a combination of the bottomup rule of chart parsing6 (step 2a) and a left and right scan of the chart
(step 2(a)i).

#

)/*2)

0

5 Evaluation
The robust recovery algorithm described in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 was
applied to the 50 test sentences which were randomly extracted from
the error corpus. The shortest sentence in the set of test sentences has
4 words, the longest has 35 words and the average sentence length is
20 words.

the following two error rules are generated:

3

vp_pastp extraop v_pastp, X, pp.
vp_pastp extraop v_pastp,pp,X.

4

It might be interesting to investigate to what extent missing word error rules
provide a treatment for the grammatical phenomenon of ellipsis.

!



When a chart is initialized, each word in the input sentence is examined and
an active edge is added to the chart before this word for each grammar rule
which has this word as its right hand side.
The bottom-up rule of chart parsing states that if there is an inactive edge
of a particular syntactic category, X, spanning a particular section of the
chart, then any rule which has X as the first category on its right-hand side
is added as an active edge at the beginning of this chart section.

5

1. For all words,

6

, in the input sentence

(a) Add all error rules of the form

7 6

to the chart in the form of an active edge before

6

2. For all inactive edges

! " $#&%(' 8 )/*,).-/901

found during the normal parsing phase
(a) For all error rules of the form

i.

7  ;
! :
If there is an active edge in the chart ending at position )+*,)
7
looking for or if position )/*2) is at the start of the sentence,
:

and if there is a sequence of inactive edges in the chart starting
at position
for the category sequence , then the rule is
appropriate.
ii. Otherwise the error rule is discarded.

0

Figure 3. Algorithm to choose appropriate error rules

5.1 Accuracy
The recovery process was deemed to have worked if one of the corrections it proposed for an input sentence matched the corrected version of the sentence. According to this measure, the robust recovery
procedure achieved an accuracy rate of 84%. The 8 failed attempts
can be explained as follows:
1. More than one error in the sentence: 2 sentences in the test data
contained two separate errors, e.g. the sentence
From all of the above considerations,
the following roadmap for the has been
derived derived for this presentation
which contains a missing word error along with an extra word
error. Step 4 in the recovery algorithm means that only one error
rule is ever considered during any one parse attempt, with the
result that this algorithm will not handle sentences containing
two or more errors. The next step in this research is to modify the
algorithm so that it can consider more than one error rule under
certain controlled circumstances.
2. Composite errors: 3 sentences in the test data contained a composite error, e.g. the sentence
But not one of them is capable to deal
with robustness as a whole

Compared to syntactic valid structures,
the set of syntactically incorrect
sentences can be considered almost
infinite
which can be corrected by replacing the adjective syntactic
with the adverb syntactically. If the recovery algorithm was
applied to these sentences the appropriate robust parse would be
suggested, but since they are not ungrammatical according to the
test grammar, the recovery process will never be applied. Short
of extending the test grammar so that its grammatical constraints
make use of sophisticated semantic and contextual information (in
itself a formidable task), these kinds of cases are unavoidable.

5.2 Efficiency

Corrected
Ill-formed

Average Parse No.
2.1
4.1
Figure 4.

Average Cycle No.
820.4
5225.2

Some performance results

Fig.4 compares the ill-formed sentences which could be parsed
correctly to their corrected counterparts, in terms of average number of parses and average number of parse cycles. The notion of a
parse cycle was proposed by [9] as an implementation-independent
measure of a chart parser’s efficiency. In one parse cycle, an edge is
taken from the agenda, added to the chart and used (via the fundamental and bottom-up rules of chart parsing) to propose more edges.
The increase in number of parses for the set of ill-formed sentences
is expected, since the robust recovery algorithm is essentially proposing ways of correcting an ill-formed sentence, and each correction
will have a certain number of parses associated with it. Consider, for
example, the ill-formed sentence
Will be declaring their undying love for
each other
The corrected version of the above sentence is the sentence
Will they be declaring their undying love
for each other
and this receives 4 parses. The robust parsing algorithm finds these 4
parses, along with another 4 associated with the other possible correction, i.e.
They will be declaring their undying love
for each other.

which can be corrected by replacing to with of and by replacing
deal with dealing. Sentences containing a composite error
will not be dealt with under this approach for the same reason
that sentences containing more than one error won’t: only one
error rule can be considered at any one time. To deal with
composite errors, the recovery algorithm will need to be modified
so that it has the potential to use more than one error rule at a time.

The parse cycle number for an ill-formed sentence includes the
parse cycle number for the original parse of the sentence (when no
parses are found) plus the parse cycle number for the recovery parse.
The large figure given in Fig.4 is also not a mystery given the large
number of error rules. The reduction in the parse cycle number for
the ill-formed sentences is a goal for further research. The following
are possible ways in which improvements could be made:

3. Failure to recognize a sentence as ungrammatical: 3 sentences
in the corpus were not recognized as ill-formed by the normal
parser, e.g. the sentence

1. Just one correction The number of parse cycles will be significantly reduced if the recovery phase parsing stops after one error
rule has parsed successfully. The problem with this is that, for

some sentences, there is more than one way to correct the sentence
and the first correction obtained does not always correspond to
the correct one. A probabilistic ordering of the error rules (along
the lines proposed by [8]) suggests itself as a possible way around
this problem. However, in order for realistic probabilities to be
computed, more errors will need to be collected.
2. Choosing error rules Another way to reduce the number of parse
cycles is to reduce the number of inactive edges and/or words in
the sentence which are used to choose the appropriate error rules
(see Fig. 3). This could be done by guessing where in the input
sentence the error is most likely to have occurred. [9] suggests
that running a top-down parse on an ungrammatical sentence, directly after running a bottom-up parse, can be used to pinpoint the
location of an error. This technique needs to be investigated within
the context of the approach described here.

6 Conclusions
The robust parsing technique described in this paper is based on the
concept of an error grammar, which provides a set of error rules
describing ungrammatical sentences in the same way that a conventional grammar provides rules which describe grammatical sentences. The rules in an error grammar are distinguished by means of
a rule connective from rules in the normal grammar but they can be
parsed using normal chart parsing techniques. The error rules themselves are realistic since they are derived from normal grammar rules
on the basis of actual error data. The recovery algorithm described in
this paper is designed to use one error rule together with the results
produced by a bottom-up chart parser in order to find a parse for an
ungrammatical sentence. The decision to use just one error rule at
a time has also been justified by empirical data. The recovery parsing algorithm has achieved promising results in its first evaluation,
results which, it is expected, will be improved when the suggestions
for further work have been carried out.
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An Empirical Investigation of the Association between
Musical and Linguistic Aptitude
Lorraine Frances Gilleece1
Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to present details of an empirical investigation carried out by the author into the association
between musical and linguistic aptitude. Results show a moderate
correlation between results on musical aptitude and linguistic aptitude tests. These findings add further support to the existence of a
relationship between musical ability and linguistic ability. They also
contribute to the debate on how different intelligences may interact
and may influence each other.

1 INTRODUCTION
In 1983, Gardner [11] first proposed his theory of multiple intelligences, according to which there are seven distinct areas which
constitute intelligences, i.e. musical intelligence, bodily-kinesthetic,
logical-mathematical, linguistic, spatial, interpersonal, and intrapersonal. It is worth noting that in 1993 [12], he stated that there is no
theoretical reason why two or more intelligences could not overlap
or correlate with one another more highly than with others.
Recent research points towards the likelihood of a relationship
between musical activity and many other cognitive processes, e.g.
spatial reasoning (see [15] and [16]). Musical activity has also been
linked to increased creativity (see [21]) and to linguistic intelligence
(see [8]). Some studies have shown a certain overlap in the processing of music and language in the brain, e.g. Broca’s area is shown to
be involved in the processing of musical syntax [13]. This provides
evidence of a strong relationship between the processing of language
and music and might at least partly account for influences of musical
training on verbal abilities, e.g. as shown in [6] and [8].
Areas in which there exists evidence of common processing in
music and language include grouping2 , metre and contour3 , (see [14]
and [10]). Grouping and metre are both closely related to rhythm a term which is often considered synonymous with metre. However,
when a distinction is made between metre and rhythm, the former
refers to the division of notes into evenly distributed note values and
is indicated at the beginning of a composition by a metre signature,
e.g. 3/4, 6/8, 4/4. Therefore in 3/4 time there are 3 crotchet (quarter
note) beats in one bar, while in 6/8 time there are 6 quaver (eighth
note) beats in one bar. Rhythm, on the other hand refers to stressing
the notes according to the musical sense of the phrase, (for further
discussion see [7]). The difference between rhythm and metre can
be seen clearly in the traditional Irish reel and hornpipe. Both may
1
2

3

Centre for Language and Communication Studies, University of Dublin,
Trinity College, Dublin 2, Ireland.
Grouping refers to the tendency for individual elements to be grouped into
larger units, e.g. phrases in music. Grouping also occurs in language as it
has been shown that boundaries between spoken words are marked by preboundary lengthening.
Melodic pattern.

be written in 4/4 time, i.e. the metre is 4/4, yet they have distinctive
rhythms. The rhythm is defined in terms of the underlying structure
of the metre, e.g. it would be very difficult to have a waltz rhythm
written in 4/4 time. Rhythm is defined in [14] as “the temporal and
accentual patterning of sound” and tempo, grouping and metre are
considered to be subsidiary concepts of rhythm.
It has been pointed out ([14]) that studying music and language
in parallel offers a chance to understand human auditory communication and cognition in a broader perspective than is possible by
studying either domain alone. It may be the case that “Music” and
“Language” are not entirely independent mental faculties, but rather
that these are labels for complex sets of processes some of which are
shared and some of which are not.
This paper presents preliminary results of an investigation into the
association between musical aptitude and foreign language aptitude.
I will first outline the tests which were carried out. I will then present
a preliminary analysis of the results. Discussion of the results will
follow.

2 METHOD
A series of tests was devised to analyse the musical and linguistic
aptitude of Irish secondary school students. Subjects ranged in age
from twelve years and one month to sixteen years and six months.
Subjects were drawn from a reasonably wide geographical area, i.e.
urban and rural areas in Ireland, and from different socio-economic
backgrounds.

2.1 Bentley measures of musical aptitude
The musical aptitude test used was the Bentley Measures of Musical Abilities, [1]. This is a standardised music aptitude test designed
in the 1960s to measure basic music skills in children, i.e. those
skills which children have inherited or acquired incidentally and not
through specific musical training. The statistical reliability of the test
given in [2] is 0.84. The test consists of four components, i.e. pitch,
tonal memory, chords and rhythmic memory.
The pitch test tests the ability to distinguish between different
pitch sounds. It involves listening to twenty pairs of pitch sounds.
Answers are either ’S’ for same, if the second sound of the pair is
the same as the first; ’U’ for up, if the second sound moves up, i.e.
higher in pitch than the first; or ’D’ for down, if the second sound
moves down. Some of the intervals used are those normally used in
Occidental music, i.e. semitones, whole-tones, thirds, fifths, etc. Others are micro-intervals, i.e. pitch differences smaller than a semitone.
The test of tonal memory is based on the assumption that appreciation of a melody is impossible without the ability to recall, in detail,

sounds that have already been heard. Ten items of paired comparisons are heard, each half of each item being a five-note tune. In the
second half of each item, one note is changed by either a whole tone
or a semitone. Subjects must say which note is changed. All notes
are equal in length and there are no dynamic accents.
The test of chords consists of ten two-note chords, eight three-note
chords and two four-note chords. The subject must say how many
notes are heard at once. It is acknowledged in [2] that the ability to
analyse chords is not fundamental to melody but it is argued that it is
a highly desirable ability.
The rhythmic memory test consists of ten items of paired comparisons, each half of each item being a four-pulse rhythmic figure. In
the second half of each item, one pulse may be changed. The subject
answers ’S’ for same if no such change occurs. If there is a change,
the subject must note the pulse of the note which is changed. Rhythmic memory is measured separately from tonal memory as various
researchers have shown that there is only weak a correlation between
the ability to appreciate relations of pitch and relations of rhythm. It
is fair to say that this test is a test of rhythm rather than metre as only
4/4 time is used, i.e. subjects are not asked to distinguish between
different metres.

2.2 Language tests
The language test also consists of four parts, two of which are based
on a version of the Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT) [3],
modified in Trinity College Centre for Language and Communication Studies. The MLAT was developed and validated in the late
1950s. It is based on the four factors identified in [4] as those making
up language aptitude. These are:
• Phonetic Coding. This is the ability to “code” auditory phonetic
material in such a way that this material can be recognized, identified, and remembered over something longer than a few seconds.
• Grammatical Sensitivity. This is the ability to handle “grammar”,
i.e. the forms of language and their arrangements in natural utterances.
• Rote Memory for Foreign Language Materials. This is the capacity to learn a large number of associations in a relatively short
time. This ability is independent of phonetic coding ability as even
those who have the phonetic coding ability may still not be able to
hear and remember new relationships.
• Inductive Language Learning Ability. This is the ability to infer
linguistic forms, rules and patterns from new linguistic content
itself with a minimum of supervision or guidance.
In 1990, Carroll [5] proposed another category of abilities which
he believes is important for language learning, namely auditory abilities. Auditory ability refers not only to issues such as hearing loss
but also to the ability to understand speech which is unclear or under
conditions of masking. Auditory abilities identified in [19] include
Speech Perception Under Distraction, Temporal Tracking (an ability to recognize and remember the order in which particular sounds
occur), Maintaining and Judging Rhythm and Discrimination among
Sound Patterns.
Carroll also decided that some factor of memory ability should
be included. He mentions free recall learning, memory for episodic
events, verbal discrimination learning, memory span and tests of delayed memory as areas worthy of further research in relation to language aptitude. The MLAT has not been updated to reflect these new
ideas on the components of language aptitude.

The full MLAT was not available for this study. The language test
used here consists of four tests, i.e. Numerical, Sounds, Chinese and
Grammar. The Numerical test and Grammar test are similar to two
parts of the MLAT, i.e. Number Learning and Grammatical Sensitivity. Number Learning is a measure of the auditory and memory abilities associated with sound-meaning relationships. The Grammatical
Sensitivity test demonstrates the subject’s awareness of the syntactical patterning of sentences in his native language and of the grammatical functions of individual elements in a sentence, according to
[5].
In the Number Learning test which I administered, subjects are
asked to learn a set of numbers in Czech through aural input and
then to discriminate different combinations of these numbers. A native speaker of Czech gives number pairs, i.e. English followed by
Czech for the digits 2 to 6. The numbers 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 are then
given along with their English counterparts. Finally the subject hears
numbers 200, 300, 400, 500, 600. The test involves the foreign numbers being jumbled up. The subject must write the digits of the number he hears on the tape.
The Sounds test involves the subject deciding which of two words
is repeated, given aural input. Sixteen items are recorded by a native
speaker, each of which consists of three words. The third word is a
repetition of either the first or second word. The subject ticks Box
A if the first word is repeated. Otherwise, if the second word is repeated, Box B is ticked. This tests the subject’s ability to discriminate
between sounds which are not phonemic contrasts in English.
The Grammatical Sensitivity test aims to examine grammatical
sensitivity in the native language, i.e. English. Subjects are given a
key word in one sentence. They are then asked to read a second sentence and select the word in that sentence that has the same function
as the key word in the first. There are twenty such items, e.g.
Given sentences:
• Mary likes to go to school.
• (A) He likes to go (B) fishing in (C) Maine.
the subject must decide which of the words in bold in sentence 2
fulfills the same grammatical function as the word in bold in sentence
1. In this case ’He’ has the same grammatical function as ’Mary’ in
sentence 1 as both act as the subject of the sentence.
The Chinese test was included in the battery as a result of the author’s hypothesis that the capacity to discriminate words which differed only in pitch might be a useful ability in language learning. A
native speaker of Mandarin Chinese recorded four words differing
only in tone along with their English equivalents. Subjects listened
to these four pairs twice, before hearing ten Chinese sentences, each
containing one of the learned words. Subjects were asked to write the
English equivalent of the Chinese word in the sentence.

2.3 Raven standard progressive matrices test
The Standard Progressive Matrices test was constructed to measure
the eductive component of g as defined in Spearman’s theory of cognitive ability. Eductive ability is defined in [17] as the ability to forge
new insights, the ability to discern meaning in confusion, the ability
to perceive, and the ability to identify new relationships. The essential feature of eductive ability is the ability to generate new, largely
non-verbal, concepts which make it possible to think clearly. The
Raven test was included in the test battery in order to investigate the
possibility of both music and language being related to non-verbal
intelligence.

The Standard Progressive Matrices Test consists of five sets of 60
problems, divided into sections A, B, C, D, E, each of which contains
12 problems. The puzzles exhibit serial change in two dimensions
simultaneously. Each puzzle has a part missing, which the subject
has to find among the options provided.

Table 1. Results for Individual Schools

2.4 Testing conditions
Testing took place in seven different class groups from five different
schools. Three classes were from one school. Class groups were as
follows - four first year classes, one second year class, one third year
class and one transition year class. In the majority of classes (5/7),
testing took place on two different days, with music and language
tests on one day and the Raven Progressive Matrices test on another.
In the other two classes, students took all three tests on one day, with
a short break between the second and third test. In total 149 tests
were fully completed and available for analysis.

School

A1
N=26

A2
N=23

A3
N=26

Total Music and Total Language

r=0.47
p<0.05

r=0.22

r=0.40
p<0.05

Rhythm and Total Language

r=0.61
p<0.01

r=0.53
p<0.01

r=0.25

2.5 Scoring
Music tests were scored according to the key for marking provided
in [1]. In the Language tests, subjects were awarded one point for
a correct answer, zero for an incorrect answer. In the Chinese test I
noted where an answer was the correct digit, but an incorrect multiple, e.g. 2 instead of 20. These observations have not as yet been
included in the analysis. The Raven Standard Progressive Matrices
test was scored in accordance with smoothed British Norms for the
Group Test of Children, given in [17].

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

School

B
N=27

C
N=14

D
N=15

E
N=18

Total Music and Total Language

r=0.33

r=0.85
p<0.01

r=0.49

r=0.41

Rhythm and Total Language

r=0.20

r=0.63
p<0.05

r=0.28

r=0.17

The data consists of variables Pitch, Tunes, Chords, Rhythm, Sounds,
Chinese, Numerical, Grammar and Raven. At this stage only basic
statistical analysis has taken place.
A preliminary examination of the full data set revealed a significant correlation between Total Music and Total Language (r=0.37,
p<0.01). Rhythm and Language showed a slightly higher correlation, (r=0.47, p<0.01). Higher correlations were found between individual components of a test, e.g. Grammar and the whole test (i.e.
Language). However this is to be expected if the component makes
a significant contribution to the test battery as a whole. For the purposes of this paper, the more interesting correlations are those between components of the music test and components of the language
test as these are not to be expected in the same way as the correlations between the language test components themselves or the music
test components themselves. Indeed it could be argued that there is
no a priori reason for a strong correlation between music and language, particularly if these relate to independent mental faculties or
modules, see [9].
With respect to nonverbal intelligence, there is a significant correlation between Total Language and Raven (r=0.39, p<0.01), while
Total Music also shows a similar correlation with Raven (r=0.34,
p<0.01).

3.1 Closer Inspection
Table 1 provides a summary of the results found in each school. The
correlations between Total Music and Total Language are given, as
well as those between Rhythm and Total Language.
It can be seen from this table that School C shows a remarkable
linear relationship between Total Music and Total Language (r=0.85,
p<0.01). This is clearly evident in the scatter-plot in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of Total Music and Total Language Scores in School
C

However this relationship was not found to the same extent in the
data-set as a whole. This is seen in Figure 2. It is noteworthy that
many of the outliers come from the same school (School B). There
is no apparent explanation for this phenomenon at present, but it receives further discussion in Section 3.6.

Figure 3. Scatterplot of Rhythm and Total Language Scores

Figure 2.

Scatterplot of Total Music and Total Language Scores

Table 1 also reveals that the correlations between Rhythm and Total Language are generally higher than those between Total Music
and Total Language and also that they have a greater level of significance. Groups A1, A2 and C show significant correlations for
Rhythm and Total Language, while A1, A3 and C show significant
correlations for Total Music and Total Language. Schools A1 and C
show significant correlations in both Total Language and Total Music and in Rhythm and Total Language. It is interesting to note that
School B shows almost no correlation between Total Music and Total
Language (r=0.03). This contrasts dramatically with School C mentioned above where r=0.85, p<0.01.
The total possible score in the Rhythm test was 10, while the maximum possible score for Total Language was 61. The mean score for
Rhythm was 6.7 and the mean score for Total Language was 29.7. It
is worth noting that the Rhythm has a slightly negatively skewed distribution. This means that students found the Rhythm test somewhat
easier than other tests. This is in line with the findings in [2] where it
was found that musically unselected children of 7 to 14 years found
the rhythmic memory test easier than the tonal memory test. It is
taken there as an indication that memory for rhythmic patterns is
likely to develop earlier than any other aspect of musical ability.
Out of the total 149, there is only one case of Rhythm score ≥8
and Total Language<20, (Rhythm=9, Total Language=17) and there
are eight cases of Rhythm≥8 and Total Language≤25. Of the latter,
in four cases Rhythm=8 and Total Language=25. From this it can
be seen that when Rhythm≥8, the Total Language score is generally
near to 30, i.e. above average Rhythm usually results in average or
above in Total Language.
It is interesting to note that these findings are in line with those
found previously in a similar study [20], where a strong correlation
was found between a rhythm test and a word test which involved
subjects repeating foreign language words. In that study, rhythm was
found to have a greater correlation with word than the melody test

had with word. Rhythm and metre were not discussed separately although the tests focussed mainly on rhythm rather than on metre.
Similarly here, a correlation of 0.28 was found between Tunes and
Total Language while a correlation of 0.47 (p<0.01) was found between Rhythm and Total Language.
Also as mentioned above (in Section 1), rhythm (as a general term
for tempo, grouping, metre) is one of the areas in which it is believed
there may be common processing mechanisms for language and music, see [14] and [10]. This would seem to be supported by the results
of the current study showing a moderate correlation between Rhythm
and Total Language scores.

3.2 Above average rhythm, below average
language
I will now look at cases of students who got above average in Rhythm
and below average in Total Language. As stated above the average
Rhythm mark is 6.7 and the average score for Total Language is 29.7.
Two subjects got full marks in Rhythm and below average in Total
Language. Of these, one got 29 in Total Language which is only very
slightly below the average. The other got 23 in Total Language. Of
the others who got above average in Rhythm and below average in
Total Language, 19 got between 25 and 29 in Total Language, while
7 got between 19 and 24 and 1 person got 17.
To summarise, 86 subjects got above average in Rhythm. Of these,
only 27 got below average in Total Language (31%). In other words,
69% of subjects with above average in Rhythm get average or above
in Total Language.

3.3 Above average language, below average
rhythm
An analysis of cases with above average Total Language and below average Rhythm reveals the following results. There are 19 such
cases, 16 of which have Total Language scores between 29.7 and
35, i.e. between average and 35. There are only 3 cases of Total
Language>34 and Rhythm below average. The scores of these three
students were Total Language=40, Rhythm=6; Total Language=36,
Rhythm=5; Total Language=43, Rhythm=5.

To summarise, it can be said that 78 students got greater than average Total Language. Of these, 59 also got greater than average
Rhythm, i.e. 76% of subjects who got greater than average Total Language also got greater than average Rhythm.

3.4 Chinese and pitch
Examination of the correlation between the Chinese test and Total
Language revealed that Chinese did not contribute all that much to
the battery of language tests. The correlation is significant however,
but is only 0.32, p<0.01 between Total Language and Chinese. Concerning the relationship between pitch in music and language, the
correlation between Chinese and Pitch is 0.09, i.e. almost zero and
not significant.
This was an unexpected result as the hypothesis had been that pitch
in language and music might be processed in a similar way and therefore results in the Chinese test might be strongly correlated to those
in Pitch. This hypothesis was based on the claim that there is a lefthemisphere bias for the processing of categorical pitch information
in both language and music, see [14]. However, it is also noted that
differences between musical and linguistic pitch (notably, the presence of scales in the former) may result in these two forms of pitch
being processed separately within the left hemisphere. If this is the
case, perhaps an individual will not show similar ability in musical
pitch and linguistic pitch.

3.5 Correlations with non-verbal reasoning
Turning now to the correlation between Non-Verbal Reasoning and
Total Music and that between Non-Verbal Reasoning and Total
Language, Raven and Total Language show a positive correlation
(r=0.4,p<0.01), as do Total Music and Raven (r=0.34,p<0.01).
The correlation between Total Music and Total Language
(r=0.37,p<0.01) is almost equal to that between Total Language and
Raven (r=0.39,p<0.01). This shows that although the correlation between non-verbal intelligence and the other factors is significant, the
correlation between music and language seems to be almost as important as that between non-verbal intelligence and language.

3.6 Consideration of outliers from School B
As noted in Table 1, School B shows a much weaker correlation between Total Music and Total Language than the other schools. It is
interesting to consider the difference in average marks when School
B is included/excluded.
Average Total Music score is 32.97 with School B excluded,
whereas including School B shows the average to be 33.81. Average Total Language score is 29.71 with School B included, while it
is 29.85 with School B excluded. This shows that School B increases
the average music score, while simultaneously decreasing the average language score. Average Rhythm with School B included is 6.74,
while without School B it is 6.58. The students from this school seem
to show superior musical ability but inferior language ability. Further
questioning about musical and instrumental training, did not reveal
anything particularly unusual, so at present I have no explanation to
account for this superior musical aptitude.

4 CONCLUSION
These preliminary results are undoubtedly interesting and warrant
closer inspection and further statistical analysis. At this stage, the relationship between rhythmic ability in music and foreign language

aptitude seems to look most promising and certainly deserves attention. This study revealed a moderate correlation of between rhythm
and language (r=0.47, p<0.01) based on a sample of 149 subjects.
These results could prove highly significant for the development of
foreign language aptitude tests, an area in which there has not been
extensive progress since the 1970s. The discovery of a relationship
between music and language would also be important for theories of
cognition and human intelligence. Immediate and practical implications of a correlation between music and language are in the fields
of education and speech and language therapy. Already, as shown
in [18], the extra-musical benefits of musical instruction have been
exploited in teaching children to read.
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Abstract.
The World Wide Web has grown beyond most people’s ability to
effectively handle without some help. Search engines provide a partial solution and are often a user’s main interface to the WWW. Advances in the field of search engines have used connectivity analysis (CA) of the Web in their indices. We analyze two of the most
common CA algorithms and show a common framework for their
calculation. We believe that this framework calculates efficient and
accurate values for each algorithm.

1 Introduction
Since 1994 the Web has grown to well over 2.1 billion documents [7]
with current estimates of over 429 million users [9], and it continues
to grow and attract users. It is often very hard to find information that
a user requires in this large interconnected maze of pages. Search
engines provide a partial solution to this problem, by returning pages
related to a user defined query string. They are often the main source
of information for users of the Internet.
Recent research in the field has had success through the incorporation of new ideas into Web search engines. In particular, link
information on the Web is complimenting more traditional keywordbased approaches in search engines such as Google. This has shown
that the connectivity structure of the Web is important and can be
utilized to improve search engines and other search tools. In this paper we will show a common framework for calculating the two most
common connectivity algorithms and discuss the results obtained.

2 Related Work - Background
Much of the current work in the area has its basis in the work done
by Kleinberg [8]. In his research, the link structure of the Web is
used to find authoritative pages on a broad query topic. Kleinberg’s
idea is that by creating a link to a page, a person is conferring some
kind of authority and relevance, on the page. The main technique of
his research was to take a small set of pages, rich in pages related
to a broad query, and find the authorities for the query topic using
the link structure. This process was called HITS 2 . This technique relies solely on the connectivity structure of the topic area and doesn’t
include content analysis.
As well as defining an authoritative page as one that is “linked
to” by many pages Kleinberg also described hub pages as pages that
pointed to many good authorities. This created a mutually reinforcing
relationship. A good hub points to many good authorities, and a good
authority is pointed to by many good hubs. Hubs are often indexes
or links pages of a site, since a human generated list would very
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likely point to good authorities. All pages are given initial hubs and
authorities scores and an iterative algorithm is used to update the hub
and authority scores. A page’s (p) authority score (  ) is the sum
of the hubs scores (   ) of the pages that point to it (Equation 1). A
page’s hubs score (   ) is the sum of the authority scores (   ) of
the pages to which it points (Equation 2).

   
  


  
  




 
  
  

(1)

(2)

The process of updating the scores is repeated for a set number of
iterations or until the scores converge. The PageRank [10] system is
also based on a connectivity analysis of the Web and has been successfully incorporated into the Google search engine [3]. PageRank
computes a rank for every Webpage based on its location in the graph
of the Web. They define inlinks as the links into a page and outlinks
as the links out of a page. The PageRank (  ) of a page ( ) is
the sum of the PageRank ( ! ) of the inlinks ( "$# ) of the page ( )
divided by the number of links ( %'& ) out of each inlink page.

 !

(*),+ 
% &
& .- / '

(3)

A high PageRank can be given in two main situations, firstly if the
page has a few highly ranked inlinks or, secondly if it has many inlinks. The PageRank for a page is divided equally along its outlinks,
hence the more links a page has the more diluted the rank is to its
“children”. One problem with this approach is the phenomenon of
“rank sinks” or cycles of pages that accumulate rank. Hence PageRank implements a random surfer model where a random jump is modeled to prevent rank sinks having a detrimental effect on the scores.
The main difference between PageRank and HITS is that PageRank calculates rank on the whole graph of the Web and not a subset. Also PageRank has no idea of a hub, it only confers authority
between pages in the graph. The PageRank technique has been combined with many conventional search engine techniques such as content analysis to make the Google [3] search engine.

3 Collecting Connectivity Data
The analysis of connectivity data requires either live connectivity information or a store of downloaded connectivity data. For our analysis we created a Web Spider/Crawler called Lorg to collect connectivity data and store in a database. Lorg is split into three components. The download module downloads a HTML page and extracts

its links. The queue module manages the queues of sites that the spider will visit. The connectivity database stores the connectivity information extracted from the Web.

3.1 Download/HTML Parse Module
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Figure 1. Download module cycle.

The download cycle is illustrated in Figure 1. The first step is to
convert the hostname to an IP address. A DNS cache is kept to increase the speed of this stage. Next a socket connection is established, if this fails the site is recorded as a failed connection. If the
connection is successful the appropriate HTTP commands are submitted to request the HTML source of the page. Once the HTML
source stream is available it is passed to the parsing module, otherwise a HTTP error code is returned (e.g. 404 not found).
The Link Extractor will iterate over the stream until a link tag is
encountered. It will return the link tag as a token and on the next call
searches for the next instance of a link in the page. Each time the next
method is called the next link in the page is returned. This process is
repeated until all links have been extracted from the page. All parsed
links are syntax checked for validity and converted to absolute URLs.

3.2 Queueing Module
The Queue stores the URL’s of pages that have been encountered as
links in pages but have yet to be accessed by the HTML download
module. The Queue Module is based on a multi-queue system where
all pages from a certain host are on the same queue (as in [6]). By
cycling through the queues each host is only accessed every Nth time
where N is the number of queues. This gap between accesses to the
webservers, prevents overloading the webservers involved. This partitioning of the queue is accomplished by way of a hash function on
the hostname of the URL (see Figure 2).

3.3 Connectivity Database
The connectivity database stores the information collected by the
Lorg spider which forms the raw material for the analysis phase of
the project. The basic unit of connectivity data is a page and an associated inlink or outlink. The outlinks for a page are easily discovered by downloading the page and parsing its links. To be certain
to find all inlinks for a page every page on the Web would have to

be examined and hence find all references to the page found. Storing and accessing connectivity information requires a large amount
of disk space and therefore speed and efficiency are crucial (e.g. approx 3GB for 80 million URLs). Some systems have used large customized text files [5, 10] but our connectivity store incorporates a
relational database in order to take advantage of the key efficiencies
and scalabilities of this format.
OUTLINKS
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Outlink
URL1 URL2
URL1 URL3
URL1 URL5
Figure 3.

OutLinks Table

Figure 3 displays the structure of the outlinks table containing the
URL to outlink mappings. For each link an entry in this table is created. This is a space intensive storage method but allows for fast
searches to find the outlinks for a page.
To store each instance of a URL string takes on average 56 bytes,
and storing the full URL’s in the database for each link would be a
waste of space. Hence a system of Unique Identifiers (UID) is used
to reference a particular page. The UID is a 4 byte number from between 0 to a max of 4.2 billion. A master table called the UIDTABLE
maps the URL string to a UID number. Everywhere else in the system the UID is used rather than the URL string, thus reducing space
requirements. In Figure 4 we can see the different in storage requirements between storing the links as full URL string (Naive) and storing the UID reference. Further information on the workings of Lorg
are available at [2] and [4].

4 Analyzing Connectivity Data
In our implementation of the PageRank and HITS algorithms we
want to focus on their inherent similarities and build a system that

A is called the eigenvalue of the matrix 9 and B is the associated
right eigenvector for 9 . There can be more than one eigenvalue and
eigenvector pair and, for a matrix of order N, there are % eigenvalue
and eigenvector pairs (they may not all be distinct). The eigenvalues
of a matrix 9 and 9 < are the same and for every A associated with
9 there is an eigenvector B and for each 9 < there is an eigenvector
H . The vector H is the left eigenvector for the transpose of the matrix.
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This property of matrices and eigenvectors can be combined with
the idea of Markov chains in order to prove the convergence of eigenvectors.
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Figure 4. Naive versus UID-based URL storage

could calculate both with very little modification. Since both algorithms have a basis in the finding of principal eigenvectors of certain
matrices we have used this to construct the system.

4.1 The Adjacency Matrix
In mathematical terms the Web can be viewed as a graph, with pages
as nodes and links as directed edges. As such, it can be modelled by
an adjacency matrix A. Whose entries 0!1 2 are equal to 1 if there is a
link from page 3 to page 4 . In the PageRank calculations 0!1 25) 687
where %'1 is the number of outlinks of page 4 (see Figure 5). This is
because a rank from a page is divided along its outlinks. Another way
to view this value is that this is the weighting of the link that passes
to the child page. We also define the transpose of a matrix 9:);0!1 2
as 9=<>)?0 2@1 where the rows are columns and the columns are rows.
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Markov chains can be used for the analysis of the responses from a
system which behaves spasmodically. If one assumes that there is a
system which has I possible states and a transition can take place
through these states. Each of the transitions may change the probabilities of the system. For each state 3 the probability H of changing
state to 4 is H 1 2 .
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The sequence T Z of probability vectors is called a “Markov
chain” and converges to a long run probability vector (B ) such that:
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4.2 Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues
matrix is that there is a value
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A

(4)

This means that a square matrix ( 9 ) multiplied by some vector
(B ) is equal to some value ( A ) times the same vector (B ). This value

G

A matrix with the same number of rows and columns

(8)

There is therefore a right eigenvector of the transition matrix R for
which the corresponding eigenvalue is unity. Two important properties of this equation are that firstly all transition matrices have a long
run probability vector. Secondly the long run probability vector is
independent of the initial starting vector.

Figure 5. Simple Graph and Associated Adjacency Matrix
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and a vector B such that:
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Since no probability can be negative the second property holds
through. The probabilities of a transition in the system can be represented as a matrix RS) H 1 2 known as a transition matrix. Each
column of the matrix must sum to unity, since if you are in a state
the sum of the probabilities of going to all other possible states is 1
(Equation 6). For this transition matrix it is possible to take a vector
L
L
of the initial state of a system T . If this vector
 T is multiplied by
is the probabilities of
the transition matrix R the resulting vector T
moving to new
 states from their initial states. Hence the element 4 of
is the probability that the system is in state 4 after one
the vector T
transition.
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These properties lead us to an interesting conclusion in that if we
have a transition matrix 9 we can create a unit vector which can be
multiplied repeatedly by the matrix 9 such that the vector converges
to the long run probability vector.
The matrix 9 , the transition matrix, is the matrix of links and the
long run probability vector is our rank vector. Hence using the above
properties we have shown that taking a transition matrix and multiplying it by a unit vector we get a set of converged values. This
property can be used to form the basis of a unified connectivity analysis specifically the PageRanks and HITS calculations( [1]).

4.4 Calculation
\
of PageRank
Initialize Source Vector
while (z<num-iterations) {
for $i$=0...Num-Rows {
Links=Get-RowLinks(i)
Source=Get-RowSource(i)
for q=1...size(row)
$Rank_i=Rank_i+(Source(q)*Links(q))
$Rank_i=d+(Rank_i*(1-d))
}
z++
}

Figure 6. Pseudo code for computing PageRank

Initialize Hubs and Authorities Vector
while (z<num-iterations) {
for i=0...Num-Rows {
Links=Get-RowLinks(i)
Auths=Get-RowAuths(i)
for q=1...size(Links col indexes)
Hubs_i=Hubs_i+Auths(q)
for i=0...Num-Cols {
Links=Get-ColLinks(i)
Hubs=Get-RowHubs(i)
for p=1...size(Links row indexes)
Auths_i=Auths_i+Hubs(p)
Normalize(Auths)
Normalize(Hubs)
z++
}

Figure 7. Pseudo code for computing HITS

Initially the Source vector is assigned its initial values by inserting an entry for each page in our calculation in the Source database
table. The structure of this entry is (Page, Value, Level) where Page
is the Uid of the current page, Value is the initial R] (initially one),
and Level is the iteration at which the value R] was recorded (the
initial level is zero). At each iteration (4 ) the ith row of the links table is selected and the database function will select all columns in
the links table where row=4 . The number of entries that are returned
is the number of inlinks for the particular page 4 in our system. We
then extract the column indexes of the row and select the appropriate
entries from the Source vector. For each item in the row the Source
value is multiplied by the links table entry and
 added to the total rank
for the page. The entry in the links table is 6 and this multiplied by
the Source entry gives Source/N. When the rank for a page 4 is calculated the dampening factor is applied. The dampening factor we
used was ^?)_O!`aM b . This process is repeated for each row of the
table resulting in an iteration of the PageRank algorithm. This process is repeated a number of times or until the values converge (see
Figure 6).

based on taking the first 1 million pages from the crawl that have at
least one outlink to another page in the set and at least one inlink
in the set. This is to ensure that all pages can gain rank from the
incoming links and distribute rank on the outgoing links and hence
contribute to the overall ranking within the system.

4.5 Calculation of HITS
The algorithm to compute HITS is described in Figure 7. It has two
distinct parts, the calculation of the Hubs scores and the calculation
of the Authorities scores. To calculate the Hubs scores each row 4
of the Links matrix is extracted, for each row the associated Hubs
score is computed. The Authorities score for each page, given by
the column indexes, are summed together to give the Hubs score for
page 4 . The calculation of Authorities is the same process using the
columns of the Links matrix. For each column of the Links matrix
4 , the associated Authorities scores are calculated by getting the sum
of the Hubs scores for the row indexes of the Links column 4 . The
Hubs and Authorities scores for each iteration are normalized before
the next iteration is begun. This process is repeated for a number of
iterations, c or until the values converge. The results are normalized
to the interval [0-1] by getting the square root of the sum of the vector
values and dividing all values in the vector by this number.

5 Experimental Analysis
We tested the algorithms on a subset of a crawl from the Lorg Spider
over a period of 3 months. The data set used in the experiment was

Figure 8. Convergence Data for Microsoft.com

5.1 Convergence of Ranks
The values for both HITS and PageRank on the set should ideally
converge to constant values after a number of iterations. This is mathematically guaranteed if the graph that the Links table represents
is irreducible and aperiodic. In practice the values converge after a
number of iterations, depending on the data set. In our set of 1 million pages most of the pages converge to a reasonable limit after at
most 20 iterations. An reasonable limit is the point beyond which
there is no significant variation in the values.

The graph of microsoft.com in Figure 8 is an ideal example of convergence, where the values progress consistently to the converged
limit. Most of the pages do not converge in this manner. The progression in Figure 9, representing the data for directory.google.com,
is more indicative of the top ranked pages. The overall structure of
the graph is similar but between the first and fifth iterations the values oscillate. The values still level off and converge between the fifth
and tenth iterations. This is a more typical representation of the convergence of the values within set.

Figure 9.

5.2 PageRank Results
The objective of the PageRank algorithm is to rank the relative importance of a page in a graph of pages. Hence we would hope to find
the top ranked pages after running our PageRank would be important
pages in the data set, of interest to a Web surfer.
The graph in Figure 11 is of the number of pages that have PageRanks in the ranges given at iterations 5, 25 and 50. The PageRanks in
Figure 11 are distributed to each end of the scale indicating that most
of the pages have values near zero or greater than one. The largest
number of pages are near the zero end of the scale and these are the
pages distributing more rank than they are receiving. There is also a
small peak at the other end of the scale of pages above one. These
are the pages that have converged to positive values.

Convergence Data for directory.google.com

Figure 10 contains data for the rates of convergence of the top
ranked pages from our PageRank. We can see that largest number
of pages converge at iteration 16 and most pages have converged
before iteration 27. There is a good distribution of convergence rates
between iterations 5 and 25.

Figure 11.

Distribution of Rank at Iterations 5, 25, 50 PageRank

1800
’distribution.txt’ using 1:2

Pages that converge to a non-zero value which makes up (roughly
10 % ) of the set and those pages that converge towards zero (roughly
90 % ). The pages that converge to non-zero values are the relatively
important pages in the set and are gaining more rank per iteration
than they are giving away.
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Convergence Rates for PageRank

This shows that the convergence of PageRank is a progression
where initially small numbers of pages converge followed by the bulk
of the pages and finally trailing off to the last remaining pages.

In order to judge the effectiveness of our approach to PageRank
we compared it to the Google PageRank available from the Google
Bar [11]. This PageRank value is a very rough estimate of the PageRank a page has in the Google system. We would hope to find a similarity between well ranked pages in our system and this PageRank
value from Google.
We have taken the top and bottom 200 pages based in our PageRank system and compared them to the PageRank from the Google
bar. The results are shown in Table 1
The average PageRank from Google of the datasets top 200 pages
is 7.790 and the average for its bottom 200 pages is 4.746. This would
indicate that pages with a high PageRank in our system will have a
relatively high Google PageRank. The averages for our top 200 and
bottom 200 is 21.429 and 0.15 respectively. Some caution must be
taken in comparing these results directly since our PageRank values

Overall average Google PR
Overall average Our PR
Top 20 average Google PR
No Google PR
Page not available
No Backlinks

Top 200
7.790
21.429
8.636
15
35
1

Bottom 200
4.746
0.15
4.375
17
57
3

Table 1. PR (Our PageRank) Vs Google PR

are not normalized to a [0-10] range like the Google PageRank values. However we feel there is a significant correlation between the
two PageRank values. The average Google PageRank for our top 20
pages is 8.636. Some pages have no Google PageRank values because they haven’t been indexed by the search engine. The largest
number of pages that were unavailable was in the bottom 200 pages
at 57 pages. Some pages don’t have any incoming links and hence
can’t receive any PageRank. Three pages in our top 20 had a Google
PageRank of 10 these were the websites for Microsoft, NASA and
MIT. Overall we can see that the pages from our system with a high
PageRank have a high Google PageRank and the pages in our system
with a low PageRank have a significantly lower Google PageRank.

5.3 HITS Results
We would hope that pages with a high Authorities score within our
system would be generally good pages in the data set, and pages with
a high Hubs score would point to a lot of the Authority pages.
Results obtained with our HITS also were very polarised with very
few pages getting a significant Authority or Hubs score. Most pages
converged to zero which would indicate a very small number of pages
gaining all the rank. This could be explained by a small group of
pages in some loop or rank sink, a common problem for these types
of algorithms.
Authorities
Authorities
Hubs
Hubs

Converging to a non-zero value at iteration 50:
Converging to zero at iteration 50:
Converging to a non-zero value at iteration 50:
Converging to zero at iteration 50:

Table 2.

875
202047
22838
279079

Distribution of Values

Figure 12.

Distribution of Rank at Iterations 5, 25, 50 Authorities

other pages in its set. Finding and removing such sets of pages is not
an easy task, though searching for pages with similar links may help
to find these groups of pages.

6 Conclusions
In our experimentation we have calculated PageRank and HITS values on a dataset obtained from a run from the Lorg spider. The convergence properties of the PageRank and HITS algorithms have been
displayed. In both cases the values for a page in the system have been
shown to converge to a constant value after a number of iterations. A
favourable comparison has been made between the PageRank values
we have obtained and those available from Google thus validating to
a degree our calculation of PageRank against the definitive benchmark of the Google PageRank.
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Applying VerbNet for automatic semantic role
identi cation1
Svetlana Hensman

Abstract.

The problem of automatic semantic role identi cation is an
important part of many natural language processing systems
and while recent syntactic parsers can correctly label over 95%
of the constituents of a sentence, nding a representation in
terms of semantic roles is still unsatisfactory.
This paper describes a method for identifying and labelling
the semantic roles of a sentence. Our system creates a verb
pattern using the parse tree of the sentence and then matches
it to the possible semantic frames extracted from the VerbNet
lexicon for this verb in order to identify the semantic roles.
1

Introduction

The problem of automatic semantic role identi cation is an
important part of many natural language processing systems
and while recent syntactic parsers can correctly label over 95%
of the constituents of a sentence, nding a representation in
terms of semantic roles is still unsatisfactory.
The term semantic roles (also called cases or thematic
roles ) was rst de ned as part of case grammar theory [5],
the purpose of which was to describe the functional relationships between the constituents of a sentence in relation to the
verb, and, more speci cally, verb sense (verbs that have more
than one sense are treated and described separately).
One of the assumptions of case grammar is that each verb
tends to always require a speci c type of surrounding words,
which are the verb cases. For example, the verb buy is almost
always accompanied by at least two constituents, one representing the buyer and another one the thing being bought.
As it can be seen in the following example, there is no
direct match between the syntactic and the semantic label
of the constituents. For example, in the following sentences
Bob opened the door with a key, The key opened the door
and The door opened, the syntactic subject in each sentence
corresponds to di erent semantic roles { Agent, Instrument
and Patient respectively.
There are number of existing approaches for identifying the
semantic roles that di er signi cantly. The traditional parsing
approaches, such as HPSG grammars and Lexical functional
grammars, to a certain extent all suggest semantic relationships corresponding to the syntactic ones. They strongly rely
on manually-developed grammars and lexicons, which must
1
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encode all possible realizations of the semantic roles. Developing such grammars is a time consuming and tedious process
and such systems usually work well within limited domains
only.
The data-driven approach is an alternative approach, based
on lling semantic templates. Applying such a model to information extraction, in AutoSlog Rilo [11] builds a list of
patterns for lling in semantic slots in a speci c domain. In
the domain of the Air Traveler Information System, Miler at
al. [9] apply statistical methods to compute the probability
of a constituent in order to ll in a semantic slot within a
semantic frame.
Gildea and Jurafsky ([6] and [7]) describe a statistical approach for semantic role labelling using data collected from
FrameNet. They investigate the in uence of the following features for identi cation of a semantic role: phrase type (the
syntactic label of the constituent - e.g. noun phrase (NP) and
verb phrase (VP)), grammatical function (the relationship of
the constituent to the rest of the sentence; the simplest version of the function only considers the syntactic label of the
parent), position (the position of the constituent in relation to
the predicate { before or after), voice (the voice of the predicate) and head word (the main verb in the predicate). The
system achieved 82.1% accuracy.
This paper describes a method for identifying and labelling
the semantic roles of a sentence. Our system creates a verb
pattern using the parse tree of the sentence and then matches
it to the possible semantic frames extracted from the VerbNet
lexicon for this verb in order to identify the semantic roles.
VerbNet [1] is a computational verb lexicon, based on
Levin's verb classes [8], that contains syntactic and semantic information for English verbs. Levin describes 4183 verbs
grouped in 191 verb classes, each of which shares similar semantic and syntactic behaviour. VerbNet describes the intersective Levin's classes as de ned by Dang at al. [3] using
Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar formalism.
Each VerbNet class de nes a list of members, a list of possible thematic roles, and a list of frames (patterns) of how
these semantic roles can be realized in a sentence. A sample
VerbNet class { the class say-37.7 { can be seen in Figure 1.
2

Corpus and corpus pre-processing

The corpus we currently use to develop and test our system
is the freely available Reuters-21578 text categorization test
collection [10]. The data was originally collected and labelled
by Carnegie Group, Inc. and Reuters, Ltd. in the course of
developing the CONSTRUE text categorization system.

say-37.7
Members
[announce(1 3), articulate(2 4), blab(1), blurt(1),
claim(1),confess(2), con de(1), convey(1), declare(1 3),
mention(1 2), note(1), observe(2), proclaim(2),
propose(?1), recount(1), reiterate(1), relate(3),
remark(1 2), repeat(1 4),report(1 2), reveal(2),
say(1 2 6 7), state(1), suggest(1 3)]
Thematic Roles
Agent[+animate OR +organization]
Topic[+communication]
Recipient[+animate OR +organization]

word is capitalized, THEN mark a sentence boundary.
There are also some corpus speci c rules, such as

IF the word 'Reuters' appears alone on a line, and if it
is indented, and if it is followed by '</BODY>', THEN
mark a sentence end.
Our tests show that for Reuters corpus this algorithm identies over 95% of the sentences boundaries correctly. Figure 2
shows an extract from reut2-000.sgm after the text is tokenized into sentences.

<REUTERS NEWID="2">
<TEXT>
<BODY>
<s>Standard Oil Co and BP North America Inc said

Frames
Basic Transitive (Topic Object)
\Ellen said a few words"

they plan to form a venture to manage the money market
borrowing and investment activities of both companies.
</s>
<s>BP North America is a subsidiary of British
Petroleum Co Plc (BP), which also owns a 55 pct
interest in Standard Oil.</s>
<s>The venture will be called BP/Standard Financial
Trading and will be operated by Standard Oil under the
oversight of a joint management committee.</s>
</BODY></TEXT>
</REUTERS>

Agent V Topic

transfer info(during(E),Agent,?Recipient,Topic)
cause(Agent,E)
Transitive (+ Recipient PP)
\Ellen said a few words to Helen"

Agent V Topic Prep(to) Recipient

transfer info(during(E),Agent,Recipient,Topic)
cause(Agent,E)
Sentential Complement
\Ellen said that melons were selling well"

Agent V Topic[+sentential -in nitival]

transfer info(during(E),Agent,?Recipient,Topic)
cause(Agent,E)
Sentential Complement (+ Recipient PP)
\Ellen said to Helen that melons were selling well"

Agent V Prep(to) Recipient Topic[+sentential
-in nitival]
transfer info(during(E),Agent,Recipient,Topic)
cause(Agent,E)

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

An SGML document extract from the Reuters corpus
after the pre-processing

After the sentence boundaries are identi ed, each sentence
is parsed using Eugene Charniak's maximum entropy inspired
parser [2]. This probabilistic parser produces Penn tree-bank
style trees and achieves 90.1% average accuracy for sentences
not exceeding 40 words long and 89.5% for sentences with
length under <100 words when trained and tested on the Wall
Street Journal treebank. An example of a parse tree produced
by Charniak's parser for the Reuters corpus is shown in Figure 3.

The VerbNet description for the verb class say-37.7
3

Semantic role labelling using VerbNet

The algorithm for semantic role identi cation of a sentence
that we propose consists of the following three steps:

The collection contains 4 SGML-format les (reut2000.sgm, reut2-001.sgm, reut2-002.sgm, reut2-003.sgm), each
of which is approximately 1.25MB in size and contains 1000
news reports.
Before we attempt to identify the semantic roles for the
constituents of a sentence, we do some initial pre-processing.
More speci cally, we identify the sentence boundaries (sentence tokenization) and construct a parse tree for each sentence. To detect the sentence boundaries we apply a sentence
tokenization algorithm based on a dictionary of abbreviations
collected manually from the corpus, and set of rules. The most
common rule is that

1. Firstly, for each clause in the sentence we identify the main
verb and build a sentence pattern using the parse tree;
2. Secondly, for each verb in the sentence we extract a list
of possible semantic frames from VerbNet, together with
selectional restrictions for each semantic role;
3. Lastly, we match the sentence pattern to each of the available semantic frames, taking into account the semantic
role's constraints. As a result a list of all possible semantic roles assignments is returned, from which we manually
identify the best (correct) one.

IF a word (assume words are separated by spaces) ends
with a '.' and is not a known abbreviation, and the next

The following sections describe each of these steps in more
detail.

(S1 (S (ADVP (RB Earlier))
(NP (NNP USAir))
(VP (VBD said)
(SBAR (S (NP (PRP it))
(VP (VBD agreed)
(S (VP (TO to)
(VP (VB buy)
(NP (NNP Piedmont))
(PP (IN for)
(NP (NP (NP (CD 69) (NNS dlrs))
(NP (NN cash)))
(PP (IN per) (NP (NN share))))))))))))
Figure 3.

the sentence

3.1

The parse tree produced by the Charniak's parser for
Earlier USAir said it agreed to buy Piedmont
for 69 dlrs cash per share

Constructing sentence patterns for
verbs in Reuters

As mentioned earlier, during the pre-processing stage we produce a parse tree for each sentence using the Charniak's
parser. From this parse tree we construct a sentence pattern
for each clause of the sentence. The verb identi cation is done
by selecting the main verb for every VP node in the parse
tree. Each sentence pattern is a at parse representation that
identi es the main verb and the other main categories of the
clause. For example, the sentence patterns constructed for the
parse tree shown in Figure 3 are displayed in Figure 4 (both
short and extended form).
ADVP, NP, VERB(said), SBAR
ADVP(Earlier), NP(USAir), VERB(said), SBAR(it
agreed to buy Piedmont for 69 dlrs cash per share)
NP, VERB(agreed), S
NP(it), VERB(agreed), S(to buy Piedmont for
69 dlrs cash per share)

VERB(to buy), NP, PP
VERB(to buy), NP(Piedmont), PP(for 69 dlrs cash
per share)

Figure 4.

The semantic frames identi ed for the parse tree
shown in Figure 3

Note that in the last pattern in Figure 4 there is no category preceding the verb. Nevertheless, in certain syntactic
constructions, like USAir agreed to buy Piedmont, the subject
of the verb in in nitive form (in this case buy ) is the same
as the subject of the verb preceding it (in this case agree ),
and therefore we can say that some of the categories preceding the rst verb can be used as categories preceding the
in nitive verb. Thus in our third pattern the verb buy can
\inherit" the categories that precede the verb agree and can
be rewritten as

(NP, VERB(to buy), NP, PP)
(NP(it), VERB(to buy), NP(Piedmont), PP(for 69
dlrs cash per share)
Currently, to resolve cases that may require subject inheritance like this, we keep three lists of verbs. The rst list
contains the most common verbs that occur in constructions
like Verb + In nitive (e.g. a ord, agree, etc.), and for these
we assume that the subject of the in nitive is the subject of
the preceding verb, and therefore we are allowed to inherit
the preceding categories.
The second list contains verbs that require the following
verb to be gerund, or constructions like Verb + Verb-ING
(e.g. appreciate, avoid, etc.). Similarly to the previous case,
we allow the gerund to inherit the preceding categories of the
rst verb. Some of the verbs may be listed in both the rst
and the second list (e.g. love, start, etc.)
The third list contains verbs that occur in the Verb + Object+ In nitive construction (such as advise, permit, etc.), and
for them the in nitive should inherit as its subject the object
of the rst verb. Note that there are verbs that are members
both of the rst and the last list (e.g. the verb want as in I
want to go and I want him to go ).
In our corpus there are few cases when there is more than
one category available to be \inherited" from the preceding
verb and to identify the correct one we use the semantic roles'
selectional constraints and the part of speech of the available
constituents.
3.2

Extracting the possible semantic
frames for a verb using VerbNet

VerbNet is a collection of verb classes and the members of
each class share similar syntactic and semantic behaviour.
Because a verb can be a member of more than one VerbNet class (for example the verb make is listed as a member
of the verb classes dub-29.3 and build-26.1 each of which corresponding to di erent verb senses), the list of its possible
semantic frames is a combination of the semantic frames dened in each of the classes in which it participates (currently
we do not distinguish between di erent verb senses and therefore do not process the WordNet sense information attached
to each verb class member).
Each verb frame in a VerbNet class is de ned in four ways
(see Figure 1) { it consists of a description of the language
phenomena (e.g. Basic Transitive, Theme as direct object,
etc.), one or more sample sentences, a semantic frame description, and a semantic predicate description de ning the
participant in the action or event during the di erent stages.
Our algorithm extracts all the semantic frames in a class and
de nes them as possible semantic frames for each of the verbs
that are members of this class. For example, from the VerbNet class say-37.7, shown in Figure 1, the semantic frames
we extract are shown in Figure 5. Therefore, for the verbs
that are members of the verb class say-37.7 these would be
some of the allowed sentence frames. If any of the verbs are
also members of other classes we add the frames from these
classes as well.
The extracted semantic frames should only be considered
together with the de ned selectional constraints for the semantic roles. For example, for the frames shown in Figure 5

Agent V Topic
Agent V Topic Prep(to) Recipient
Agent V Topic[+sentential -in nitival]
Agent V Prep(to) Recipient Topic[+sentential -in nitival]
Semantic frames extracted for the verbs in class

Figure 5.

say-37.7

the Agent and the Recipient should be animate or an organization and the Topic should be communication.
Agent[+animate OR +organization]
Topic[+communication]
Recipient[+animate OR +organization]
Figure 6.

Selectional constraints for the semantic roles de ned
in class say-37.7

When a frame de nes its own restrictions for a semantic
role, the restrictions de ned in the class are added to them
provided they are not contradicting. For example, for the third
and fourth frame in Figure 5 the role Topic should be communication, as well as sentential and not in nitival.
3.3

Matching algorithm

The match of the sentence pattern to each of the possible
semantic frames for this verb is done in three steps. Firstly, we
check the selectional constraints of each semantic role. This
includes a check on whether a candidate constituent for a
semantic role ful lls the selectional constraints. For example,
a common requirement for a constituent to ll the role of
Agent is to be of type animate or organization. The selectional
constraints check is implemented using di erent techniques
and is illustrated with a few examples.
Some of selectional constraints are resolved using data from
WordNet [4]. For example the restriction machine is ful lled
if the word represented by the constituent is a member of a
WordNet synset that is a hyponym of the WordNet synset
containing the word machine (or in other words, if the word
is a type of machine).
Other restrictions, like in nitival and sentential, are resolved by checking the structure of the parse tree.
Restrictions like animate and organization try to utilize
the information provided in WordNet and pre-compiled lists
of organization and personal names. If no satisfactory answer
is found, we apply heuristics such as a check if the phrase
contains proper nouns.
We also check for a suitable preposition before the constituent to be matched. For example, for the frame
Agent V Topic Prep(to) Recipient
the constituent to be matched to the semantic role Recipient should be part of a prepositional phrase containing the
preposition to (e.g. Bob said a few words to Mary ).

Secondly, we match the required frame elements to the
available sentence constituents, trying to nd a match for each
semantic role. If the number of the available constituents is
less than the number of the required slots in the frame, the
match fails. If there are more than one constituents available
to ll a required slot in the semantic frame, the most probable
one is used (priority for most roles is given to NP).
Lastly, if for a possible semantic frame we nd allowed constituents to ll all the semantic roles slots that comply with
the selectional constrains, the algorithm considers this a possible match.
3.4

Example

We will illustrate the algorithm for the verb say in the following example sentence from the Reuters corpus:

Earlier USAir said it agreed to buy Piedmont for 69 dlrs
cash per share.
The parse tree produced by Charniak's parser is shown in Figure 3. Firstly, we identify the sentence frame pattern. Each
tree with an S (or SBAR, SINV etc.) node as a root represents
a separate clause and therefore is treated separately. The sentence frames identi ed are shown in Figure 4 and we process
them individually.
So, for the verb said, we try to match the sentence frame
ADVP(Earlier), NP(USAir), VERB(said), SBAR(it
agreed to buy Piedmont for 69 dlrs cash per share)
to each of the frames shown in Figure 5. The list is split into
two parts, one containing the nodes before the verb and the
other, the nodes after the verb; each of which are matched
separately and the result is then combined. Failing to match
either of the lists causes the overall match to fail.
We can directly discard the second and the fourth frames
as possible matches because they require two roles following
the verb and our sentence pattern has only one available role
ller (SBAR).
For the rst frame we try to match
ADVP(Earlier), NP(USAir)
to
Agent[+animate OR +organization]
and
SBAR(it agreed to buy Piedmont for 69 dlrs cash per
share)
to
Topic[+communication]
To ll the role of the Agent we have two possible phrases {
ADVP(Earlier) and NP(USAir). USAir is listed as a known
organization name, and together with the fact that the Agent
role requires a noun phrase ller, while adjective phrases usually represent manner, location or time, the algorithm assigns NP(USAir) to be the Agent. Further on, the match of
SBAR(it agreed to buy Piedmont for 69 dlrs cash per share) to

Topic[+communication] succeeds (currently a check for communication selectional constrains always succeeds). Therefore
the rst frame is a possible match.
Similarly, matching the third frame succeeds. Here the selectional constraints for the Topic are to be communication,
sentential (i.e. the root is not allowed to be S, SBAR, etc.) and
not in nitival (i.e. the phrase can not start with to followed
by a verb), which are easily checked.
As a result we are presented with frames one and three,
shown in Figure 5 as two possible solutions, both of which
mark USAir as the Agent and it agreed to buy Piedmont for
69 dlrs cash per share as the Topic of the verb say.
4

Experimental results

We have tested the coverage and performance of our algorithm
on one of four les provided by Reuters, reut2-003.sgm. The
number of verbs that are present (including repetitions) is
13421, 32.38% of which are not described in VerbNet and
1.72% are phrasal verbs and therefore also not present in
VerbNet. Therefore VerbNet covers 65.9% of the verbs present
in the Reuters corpus. Approximately 5.05% of the recognized
verbs are in passive voice, and because our system currently
does not process passive voice constructions, that gives us a
target accuracy of 60.84% (the percentage of the verbs that
have an entry in VebNet and are in active voice).
The verb is not present in VerbNet or is phrasal
The verb is in passive form
Assigns both correct and incorrect semantic roles
Correctly identi ed semantic roles
There are no frames de ned in VerbNet for this
sense of the verb
The frame for the verb realised in the text is not
de ned in VerbNet
Wrong semantic roles assignment due to an incorrect parse tree

Table 1.

31.1%
5.9%
6.7%
32.6%
9.6%
7.4%
5.2%

Results of the evaluation of the algorithm on Reuters
corpus

To evaluate the performance of the algorithm we randomly
selected 1% of the verbs and manually analysed the assigned
semantic roles. The summarized results are represented in Table 4. Our tests show that 31.1% of the verbs are either phrasal
verbs or are not described in VerbNet and 5.9% are verbs in
passive form. The algorithm correctly identi es the semantic
roles in 39.3% of all cases.
5

Conclusions

In this paper we described an approach for automatic semantic role identi cation using syntactic and semantic information from VerbNet. We tested the algorithm on the Reuters
corpus. The archived accuracy is strongly in uenced by the
lack of VerbNet description of many verbs present in the corpus, as well as the lack of a possible semantic frame for the
present verb sense. The work on the system is ongoing and
more e orts are required to implement the verb sense disambiguation and to test the algorithm on di erent corpus.
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Computationally Efficient Pricing for Resource Providers
in a Grid Environment 1
Alan Holland and Barry O’Sullivan 2
Abstract. Ensuring truthfulness amongst self-interested agents who
are bidding against one another in an auction is computationally
expensive. The Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism guarantees that
each agent’s dominant strategy is to tell the truth, but it requires solving n + 1 optimisation problems for n agents. This paper presents an
algorithm for computing prices for all agents in the same asymptotic time complexity as solving just one problem in the case of n
agents bidding for m tasks where m < n, thus solving an open
problem presented by Nisan and Ronen [14] for the specific case of
task scheduling. This problem was also identified by Hershberger and
Suri [9]. We also propose the use of constraints in conjunction with
Operations Research algorithms to further improve the performance
of truthful mechanisms in the context of a grid scenario, where resource providers are competing for tasks in an auction.

1

Introduction

The Grid has most recently been defined as “coordinated resource
sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual
organisations” [5]. This new definition presents difficulties in terms
of scheduling and brokering for distributed applications. We consider
the service providers in the Grid as self-interested agents whose principle motivation is to maximise their own profit when bidding for
tasks. Truthfulness in such a scenario is essential, but implementing
it within a mechanism is computationally expensive.
Resource sharing in grids is not merely concerned with file exchange or CPU harvesting but rather direct access to software, data,
instrumentation devices and other resources, as is required by a range
of collaborative problem-solving and resource-brokerage strategies
emerging in science and industry. The vision for the future of the
grid is analogous to that of the electricity grid. Computing power,
storage facilities, specialised software and other resources should be
provided on-demand and the source of the desired resource should
be transparent to the end-user. These resources are ultimately provided by a wide range of Grid Service Providers (GSPs), who can
be regarded as self-interested agents motivated by profit and may be
dishonest if they deem it beneficial. These agents can pool their resources in a co-operative in which a broker disseminates tasks based
upon solicited bids for the given tasks.
Eliciting truthful responses from self-interested agents has been
previously studied in game theory and economics. A class of
Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanisms have been developed whereby
the dominant strategy for any agent is to tell the truth, meaning that
rational agents maximise their utility by truthfully revealing their
preferences. [18]

This is achieved by soliciting bids from the agents for a range
of tasks to be scheduled. An optimal solution is found, and subsequently the price paid to each agent is determined by finding the cost
of an optimal solution without that agent present. Each agent cannot control the price paid to it because it is a function of the other
agents preferences. This removes any potential profiteering by insidious providers. Mas-Collel et al have provided a proof of the VCG
mechanisms truthfulness [13].
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We present an algorithm that reduces the asymptotic time complexity for solving Vickrey prices for n agents in a task auctioning
scenario where m tasks are being auctioned to that of solving just
one problem.
• We outline how constraints may be used to further reduce the computational complexity for pricing problems.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 outlines the how a
truthful mechanism is implemented in a task scheduling scenario and
describes some of its drawbacks. Section 3 describes the Assignment
Problem which is relevant to online scheduling for m tasks for n
machines where m < n. It covers a general description of the problem, and describes in depth an Operations Research algorithm called
the Hungarian Method that can be used to solve the problem. Section 4 describes an algorithm for computing all the solutions to the
m Vickrey pricing problems in the same asymptotic time complexity
as solving one problem, and Section 5 shows experimental results for
this algorithm and Section 6 examines potential benefits of CP in this
scenario and describes some related work. Section 8 summarises our
conclusions and describes future work we plan to undertake in this
area.

2

In the case of task scheduling each agent owns its own resources
and his bid type is his cost to complete a given task using these resources. The task description contains the due date and Quality of
Service requirements, and if a Grid Service Provider cannot match
these demands, his bid for that task is ∞. The mechanism computes
an outcome and each agent has a valuation for outcome o, based on
its type. This valuation function v i (ti , o) determines agent i’s preference for outcome o, given its cost. The valuations would then be the
negation of these respective costs.
The mechanism then assigns payment pi to the agent i and the
utility of each agent, ui , is determined using the following equation. 3
ui = pi + v i (ti , o)
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The mechanism function requires a common currency, outside of the scope
of this discussion.

2.1

Mechanism Goals

The goal of each agent is to maximise its utility, whereas the goal
of the mechanism in our case is to try to find the cheapest way
of scheduling a set of given tasks so that they meet all their timing and quality of service constraints. This problem is NP-complete
and therefore a more efficient means of calculating prices by solving
n+1 optimisation problems is highly desirable. Hershberger and Suri
solved an open problem presented by Nisan and Ronen [14], when
they presented an algorithm for reducing the computational complexity of Vickrey payments [9]. They examined the specific case of
shortest path routing in networks, and reduced the overall time complexity to the same asymptotic complexity of one agent. This proved
that the time complexity for calculating Vickrey payments can be reduced in scenarios where the goal is shortest path routing, but they
also posed the question, “Can one achieve similar improvements in
other network settings”? [9]
Hershberger and Suri also identified the problem of auctioning m
tasks amongst n self-interested agents, where m ≤ n, and how an
optimal task allocation requires solving the min-cost bipartite matching problem. This is also referred to as the Assignment Problem, and
an algorithm for solving it is the Hungarian Method. However, determining payments for these agents requires solving a further m
matching problems.

2.2

Drawbacks of truthful mechanisms

It has been shown that if non-optimal solutions are found to the optimisation problems that determine the prices paid in VCG mechanisms, then the mechanism is no longer guaranteed to be truthful [15]. This is a major drawback because various polynomial time
heuristics and approximation algorithms can provide good or near
optimal solutions very quickly. Nisan and Ronen showed in [15] that
any truthful non-optimal VCG-based mechanism for combinatorial
auctions suffers from abnormal behaviour, where agents may actually find it in their best interests to lie about their costs. They also
showed that for many natural cost minimisation problems, any truthful VCG-based mechanism is either optimal or produces results that
are arbitrarily far from the optimal. This means that such mechanisms
seeking to approximate optimal solutions using polynomial time algorithms produce results that are not reliable.

3

The Assignment Problem

The Assignment Problem is otherwise known as the (Minimum
Cost/Maximum Weight) Bipartite Matching Problem, in which the
objective is to find the matching with the greatest total weight, or
alternatively with the lowest total cost. It has a diverse range of applications including aircraft pilot rostering and dormitory room assignment.
Consider a complete bipartite graph, G(V1 , V2 , E), that consists
of a set of graph vertices decomposed into two disjoint sets such
that no two graph vertices in the same set are adjacent. The edges
(u, v) ∈ E where u ∈ V1 and v ∈ V2 each has weight w(ei ).
In our case the set V1 represents the Grid Service Providers and the
set V2 represents the tasks to be scheduled, and the edges represent
each providers respective bid for a given task. The goal is to find a
matching with minimal overall cost.

3.1

Bipartite Matching Preliminaries

A graph G is bipartite if the vertex set V (G) can be partitioned into
two sets X and Y in such a manner that no two vertices in the same
set are adjacent. See Figure 1 for an example of a bipartite graph.
A matching in a graph G occurs if no two edges have a common

Figure 1: An example of a bipartite graph.

end vertex. A matching with the largest possible number of edges is
called a maximum matching. If M is considered to be a matching of
a graph G, a vertex v, is said to be saturated or covered by M , if
any edge of M is incident with v. A vertex that is unsaturated is also
called free. A path or cycle is alternating, relative to M , if its edges
are alternately in E(G) \ M and M , where E(G) denotes the set
of edges in G. A path is an augmenting path if it is an alternating
path with free origin and terminus. A graph H is a subgraph of G
if V (H) ⊆ V (G) and E(H) ⊆ E(G) denoted by H ⊆ G. H is a
spanning subgraph of G when V (G) = V (H).
The following property of matchings illustrates the importance of
augmenting paths[17].
Property 1 Let M be a matching of G and P is an augmenting
path relative to M . The set difference of M and P , M 4P , is also a
matching for G and |M 4P | = |M | + 1
The exploitation of this property is integral to most maximum
matching algorithms because it permits them to incrementally solve
assignment problems.

3.2

Operations Research Algorithms

The Hungarian Method is an algorithm that finds a maximum cardinality match in a graph. In our scenario this would equate to
solving a matching problem in which all the edges have the same
cost. The Kuhn-Munkres algorithm is an extension of the Hungarian Method in which an optimal assignment to a problem with
weighted edges is solved, and this algorithm is often referred to as
the Hungarian Method itself [11] [16]. It is no longer the state-ofthe-art OR algorithm for solving the Assignment Problem but it does
offer a far easier implementation and an incremental architecture
for finding solutions to slightly differing problems. The Hungarian
Method has O(mn2 ) time complexity, therefore solving m problems
is O(m2 n2 ).
Edmonds and Karp [3] also developed an algorithm to find the
minimum cost maximum matching in G. Dijkstra’s algorithm [2] is
used to determine the adjustment of the dual variable, so that for
every run of Dijkstra’s algorithm there is one adjustment of the dual
variable. A least one augmenting path in the Equality Subgraph is
also guaranteed. The time complexity for this algorithm is O(mn +
n2 log n) using a heap implementation developed by Fredman and
Tarjan[7].
In our case we are only considering the Hungarian Method for
now, because the algorithm incrementally solves the problem thereby
lending itself towards solving related problems.

3.3

Hungarian Method

The Hungarian Method 3.3 is an efficient algorithm for finding the
optimal assignment in O(mn2 ) time [12]. It is a primal-dual algorithm in which the primal program finds a maximal matching of minimal weight whilst the dual program finds positive labels associated
with vertices such that lv1 + lv2 ≤ weight(v1 v2 ). Control is alternatively swapped between the primal and dual programs. The initial
feasible labeling initially sets all v ∈ V2 = 0, see Figure 2.

Algorithm 1: Hungarian-Method [12]
input
: Graph G, and feasible labeling f
output
: Max matching of G, Equality Subgraph Gf , Feasible labeling l
begin
Gf ← Equality Subgraph induced by f
M ← Any matching in Gf
if M is perfect then
return M ,Gf ,l
else
Let x ∈ X be an unmatched vertex while N (S) 6= T
do
if A new matching M 0 is found then
Grow the alternating tree T , M ← M 0
if M is perfect then
return M
for x ∈ X, y ∈
/ T do
αl ← min w(x, y) − l(x) − l(y)
for v ∈ X ∪ Y do


l(v) − αl , if v ∈ S
¯
l(v) ← l(v) + αl , if v ∈ T


l(v),
otherwise

Figure 2: An example of an initial feasible labeling.

Let f : X ∪ Y −→ R be a function with the property that

return Hungarian-Method(G,¯
l)

f (u) + f (v) > w(uv) for each u ∈ V1 , v ∈ V2 .
f is therefore a feasible vertex labeling, and f (u) is the label of the
vertex u. A feasible labeling is always achievable, irrespective of the
weight function w. The initial labeling, f0 (x) is as follows:
(
max{w(xy) : y ∈ N (x)}, if x ∈ V1
f0 (x) =
0,
otherwise
For a given feasible vertex function f let Ef be the subset of edges
uv for which f (y) + f (v) = w(uv). The Equality Subgraph of f ,
Gf , is then the spanning subgraph of G with edge set Ef . Theorem 1
describes the relationship between the graph Gf and optimal matchings of G.

end
Hungarian Method. Consider the problem of five providers bidding
for five tasks. The VCG mechanism requires that each provider declare its costs for all tasks. These costs correspond to the entries cij
in Table T1, where cij is providers j’s cost for performing task i. It is
easy to see that if the cost table is transformed by adding or subtracting any amount from all the entries in any row or column, the choice
of optimal assignment of tasks to providers still remains the same.
For example if we added 5 to row 2, the total cost of the optimal
permutation increases by 5, but it still remains the optimal solution.
This property is used to try and increase the number of zeros in the
table until eventually there are m independent zeros (none sharing a
column or row), at which point the optimal solution is found.

Theorem 1 Let f be a feasible vertex labeling. If Gf contains a
perfect matching M , then M is an optimal matching for G. [17]
Proof Suppose that Gf has a perfect matching M . Then since Gf
is a spanning subgraph of G, M is also a perfect matching for G.
Also, since each vertex of G is covered once and once
P only by M ,
and
G
f is the equality subgraph of f , w(M ) =
e∈M w(e) =
P
f
(x).
But
if
N
is
any
perfect
matching
in
G
then
w(N ) =
Px∈V (G)
P
w(e)
≤
f
(x)
[17]
e∈M
x∈V (G)
Papadimitriou and Steglitz [16] proposed a data structure for the
Hungarian method that reduces the time complexity to O(mn2 ).
They kept a measure of the minimal slack on a set of edges that
only requires a single update as opposed to maintaining the slack for
all edges, where the slack of an edge is defined as slack(x, y) =
l(x) + l(y) − w(x, y).

3.4 Example
The following example, taken from [8], describes in simple terms
how a bipartite matching problem is solved sequentially using the

T1

T2

T3

The first stage of the Hungarian Method ensures that there is at
least one zero on each row and column. In this example 8,5 and 5
are subtracted from columns 1, 3 and 5 respectively, and then 4 is
subtracted from row 2. The new table of costs is presented in T2. We
inspect T2, looking for the largest set of independent zeros, which
equates to looking for the maximum matching in the Equality Subgraph Gf , consisting of the arcs with reduced costs of 0. The maximum matching we can achieve has cardinality of 4. Take for example the four independent zeros in c[2,3] , c[3,4] , c[4,1] , c[5,5] , that are
highlighted in bold in T3. The minimum cut in Gf also indicates a

minimal cover of zeros of the table T3 (columns 3,4,5 and row 4).
We require five independent zeros therefore further manipulation of
the table is required to produce a further zero. We therefore proceed
to look for the smallest element not covered by a line in T3. By inspecting T2 we can see this is c[5,1] corresponding to the value 2. We
can then subtract 2 from all entries in the table and then add 2 to all
entries in the rows and columns marked by the minimal covering. After this we then end up with table T4 in which there is an additional
zero.

T4

T5

A new minimal cover of zeros is calculated and the result of this
covering is visible in table T5. The cardinality of this covering is still
only 4 however. The process is repeated and the smallest uncovered
value is 4, c[3,2] . Subtracting 4 from all values and then adding to
the values under each of the lines in T5 we arrive at the table in T6,
whose minimal covering of cardinality 4 is also shown.

T6

T7

After this however the value 1, in c[1,1] can be made zero and the
resultant minimal covering has cardinality 5, therefore a solution has
been found. The bold zeros in T7 correspond to the solution, and the
total cost can be calculated from T1.
•
•
•
•
•

Provider 1 → Task 1
Provider 2 → Task 4
Provider 3 → Task 2
Provider 4 → Task 3
Provider 5 → Task 5

The minimum overall cost in this example is therefore 15 + 0 +
9 + 0 + 5 = 29. 4

4 Our Approach: m-Best-Robust Solutions
In our case we are looking for the m-Best-Robust matchings or in
other words, we are looking for the best matchings Mi = M (G \
xi ) when i = 1, . . . , m. Recall that optimal solutions are required
for each Grid Service Provider absent in turn, in order to determine
payments to each GSP. We use the term robust because each solution
is independent of at least one of the available providers x ∈ X,
therefore it could alternatively be viewed as being a range of robust
solutions to choose from if X is viewed as a set of machines in a Job
Shop Problem and one of the machines breaks down, for example.
4

Note however that if we were to determine prices for the providers we
would remove one column from the matrix and resolve. But this produces
a matrix in which m > n, therefore it is no longer a matching problem.
We must therefore introduce a rule that m < n if Vickrey-prices are to be
determined successfully.

The Hungarian Method is incremental in its solving of the problem, and we can take advantage of its ability to recompute the optimal matching in a single iteration when a single edge is discarded at a
node of the search tree. After computing the solution to the first minimum cost matching problem with a single vertex (the first in this
case) absent, then we can effectively discard all the edges incident
with the first vertex in our problem already computed and replace
them with the costs of the vertex that were missing from the previous
problem.
Algorithm 2: m-Best-Robust Solutions
input
: Bipartite Graph G = (X, Y, E) with |X| = m and
|Y | = n under the cost cij , with initial feasible
labeling f0
output
: Set of solutions S, where si ∈ S is the optimal
solution for G \ xi = (X \ xi , Y, E)
begin
Get optimal overall soln. so =Hungarian-Method(G,f0 )
s1 ,Gf1 ,f1 =Hungarian-Method(G \ x1 ,f0 )
S ← S ∪ s1
for i = 2 . . . m do
si ,Gfi ,fi
=Hungarian-Method(Gfi−1 \ xi−1 ∪
xi ,fi−1 )
S ← S ∪ si
Return S
end
It has been shown that by modifying one value in the cost matrix, an optimal solution can be calculated in < O(mn2 ), through
a simple augmenting path step. If m costs in a single row can be
changed and the solution recomputed in O(n2 ) then we can say
that the overall complexity of solving m bipartite matching problems
< O(m2 n2 ).
Theorem 2 Pricing for m providers bidding for n tasks, where
m < n, in the Vickrey-Clarkes-Groves mechanism can be computed
in O(mn2 ) time complexity using the Hungarian Method.
Proof Each stage of the Hungarian Method augments the matching by one edge therefore there is a maximum of m + 1 stages.
To analyse each stage, let us first examine the complexities for the
search and dual variable modifications separately. Search requires
O(n2 ) operations, because each vertex is examined sequentially and
never re-examined[16]. The removal of a vertex from X requires
O(n) operations. For dual variable modifications however, we either have a new vertex that is labeled or we have an augmentation.
We can therefore have a maximum of n dual variable modifications
at each stage. Each modification takes O(n) time so each stage requires O(n2 ) operations. Solving m problems from scratch incurs
m(m + 1) stages in total, therefore the overall time complexity becomes O((m2 + m)(n2 )) = O(m2 n2 ). In our algorithm however
we use Gf from the previous problem to our advantage. One of the
vertices in X is replaced by another and the subsequent problem
therefore only requires one further stage to modify the dual variables
and search for an augmenting path. The time complexity to solve m
subproblems becomes O(mn2 ). 5
5

We only need to solve m subproblems, even though there are n providers
because only m providers were assigned tasks in the original solution so
each one of these providers is omitted from each subproblem in turn.

5

Experimental Results

We have used an implementation of the Hungarian Method from
Donald Knuth’s Stanford GraphBase [11] that uses data structures
proposed in [16] and gives a time complexity of O(mn2 ). When calculating prices we have m+1 problems to compute so we’d naturally
expect the running time to become O(m2 n2 ), but the incremental
nature of the Hungarian Method allows us to change one row of the
matrix and recompute a solution in O(n2 ).
Solution times for solving matching problems using Hungarian Method
100

10

Additional constraints such as these and others are easily added
to the constraint programming implementation, whereas it is much
more difficult in a pure OR algorithm. In [4], reduced costs of separate assignment subproblems have been used for propagation in
a CLP framework. They adapted variable fixing to a CLP framework, and used it successfully for pruning domains. They created an
allDiffCost constraint for ILOG Solver that uses OR techniques
to achieve pruning with cost-based reasoning. This global constraint
embeds a Minimum Sum Linear Assignment Problem at each node
of the search tree, and with the resulting optimal solution facilitates
constraint propagation. Caseau and Laburthe [1] also created a similar global constraint, MinWeightAllDifferent, that is propagated using the Hungarian Method.

6.2
1
time

The following algorithm populates three matrices, oij , mij and dij .
Values mij are the entries in a n × n matrix representing the sum
of differences between bids of providers i and j when i’s bids are
offset by a minimal amount oij , so that provider i, pi , is always
more expensive than pj . Values dij represent the upper bounds on
soln(P \ pi ) for Problem P \ pj .
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Figure 3: Comparative Results for m-best-robust algorithm versus

solving all pricing problems from scratch on a logarithmic scale.

Our main interest in this graph, see Figure 3, are the three lines
representing the results for the m-best-robust algorithm. The slopes
of all three lines ≈ 1. This empirical evidence confirms the findings
of Theorem 2, that its time complexity is O(mn2 ). Also notice that
the naive approach of solving all pricing problems from scratch has
slope ≈ 2. This confirms its complexity is O(m2 n2 ).
These result answer an open question of Hershberger and Suri [9]
of whether a lower bound for the auctioning of m tasks amongst n
providers where m < n, can be reduced to less than that of computing n + 1 optimisation problems.

6

Agenda: Constraint Programming and
Truthfulness

Caseau and Laburthe [1] identified that CP is not competitive with
specialised OR techniques such as the Hungarian Method for solving
matching problems. CP becomes a far more plausible offering however, when searching for all optimal solutions or those within a given
distance of the optimum. Recall that in our case, we are interested in
solving the matching problem and then resolving the problem again
minus one resource for all n resources present. The constraint algorithm performs less computations per node of the search tree, therefore it can search large trees more quickly, whereas the Hungarian
Method searches narrower trees but requires more time at each node.

6.1

Problem Ordering Heuristics

Additional Constraints

The Assignment Problem has a property that adding any constant
value to any row of the cost matrix doesn’t change the optimal solution. This property allows us to add constraints limiting upper and
lower bounds for each subproblem and also permits a heuristic for
ordering of subproblems so that successive subproblems are likely to
have tight upper and lower bounds from previously solved problems.

Algorithm 3: Problem Ordering Heuristics
input
: Costs cij in a n × n matrix represent pi ’s bid for
task j.
output
: oij ,mij and dij
begin
for i = 1 . . . n do
for j = 1 . . . n do
if i = j then
oij = 0, mij = 0, dij = 0
else
oij = min
P k=1...n (cik − cjk )
mij = k=1...n (cik − cjk − oij )
dij = maxk=1...n (cik − cjk − oij )
end

Take an example where provider p1 s’ bids are all 5 units less
than p2 , therefore o1,2 = 5, m1,2 = 0 and d1,2 = 0. We can
safely say that the optimal solution for the problem with p2 missing, soln(P \ p2 ), is exactly 5 units less than soln(P \ p1 ) and
providers p1 and p2 perform the same task. However if two of p2 s’
bids are 6 greater, o1,2 = 6, m1,2 = 2 and d1,2 = 1, and we
can say the upper bound for P \ p1 is the solution of P \ p2 + 6.
Alternatively, if soln(P \ p1 ) is solved first, the upper bound on
soln(P \ p2 ) is the soln(P \ p1 ) − 6. Lower bounds can be similarly computed, and as the search progresses, these bounds become
tighter. Also note that if minj=1..n (c1j − c2j ) = (c1t − c2t ) then
soln(P \ p2 ) = soln(P \ p1 ) \ t and soln(P \ p2 , t) = p1 .
During search, the values in oij , mij and dij can be reduced as
the tasks are removed from possible domains. This enables further
propagation and inference, hence it is well suited to CP techniques.
Minimal values from dij can be used as a heuristic to select subsequent problems. We call this the min-upper-bound heuristic, whereas
selecting minimal values from mij is the most-similar-bid-profile
heuristic. We aim to investigate the potential benefits of these Vickrey pricing problem-ordering heuristics in future work,

6.3

Benefits of CP

One major benefit of constraint programming over operations research algorithms is its simplicity and straightforward implementation. Its compact program structure also permits more flexibility,
when different input constraints are required. Constraints offer easier
problem maintenance and in the case of m ≥ n, the specialised OR
matching algorithms no longer apply whereas CP can still find solutions. The OR algorithms are difficult to implement efficiently and
often rely on specialised data structures for good performance, [16]
describes a specialised data structure for the Hungarian Method for
example.
Solutions to all the pricing sub-problems must be optimal, thus
precluding non-deterministic search algorithms. Simulated annealing and genetic-based algorithms are both hill-climbing algorithms
with random components that allow escape from local maxima, but
aren’t guaranteed to find the optimal solution. A systematic search is
necessary in order to guarantee optimality, [1] and [4] provide evidence that constraints offer a promising alternative when more than
one solution to a matching problem is required.

7

Related Work

Hung et al. describe in [10] an algorithm for finding what they term
as “the most vital edges of matching in a bipartite graph”. An edge is
called a most vital edge (MVE), with respect to a weighted matching,
if its removal from the graph results in the largest decrease in the
total weight of the maximum matching. Or alternatively, the greatest
increase in cost in a minimal cost matching. The MVE algorithm
finds a maximal weighted matching with each edge removed in turn,
in order to find the most important edge. This is precisely what is
required to calculate Vickrey prices for each provider.
Their algorithm constructs an auxiliary digraph N from an original graph G, based on the optimal matching M ∗ . The shortest
paths in N are then found from ui to vi , where i = 1 . . . n. For
each edge e = (ui , vi ) ∈ M ∗ , calculate w(M ∗ ) − w(Me ) =
we + min{0, w[Pui ,vi ]. Choose the edges that have the largest value
of w(M ∗ )−w(Me ) = 0 for all e ∈ M ∗ , hence all edges in G are the
most vital edges. Dijkstra’s algorithm cannot be used because N may
contain edges of negative weight, so Floyd’s algorithm can be applied
to find the shortest paths in O(mn2 ). This result provides the same
time complexity as our algorithm using a different technique. One
of the advantages of their technique is that any bipartite weighted
matching algorithm can be used to solve the original problem, but an
advantage of our method is its simplicity and straghtforward implementation.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

Ensuring truthfulness amongst self-interested agents who are bidding against one another in an auction is computationally expensive.
The Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism guarantees that each of the
agent’s dominant strategy is to tell the truth, but it requires solving
n + 1 optimisation problems for n agents. This paper presented an
algorithm for computing prices for all agents in the same asymptotic
time complexity as solving just one problem in the case of n agents
bidding for m tasks where m < n, thus solving an open problem presented by Nisan and Ronen [14] for the specific case of task scheduling. This problem was also identified by Hershberger and Suri [9].
CP algorithms can work in harmony with OR algorithms to minimise the punitive computational burden of ensuring truthfulness.
Using propagation and inference techniques, it can aid the search
when the conditions for solutions are complicated by additional constraints.

We aim to examine which problem ordering heuristics work best
with realistic data and which constraints are most effective in reducing the search space. We also plan to investigate Branching CSPs [6],
because if we are expecting important tasks we need to ensure spare
capacity to cope with uncertain future demands. We will be conducting an empirical study of the benefits of using CP for task scheduling
within a pricing mechanism framework. Furthermore, we will generalise the study so that m tasks are auctioned amongst n providers,
where m ≥ n. We also aim to show that constraint technology can
make truthfulness more computationally feasible when allied with
OR algorithms in our future work.
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RecTree Centroid:
An Accurate, Scalable Collaborative Recommender
Jerome Kelleher and Derek Bridge1
Abstract. We present a Collaborative Recommender that uses a
user-based model to predict user ratings for specified items. The
model comprises summary rating information derived from a hierarchical clustering of the users. We compare our algorithm with several
others. We show that its accuracy is good and its coverage is maximal. We also show that the algorithm is very efficient: predictions can
be made in time that grows independently of the number of ratings
and items and only logarithmically in the number of users.

1 Introduction
Recommender Systems advise their users about which items (products, services or information) to consume. In Content-Based Recommenders, users articulate their requirements and the system matches
them against item descriptions. In Collaborative Recommenders,
which are the subject of this paper, no descriptions of requirements
or items are needed; the system bases its recommendations on information about the preferences of related users. Standardly, if there
are n users, U = {u : 1 . . . n}, and m items, I = {i : 1 . . . m},
preferences are represented using a n × m matrix r of ratings. User
u may explicitly supply his/her rating of item i, ru,i , or the system
may obtain an implicit rating from observing user actions. A rating
is typically represented by a Boolean or by a value from a numeric
scale. Note that it is possible and common that ru,i = ⊥, signalling
that the user has not yet rated that item. The user who is interacting
with the recommender, ua ∈ U , is called the active user. In the task
of prediction, the recommender system uses r to compute a predicted
rating pua ,i for active user ua and an item i for which rua ,i = ⊥.
Collaborative Recommenders differ in the amount of work they
do off-line, in advance of making predictions, and the amount of
work they do on-line, when making predictions. Off-line, the system builds a model from r: the ratings data is mined for association
rules, Bayesian networks or other structures that can capture regularities in the data. The model might be characterised as being either
user-based, where the model captures relationships between users
who have similar ratings, or item-based, where the model captures
relationships between items that have been rated similarly. Then, online, predictions are made from the model.
In model-based systems, most of the work is done off-line; then,
on-line, predictions are made using the model to the exclusion of
the ratings matrix r. For example, Breese et al. [1] describe a system that learns a Bayesian network with a node for each item, arcs
for item dependencies and decision trees at each node to encode the
conditional probabilities. For on-line predictions, the items that the

active user has rated are used as evidence variables, and the item-tobe-predicted, i, is the query variable.
In memory-based systems, little, if any, work is done off-line; predictions are made directly from r. An example of a purely memorybased system is the Exhaustive Recommender we describe in Section 3. It uses neigbourhood-based methods. Using the data in r,
the active user’s neighbourhood of recommender partners, i.e. the set
of users who have rated i whose ratings are most highly correlated
with the active user’s ratings, is obtained. Then a prediction is computed from a weighted combination of the neighbours’ ratings. Both
of these computations happen on-line.
There are many ways of combining model-based and memorybased approaches. In Section 3, for example, we describe the possibility of an Exhaustive Recommender that pre-computes a matrix
of all user-user correlations. This gives it a user-based model that
speeds up the on-line process of finding neighbours. The approach
still qualifies as memory-based because most prediction effort happens on-line and because, once the neighbours have been found, predictions are still computed directly from r.
In this paper, we propose a new approach that is purely modelbased. A user-based model is built using clustering techniques; predictions are made using summary information about the clusters.
In Section 3, we describe a memory-based recommender. We show
how it can be improved in Section 4. Section 5 explains the clustering algorithm we use in this work. Then in Section 6, we describe
our new model-based algorithm, which uses summary information
about the clusters for efficient, accurate predictions. Section 7 compares our results with those from related work. Before any of that, in
Section 2 we explain how we have evaluated the different algorithms.

2 Evaluation
We compare the performances of the different algorithms that are
described in this paper using two datasets: the MovieLens dataset
(www.grouplens.org) and the PTV dataset2 . Some of the characteristics of these datasets are reported in Table 1. The MovieLens
Table 1. Dataset Characteristics
Dataset
MovieLens
PTV

Department of Computer Science, University College Cork. Email:
jt.kelleher|d.bridge@cs.ucc.ie

No. of items
1682
8164

No. of ratings
100000
60000

dataset has been cleaned up to include only users who have rated at
2

1

No. of users
943
2341

We are grateful to ChangingWorlds for supplying us with this dataset. The
original dataset contains 60666 ratings but we removed 666 at random to
give a round number of ratings.

least 20 movies; the PTV dataset has not. Both are sparse, but the
PTV dataset is by far the sparser.
We have converted all ratings to z-scores in advance of using them
in the experiments described in this paper. This conversion gives a
very small improvement in the accuracy of the Exhaustive Recommender (Section 3) and significant improvements for the systems described in Sections 4 and 6.
In each experiment, the dataset is split into two disjoint sets, the
training set (80%) and the test set (20%). All results are subject to
five-fold cross validation, each time using a different 80/20 split. To
model the on-going use of a recommender system, experiments use
different total numbers of ratings. We report the effects on the accuracy, coverage and efficiency of the algorithms.
• To measure prediction accuracy, we use Mean Absolute Error
(MAE). MAE is calculated by averaging the absolute difference
between the algorithm’s predicted rating and the user’s actual rating (from the test set).
• Prediction coverage is measured by counting the number of times
the algorithm fulfils a prediction request and reporting this as a
percentage of the overall number of prediction requests made.
• To give an implementation-independent measure of prediction efficiency, we count Total Prediction Operations (TPO). We explain
exactly which operations are counted in Sections 3 and 6.
If a system receives widespread use, the numbers of users, items
and ratings are likely to be continually growing and to become extremely large. Hence, we are particularly interested in the scalability
of Collaborative Recommenders. It may be that improvements in,
for example, accuracy are not justified if they result in substantially
longer response times.
In this vein, we will also report the worst-case time complexity and
space complexity (which will include the size of the model, if there is
one) for the on-line components of the algorithms. And, we will also
discuss how easy it is to introduce new users, new items and new ratings. Some model-based approaches have particular problems with
new data. There may be no efficient, incremental way of revising the
model to take account of the new data. During the period between the
arrival of the new data and the periodic re-generation of the model,
the value of the system to its users may be diminished.

3 Exhaustive Recommender
The Exhaustive Recommender is a memory-based system whose performance is used as a baseline in comparisons with the other algorithms. We described it briefly in the previous section. Here we
present some of the details.
In [5], the Exhaustive algorithm was subjected to an extensive empirical investigation using the MovieLens dataset. The decisions that
we make below about the details of the algorithm (the choice of Pearson correlation as the similarity formula, the weighting factor of 50,
the choice of 20 as the size of the neighbourhood and the choice of
prediction formula) are based on the best results reported in [5]. We
use the exact same settings in all our other experiments using different algorithms. Because of the time it would take, we have not verified that these are the best settings for these other algorithms. These
other algorithms generally out-perform the Exhaustive algorithm. So
the effect of not finding the best settings is to understate the extent
to which they out-perform the Exhaustive algorithm. More questionably, we use the same settings in our experiments on the PTV dataset.
The Exhaustive algorithm works as follows:

• The similarity wua ,u between the active user ua and each other
user u 6= ua who has rated i is computed using Pearson Correlation [5].
wua ,u =
ˆ

Pm

i=1

(rua ,i − r̄ua )(ru,i − r̄u )
s
×
σ ua σ u
50

(1)

r̄ denotes a mean value and σ denotes a standard deviation, and
these are computed on co-rated items only. If a user has given the
same rating to all the co-rated items, his/her standard deviation
is zero and wua ,u is then defined to be zero (J.Herlocker, pers.
comm. 2002). Following [5], the Pearson Correlation coefficient
s
is weighted by a factor of 50
where s is the number of co-rated
items. This decreases the similarity between users who have fewer
than 50 co-rated items (who, even if their ratings are very similar,
are likely to be poor predictors).
• After computing the similarity between ua and each other user u
who has rated i, the 20 nearest neighbours are selected, i.e. the 20
for whom wua ,u is highest.
• The predicted rating pua ,i is computed from the neighbours’ ratings of i as follows:
pua ,i =
ˆ r̄ua +

Pk

u=1

(ru,i − r̄u )wua ,u

Pk

u=1

wua ,u

(2)

where k is the number of neighbours (in our case, 20). This is
essentially a weighted average of the neighbours’ ratings for item
i (weighted by their similarities). If pua ,i goes out of the range
of legal ratings, it is rounded to the nearest end-point of the range
(J.Herlocker, pers. comm. 2002).
In fact, we improve the prediction efficiency of this algorithm by
doing some off-line computation. We pre-compute a matrix of useruser similarities (Equation 1). This means that, on-line, we need only
find the 20 nearest neighbours who have rated i and compute their
prediction for i using Equation 2.
The accuracy, coverage and efficiency results for running this algorithm (and our other two algorithms) on the two datasets are shown
in Figures 1– 6. Figures 1 and 4 show that accuracy is good when the
dataset becomes less sparse. But Figures 2 and 5 show that coverage is not maximal. The real problem with this algorithm, however,
shown by Figures 3 and 6, is that it does not scale well. In these two
plots, we are counting the following operations: we count as one operation the check to see whether the user has rated i; then we count
all the comparisons needed to find the 20 nearest neighbours; and
then we count each rating that we aggregate when making the final
prediction.
The algorithm must compare the active user with all other users,
of which there are n, checking each to see whether they have rated i.
Finding the k nearest neighbours will require nk comparisons in the
worst case. The prediction formula then requires k steps, to compute
the average rating for i over the k neighbours. We are assuming here
that Equations 1 and 2 are reformulated to allow incremental computation, so means and standard deviations can be computed without
multiple passes through the co-rated items. The total cost is therefore
n(1 + k) + k. Taking k to be constant, the time complexity is O(n).
(Without the user-user matrix, it is O(nm).)
The space complexity is the cost of storing matrix r, which is
O(nm), plus the cost of storing the user-user matrix, which is
O(n2 ).
Irrespective of whether a user-user matrix is pre-computed or not,
this algorithm easily incorporates new users, new items and new ratings. We simply update r and, if applicable, we make incremental
updates to the similarities in the user-user matrix.
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4 Exhaustive with Defaults Recommender
There are occasions when the Exhaustive Recommender cannot
make a prediction. We can increase coverage by providing a strategy for making default predictions in such cases. A simple strategy
is, when no prediction can be made, predict i’s average rating in the
dataset.
But, in fact, we have found that both coverage and accuracy
can be increased if the default strategy is invoked more often. It
is well-known that non-personalised predictions can be more accurate in cases where the recommender does not have enough ratings
to provide an accurate personalised recommendation. Our Exhaustive with Defaults Recommender makes default predictions whenever the number of neighbours who have rated i falls below a minimum threshold. This, of course, includes the case where no neighbour has rated the item. In our experiments, the threshold we have
found to be best is actually 20. In other words, if the algorithm fails

if ∃u ∈ S : ru,i 6= ⊥
otherwise

(4)

This is simply the average rating for i over all users who have rated
i.
Exhaustive with Defaults is an algorithm with maximal coverage.
The only cases in which a prediction will still fail to be made are
those where no one in the whole dataset has rated i.
The default predictions (averages) can be pre-computed, and are
easily updated incrementally when new ratings arrive. The on-line
cost of providing any default prediction is, therefore, O(1). So, the
overall time and space worst case complexities of Exhaustive with
Defaults are no different from those of Exhaustive.
The advantage of including results for this algorithm in this paper
is that this algorithm provides fairer accuracy and efficiency comparisons with our RecTree Centroid Recommender (Section 6). Both
Exhaustive with Defaults and RecTree Centroid have maximal coverage. This means that accuracy and efficiency results can be compared
for exactly the same sets of predictions.
We turn now to the RecTree Centroid algorithm. We first explain
the way we cluster the data, and then we explain the RecTree Centroid Recommender itself.

5 The Clustering Algorithm
The clustering algorithm which we have chosen is called RecTree.
It builds a binary tree of clusters; it was previously used to cluster
users in [3]. RecTree recursively invokes the k-means clustering algorithm. In k-means, elements are repeatedly assigned to clusters on
the basis of their similarity to the cluster centre. We use Pearson Correlation, Equation 1, to compute similarities. The centres are initially
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seeds, provided as parameters. As the algorithm iterates, the centres
become the centroids of the existing clusters, where a centroid is a
new ‘dummy’ element formed by averaging ratings within the cluster. Specifically, the centroid of cluster c that contains users Uc gives
rating cent c,i to item i:
cent c,i =
ˆ avg i (Uc )

(5)

which uses Equation 4 to compute the average rating, but we compute this only for the users in cluster c.
We consider k-means to have converged when the size of all clusters is the same on two successive iterations. We found empirically
that convergence usually takes about 15 iterations. To ensure that the
algorithm always terminates, even on pathological data, we imposed
a complementary stopping criterion in the form of an iteration limit
of 20.
The RecTree algorithm calls k-means to split successive datasets

Algorithm 1 RecTree(parent, elements) [3]
v ← new node having elements as its contents
make v a child of parent
if elements size > max. leaf cluster size and no. of internals <
max. no. of internals then
centroid ← centroid of elements
seed1 ← the member of elements with min. correlation with
centroid
seed2 ← the member of elements\{seed1} with min. correlation with seed1
clusters ← k-means(elements, {seed1, seed2})
for all c in clusters do
c-elements ← elements in cluster c
RecTree(v, c-elements)
end for
end if
return v
size is greater than a pre-specified maximum leaf cluster size. It selects seeds using the ‘two mutually well separated centres policy’
[3]. The first seed is the element within the dataset whose distance
is greatest from the dataset centroid. The second seed is the element
which is most distant from the first seed.
RecTree terminates when the sizes of all leaf nodes are less than
or equal to the maximum leaf cluster size and so no more subdivision is required. In some cases, however, when data is not suitably
distributed, growth in the tree can be ‘lopsided’. This is where a very
small and a very large cluster are created at each invocation. In this
case we prevent the construction algorithm from over-partitioning the
data by limiting the number of internal nodes (in our case to 2000).
Because of this, the algorithm makes no guarantee about the size of
any leaf cluster; but if the algorithm terminates normally, leaf clusters
will have at most the maximum leaf cluster size number of elements.
For each user, we store a reference to the leaf cluster to which
s/he is ultimately assigned. This allows O(1) access to that cluster.
For each cluster (including interior clusters), we store the cluster’s
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Figure 7. Extract from a RecTree

centroid (Equation 5) to give O(1) access time to this information.
We can obtain some idea of the cost of walking and storing the
RecTree if we make some assumptions about the shape of the tree
that gets built. Let us idealise and assume that the two children of
a node share equally the users of their parent, i.e. the two children
are the same size, which is half their parent size. At any level of
the tree, this will give clusters whose sizes differ by at most one.
For n users and a maximum leaf cluster size of max , the height of
the tree h is dlog 2 n − log 2 max e, which is O(log2 n). There are
2h +2h−1 +. . .+1 nodes in the tree, which, given that h is O(log 2 n),
is O(n). There are dn/max e (or, equivalently, 2h ) leaf clusters.

6 RecTree Centroid Recommender
The RecTree Centroid Recommender is a model-based recommender. Predictions are obtained from the RecTree, which is used
as a user-based model.
Suppose the active user ua is a member of leaf cluster c. An initial prediction of ua ’s rating for item i is the average rating of i for
the users in cluster c, as given by the centroid. However, from Equations 5 and 4, we know that if no one in the cluster has rated i, then
cent c,i will be ⊥. In this event, the RecTree Centroid Recommender
visits the parent of cluster c and returns the rating for i given by the
parent’s centroid (if this is not ⊥). The algorithm climbs the RecTree
until it finds a centroid whose rating for i is not ⊥ or until it reaches
the root, in which case it returns the rating contained in the centroid
for the root (whether this be ⊥ or not).
For example, suppose that the active user belongs to the right-hand
leaf cluster in Figure 7. The ratings stored at this node are the average
ratings from the users that belong to this cluster. In particular, for
items 1, 3 and 4, the average ratings are 0.5, -1.4 and 1.2 respectively;
no-one in this cluster has rated item 2. If we want to predict the active
user’s rating for item 4, for example, we simply return the rating
stored at this node, i.e. 1.2. If we want to predict a rating for item 2,
we ascend the tree until we find a node at which there is a rating
for item 2 (or until we reach the root). Recall that a parent node
in the RecTree represents the union of the users associated with its
two child nodes. There is thus a greater likelihood that the parent’s
centroid will have a rating for i that is not ⊥. In Figure 7, for example,
the parent has a rating for item 2 because some of the users associated
with the left-hand child have rated item 2; so the prediction is 0.2.
The root node represents all users and so the root node’s centroid
will only have no rating for i if no one in the entire system has rated
item i.
It might be argued that, while this algorithm is certainly a collaborative one (since the preferences of other users are used to construct
the RecTree), it is a less personalised recommender: all users in the
same cluster receive the same predictions for items they have not
rated.
For the MovieLens dataset, we found experimentally that a maximum leaf cluster size of 300 gave the best results, and so (although

it may not be best for PTV) this is what we used for both MovieLens
and PTV in Figures 1– 6.
Figures 1 and 4 show that RecTree Centroid actually has lower
error than the Exhaustive Recommender for the sparsest datasets
and only has higher error as ratings grow beyond a certain point;
it is never more accurate than Exhaustive with Defaults but it is still
highly competitive. The use of z-scores makes a big difference: when
we used raw ratings (not plotted), error was much higher.
Coverage (Figures 2 and 5) is maximal, the same as Exhaustive
with Defaults. In both algorithms, the only circumstance in which a
prediction will not be made is if no user has rated item i.
But RecTree Centroid is very efficient. In Figures 3 and 6, the plot
(which counts tree node accesses) lies slightly above the x-axis. It
takes constant time to access a user’s leaf cluster. Then, in the worst
case, the algorithm climbs the whole tree, from the leaf cluster to the
root. So the worst case time is governed by the height of the tree,
dlog2 n − log2 max e. Importantly, then, prediction time is independent of the number of ratings (and items), and it is less than linear in
the number of users (O(log2 n)).
Space requirements are higher than for the Exhaustive algorithms,
but still acceptable. We must store the RecTree (2h + 2h−1 + . . . + 1
nodes, where h is the height of the tree). Each node stores just its
centroid, containing one rating per item, and so is of size m. We
must also store each user with a reference to his/her leaf cluster.
New users, new items and new ratings can all be accommodated
efficiently on-line. A new user must be inserted into the most appropriate leaf cluster. We would do this by walking down the tree from
the root to a leaf, at each step selecting the child for which the correlation between the new user’s ratings and the child’s centroid is the
greater. This will take time bounded by hm.
A new item simply requires that each centroid’s vector of ratings
be extended in length. A new rating (for an existing user and item)
requires updates to the centroid rating for that item in the user’s leaf
cluster and its ancestors. These updates can be done incrementally.
However, this will not have any affect on the predictions we would
make for the user who supplied the new rating: s/he is still in the
self-same cluster. To counter this, if a user supplies a large number of
new ratings, then it may be better to delete the user from his/her leaf
cluster (incrementally updating centroids in the tree appropriately),
and then treat this user as a new user. This gives the possibility, if
this user’s ratings are now much changed, that s/he will be placed
into one of the other clusters. Of course, this is still not as good as
re-generation of the tree, since it assumes that the existing clusters
are basically correct. Periodic re-generation will still be necessary.

7 Comparisons with Related Work
We look in particular here at work that uses clustering for Collaborative Recommenders. In [2], we claimed that clustering can be used
for two different purposes: partitioning and grouping. In partitioning, a dataset is divided so that search can be confined to one of the
partitions; in grouping, a dataset is divided and then a composite object (a ‘super-user’ or ‘super-item’) acts as proxy for the members of
the group.
In [2], we described the Clustered Users algorithm, which is a
neighbourhood-based algorithm that uses the RecTree to partition
users. Its search for neighbours is confined to users who are in the
same leaf cluster as the active user. Hence, all equations in Section 3
are used, but with u ranging only over members of c, the active user’s
leaf cluster.
In [2], we describe how Clustered Users makes non-personalised

predictions in certain cases. When we construct the RecTree, it is
possible that some leaf clusters will have very few members; if they
have fewer than a certain threshold (in our case 10), we call that
node of the tree an outlier node. During prediction, if the user’s leaf
cluster is an outlier node, then we ascend the RecTree one level and
use the centroid rating from the parent. This is similar to the recommender algorithm described by Chee [3]. Our results can be seen in
[2]. Clustered Users is much less accurate, has much lower coverage
but is more efficient than Exhaustive. However, Clustered Users is
not competitive with RecTree Centroid: its accuracy, coverage and
efficiency are worse across all dataset sizes.
We have recently investigated a variant of Clustered Users. We
abandon the idea of outlier nodes, and instead we incorporate ideas
from Exhaustive with Defaults and RecTree Centroid. Specifically,
if the number of neighbours (still drawn from the active user’s leaf
cluster) who have rated i falls below a minimum threshold, we invoke the RecTree Centroid method of finding a rating, i.e. we climb
the RecTree until we reach either the root or a node whose centroid
includes a rating for i other than ⊥. We have not published the results
for this algorithm because, unfortunately, it is not competitive. On the
positive side, its coverage is maximal. But, its accuracy is worse than
Exhaustive with Defaults and RecTree Centroid for all dataset sizes.
And, while it remains more efficient than Exhaustive algorithms, the
fact that it is still memory-based means that it is much slower than
RecTree Centroid.
Breese et al. describe a model-based approach in which users are
clustered probabilistically [1]. A prediction takes the form of a probability for a rating. It is not possible to compare their results directly
with ours because they use different datasets and different evaluation measures. One observation, however, is that their clustering algorithm performed relatively poorly compared with their Bayesian
network and memory-based approaches. Since our clustering method
does well against our memory-based method, this gives us reason to
hope that we have found a better way of using clustered data.
Fisher et al. use just the k-means algorithm to group users [4].
They store the centroids of the clusters, but they have no tree as we
do. To make predictions, their Clustered Pearson Predictor treats the
centroids as super-users and seeks neighbours only among the superusers. This was the most accurate and scalable of the algorithms they
used. But, their results are given for a different dataset from ours and
are not plotted for different total numbers of ratings. So, again, no
direct comparison can be given. One observation is that their dataset
contained 60000 users for which they created 5000 clusters; to find
neighbours therefore requires at least 5000 operations. If we had built
a RecTree for this dataset (assuming a maximum leaf cluster size of
300 again), the height of the tree, which determines prediction effort,
would have been dlog 2 60000 − log 2 300e ≈ 7.
It is possible, of course, to cluster items instead of, or as well as,
users. O’Connor & Herlocker partition items using Pearson correlation [7]. To make a prediction for item i, the Exhaustive algorithm is
applied only to co-rated items from i’s partition. O’Connor & Herlocker expected accuracy and coverage to be higher, but found experimentally that this was not so, irrespective of which of several
clustering algorithms they used. Efficiency, of course, improves but
continues to take time proportional to the number of users.
In [2], we describe an algorithm we call Clustered Items in which
we group items, to produce super-items. This gives a denser dataset.
Applying the Exhaustive algorithm to this denser dataset gives accuracy that is only a little worse than Exhaustive and coverage that
is slightly higher than Exhaustive. Coverage is still not maximal although one could introduce default predictions to obtain maximal

coverage. As one would expect with a denser dataset, the algorithm
is far less efficient than Exhaustive.
It is possible to cluster both users and items. In [2], we plotted results for a Dual Clustered algorithm. We partitioned users first and
then grouped items into super-items. We chose this ordering to avoid
the reduction in accuracy that would occur if we were to cluster
users after their ratings for items had been ‘collapsed’ into ratings
for super-items. To make a prediction, the algorithm first finds the
item’s super-item and then applies neighbourhood-based methods to
the user’s cluster to make a prediction for the super-item. Unfortunately, this was our least efficient and least accurate algorithm.
In [8], Ungar & Foster cluster users based on items, and then items
based on users; then users are clustered based on item clusters, and
items based on user clusters; and then this is repeated three times.
The item clustering can be done from data in the ratings matrix r but,
in their experiments on real CD purchase data, item clustering was
done in a content-based way, by CD artiste. Experimental prediction
results are not given.
In contrast, Kohrs & Merialdo cluster users and items independently into two cluster hierarchies [6]. The hierarchies are produced
in a way that is highly similar to the way we build our RecTrees.
Their prediction formula is very different: they use a weighted sum
of the centroids of all nodes on the path in the user’s hierarchy from
the user’s leaf cluster to the root and all nodes on the path in the
item hierarchy from the item’s leaf cluster to the root. The weights
are based on cluster distortion, this being the sum of the distances
between ratings and the centroid rating. Results are presented for a
different dataset from ours. We regard a proper comparison between
their algorithm and ours to be an objective of our future work.
In conclusion, we have proposed two new algorithms, Exhaustive
with Defaults and RecTree Centroid. Both have maximal coverage.
Their relative usefulness, therefore, depends on the trade-off between
accuracy and efficiency: Exhaustive with Defaults is marginally more
accurate, while RecTree Centroid is hugely more efficient. In the domains in which Collaborative Recommenders are used, there may
be tens of thousands, if not millions, of items and users. In domains
with these characteristics, RecTree Centroid has the greater promise:
it is likely to meet response time requirements, while still making
reasonably accurate predictions.
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Evaluation-Based Semiring Meta-Constraints 1
Jerome Kelleher and Barry O’Sullivan 2
Abstract. Classical constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) provide an expressive formalism for modelling and solving many realworld problems. However, classical CSPs prove to be restrictive in
any situation where uncertainty, fuzziness, probability, optimisation
or partial satisfaction are intrinsic. Soft constraints alleviate many of
the restrictions imposed by classical constraint satisfaction. In particular, soft constraints provide a basis for capturing notions such as
vagueness, uncertainty and cost in the CSP model. In this paper we
focus on the semiring-based approach to soft constraints. We present
an overview of soft constraints, and the recent functional formulation
of the semiring framework in particular, which also plays a tutorial
role in this paper. Furthermore, we present a new evaluation-oriented
scheme for implementing meta-constraints, which can be applied to
any existing implementation to improve its time and space efficiency.

1

Introduction

Classical constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) provide an expressive formalism for modelling and solving many real-world problems.
CSPs allow us to express constraints over variables; these constraints
state the allowed combinations of instantiated values for variables. In
this way we can declaratively state problems and pass the burden of
finding solutions to these problems onto the constraint solver.
However, classical CSPs prove to be restrictive in any problems
in which uncertainty, fuzziness, probability, optimisation or partial
satisfaction are intrinsic. Soft constraints alleviate many of these restrictions imposed by classical constraint satisfaction. We present an
overview of the semiring framework for soft constraint satisfaction,
which can handle all of the above aspects of softness as well as traditional crisp constraints in a unified and elegant manner.
In this paper we discuss the specification and implementation of
semiring meta-constraints (constraints which depend on other constraints). We show that implementing meta-constraints using the
compilation-based approach is fundamentally flawed and results in
any algorithm which utilises these useful abstractions having exponential time and space complexity. We show how these problems can
be very simply resolved by instead adopting an evaluation-based approach to specifying and evaluating these constraints, which we show
to be unrestrictive for the definition of more complex constraint processing algorithms.
We advocate the use of semiring meta-constraints to reduce the
complexity of defining algorithms to efficiently solve soft constraint
problems. Such algorithms have been defined in the system given in
[2], which are unfortunately highly inefficient due to the representation of meta-constraints used.
Therefore, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
1
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• We present an overview of soft constraints, and the recent functional formulation of the semiring framework in particular, which
is useful for tutorial purposes;
• We present a new evaluation-oriented scheme for implementing
meta-constraints. This scheme can be applied to any existing implementation to alleviate problems of excessive space usage which has concomitant negative implications for the time complexity of constraint processing algorithms.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces some of the
schemes for solving soft constraint problems over different domains
of interest, and shows how these all use different ideas of consistency
and satisfaction. Section 3 then shows how the semiring framework
of Bistarelli et al. [3, 4, 5] can unify many disparate models of constraint satisfaction by using a semiring structure to represent consistency levels and the operations needed to combine and compare those
levels. We explain semiring meta-constraints and provide some pedagogical examples of evaluation-based meta-constraints. In Section 4
we present a brief discussion of the applicability of local-consistency
techniques to soft constraint problems, and of the inherent limitations
of any system which utilises these techniques. Section 6 presents our
scheme for the implementation of evaluation-based meta-constraints,
and Section 7 presents some basic results on the runtime efficiency
that can be expected for systematic search using these abstractions
over problems of different tightness. Finally, Section 8 summarises
the ideas of this paper and hints at possible future lines of work.

2 Soft Constraints
In this section we informally present an overview of some of the
different models for soft constraints which can be cast in the semiring
framework (for a more formal and complete treatment of this subject
the reader is referred to the literature [3, 4]). For each of the models
we will note three separate facets of the model: the set of consistency
values used in the model, the operation used to combine consistency
values to determine a total consistency value, and the operation used
to compare consistency values to determine which is ‘better’, if any.
We use the term ‘consistency’ (or α-consistency [5]) here to denote the degree to which a particular problem is satisfied, according to whatever criteria specified in that particular model. This is an
extension of the idea of consistency from classical constraint satisfaction where a problem is consistent if it contains a solution and
inconsistent otherwise. In soft constraints we do not have a simple
boolean concept of consistency, which allows us to specify any number of optimisation schemes.
In the following discussion we will use the ideas of variables and
constraints. Informally, a variable is any single element of a problem
which can be assigned values from a fixed domain. A constraint is
then a function over some set of variables which returns a consistency
value when evaluated for some instantiation of its variables.

2.1

Vagueness

Fuzzy constraints [7, 15] are a significant extension of classical constraint satisfaction. Fuzzy constraints allow us to deal with imprecision and vagueness in constraint-based reasoning by defining constraints as fuzzy set membership functions. The set of consistency
values is then defined as the continuous interval [0, 1], 0 denoting
definite exclusion of a value from a fuzzy set, 1 denoting definite inclusion in the fuzzy set and all of the intermediate values representing
an object’s degree of membership of the fuzzy set in question. This
is usually interpreted as the degree to which a given constraint is
satisfied by a particular instantiation of its variables. This greatly enriches the expressiveness of the constraint satisfaction paradigm as
we can naturally express, for example, user preferences, which are
often imprecise and vague, and very rarely crisp.
Combining two fuzzy constraints is then equivalent to finding the
intersection of two fuzzy sets. For this reason we use the min function, as this is the method used to define the membership function of
the intersection of two fuzzy sets. To compare two consistency values
to determine which is better we use the max function, as this allows
us to determine which value satisfies constraints the most.
Fuzzy constraints can also model ([1]) Partial Constraint Satisfaction [9] which allows for solutions to be found even when a problem
is over constrained in classical constraint satisfaction. Fuzzy constraints can also easily model prioritised constraints [6], in which
constraints have associated levels of importance.

2.2

Uncertainty

Probabilistic constraint satisfaction can be used to model uncertainty
in constraint-based reasoning. In this context the consistency level
returned by evaluating a constraint is interpreted as the probability of
the event represented by that instantiation occurring; hence the set of
consistency values is drawn from the interval [0, 1]. Each constraint
is then an independent probability function.
To compute the total probability of two independent events we use
the product rule, i.e. P (A and B) = P (A) × P (B). Therefore, to
combine consistency values in the probabilistic CSP model we use
multiplication of reals. The best solution of a probabilistic CSP is
obviously the instantiation of the variables with the highest probability. Hence, to compare consistency levels we use the max function.

2.3

Cost

Weighted CSPs are used to model situations when problems have sets
of individual weighting functions associated with variables. The result of evaluating a constraint function under an instantiation is then
the cost of this instantiation according to that particular function. The
overall cost of a complete instantiation of the variables is then computed by summing the individual costs of each cost function. This
allows us to declaratively state very complex optimisation problems
using a problem decomposition approach.
To find a solution to a problem of this type we wish to find a configuration which minimises the total cost over all functions. The maximum consistency possible represents a cost of zero - the closer that
we can get to this ideal the better. The minimum consistency possible
represents an infinite cost, which we can use to model configurations
which are either highly undesirable or indeed impossible. Therefore,
the set of all possible consistency values is the reals.
This allows us to model optimisation problems in which the minimisation of overall cost (time, money, resources, etc) is paramount.
This describes a large class of real-world optimisation problems.

3

Semiring Framework

The semiring framework for constraint satisfaction is based upon the
central observation that a semiring (a set together with two operations which satisfy certain properties) is all that is needed to describe
many constraint satisfaction schemes. The semiring set provides the
levels of consistency, which can be interpreted as cost, degrees of
preference, probabilities or any other criteria consistent with the requirements of the framework. The two operations then allow us to
combine (×) and to compare (+) consistency levels from this set.
In the interest of brevity we will restrict our discussion of the
semiring framework under the functional formulation [5] to a brief
statement of the basic ideas involved. For a more detailed and rigorous treatment of the subject the reader is referred to the literature
[1, 3, 4, 5], where many key results pertaining to this framework are
proved.
Semirings. A c-semiring
hA, +, ×, 0, 1i such that:

(constraint-semiring)

is

a

tuple

• A is the set of all consistency values and 0, 1 ∈ A. 0 is the lowest
consistency value and 1 is the highest consistency value;
• +, the additive operator, is a closed, commutative, associative and
idempotent operation such that 1 is its absorbing element and 0 is
its unit element;
• ×, the multiplicative operator, is a closed and associative operation such that 0 is its absorbing element, 1 is its unit element and
× distributes over +.
The c-semirings for some typical instances of the semiring framework are:
•
•
•
•
•

Crisp CSP: h{f alse, true}, ∨, ∧, f alse, truei;
Fuzzy CSP: h{x | x ∈ [0, 1]}, max, min, 0, 1i;
Probabilistic CSP: h{x | x ∈ [0, 1]}, max, ×, 0, 1i;
Weighted CSP: hR+ , min, +, +∞, 0i;
Set-based CSP: h℘(A), ∪, ∩, ∅, Ai.

Constraint Problems. Given a semiring S = hA, +, ×, 0, 1i and
an ordered set of variables V over a finite domain D, a constraint is
a function which, given an assignment η : V → D of the variables,
returns a value of the semiring. By using this notation we define U =
η → A as the set of all possible constraints that can be built starting
from S, D and V .
In this functional formulation of the semiring framework each constraint is a function (as defined in [5]) and not a pair (as defined in
[3, 4]). Each constraint function involves all the variables in V , but
it depends on the assignment of only a finite subset of them. For example, a binary constraint cx,y over variables x and y, is a function
cx,y : V → D → A, but it depends only on the assignment of variables {x, y} ⊆ V . We call this subset the support of the constraint.
More formally, consider a constraint c ∈ U. We define its support
as supp(c) = {v ∈ V | ∃η, d1 , d2 .cη[v := d1 ] 6= cη[v := d2 ]},
where
(
d
if v = v 0 ,
0
η[v := d]v =
ηv 0 otherwise.
Note that cη[v := d1 ] means cη 0 where η 0 is η modified with the
assignment v := d1 (that is, the operator [ ] has precedence over
application).
A soft constraint satisfaction problem is a pair hC, coni where
con ⊆ V and C is a set of constraints: con is the set of variables of
interest for the set of constraints C, which may also concern variables
not in con.

3.1

Semiring Meta-Constraints

In this paper we introduce the term semiring meta-constraints (or
more concisely, meta-constraints) as a convenient means of referring
to constraint functions defined over other constraints in the semiring framework. Several classes of meta-constraints have been defined
in the literature, including combination constraints, projection constraints, solution constraints and blevel constraints [1, 3, 4, 5]. In this
paper we will focus on combination and projection meta-constraints
as both solution and blevel meta-constraints are defined in terms of
these primitives.
CombinationN
Meta-Constraints.
the set U , the combinaN Given Q
tion function
is defined as ( C)η = c∈C cη. This function
takes a set of constraints and returns a combination meta-constraint.
This definition is the straightforward extension of the ⊗ function [5]
to sets of constraints.
Informally, combination meta-constraints represent the constraint
which is equivalent to all of the constraints in C combined together.
This is a very useful abstraction as it allows us to perform all reasoning over single constraints instead of cumbersome sets of constraints.
To evaluate a given combination meta-constraint for an instantiation
of the variables η simply involves evaluating all of its constituent
constraints under η and combining the individual consistency values
using the semiring × operator.
Projection Meta-Constraints. Given a constraint c ∈ U and
a variable v ∈ supp(c),Pthe projection function ⇓ is defined as
(c ⇓(supp(c)−{v}) )η =
d∈D cη[v := d]. This function takes a
constraint and a set of variables as parameters and returns the constraint which is equivalent to the original constraint with its support
reduced to the specified set of variables.
Informally, projecting a constraint c over the set of variables
(supp(c) − {v}) returns a constraint c0 which is equivalent to c with
the variable v removed from the support. This is done by evaluating
cη[v := d] (for the instantiation of interest) for all domain values d in
the domain of v, and returning the sum of all of these individual consistency values using the semiring additive operator +. Effectively
then, the value returned from evaluating c0 η is the maximum consistency value possible for the instantiation of variables η if we can
choose any value for the instantiation of v.

3.2

An Example

In this section we present an example weighted constraint problem.
In this problem we have two variables, x and y defined over the domain D = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. As this is a weighted constraint problem
we use the semiring S = hR+ , min, +, +∞, 0i. In a problem of
this type we have a set of cost functions defined over the variables
of interest; each individual cost function describes the cost of one
specific section of a configuration under a particular instantiation of
that variable or the cost of instantiations over related variables (nonunary constraints). For simplicity we define a generic cost function
cost(a, n) = (n − a)2 to enable us to easily demonstrate the ideas
in question. In general however, any arbitrary function can be used
to describe costs.
In particular, we will define three constraints denoted cx , cy and
cx,y defined as follows,

stance, the ideal value for x according to cx is 2 and any instantiation
where x is not set to this value will be penalised proportional to the
square of its distance from this value. Binary constraint cx,y is used
to illustrate the idea that we can easily model complex interrelationships between variable instantiations.
The constraint problem in this example is then given by P =
h{cx , cy , cx,y }, {x, y}i. To allow us to demonstrate the ideas of evaluation oriented meta-constraints introduced in this paper we will give
examples of combination and projection meta-constraints over this
problem.
Combination. In this example we demonstrate the evaluation of
a combination meta-constraint. To evaluate a combination metaconstraint for a particular instantiation we must evaluate each of the
constituent constraints under the instantiation in question and find the
product of these values using the semiring multiplicative operator.
In particular, we demonstrate the evaluation
of the combination
N
of the constraints cx , cy and cx,y - i.e. {cx , cy , cx,y } - under the
instantiation where x has the value 1 and y has the value 5 (η[x :=
1, y := 5]), i.e.,
N
( {cx , cy , cx,y })η[x := 1, y := 5] =
cx η[x := 1, y := 5] = cost(2, 1) = 1
×s
cy η[x := 1, y := 5] = cost(4, 5) = 1
×s
cx,y η[x := 1, y := 5] = cost(1, 4) = 9.
As the semiring multiplicative operator in this case is addition over
reals, the overall cost associated with this instantiation of the variables η[x := 1, y := 5] is 11.
Projection. In this example we demonstrate a projection metaconstraint evaluation. In particular we will demonstrate the evaluation of the projection of the constraint cx,y over the set {x}, i.e.
the meta-constraint where we remove y from the support of cx,y .
Specifically then, we will evaluate cx,y ⇓{x} under the instantiation
η[x := 1, y := 5], i.e., the instantiation where x has the value 1 and
y has the value 5.
To evaluate the projection of a constraint over a particular subset of
its support for a given instantiation we must evaluate the constraint in
question for all domain values of variables which have been removed
from the support. We then find the sum of all of the individual consistency values using the semiring additive operator, +s .
In this particular example we are projecting the constraint cx,y
over the set {x}. This means we are removing the variable y from
the support of the constraint. When we remove a variable from the
support of a constraint we are effectively saying that we are not interested in this variable, and we therefore wish to find highest consistency value possible if we can assign any value from D to this
variable. To do this we must evaluate the constraint in question for
all possible instantiations of y, i.e.,
(cx,y ⇓{x} )η[x := 1, y := 5]
cx,y η[x := 1, y := 1]
cx,y η[x := 1, y := 2]

cx η = cost(2, x),
cy η = cost(4, y),

cx,y η[x := 1, y := 3]

cx,y η = cost(1, y − x).

cx,y η[x := 1, y := 4]

Unary constraints cx and cy are intended to represent the costs associated with an instantiation deviating from an ideal value. For in-

cx,y η[x := 1, y := 5]

=
=
+s
=
+s
=
+s
=
+s
=

cost(1, 0)

=

1

cost(1, 1)

=

0

cost(1, 2)

=

1

cost(1, 3)

=
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cost(1, 4)

=

16.

As the semiring additive operator for the weighted semiring is the
min function over reals, the result of evaluating this constraint is 0.
One important idea illustrated in this example is the concept of the
support of a constraint. In this example, the support of cx,y ⇓{x} is
{x}. This means that this constraint depends only on the assignment
of values to variable x. This is demonstrated in the example when
we evaluate the constraint cx,y ⇓{x} under the instantiation η[x :=
1, y := 5], but we evaluate the constraint that it depends on (cx,y ) for
all instantiations where x := 1 and y := d.

4

Local Consistency in Soft Constraints

The application of local-consistency techniques has been highly successful in classical constraints. Local-consistency techniques choose
sub-problems in which to eliminate local inconsistency and then iterate this elimination in all chosen sub-problems until stability. The
most widely used local-consistency techniques are arc-consistency
algorithms, in which sub-problems contain only one constraint.
These techniques have been used to increase search efficiency in
crisp CSPs very successfully.
In [4, 3] the authors explored the applicability of local-consistency
techniques to instances of the semiring framework, and found that an
extra restriction must be placed on the framework to allow for the application of these methods3 . This extra restriction is the requirement
that the × semiring operation be idempotent for local-consistency
techniques to be meaningful. Specifically, if the × operator is not
idempotent, then, in general, any local consistency algorithm cannot
be guaranteed to:
1. terminate;
2. return a problem which is equivalent to the original one;
3. be independent of non-deterministic choices made during the algorithm.
Requiring the × operator to be idempotent is a severe limitation on the expressiveness of the semiring framework. The operation
× : A × A → A is idempotent if for all a ∈ A , a × a = a. As
the multiplicative operation is used for combining consistency values this is an unnatural restriction, as this disallows the cumulative
aggregation of consistency values. For instance, the standard addition (weighted semiring) and multiplication (probabilistic semiring)
operations defined over the reals do not satisfy this property.
On the other hand, in [3, 4] the authors showed that the concept
of Dynamic Programming can be usefully applied to any instance of
the semiring framework, without requiring the idempotency of the
× operation. This may be a fruitful direction for research into more
efficient soft constraint solving algorithms.

5

Existing Implementations

In this section we discuss the published implementations of the
semiring framework. There are a number of issues with these implementations: these range from limitations on the types of semirings
that can be handled, to runtime efficiency issues.

5.1 clp(FD,s)
In [11] the authors present an extension of the clp(FD) [8] system, clp(FD,s). This system provides an efficient means of solving constraint problems defined over a subset of the semirings in the
semiring framework. However, no implementation of the combination and projection meta-constraints is provided.
In this system, the authors explicitly restrict the scope of the solver
to those semirings in which × is idempotent, and hence do not sup3

Subject to certain caveats.

port the full generality of the semiring framework. Many of the techniques used to gain efficiency utilise properties only present in semirings where the multiplicative operation is idempotent. This may seem
like a reasonable compromise; however, this design decision prevents
problems defined over the Probabilistic and Weighted semirings from
being solved using this system.

5.2

Soft CHR

In [2] the authors present an implementation of the semiring framework based on CHRs [10]. CHRs allow for the simplification and
propagation of constraints and have been successfully deployed in
dozens of projects to implement various crisp solvers. However, as
propagation cannot be applied to instantiations where the multiplicative operation is not idempotent, the usefulness of CHRs is limited in
this context.
However, the system does provide several algorithms which can be
used over all instances of the semiring framework, including Branch
& Bound algorithms with both variable and constraint labelling, as
well as a Dynamic Programming search algorithm. Unfortunately,
the implementation of meta-constraints in this system severely limits
the applicability of these useful algorithms.
In this system all meta-constraints are represented extensionally as
a list of tuple-consistency pairs, using the compilation-based scheme
(see Section 6). Savings in space usage are attained by not storing
tuples with consistency of zero. However, in general, a k-ary metaconstraint will require exponential time and space to compile and
store. Moreover, many of the more complex operations for this system - such as the dynamic-programming solver - use this operation
heavily, ensuring that these operations require exponential time and
space also.
In the next section we present a simple method to solve this problem of exponential time and storage. Hopefully, this new method can
be integrated into the system, which may allow the useful general
purpose algorithms provided in the system be applied to non-trivial
problems.

6

A New Approach to Implementing
Meta-Constraints

While a large amount of work has been published on the theoretical
aspects of soft constraints, apart from the two implementations mentioned in Section 5 very little has been published on the subject of
practical implementation of soft constraints. We advocate the use of
semiring meta-constraints as a useful abstraction to reduce the difficulty of implementing efficient algorithms to solve soft constraint
problems in general.
However, currently meta-constraints are not viable as they are both
specified and implemented using a compilation-based approach. By
compilation-based we mean that when a meta-constraint function is
created a lookup table of all possible input values and their corresponding output results is computed and stored. This approach is
extraordinarily wasteful of both computing time and space. For instance, if we had a ternary meta-constraint function over variables
with domains of size twenty, we would need to compile a lookup
table with 8000 entries. In general, if we have a compilation based
meta-constraint function over a set of variables V with domain D,
then we will require a lookup table with |D||V | entries to fully encode the function. This means we need exponential time and space
to construct these functions.
For example, consider the function f (x, y) shown in Table 1. In
this example we show a function which is composed of two functions over different variables with their respective results added to-

Table 1.

Compilation-based function f (x, y) = x2 + y 3 defined over
domain {1, . . . , 5}.
x
1
1
1
..
.
5

y
1
2
3
..
.
5

x2 + y 3
2
9
28
..
.
150

gether. This is analogous to a combination meta-constraint, which is
a function composed of a number of separate functions over different variables with their results combined together using some simple
operation. The variables in this function x and y are defined over the
domain D = {1, . . . , 5}. Even with this tiny domain, it is necessary to truncate the lookup table which we are using for explanatory
purposes.

6.1 The Evaluation-Oriented Approach
A far more economical (and indeed simpler) method of implementing meta-constraint functions is to simply store the original constraint
functions that are involved and evaluate these as required with the instantiation of interest. This approach is a N
direct implementation
of the
Q
definition of the combination function, ( C)η = c∈C cη. In this
way we can create a new meta-constraint function in constant time
and with space linear in the number of constraints involved. This is
the evaluation-based method of implementing meta-constraints.
One possible criticism of this evaluation-based approach is that
there may be situations where we need know the value of all possible instantiations for a particular meta-constraint, and furthermore,
we may need to find out the value of a particular instantiation many
times. However, these situations are hard to imagine and still do not
warrant the storage of all possible instantiations. If we wish to find
the value of every possible instantiation for a given meta-constraint
we can simply iterate through all possible instantiations and evaluate
the constraint for that instantiation. If the value of an instantiation
will be needed many times, it is the responsibility of the specific algorithm which requires this property to determine if it is worthwhile
caching the value, not the function which calculates it.
Furthermore, if we make the not-unreasonable assumption that
in the majority of constraint processing algorithms that we define,
we will want to find the value of the least number of instantiations
possible, the compilation scheme is highly undesirable. To sum up,
any algorithm that we define in terms of compilation based metaconstraints will have exponential time and space complexity, regardless of the semantics of the algorithm itself.

6.2 Combination Evaluation
Combination meta-constraints are an extremely useful abstraction as
they allow us to treat a set of constraints as a single constraint. Thus,
any reasoning or operations that deal with constraints can be defined
over a single constraint as we can refer to any set of constraints by
their combination as a single constraint. This simplifies both theoretical and practical work with constraints.
Combination is a universal operation in constraint satisfaction.
Any form of constraint processing which deals with distinct sets of
constraints can all be expressed in terms of this operation. Therefore
any improvements we make in the time or space efficiency of this
operation will have knock-on effects on any other more sophisticated
constraint processing that we perform.
To evaluate a combination meta-constraint defined over the set of

Algorithm 1 CombinationEvaluate(η)
a←1
for all c ∈ C do
a ← a × cη
if a = 0 then
return 0
end if
end for
return a
constraints C at runtime for a given instantiation η we use Algorithm
1. In this algorithm we simply iterate through all of the constraints
in C and evaluate each one under the instantiation in question. To
prevent unnecessary computation, we use the fact that 0 is the absorbing element of the × operation. In this way, we know that if any
single function evaluates to 0 then the entire combination constraint
will also evaluate to 0 and we can therefore immediately return 0.
As this lazy-evaluation leverages the full generality of the semiring
framework, it applies to all instances. For example, in the crisp semiring, this optimisation reduces to the lazy evaluation of the boolean
AND operation; over the fuzzy semiring, it reduces to the lazy evaluation of the min function defined over the interval [0, 1].

7

Experimental Evaluation

In this section we present some results on a prototype branch
and bound solver developed using combination meta-constraints. To
quantitatively determine the performance implications of using an
evaluation-oriented method for representing meta-constraints, combination meta-constraints in this system are implemented using both
the compilation and evaluation scheme. Specifically, we tested the
number of constraint evaluations required to find the set of best solutions to random soft constraint problems using compilation and evaluation based combination meta-constraints.
To generate random soft constraint problems we follow the
methodology adopted in [14], in which random Fuzzy CSPs are generated with four specific properties: the number of variables n, the
number of domain values per variable m, the density d and tightness
t. The tightness of a problem is defined as the number of instantiations which evaluate to 0 over the total number of instantiations
for each binary constraint. The remaining instantiations are then assigned a consistency value from the interval (0, 1], which is randomly
generated with a uniform distribution. To ensure that anomalous results are not reported over random problems, we performed 50-fold
cross validation over results obtained, i.e., we generated 50 random
Fuzzy problems with the required specifications and report the average results over these instances.
To implement compilation-based meta-constraints as efficiently
as possible we used Algorithm 1 to compute the associated semiring value for each instantiation of the variables in the support of
the meta-constraint in question, thus minimising the number of constraint evaluations required. To minimise space requirements, we follow the methodology used in [2] and store only associations between
instantiations with non-zero semiring values.
For each problem instance we count the number of constraint evaluations required to find the set of best solutions to the problem using
a branch and bound algorithm. This is a vital operation for any soft
constraint solver. Figure 1 shows the results of these experiments.
Plotted on the x-axis is the problem tightness, or the proportion of
instantiations in each constraint which evaluate to zero and on the
x-axis the number of constraint evaluations required to find the set of
best solutions.

600000

Furthermore, we focused on some critical issues related to the implementation of semiring-based constraint solvers. We presented a
new evaluation-oriented scheme for implementing meta-constraints,
which can be applied to any existing implementation to significantly
improve its performance in terms of both space and time complexity.
In future work we intend to investigate the viability of building
a general purpose soft constraint solver using an object-oriented language. In particular, we intend to develop an object-oriented soft constraint solver modelled in part after the benchmark crisp constraint
system, ILOG Solver [12, 13].
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Figure 1. Branch and Bound search using evaluation-based and
compilation-based combination meta-constraints. Random problems have 7
variables, 5 domain values and a density of 1.0.

With low tightness values the evaluation oriented approach vastly
outperforms the compilation-based approach. This is because we
only evaluate constraints on demand in the evaluation-based approach and, because very few constraints evaluate to zero, the bound
can be quickly updated and significant branch pruning occurs. In the
compilation-based approach however, the entire state-space must be
first generated, a value corresponding to the instantiation in question
computed, and the association between these two stored before any
search occurs, resulting in exponential space and time complexity.
At higher levels of problem tightness the performance in terms
of constraint evaluations of the two schemes converges. This is because as the difficulty of the problem increases the bound will not be
updated and in general we will have to explore a larger proportion
of the state-space. The total number of constraint checks required to
find the set of best solutions decreases (counter-intuitively) for the
compilation-based scheme as tightness increases. This is due to the
lazy evaluation given in Algorithm 1, which allows values to be calculated without requiring all of the constraints to be evaluated when
compiling the meta-constraint.
To sum up, the compilation-based approach to implementing
meta-constraints is fundamentally flawed as it results in the computation and storage of a great deal of information which may not
be required to solve a particular problem. The evaluation-based approach is a far simpler and more efficient means of implementing
these meta-constraints.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

Classical constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) provide an expressive formalism for expressing and solving many real-world problems
in a declarative fashion. However, classical CSPs prove to be restrictive in any situation where uncertainty, fuzziness, probability, optimisation or partial satisfaction are intrinsic. Soft constraints alleviate many of the restrictions which classical constraint satisfaction
imposes. In particular, soft constraints provide a basis for capturing
notions such as vagueness, uncertainty and cost into the CSP model.
In this paper we have focused on the semiring-based approach to
soft constraints. We presented an overview of soft constraints, and
the recent functional formulation of the semiring framework in particular, which also provides a tutorial to the reader who may be unfamiliar with the literature on this subject.

We would like to thank Stefano Bistarelli for fruitful discussion and
comments.
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A False Colouring Real Time Visual Saliency Algorithm
for Reference Resolution in Simulated 3-D Environments
John Kelleher1 and Josef van Genabith2
Abstract. In this paper we present a novel false colouring visual
saliency algorithm and illustrate how it is used in the Situated Language Interpreter system to resolve natural language references.

1

Introduction

The focus of the Situated Language Interpreter (SLI)3 project is to
develop a natural language interpretive framework to underpin the
development of natural language virtual reality (NLVR) systems. An
NLVR system is a computer system that allows a user to interact
with simulated 3-D environments through a natural language interface. The central tenet of this work is that the interpretation of natural
language (NL) in 3-D simulated environments should be based on a
model of the user’s knowledge of the environment. In the context of
an NLVR system, one of the user’s primary information sources is
the visual context supplied by the 3-D simulation. In order to model
the flow of information to the user from the visual context, we have
developed and implemented a visual saliency algorithm that works in
real-time and across different simulated environments. Unlike previous NLVR systems [19, 1, 6, 4, 5, 8] salience in particular visual
salience is a crucial component in reference resolutions in the SLI
system. This paper describes this algorithm and illustrates how it is
used to resolve references

2

Perception and Attention

Although visual perception seems effortless, ”psychophysical experiments show that the brain is severely limited in the amount of visual
information it can process at any moment in time” [15, pg. 1]. In effect, there is more information perceived than can be processed. The
human faculty of attention is the ”selective aspect of processing” [9,
pg. 84]. Attention regulates the processing of perceived visual stimuli by selecting a region within the visual buffer for detailed processing. Our knowledge of the human attention process is not complete,
”but it appears to consist of a set of mechanisms that exhibit different, sometimes opposing effects” [7, pg. 9]. For example, [11] lists:
visual familiarity, intentionality, an object’s physical characteristics,
and the structure of the scene. This multiplicity makes the modelling
of visual perception difficult. A priori, one of the major functions of
visual attention is object identification. With this in mind, an important factor when considering modelling visual attention is the difference between foveal and peripheral vision. The fovea is a shallow
pit in the retina which is located directly opposite the pupil, consisting of cones and is the site of highest visual acuity, the ability to
1
2
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recognise detail. It ”drops 50 percent when an object is located only
1◦ from the centre of the fovea and an additional 35 percent when
it is 8◦ from the centre” [3, pg. 228]. Identifying an object requires
the use of foveal vision, occurring when a person looks directly at
the object, causing the image of the object falling on the retina to
be centred on the fovea. The dependence of object identification on
foveal vision implies a relationship between foveal vision and attention. Moreover, this gradation across visual acuity is congruent with
the gradation of attention theory. This theory posits that ”attention is
greatest at a single point, and drops of gradually from that point” [9,
pg. 90]. Following this, the more central a location is with respect
to the centre of an eye fixation the higher the location’s salience.
Indeed, the most common computational mechanism for modelling
visual attention is a filtering of visual data by removing portions of
the input located outside a spatial focus of attention [7].

3

Previous Computational Work

Section 2 examined some of the aspects of perception that pertain
to modelling vision, in particular how attention affects the human
awareness of what people perceive. It was noted that spatial attention
is the most commonly used visual filtering mechanism. There are
many computational models of vision that use this abstraction; most
have been developed for robot navigation.
[7] reviews several of the robotic attention systems. However,
there are two reasons why the models of vision created for robotic
systems are not suitable for NLVR systems. First, nearly all of these
systems have a connectionist or neural net architecture. This form
of system requires training. As a result, these models are restricted
to the domains described by or sufficiently similar to the training set
given to the system. For example, connectionist navigational systems
trained with images from the inside of a factory would need to be retrained to handle a forest environment. A system that requires retraining when shifting from one visual domain to another is not suitable
as a model of rendered environments which may change drastically
from program to program or even within the one application. Second, the major difficulties facing robotic vision (pattern recognition,
distance detection, and the binding problem [14]) do not impact on
NLVR systems because the visual scene is already modeled.
There have been several models of visual perception developed
that use 3-D graphics techniques. These models can be classified
based on the graphics techniques they use: ray casting and false
colouring. [17, 18] implemented a realistic virtual marine world inhabited by autonomous artificial fish. The model used a graphics
technique called ray casting to determine if an object met the visibility conditions. Ray casting can be functionally described as drawing
an invisible line from one point in a 3-D simulation in a certain direction, and then reporting back all the 3-D object meshes this line

intersected and the coordinates of these intersections. It is widely
used in offline rendering of graphics; however it is computationally
expensive and for this reason is not used in real-time rendering.
Another graphics based approach to modelling vision was proposed in [12]. This model was used as a navigation system for animated characters. The vision module was comprised of a modified
version of the world being fed into the system’s graphics engine and
scanning the resulting image. In brief, each object in the world is assigned a unique colour or ”vision-id” [12, pg. 149]. This colour differs from the normal colours used to render the object in the world;
hence the term false colouring. An object’s false colour is only used
when rendering the object in the visibility image off-screen, and does
not affect the renderings of the object seen by the user, which may
be multi-coloured and fully textured. Then, at a specified time interval, a model of the character’s view of the world, using the false
colours, is rendered. Once this rendering is finished, the viewport4 is
copied into a 2-D array along with the z-buffer5 values. By scanning
the array and extracting the pixel colour information, a list of the
objects currently visible to the actor can be obtained. [12] used this
vision model as part of a navigation system for animated characters.
Another navigation behavioral system that used false colouring synthetic vision was proposed by [10]. [13] also used a false-colouring
approach to modelling vision, however they integrated their vision
model as part of a goal driven memory and attention model which
directed the gaze of autonomous virtual humans.

4

The SLI Visual Saliency Algorithm

The basic assumption underpinning the SLI visual saliency algorithm
is that an object’s prominence in a scene is dependent on both its
centrality within the scene and its size. The algorithm is based on
the false colouring approach introduced in Section 3. Each object is
assigned a unique ID. In the current implementation, the ID number
given to an object is simply 1 + the number of elements in the world
when the object is created. A colour table is initialised to represent
a one-to-one mapping between object IDs and colours. Currently,
in the implementation this table contains 256 entries. Although this
restricts the number of objects that can be added to the world, this restriction is more a matter of convenience than necessity as the colour
table can be extended without affecting the rest of the system. Each
frame is rendered twice: firstly using the objects’ normal colours,
textures and normal shading. This is the version that the user sees.
The second rendering is off-screen. This rendering uses the unique
false colours for each object and flat shading. The size of the second
rendering does not need to match the first. Indeed, scaling the image
down increases the speed of the algorithm as it reduces the number
of pixels that are scanned. In the SLI system the false colour rendering is 200 x 150 pixels, a size that yields sufficient detail. After
each frame is rendered, a bitmap image of the false colour rendering
is created. The bitmap image is then scanned and the visual salience
information extracted.
To model the size and centrality of the objects in the scene, the
SLI system assigns a weighting to each pixel using Equation 1. In
this equation, P equals the distance between the pixel being weighted
and the centre of the image, and M equals the maximum distance
between the centre of the image and the point on the border of the
image furthest from the centre; i.e., in a rectangular or square image,
4
5

A viewport is the rectangular area of the display window. It can be conceptualised as a window onto the 3-D simulation.
The z-buffer stores for each pixel in the viewport the depth value of the
object rendered at that pixel

M is equal to the distance between the centre of the image and one
of the corners of the image.
W eighting = 1 −



P
M +1



(1)

This equation normalises the pixel weightings between 0 and 1.
The closer a pixel is to the centre of the image, the higher its weighting. After weighting the pixels, the SLI system scans the image and,
for each object in the scene, sums the weightings of all pixels that
are coloured using that object’s unique colour. This algorithm ascribes larger objects a higher saliency than smaller objects since they
cover more pixels and objects which are more central to the view
will be rated higher than objects at the periphery of the scene as the
pixels the former cover will have a higher weighting. This simple algorithm results in a list of the currently visible objects, each with an
associated saliency rating.
It is important to note that the scanning process in the SLI visual
salience algorithm differs from those in the previous false colour synthetic vision models [12, 10, 13]. The previous false colouring algorithms simply recorded whether the object had been rendered or not.
The SLI algorithm records whether an object has been rendered and
ascribes each object a relative prominence within the scene. It is this
difference that allows the SLI system to rank the objects based on
their visual salience. We do not claim that this algorithm accommodates all the perceptual factors that impact on visual salience. However, it does define a reasonable model of visual saliency that operates fast enough for real-time systems.
In the SLI system, we have integrated the information created by
this visual salience algorithm with a model of user input discourse.
Using this information the SLI system is able to define a local context for the interpretation of deictic reference; i.e., when a reference
is made to an object in the visual environment the system is able to
restrict the set of objects it considers as candidate referents to those
that the are currently in the view frustrum or that the user has seen.
A further advantage of this approach is that the visual salience scores
associated with the objects in the context model allows the system
to adjudicate between candidate referents when resolving some ambiguous references. In Section 5 we will discuss this application of
the visual saliency algorithm in more detail.

5

Using Visual Salience to Resolve Ambiguous
References

Since Russell [16], there has been a debate concerning the singularity constraint associated with definite descriptions. The singularity
constraint is: given the use of a definite description there should be
one, and only one, candidate referent in the context of the utterance.
An ambiguous or undetermined reference is a reference that breaks
the singularity constraint; i.e., there is more than one candidate referent. It has been shown, however, in psycholinguistic experiments that
people can easily resolve ambiguous or underdetermined references
[2]. ”In order to identify the intended referent under these circumstances, subjects rely on perceptual salience as well as on pragmatic
assumptions about the speaker’s communicative goals” [2, pg. 6].
An advantage of using a visual saliency model as an input to an
NLVR system’s context model is that the visual salience scores associated with the objects in the context model allows the system,
in some instances, to adjudicate between candidate referents when
resolving underspecified or linguistically ambiguous references, as
illustrated below. Given Figure 1 as the visual context, the referring
expression the house in make the house wider, is an example of an

ambiguous visible situation use of a definite description. This is because there is more than one object in the context that fulfills the
linguistic description of the expression’s referent.

not sufficient to allow the selection of a referent. Accordingly, as part
of the interpretation process for resolving ambiguous references, the
SLI system compares the saliency of the primary candidate referent
and the other candidates. If the saliency difference does not exceed a
predefined confidence interval, the system outputs a message to the
user explaining that it is unable to resolve the reference. In SLI scenarios, it is found that when comparing normalised saliency scores,
ranging from 0 to 1, a confidence interval of .4 works well. This of
course can be adjusted to model a more or less stringent interpretation. Figure 3 illustrates a scene with two houses that have equal
visual saliency scores. In this instance, both houses have a visual
saliency rating of 1.0000.

Figure 1. A scene containing three houses.

However, in this instance the SLI system can utilise the visual
saliency scores associated with each of the candidates as a probability of the candidate being the referent for the expression. In this
case, the SLI system ascribes the blue house in the foreground a normalised computed visual salience of 1.0000 and each of the houses
in the background a normalised visual salience of 0.0117. Based on
these visual saliency scores, the system decides that the user is referring to the blue house in the foreground and updates the simulation
accordingly. Figure 2 illustrates the state of the system after this user
input has been interpreted.

Figure 3.

Taking Figure 3 as the visual context, if the user inputs an ambiguous referring expression, make the house taller, the system would be
unable to resolve the reference. Figure 4 illustrates the state of the
system after this command has been interpreted.
Note that in Figure 4 the visual scene has not changed and the
message text box contains a message to the user explaining why the
system was unable to resolve the reference, as well as listing the candidate referents the system restricted its search to: Required Saliency
Interval Not Reached, Primary Candidates Saliency Confidence Insufficient, I’m not sure which house you mean, I think you mean:
house 18 Normalised Salience = 1.0000 or house 17 Normalised
Salience = 1.0000.
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Figure 2. The state of the simulation after the SLI system has interpreted
the underdetermined reference the house and processed the input make the
house wider.

Clearly, however, not all ambiguous references can be resolved
based on visual salience. In some instances, the difference in the visual saliency scores associated with each of the candidate referents is

A scene with two houses that have equal visual saliency scores.

Conclusions

In this paper, a computational algorithm for modelling the visual
salience of objects in the view volume was developed. This model
of visual attention is a novel application and extension of a synthetic
model of vision that uses a graphics technique called false colouring
[12]. In the SLI project, the function of this visual attention model
is to try to capture the perceptual information flowing from the visual simulation to the user. For an NLVR system, the advantages of
using this visual salience algorithm are that the information created
by the algorithm can be used to define a local interpretive context
for a given referring expression and the visual salience scores associated with the objects in the context model allows the system, in some

[14] O Renault, N Magnenat-Thalmann, and D Thalmann, ‘A vision-based
approach to behavioural animation’, Visualization and Computer Animation, 1(1), 18–21, (1990).
[15] J. Reynolds, ‘Visual salience, competition, neuronal responce synchrony and selective attention’, in Sloan/Swartz Centers for Theoretical Neurobiology Annual Summer meeting. The Swartz Foundation,
(2001).
[16] B. Russell, ‘On denoting’, Mind, 14, 479–493, (1905). Reprinted Logix
and Knowledge (1956), pp. 39-56, R.C. Marsh ed.
[17] X Tu and D. Terzopoulos, ‘Artificial fishes: Physics, locomotion, perception, behaviour’, in Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH, pp. 43–50,
Orlando, FL, (1994).
[18] X. Tu and D. Terzopoulos, ‘Perceptual modelling for behavioural animation of fishes’, in Proceedings of the Second Pacific Conference
on Computer Graphics and Applications, pp. 185–200, Beijing, China,
(1994).
[19] T. Winograd, ‘A procedural model of language understanding’, in Computer Models of Thought and Language, eds., R.C. Schank and K.M.
Colby, 152–186, W. H. Freeman and Company, (1973).

Figure 4. The state of the SLI system after the system has output a
message to the user stating that the saliency differences between the
candidate referents of an undetermined expression did not permit the system
to resolve the reference.

instances, to adjudicate between candidate referents when resolving
underspecified or linguistically ambiguous references.
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Personalised Web Navigation using Combination
Filtering
Liadh Kelly1 and John Dunnion2
Abstract. It is becoming increasingly difficult for a user to find the
information they are looking for when searching the web. A great
deal of artificial intelligence research is dedicated to alleviating this
problem using ideas and techniques from user modelling and information filtering. In this work, we present INVAID, a personalised
navigational aid that integrates these approaches in order to track
a user’s navigation on the web and subsequently recommend pages
of potential interest to the user. The novel approach to collaborative
filtering used in INVAID is highlighted, along with the ‘live’ and
database driven experimental results, which validate the approach but
also show the need for further refinement of the system.

1

Introduction

Web users are currently faced with a significant information overload
problem. A great deal of research has looked at developing tools to
help users locate the information they are looking for on the web.
Examples here include Personal WebWatcher[16], Letizia[10], GroupLens[8]. Recent advances in artificial intelligence, user modelling,
and information filtering promise to provide practical and effective
solutions to this information overload problem.
In relation to user modelling, a model of a user’s areas of interest
can be constructed from previous interactions with the navigational
aid system. Various techniques can be used for information filtering.
Two such approaches are collaborative filtering and content-based
filtering. Collaborative filtering organises users with similar interests
into peer groups, thus enabling the recommendation of documents
viewed as interesting by some of the peer group to other members
of that group. Content-based filtering, on the other hand, compares
the contents of a web page with a user profile and selects documents
whose contents match the user profile.
In this paper we describe the technology behind the INVAID (Intelligent NaVigational AID for the world wide web) system, which
was created to address the problem faced by users in finding relevant
information on the web. Very briefly, INVAID combines a standard
weighted feature list content-based filtering module with a novel collaborative filtering module to suggest web pages of potential interest
to individual users. Combining content-based filtering and collaborative filtering in a system allows for the shortcomings of one filtering
technique to be over come by the other [2, 18].
INVAID does not attempt to solve all problems associated with
web navigation and certainly not for the entire vast web. Rather the
goal is to track users on a given relatively static web site, by noting
1
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the pages the user visits and the text contained within these pages,
and to subsequently highlight relevant unvisited pages.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the INVAID system design, focusing on the user modelling
and information filtering components. Section 3 presents the experimental evaluation of the system, and finally in section 4 we discuss
issues relating to future research on this project before concluding.

2

System Design

INVAID is a personalised navigational aid that tracks a user’s navigation on the web and subsequently recommends pages of potential
interest to the user. The full design [7] of the INVAID system is beyond the scope of this paper. This paper focuses on the user modelling and information filtering components of INVAID, see Figure
1. The user modelling component consists of two modules, each of
which provide user data to the appropriate information filtering module. The information filtering modules use this data to form web page
suggestions for an individual.

Figure 1. System Design; UM=User Modelling, IF=Information Filtering,
CBF=Content-based Filtering, CF=Collaborative Filtering.

2.1

User Modelling

A user modelling system models a user in some way, using various
techniques to ‘learn’ relevant information about a user. Different ap-

proaches are taken to user modelling depending on the individual
requirements of the system, examples include [3, 13].
The user modelling component in INVAID works online in the
system’s proxy server, and for each user two user profiles are maintained, see Figure 1. A URL list user profile is built up from web
requests made by the user. A feature list user profile is built up from
the web pages viewed by the user.

α+β+γ=1 (the values for α,β,γ can be set to give different importance to the implicit values); δ = max rating (in this system, this is
currently set to be 5).
WU RL,user = ew(nw + dw + aw)
ni
)
nmax

(2)

lt − di
)
lt

(3)

nw = α(

2.1.1

Feature List Profile
dw = β(

(1)

This profile adopts a simple weighted feature list methodology. For
every page a user visits, the page is represented as a list of weighted
features. Then for every word already in the user’s list the current
weight is augmented to include the weight of the word in the page
currently being viewed by the user. Words not already in the user’s
list are added to this list with the weight they hold in the page the
user is currently viewing.
Luhn [12] suggests that the highest discrimination power is associated with the middle frequency of occurrence terms. The INVAID system adopts this approach, thus maintaining the n middle
frequency of occurrence keywords in a user’s profile and removing
the keywords at either extreme.

ri
)
(5)
δ
In this work we make the assumption that web pages the user has
most recently looked at represent the user’s current interests more
accurately than other web pages in their history profile. Therefore,
when the user profile reaches saturation point, all but the n most
recently visited URLs are removed from their profile.

2.1.2

2.2

Visited URLs List Profile

Each URL visited by the user is stored along with associated information for the URL in order to establish weights of interest for the
user in the URL. For each URL visited by a user the following information is stored:
1. The actual URL.
2. The method by which the URL was accessed, either by explicit
entry of URL or by means of following a hyperlink (in which case
the URL that this hyperlink came from is stored).
3. The most recent date of visitation of the URL by the user.
4. The number of times the user has previously visited the URL.
5. A user rating for the URL, if any was given.
The zero-input information from 2, 3 and 4 above is combined to
obtain an implicit relevance feedback rating representing the user’s
interest in the URL. The only form of explicit relevance feedback for
a URL is the user rating, listed as item point 5 above. In our system we are aware that users will not always give ratings for pages
they visit. With this in mind our primary focus is to obtain implicit
relevance feedback from the user. The formula concentrates on implicit feedback to derive a weight of interest for a user on a URL
and incorporates the explicit user rating where such a rating has been
given. Little work has been done on automatic collaborative filtering
using implicit ratings although one technique that has been considered for supporting implicit ratings is to map implicit measures such
as time-spent-reading into an explicit rating scale and then use previously proved collaborative filtering algorithms [5, 6, 17]. The INVAID system carries out such a conversion of implicit ratings into
explicit ratings, using Equation 1, where WU RL,user is the overall
relevance weighting of a URL for a given user (defined such that the
maximum weight for a URL is 1), and where nw = number of visits weight; ni = number of times the user visited the URL; nmax =
maximum number of times any URL was visited by the user; dw =
date weight; lt = age of oldest URL in the user profile; di = age of
the URL; aw = access method weight; ai = 1 if direct access, 0 otherwise; ew = explicit relevance feedback weight; ri = user rating for
the URL (in the absence of a user rating, a default rating is given);

aw = γ(ai)

(4)

ew = (

Information Filtering

Information filtering systems are designed to examine a stream of
dynamically generated articles and display only those which are relevant to a user’s interests.
The information filtering component in INVAID operates off-line,
on a nightly basis. In this way the filtering system receives daily updates to user profiles. This component consists of two modules, the
content-based filtering module and the collaborative filtering module,
see Figure 1. Each component separately compiles a list of URLs to
suggest to a user, these lists are then combined to arrive at the final
suggestion list for the user.

2.2.1

Content-based Filtering

The content-based filtering system uses a simple weighted feature
list representation of all web pages in the site and compares this to
a user’s feature list profile to arrive at a list of web pages to suggest
to a user. The similarity between a page and user profile is measured
using the overlap coefficient shown by Equation 6 [19], where X is
the user’s feature list profile and Y is the feature list representation
of a web page.
sim(X, Y ) =

2.2.2

|X ∩Y |
M in(| X |, | Y |)

(6)

Collaborative Filtering

We implemented a novel collaborative filtering module, with the assumption that all users of a peer group should have a certain amount
of commonality for the group as a whole to be of maximum benefit to its members (The rationale behind this choice of peer group
formation is discussed at length in [7]). All possible peer groups, of
maximum size, are thus created using the algorithm given in Figure
2.
Σj (va,j − v̄a )(vi,j − v̄i )
w(a, i) = p
Σj (va,j − v̄a )2 Σj (vi,j − v̄i )2

(7)

almost 8000 URLs, of which 5000 are (text-based) HTML pages. Although the site also contained over 2500 external links, for the ‘live’
experiments the stipulation was made for users to remain within the
‘Lonely Planet’ web site itself. In cases where users followed a link
out of the ‘Lonely Planet’ web site, all such external navigation was
ignored by the INVAID system. (Statistics on the ‘Lonely Planet’ site
were generated by Custo application [4].)

3.1.1

Testing Method

When each person logged on to the INVAID system they were presented with a personalised list of six web pages to grade from 0 to 5,
reflecting their interest in each. Users then proceeded to browse the
‘Lonely Planet’ web site, grading pages from 0 to 5 if they so desired
(each day an average of 50% of users graded pages). As the users
browsed the site, the system was able to build up profiles for each
user.

3.1.2
Figure 2.

Peer group formulation algorithm.

In line 17 of the algorithm in Figure 2 the weight of similarity,
w(a, i), is calculated using the Pearson correlation coefficient (see
Equation 7), where w(a, i) = the weight of similarity between user
a and each user, v̄i = mean vote for user (see Equation 8),
v̄i =

1 X
vi,j
Ii

(8)

j∈Ii

Ii = set of items on which user has voted, and vi,j = weight associated with user i for URL j. This metric was chosen as a substantial
amount of research has found it performed reasonably well and in a
lot of instances out-performed other methods.
When determining which URLs to suggest to a user, the URLs in
the peer groups, of which the active user is a member, are consulted
and a predicted weight of interest for the user in the URLs, she has
not viewed, is computed using Equation 9, where pa,j , the predicted
vote of the active user for item j, is a weighted sum of the votes of the
other users. The URLs with the highest predicted weight of interest
are then chosen for suggestion to the user.
pa,j = v̄a + κ

n
X

w(a, i)(vi,j − v̄i )

Results

The average daily user rating for week 1 and week 2 of the experiment can be seen in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. While these results
did not prove to be as positive as expected, the general user feedback
from using the system was positive. This positive feedback shows
that people want help in navigating the web and that they are very
receptive to it, despite the fact that the help might be limited or not
always what the person is looking for.
An average user rating of 2.3 was obtained for the first week’s
ratings. The suggestions for this week, which began on day 3, were
gathered from the collaborative filtering system only. This is a positive average rating result given the earlier rater problem associated
with collaborative filtering, and the limited number of people that
were using the system. The average user rating for the second week
was somewhat lower at 2.0. The pages suggested to the user for the
second week were obtained from both the content-based and collaborative filtering systems. This lower average suggests that the contentbased filtering component is the weaker element of the system.

(9)

i=1

3

Experimental Evaluation

Experiments were carried out to test the effectiveness of the user
modelling and information filtering components of INVAID. The experimentational process consists of two parts. In part one the system
went ‘live’ for a limited period to address the overall workings of the
system. Part two of the experiments used a readily available testbed
[1] to address the novel URL weight assignment and peergroup formation methods of the collaborative filtering component.

3.1

Trial One : ‘Live Experiments’

A small group of 20 users used the system for a trial period of two
weeks on the ‘Lonely Planet’ [11] web site. At the time of experimentation the ‘Lonely Planet’ site was reasonably large, containing

Figure 3.

Week 1 average daily user ratings.

The average user rating over the two week period is only 2.0,
which at first glance seems very low. However, a number of factors
can contribute to this rather low average. First of all, the system was
only tested over a short period of time. This meant that user profiles
didn’t have time to become very established. On top of this the small

numbers of users testing the system, meant that the pool of web pages
viewed by people was small. These facts go some way to explain the
higher quality of suggestions made by the collaborative filtering system at the beginning of the experiments. After the initial suggestions
were made and viewed by the test users, individual profiles did not
increase significantly enough as to greatly increase the pool of pages
viewed by people. This resulted in a lower quality of suggestions being made by the collaborative filtering system on subsequent days.
To exacerbate this problem even further, a lot of people did not use
the system on a very regular basis. This, added to the problem of the
small pool of web pages, in the sense that maximum benefit could
not be obtained from the collaborative filtering system.

3.2.1

Testing Method

The INVAID collaborative filtering algorithm was run using each of
the training sets in turn. As described earlier in this paper, the weight
of importance associated with each URL in a user profile is calculated from the user rating, the method of URL access, the number of
visits to the URL and the most recent date of visitation. The EachMovie data set does not record the method of URL access and the
number of visits. These two values are set to 0 when calculating the
relevance weights for URLs in these experiments. Peer groups using
each of the training sets were formed. For the two separate sets of
experiments involving the training sets of 800 users and 500 users respectively, ordered suggestion lists were then compiled for each user.
These ordered suggestion lists were then compared to the users’ test
sets. Comparisons were carried out using precision, recall and the
f-measure. The f-measure proposed by Lewis and Gale [9], which
gives equal importance to precision and recall, was used here and is
defined by Equation 10.
f − measure =

2.precision.recall
precision + recall

(10)

Precision, recall and the f-measure are calculated for increments
of 5 suggestions, i.e. they are calculated for 5 suggestions, 10 suggestions, etc.

3.2.2
Figure 4.

The content-based filtering module would have been expected to
perform better. In the current implementation, the top n most interesting pages in the possible suggestion list might not necessarily be
presented to a user. It is probable that this affected the results generated by the content-based filtering system, as higher quality suggestions could have been made if the top n ranked pages were presented
to users, instead of suggesting pages at random. With content-based
filtering, there is the opportunity for new pages to be added to the
pool of pages in the peer groups of the collaborative filtering system.
However, if the quality of the pages suggested by the content-based
filtering system isn’t high, the full benefit of using the content-based
system is not exploited.

3.2

Results for Experimental Set 1: 800 Users

Week 2 average daily user ratings.

In Figure 5 it can be seen that as the number of suggestions increases
the precision decreases, as would be expected. Starting out at a low of
just over 1%, recall steadily increases to obtain an eventual maximum
of 100%, Figure 6. Positive results are expected from the f-measure
however the accuracy here does not go over 13% until the suggestion
list contains 125 elements, see Figure 7.

Trial Two: Using EachMovie Test-Bed

Collaborative filtering is the more novel of the two filtering module
in the system. With this in mind, further experiments were carried out
on the collaborative filtering module using a larger, readily available
DEC SRC’s EachMovie dataset [1]. The EachMovie dataset contains
a total of 2811983 numeric ratings for 1628 different movies, entered
by 72916 users over an 18 month period.
A subset of 800 users of the EachMovie data set was used for these
experiments. For each user in this subset their profiles were split into
a training set and a test set, in the ratio 6:4. The test set comprised
the most recently accessed pages of a user, and the training set the
remaining pages. It was found that many of the profiles in this subset
were very small. Subsequently, a further experiment was carried out
using a subset of 500 users of the EachMovie data set. This subset
held an extra stipulation that the profiles in the training set had to be
of size 20 or greater.

Figure 5.

3.2.3

Graph showing number of suggestions vs precision.

Results for Experiment Set 2: 500 Users

The second set of experiments ran over 500 users showed some improvement in results by only using profiles above a certain minimum
size. This improvement was obtained despite the fact that the number
of users was significantly reduced, from 800 users to 500 users. The
results obtained here are depicted in Figures 8, 9, and 10.

Figure 8 illustrates that at as few as 5 suggestions precision was
18% and did not fall below 10% until well over 200 suggestions were
made. This compares favourably with the results obtained in the previous run of this experiment, where precision was 11% for 5 suggestions. Recall also improved slightly in this experiment, see Figure 9,
reaching 100% with marginally fewer suggestions than in the previous run of the experiment. However, for 5 suggestions it would have
been hoped to notice more than the marginal improvement that was
obtained for recall. More notable however, is the improvement in the
f-measure, Figure 10, where results above 16% were obtained at under 200 suggestions, compared to maximum results below 14% in the
previous run of the experiment. Also at 1000 suggestions precision
and the f-measure were higher for this run of the experiments, where
precision was 4% and the f-measure was above 6%. At the same time
though recall had fallen below 100% for 1000 suggestions.
Figure 6. Graph showing number of suggestions vs recall.

Figure 9.

Figure 7.

Graph showing number of suggestions vs f-measure.

Figure 10.
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Figure 8.

Graph showing number of suggestions vs recall.

Graph showing number of suggestions vs f-measure.

Conclusions and Future Work

Graph showing number of suggestions vs precision.

The ever-increasing vastness of the web makes personalisation
increasingly important for the web. This paper presents a combined content-based and collaborative filtering Web page suggestion
method.

The INVAID system is still in its infancy, there is great scope for
further development of the system. For example, the suggestion process currently works off-line, investigation should be carried out into
the practicalities of carrying out on-line immediate suggestions as the
user navigates. Also, to date the backend system of INVAID has been
of primary importance, a dynamic interface to the system that works
with the user should also be created. Additionally, much more extensive experimentation is required. A problem we encountered during
experimentation was the unavailability of sufficiently large suitable
datasets. While other methods of testing are possible there is clearly
a need for more large datasets to be made available for testing in the
combination filtering area.
From our ‘live’ evaluation studies we found that people respond
positively to navigational assistance, despite the fact that the average
user grading of URLs was relatively low. This suggests that there is
great need for systems such as INVAID, however as already mentioned in the case of INVAID further system refinement is required.
The low average user rating was caused by a number of factors, as
discussed in the paper. With further investigation into these factors
and more extensive ‘live’ evaluation, the results should be improved.
Certain levels of success were found in the testbed driven evaluation, which tested the effectiveness of the collaborative filtering module. Only certain elements of our collaborative filtering algorithm
could be used in this evaluation, due to the testbed used, thus restricting its effectiveness. Further tweaking and experimentation should
be carried out to the algorithm to determine the optimal weights for
implicit feedback factors, to establish if the Pearson coefficient is the
optimal similarity measure for the system and to refine the algorithm.
Further refinements of the INVAID system are also possible.
When suggesting pages the user’s current context in the web could
be taken into consideration. More weight could be given to pages recently visited when formulating lists of pages to suggest to the user.
In this way a user’s current interests or search goals could be more
accurately suggested, but at the same time still taking their overall
interests into consideration by use of their user profiles.
It would then be desirable to once more run the experiments shown
in this paper. Additional experimentation should also be carried out
in the testing of the system, such as those carried out in [14, 15]. In
future experiments the INVAID collaborative filtering method will
be compared with existing collaborative filtering method, such as the
nearest neighbour technique.
Moving forward this combination filtering technique has the potential to aptly suggest web pages of interest to individuals and impact on the development of increasing effective filtering systems.
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Examining the Scalability of K-means on High
Dimensional Datasets

Sharon Kennedy and Dr. M-Tahar Kechadi1
Abstract. The capacity of digital data storage has doubled

every nine months during the last ten years. This data
explosion is at twice the rate predicted by Moore’s Law for
the growth of computing power for the same time frame. This
has raised many data mining and analysis issues and it means
that our ability to store data surpasses our ability to process it.
With this in mind, our research is aimed at investigating new
approaches to data mining, in particular clustering, and
investigating the scalability problem with respect to existing
algorithms for use with highly multi-dimensional large
datasets. Within this paper, the initial phase of our research is
discussed. Here we examine the scalability of three of the
several data mining techniques that we have worked with.
These are k-means, and two different hierarchical clustering
methods, utilising the cosine similarity function and Pearson’s
correlation co-efficient. We compare each of these methods
and report on the scalability of each. The preliminary work
that has been undertaken is presented here and the results
prove to be encouraging.

1

INTRODUCTION

Data mining techniques allow discovery of knowledge from
massive amounts of data. When we consider a data dependent
company or organisation the1importance of research becomes
critical. Clearly efficient and accurate data mining solutions
are imperative. One of the most common techniques used to
manipulate these datasets is clustering [10, 11]. The idea is to
divide a large collection of objects into sets having some
common characteristics. This method of representing a dataset
achieves an overall simplification of the data, thereby
enabling the discovery of hidden patterns and relationships
within the dataset. Many techniques and algorithms were
proposed in the literature [13] to cluster data of different
types. Usually these techniques perform reasonably well on
small datasets sizes. However, most of them do not scale well
as these datasets become very large. This problem is crucial
as, nowadays, large and growing datasets are commonplace
within the scientific community, governments and business
organisations. For example, NASA’s Earth Observing System
(EOS), collates one terabyte of data from orbiting satellites
and other stellar instruments every day [12]. Prior to the
digital data revolution much of the world’s data was kept as
hard copy. This presented obvious analysis drawbacks.
However, without efficient and effective algorithms that can
be scaled to the terabyte level, all of this digital data available
will remain as unexploited as before.
Previous research efforts on scaling data mining algorithms to
accommodate vast datasets have taken several avenues of
approach. General scaling principles include the use of
summary statistics, data compression, heuristic state space
pruning and incremental computation [6]. These principles
have contributed to addressing the scaling problem, however,
1
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as datasets continue to grow, when a sequential data-mining
algorithm cannot be further optimised or when the fastest
serial machine available cannot deliver results in a reasonable
time, new solutions must be investigated. It is our aim in this
research to find new ways of scaling traditional serial data
mining algorithms to cope with very large datasets and thus to
further contribute to this area of research.

2

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In order to address this problem we need to work with a
suitably large dataset to investigate the scalability of
clustering algorithms. Simple, linear data, although easier to
work with, is not typically the type of data that requires
analysis so, with this in mind, a highly multi-dimensional
dataset was chosen.

2.1

The Corpus

One such dataset is a textual corpus called the Topic
Detection and Tracking (TDT2) corpus [2]. One of the main
contributions of the TDT Pilot study was the production of the
TDT Study Corpus. The Linguistic Data Consortiumcreated
the corpus to support the research of their projects and other
data mining initiatives.
The TDT2 English Corpus has been designed to include
six months of material drawn on a daily basis from six
English news sources. The period of time covered is from
January 4 to June 30, 1998. The six sources are the New York
Times News Service, the Associated Press Worldstream News
Service, CNN "Headline News", ABC "World News
Tonight", Public Radio International'
s "The World", and the
Voice of America. It contains approximately twenty seven
thousand stories with a feature set over sixty six thousand.
This dataset is therefore sufficiently complex for our research
and is used in the experiments described later.

2.2

Data Mining Techniques

The system (K)luster, uses the algorithms to cluster together
documents from our highly multi-dimensional text dataset.
The system is composed of several sub-processes, each of
which has a specific task. The stages of data development are
illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Pre-processing
In order to cluster effectively, the data must be reduced to an
appropriate level of complexity so that it can be readily
processed. As discussed previously, the documents were
taken from either Reuters or a manual transcription of the
broadcast news speech from CNN. Both of these sources are
therefore, a narrative. For comparison purposes, a narrative
would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to work with.
For clustering, it is the terms within a document and the
frequencies of those terms that contain the most information
about the content of the story. The task was then to reduce the
stories to data files containing term frequency pairs. During

this process, stop words, i.e. prepositions, conjunctions and
commonly occurring words were eliminated using a stop
word list. This has the effect of reducing the noise within the
dataset and thereby improving the overall accuracy of the
results. Terms were also stemmed using Porter'
s Stemming
algorithm [5]. This pre-processed data is now in the form of a
file containing, for each document, a list of the terms within it
accompanied by the frequency with which they occur in the
document. Conceptually, this is a sparse feature
representation of the data. This means that only when a
feature, i.e. a term, is present in a document, is it included in
the representation of that document. If a feature is not present,
it is not included in that document representation. If we had
decided on a dense feature representation, every feature
would be included in every document representation and a
frequency of zero would be associated with a feature that does
not occur in a given document. Our dataset benefits from a
sparse representation because of its large feature set. This preprocessed data was then fed into the clustering engine,
(K)luster.
Raw Data

Formatted Data

is determined by two different methods, the cosine similarity
and Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient.

Cosine Similarity
The cosine similarity measure is based on the inner or dot
product of two vectors and can be formulated as follows:

cosine_sim =
N
i =1

cosine_sim =

N
i =1

A⋅ B
AB
wt , a i ⋅ wt , bi

wt2 , a i ⋅

N
i =1

wt2 , bi

where, A and B are the two vectors used to represent the
documents , wt,a1 is the weighting of the term a1 in document
A and wt,b2 is the weighting of the term b2 in document B and
N is the total number of terms in the document. The
weightings used in our system are the frequencies of the
terms. This measure becomes 1 if the documents are identical,
and 0 if there is nothing in common between them i.e., if the
documents are identical then the angle between them will be
0, the cosine of which is 1. If the documents have nothing in
common the vectors will be orthogonal to each other and have
an angle of 90 degrees, the cosine of which is 0.

Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient
Clustering Engine
(K)luster

The correlation between two variables reflects the degree to
which the variables are related. The most common measure of
correlation is the Pearson Product Moment Correlation [16].
N

r=

i =1
N
i =1

Figure 2.1.

The stages of data preparation and clustering in
(K)luster.

In this paper we present three of the different data mining
techniques that were used in the system. Each algorithm was
used to cluster the dataset and the scalability, accuracy and
efficiency of each was compared. The algorithms used were
k-means and two different hierarchical clustering methods,
utilising the cosine similarity function and Pearson’s
correlation co-efficient.

2.3

Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering does not partition each data point into
a particular cluster in a single step. Instead, a series of
partitions take place, which may run from a single cluster
containing all objects to n clusters each containing a single
object.
Hierarchical Clustering is subdivided into
agglomerative methods, which proceed by a series of fusions
of the n objects into groups, and divisive methods, that
separate a group of n objects. Agglomerative techniques are
more commonly used, and this is the method implemented
here. An agglomerative hierarchical clustering procedure
produces a series of partitions of the data, Pn, Pn-1, ..., P1. The
first Pn consists of n single object, the last P1, consists of
single group containing all n cases. At each particular stage
the method joins together the two clusters which are closest
together or most similar. The similarity score of two clusters

((xi − x )( y i − y ))

( x i − x )2

N
i =1

( y i − y )2

where r is Pearson'
s correlation value and reflects the degree
of linear relationship between two variables. It ranges from +1
to -1. A correlation of +1 means that there is a perfect positive
linear relationship between variables. N is the number of
terms in a document,

xi

is the frequency of the matching

term in the document, which is being clustered, x is the
average frequency in the document vector being clustered.

yi

is the frequency of the matching term in the cluster to

which the document is being correlated to, and
average frequency in the cluster vector.

2.4

y

is the

K-Means

The third algorithm used in the system was the k-means
algorithm [1, 3] and is by far the most popular clustering tool
used in scientific and industrial applications. The name comes
from representing each k cluster by the mean of its members.
This mean structure is referred to as the cluster centroid and is
usually incrementally updated, as new members are absorbed
into the cluster. A data point is added to the cluster that
achieves the maximum similarity score, if this score is higher
than the set threshold value. The similarity score is calculated
as the Normalised Euclidean distance between the data point
and the cluster centroid, and is defined as follows:

N

dist =

i=0

δ i ( freq ( x i ) − freq ( µ i ) )2
N

where N is the number of objects in the data point, the number
of terms in a document in this case. xi is term i in the current
document. i is term i in the current cluster centroid. freq(xi)
is the frequency of xi and freq( i) is the frequency of i. The
purpose of the denominator is to normalise the distance
figure. The additional value i, has the affect of including the
frequencies of matching terms and discarding the frequencies
of terms that don’t match as stated below.

δi =

1 if x i = µ i
0 otherwise

Initial Cluster Formation
The k-means algorithm dictates that a number of initial
clusters are formed. It is known that iterative clustering
techniques are especially sensitive to initial starting
conditions, and so a question that plagues all hill-climbing
procedures is the choice of the starting point. Unfortunately,
there is no simple, universally good solution to this problem.
A recursive method for initializing the means by running K
clustering problems is mentioned in [8]. A variant of this
method consists of taking the mean of the entire data and then
randomly perturbing it K times [9]. This method, however,
does not appear to be better than random initialization. This
seems to be the case for many attempts at creating good initial
clusters. At this early stage we have, therefore decided to
adopt the random approach that has proven itself to be no
worse than many heuristic methods.

Cluster Mean
Each cluster object contains a mean or centroid, which is a
structure within the cluster that represents all the members of
the cluster at a particular time. It is on this mean that entry of
new members into the cluster is based. As mentioned
previously, terms that appear more frequently are more
significant to the document’s content, so the mean of a cluster
should contain those terms that appear most frequently among
its members. The mean of each cluster in our system satisfies
the above requirement by containing a list of the terms that
appear most frequently within the documents in a cluster. For
example, say initially that a cluster contains mostly stories
about the World Trade Centre bombing. Obviously we want
any additional documents that we consider for membership
into this cluster to be related to this topic. Intuitively, we can
say that there are a set of terms that will be common to all
stories which discuss this topic and also that these terms will
frequently appear in any such document. The mean of a
cluster should contain this set of terms. A statistical analysis
of the corpus revealed that the average length of a document,
excluding stop words, was approximately eighty-four terms.
As we are only concerned with the most frequent terms it not
necessary to maintain a mean of this size so a compromised
size of fifty of the most frequent terms was reached. This is
approximately sixty percent of the average length so
encompasses the necessary information level to accurately
summarize a document’s content. By altering the length of
this feature set, we found that clusters of lower quality tended
to form, so this length was kept constant. When updating a

cluster mean, only terms that have higher frequencies than
terms already existing in the mean are included.

3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section the experiments, which have been carried out
are presented and conclusions are given.
The performance of data mining systems is generally
characterised in terms of two trade-off measures. These are
recall and precision. Precision is the percentage of actual
relevant documents out of all those that the system decided
were relevant. Recall is the percentage of actual relevant
documents out of all those that are actually relevant. But
how is a relevancy judged? The corpus being used has been
fully annotated so that each story within it has been
reviewed by human experts and classified as discussing a
specific topic. This means that after clustering has been
preformed, we can assign a topic to each cluster. This
assignment is based on what the majority of documents
within it discuss and also on the most frequently occurring
terms within the current mean of the cluster. With this
information we can then assess the performance of the
system. As well as precision and recall, performance for
event classification can also be judged by two further
measures. These are error measures, misses and false
alarms. Misses are referred to as type I errors and are caused
when a relevant event is not included in a cluster. False
alarms are referred to as type II errors and are caused when a
non-relevant event is included in a cluster. Both of these
types of error are inversely proportional to the overall
accuracy of the system. The methods for calculating them
are summarised below, see Table 3.1(a), (b).
Relevant

Not Relevant

Retrieved

a

b

Not Retrieved

c

d

Table 3.1(a).

A General Contingency Table

Predicted:
discusses x
Predicted:
discussing (S-x)
Table 3.1(b).

Event x is
True

Event (S – x)
is True

a

b

c

d

An Event Detection Contingency Table, where, x is
an event and S is the set of all events.

The retrieved documents are those that are classified by the
system as being about an event. The relevant documents are
those that were manually judged to be about a specific
event.

recall =

misses =

a

(a + c )

c
(a + c)

precision =

a
( a + b)

false _ alarms =

b
(a + b)

The tests performed to measure the system’s effectiveness
involved clustering the data set using the k-means algorithm
with several different similarity thresholds. The values for
precision and recall were extracted from the results. Using

this information, a table was created displaying the
information see Figures 3.2(a), (b) below.
Precision vs Recall Values

Table 3.2(a).

Precision
0.78
0.78
0.81
0.82
0.79

Recall
0.44
0.42
0.41
0.41
0.40

The expanded range experiments to determine most
accurate threshold.

There is a definite trend in these results. The precision
values obtained rise as the threshold increases until it
reaches a peak at the threshold level of 0.26. The level of
precision obtained here is 0.82. Recall exhibits a similar
trend but peaks at the smaller threshold value of 0.20. The
recall value obtained at the threshold level of 0.26 is still
high, however, leading to the conclusion that it is at this
threshold that the most accurate results are achieved. A
similar conclusion can be reached when the error measures
are examined, see Table 3.3(a), (b). In this Table, the values
for false alarms and misses were extracted from the results.
Here it can be seen that the false alarm value obtained at the
threshold of 0.25 is the lowest and hence the best. Similarly,
the miss rate achieved at this threshold remains quite low
leading to the same conclusion as above, namely the results
obtained at the similarity threshold of ~0.25 are the most
accurate.

Threshold
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45

False Alarms
0.59
0.51
0.29
0.24
0.17
0.23
0.24
0.32
0.31

Misses
0.74
0.63
0.6
0.51
0.59
0.62
0.78
0.76
0.76

Table 3.3. A table of the average false alarm and average miss
values obtained at various similarity thresholds.

In order to fully assess the performance of our system, we
must compare the results obtained above with results
obtained using different algorithms. Plotted below are the
results of our system, (K)luster compared with clustering
results obtained by using the other algorithms outlined in
section two, Figure 3.4.

0.85
0.75
Precision

Recall
0.27
0.37
0.4
0.49
0.41
0.38
0.22
0.24
0.24

The average precision and average recall values
obtained at various thresholds.

Threshold
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.27

Table 3.2(b).

Precision
0.41
0.49
0.71
0.76
0.81
0.77
0.75
0.68
0.69

0.65
0.55
0.45
0.35
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Recall
Alg with Cosine

Figure 3.4.

Alg with Correlation

(K)luster, k-means

A graph of precision versus recall for this system using
the three clustering methods.

As can be clearly seen from the above graph the precision
and recall values for k-means are significantly higher than
those for the cosine and correlation similarities.
False alarm and miss rates for the three clustering methods
were also compared, see figure 3.5 below. Here the false
alarm versus miss rate for k-means is well below the cosine
and correlation similarity rates. This indicates the
performance of k-means is a lot better than the other two
methods and also that the system is very accurate displaying
both high precision and recall values and low false alarm
and miss rates.
Misses vs False Alarms for the three system
0.8
0.7
False Alarms

Threshold
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Misses

Alg with cosine

Figure 3.5.

Alg with correlation

(K)luster, k-means

A graph of false alarms versus misses for each of the
clustering experiments, the cosine similarity, the
correlation co-efficient and k-means.

Scalability
Data Mining is traditionally a very computationally intensive
task so the goal of looking for very efficient data mining
algorithms is vital. In order to completely evaluate our
system, we must look at the scalability of our algorithms as
the dataset grows. Observing the performance with different
data sets tested the scalability of our system. These tests for
system efficiency involved clustering different sized subsets
of the original data set and comparing system effectiveness. In
order to do this we will use the F-measure (Van Rijsbergen,
1979) that combines recall and precision into a single
efficiency measure. This is the harmonic mean of the two
measures, precision and recall.

2 ∗ (recall ∗ precision)
recall + precision
0.9
0.8
Harmonic Mean

The magnitude of F varies from 0, when almost no relevant
documents are retrieved, to 1, when all and only the relevant
documents are retrieved. Moreover F is strongly weighted
towards the lower of the two values P and R; therefore this
measure can only be high when both P and R are high. This is
why the harmonic mean is a useful performance measure.
In the set experiments to examine scalability, four different
sized subsets of the dataset where extracted and clustered
using the algorithm that obtained the best results from the
earlier experiments, k-means. In order to ensure that none of
the randomly generated subsets contained bias towards better
clusters, several samplings were extracted and clustered. An
average of the obtained results for each subset was then used
as the final result. The similarity threshold was also varied for
each subset. Precision and recall values where calculated and
the harmonic mean was obtained. These results were then
graphed along with results from the cosine and correlation
similarity measures. Again, it can be seen k-means performs
very well. The highest value for the harmonic mean was
obtained from clustering with the smallest of the four subsets.
This is what we would expect. The interesting question is
weather the accuracy of the system decreases significantly as
the complexity of the dataset increases. An increase in
complexity occurs when the feature set being used increases.
This is the case when there is an increase in the number of
documents being clustered. We can see from Figure 3.6
below, that the results are less accurate for the second subset.
Again this is what we expect as this second dataset contains
twice as many documents as the first so the complexity of the
system has increased. We see for the third dataset, which has
over three times the number of documents than the second
subset, that the overall accuracy is actually higher. This may
be attributed to the formation of the mean within the clusters.
With few documents, as in dataset 1, the complexity of the
dataset is smaller so the task of clustering is easier. With the
larger subset, dataset 3, the mean of the cluster becomes well
formed during several iterations and so can form a better basis
from which to build the clusters. This leads to better cluster
formation and explains the higher values obtained for
harmonic mean. The forth subset is four times larger than the
third subset and so the complexity of this dataset has greatly
increased. As we would expect, the harmonic mean values
obtained here are lower. When we compare these results with
those of the other two methods, however, we see that the
results are better at some thresholds even though this dataset
is significantly more complex than that used during the cosine
and correlation similarity measure experiments. This is again
good news for our system as although the results indicate a
drop in accuracy as the data complexity increases, the overall
accuracy is still higher than the cosine and correlation
similarity measures, which uses a much smaller dataset.

Harmonic Mean

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.125

0.175

0.225

0.275

0.325

0.375

Thresholds

Figure 3.6.

K-means dataset 50

K-means dataset 100

K-means dataset 335

Cosine dataset 335

Correlation dataset 335

K-means dataset 1372

A graph of the harmonic mean values obtained for the
four different data subsets compared with the cosine
and correlation similarities.

Values for false alarm and miss rates were also extracted from
the results for the four different datasets, see Figure 3.7. The
results here showed that the error measures remained low for
all the first three datasets compared with the cosine and
correlation similarities but also that the best results were for
the dataset 3. Of the three datasets, we see again that dataset 2
performed slightly worse than the other two. Again, as
anticipated, the false alarm and miss rates for the forth and
largest dataset are higher. This is expected and not
unacceptable for very highly multi-dimensional data.
Misses vs False Alarms

False Alarms

HarMean =

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Misses

Figure 3.7.

Cosine - dataset 335

Correlation - dataset 335

K-means dataset 100

K-means dataset 50

K-means dataset 335

K-means dataset 1372

A graph of the false alarm and miss rates obtained for
the four different data subsets and Clustifier.

In order to further assess the scalability of our system,
execution times were recorded during each of the above
experiments. The times recorded were graphed in Figure 3.8.
The results show that for smaller datasets, our system remains
efficient, with only slight execution time increases as the
dataset rises from fifty documents through to approximately
three hundred and forty documents. For the next dataset we
see a clear jump in execution time. We observe that in this
dataset at a threshold value of 0.2, which obtained the highest
accuracy, the execution time is just over one minuet. Again
we consider this an acceptable execution time for this size
dataset.

also be addressing the ever-increasing need for distributed
solutions to mining naturally distributed data.

Exectution times for different datasets
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K-means dataset 50

K-means dataset 100

K-means dataset 335

K-means dataset 1372
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Correlation

The execution times obtained during the clustering
experiments.

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

The above analysis reveals a very identifiable pattern. In
terms of system effectiveness, it can be clearly seen that kmeans performs very well, giving high precision versus recall
values against both the cosine similarity and the correlation
coefficient similarity functions.
In terms of false alarms versus misses, we see our system
using k-means demonstrates excellent results when compared
with the other algorithms we experimented with and also that
the rates themselves are very low.
We also found that the k-means algorithm used in (K)luster, is
scalable. For small, highly multi-dimensional datasets, the
execution times remained low. As the complexity of the
dataset greatly increased, however, so too did the execution
time.
The dataset used with our system was approximately four
hundred megabytes in size. Consider the example given
previously of NASA’s Earth Observing System dataset, which
gathers one terabyte of data every day. It is only when
considering datasets of this size that scalability truly becomes
an issue for concern. So although (K)luster using k-means
proved to be scalable in our experiments, it is clear that future
work should take the direction of investigation into techniques
that prove to be highly scalable for all size datasets.

Future Work
In response to this need, we intend to complete our work by
adapting our current system so that it can effectively and
efficiently scale to very large datasets. We intend to do this by
not only adapting current centralised data mining algorithms
but also taking into account that, no matter how fast an
algorithm can process a large dataset, further problems exist.
For instance, very often these datasets due to storage
limitations or geographical location cannot reside in one
centralised system. We propose that by truly pooling the
resources of disparate systems an individual can overcome
storage and processor concerns and can accomplish
computationally very intensive tasks in a reasonable time.
Phase two of this project will involve the further investigation
of scalable data mining algorithms. In this next phase of
research we will also migrate our existing system to a
distributed environment in an attempt to contribute to solving
the issues of distributivity, heterogeneity and data mining
time complexity on large data sets. Through this work we will
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Knowledge-based intelligent error feedback in a Spanish
ICALL system
Thomas Koller1
Abstract. This paper describes the Spanish ICALL system ESPADA which helps language learners to improve their syntactical
knowledge. The most important parts of ESPADA for the learner
are a Demonstration Module and an Analysis Module. The Demonstration Module provides animated presentation of selected grammatical information. The Analysis Module is able to parse ill-formed
sentences and to give adequate feedback on 28 different error types
from different levels of language use (syntax, semantics, agreement).
It contains a robust chart-based island parser which uses a combination of mal-rules and constraint relaxation to ensure that learner input
can be analysed and appropriate error feedback can be generated.

1

INTRODUCTION

Many CALL packages fall short when it comes to providing
the learner with individualised teaching and flexible feedback [4].
ICALL is very useful in this context as it can automatically generate detailed feedback and provide an individualised environment
for each learner. Through this personalisation the learner is more involved in the own language learning process.
The aim of ESPADA is the development and implementation of
a fully functional syntax teaching system for German learners of
Spanish.2 In Germany, the teaching of grammar plays an important
role in language teaching, but the teaching of syntax in particular is
often neglected. Literature pertaining to teaching Spanish syntax in
Germany is very sparse. ESPADA aims to provide the learner with
a curriculum-independent resource for learning and practising syntactical structures. The project was pedagogically driven and incorporated recent findings on the real use of feedback by learners [1].
Currently, ESPADA is directed towards adult learners with basic linguistic knowledge about grammar and syntactic patterns.
The RECALL system (see [4]) is a system that teaches syntax
using ICALL resources. It has a Learner Module that contains a
model of the individual learner so that the exercises can be tailored
specifically to each learner. The Tutoring Module contains an Exercise and a Test Library in order to provide the learner with varied
training resources.
ESPADA shares some of the ideas of the RECALL system. However, it is much smaller in scale. For example, it does not have a
Learner Module. The Demonstration Module (which is similar to the
Tutoring Module of RECALL) of ESPADA provides animated grammars which differ from traditional methods to illustrate grammatical
1

properties. The Analysis Module is able to properly recognise sentences with the wrong type and/or number of sentence components.
The main feature of ESPADA is the multi-faceted preparation and
feedback offered to the learner. It consists of three components and
their interaction: a Demonstration Module (DM), a Lexicon Module
(LM) and an Analysis Module (AM). The Demonstration Module
provides animated presentation of selected grammatical information;
the Lexicon Module stores and selectively displays lexical information and the Analysis Module dynamically analyses learner input and
generates appropriate feedback.

School of Computing, Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland, email:
tkoller@computing.dcu.ie
2 Therefore the basic interface language is German. The system has now been
enhanced to also have English as the medium of instruction.

Figure 1.

Interaction of Modules

ESPADA allows the learner to enter more than a word or phrase.
The learner can enter a simple Spanish sentence, which is then analysed and flexible feedback is generated. This feedback can be useful
and is usually lacking in commercial language learning systems. The
learner can gather further information about syntactic and semantic
properties with the help of the Lexicon Module and the Demonstration Module. All the modules can be accessed at the same time.
In Figure 2, the Lexicon Module displays the sentence patterns
and verbal forms of beber (to drink), the Demonstration Module explains the characteristics of nominal groups and the Analysis Module
displays the result of analysing the (correct) sentence El padre bebió
un café. (The father drank coffee.)

Figure 2.

Simultaneous use of modules

ESPADA is based on a detailed knowledge base of linguistic description of syntactic features. It has a modular design with a webbased implementation using HTML and JavaScript. The full form
lexicon is coded in XML (based on a XML schema file) and contains
300 lemmas and 1900 full forms. We use a chart-based island parser
with mal-rules (see [6], [4]) and constraint relaxation (see [2]).

2

DEMONSTRATION MODULE

The Demonstration Module - together with the Analysis Module represents an animated grammar. The Demonstration Module offers
the learner a dynamic representation of grammatical information,
which is in contrast with traditional ways of displaying such information. It explains syntactic structures with the help of short Flash
animations. These animations can be viewed repeatedly and stopped
during rendering, so that the learner has full control of the topics
presented (see Figure 3). The Demonstration Module contains 14
different animations, which are classified into 8 main topics (placement of the subject, agreement, types of complements, properties of
complements, negations, personal pronouns, ser vs. estar, topicalisations).
Without the Demonstration Module, the feedback of the Analysis
Module would have to be much more extensive. Heift [1] recommends avoiding extensive feedback stating that feedback exceeding
three lines was not read by learners.

3

LEXICON MODULE

The Lexicon Module (see Figure 4) is interactive and selectively displays the following data in the lexicon:
• all available lemmas of a selected POS
• morphological, syntactic and semantic properties of a chosen verb
(allowed sentence patterns, semantic features of required complements and conjugated verb forms)
• different sets of semantic features
• all words of non-verbal POS having a particular set of semantic
features

Figure 3.

Demonstration Module - Explaining topicalisation

With the information available in the Lexicon Module, the learner
can build up a sentence before using the Analysis Module: after
choosing an appropriate verb according to the communicative intentions, the learner finds out the required sentence patterns, the semantic type of the complements and the conjugated forms of this verb.
Then the learner can see a list of all non-verbal words that correspond to the semantic features required by the verb.
The verb beber (to drink), for instance, has a possible sentence pattern SVD (subject - verb - direct object) with the required semantic
features +humano (human) for the subject and +bebida (drinkable)
for the direct object. Subsequently, the learner can find in the lexicon
several personal pronouns and nouns bearing the feature +humano
and the nouns café (coffee), leche (milk) and vino (wine) for the direct object.

4

ANALYSIS MODULE

The Analysis Module is able to perform a detailed analysis of sentences submitted by the learner and to return selective and appropriate feedback to the learner. It can recognize and generate feedback on
28 different error types from different levels of language use (syntax,
semantics, agreement). Mistyped words and wrong morphological
forms are just handled as errors so that a high degree of robustness of
analysis can be ensured. According to [3], very few programs have
the ability to give adequate feedback to the learner if an ill-formed
sentence is encountered.
The Analysis Module uses a combination of constraint relaxation,
different types of mal-rules and a number of pre- and post-parsing
tests to ensure that ill-formed input can be analysed and errors are
detected.

4.1

Range of analysis

The Analysis Module is able to analyse simple Spanish sentences.
The range of analysis comprises unmarked sentences as well as sentences in which a nominal phrase or a prepositional phrase appears in

Figure 4.

Lexicon Module

first position in order to put special emphasis on that part of the statement3 . The Analysis Module is also able to control the correctness of
object pronouns in connection with a topicalized object. It can handle
sentences with the simple negation adverb no, with complex verbal
groups and with up to two adverbial complements.

4.2

Main steps of analysis

• Word forms: Syntactic and semantic information of the word
forms in the entered sentence are retrieved from the lexical knowledge base.
• Variants: If any word forms of the sentence can belong to several
POS, the learner is asked to choose the intended POS for each
ambiguous word form.
• POS filtering: With the help of the previously gained POS information, the position of the word forms representing a negation
adverb or an adverbial complement are saved. Then these word
forms are temporarily taken out of the sentence. This drastically
reduces the complexity of the parsing process because different
types of adverbial complements can appear at very different places
of the sentence. Without the negation adverb or any adverbial
complement, any remaining word form of the sentence has to belong to the subject, the verbal group or an object.
• Verbal group: The verbal group is checked through various ifthen-tests. It is tested, for instance, if the verbal group starts with
a finite verb, if the verbal form of an infinite verb (i. e. past participle, gerund or infinitive) meets the requirements of the preceding
verb (e. g. the verb querer requires a following verb in infinitive)
and if the last verb in the verbal group is a full verb.
• Negation adverbs and object pronouns: The number and position
of these POS are checked simultaneously as their positions depend
on each other. If any adverbial complements of time were used,
their temporal agreement with each other as well as with the finite
verb is controlled.
3

Unmarked sentence: El padre dio un libro a su hijo. (The father gave a book
to his son.) Marked sentence: A su hijo el padre le dio un libro. (*To his son
the father him gave a book.)

• Determining sentence patterns: If no errors are encountered up
to this stage, the basic sentence patterns (e. g. SVD, SVP) of the
main verb are extracted from the lexicon. As topicalised sentence
patterns (with an object put in first position) are supported, the
basic sentence patterns are permutated (here obtaining the sentence patterns DSV, PSV)). Then all these patterns are translated
into phrase patterns (e. g. SVD translates into NP|NP and into
NP|PP4 ). The sentence patterns and its phrase patterns represent
the basic elements for the parsing process.
If any errors are found, the analysis process is stopped immediately and adequate feedback is given to the learner. The learner
can then modify the input and restart the analysis process.
• Parsing: The parsing process is done twice. First, the part of the
sentence which precedes the verbal group is parsed against those
parts of all phrase patterns which are on the left side of the separator |.
Second, the part of the sentence which follows the verbal group is
parsed against those phrase patterns which were parsed successfully in the first parsing phase. It is matched against the part of
every phrase pattern on the right side of the separator |.
For instance, given the sentence El padre dio un libro a su
hijo. (The father gave a book to his son) and the phrase pattern
NP|NP;PP, the phrase El padre will be parsed against NP. If this
parsing process is completed successfully, un libro a su hijo will
be parsed against NP;PP.
• Tests: If any regular sentence patterns of the main verb have
been parsed successfully, a broad range of syntactic and semantic
checks as well as agreement tests are executed in order to detect
corresponding errors. After all the tests have been done, a ranking of sentence patterns is performed according to the number of
found errors.
• Displaying results: The sentence pattern(s) with the lowest number of errors are displayed.

4.3

Grammar rules

The grammar shows two particular features:
• It has no entries on sentence level (like S → NP VP). The parser
only has to analyse single parts of the entered sentence (the parts
before and after the verbal group).
• It contains mal-rules in order to recognise faulty nominal phrases
representing ungrammatical structures of Spanish (for instance,
the mal-rule NP Y|Titel;PNn recognises a nominal phrase
which lacks a determiner in connection with a person’s title (señor,
señora, señorita)). As a result, the process does not fail if defective
structures of a certain type are encountered. The phrase recognised
by the mal-rule will be added to the list of completed phrases (regular nominal phrases are labelled NP 1, NP 2, etc., whereas anticipated faulty NPs are named NP X and NP Y). After parsing
has been completed, these faulty phrases are identified by a subroutine.

4.4

Parser

The parser is a chart-based island parser making use of the Earley
algorithm. It only needs to analyse the non-verbal parts of the sentence. The verbal group in simple Spanish sentences has a fixed posi4

The | sign symbolises the verbal group and is used as a separator by the
parser

tion and can only contain certain POS (verbs and prepositions5 ). For
that reason it can be examined easily with if-then tests. If an error is
encountered in the verbal group, the analysis stops immediately and
the user gets an appropriate feedback. This approach helps to avoid
as many as error sources as possible before starting the actual parsing
process. Using this approach, a broad range of error feedback can be
given very fast because the parsing process and the following tests on
syntax, semantics and agreement are only due to start if these simple
tests have been concluded without any faults.

4.5

Mal-rules

The Analysis Module contains two different kinds of mal-rules.
These mal-rules recognise faulty structures both at the level of sentence components and within nominal phrases.
The latter type is able to recognize ill-formed input within NPs
either concerning wrong word order or missing words. New malrules of this type can be easily integrated at a later stage to adapt the
grammar to L1-specific learner mistakes or to differing NP structures
in other languages.
The type of mal-rules at sentence level is used to parse sentences
where the type and/or number of recognised complements does not
correspond to the required type and number of complements in sentence patterns of the main verb.
For simple sentences there is a finite amount of possible sentence
patterns. This set of sentence patterns is equivalent to all meaningful combinations of the set of complements comprising subject, direct object, indirect object, prepositional object, necessary adverbial
complement, for example SV, SVD, SVI, SVP, SVU, SVDI.
After extracting the regular sentence patterns of a given main verb
in learner input, all other possible sentence patterns are added to the
chart explicitly labelled as mal-rules. Both the lexically induced and
the mal-rule sentence patterns are then parsed in the same way. If any
regular sentence patterns have been parsed successfully, only these
patterns are then checked thoroughly for syntactic and semantic errors as well as errors of agreement. If only mal-rule based sentence
patterns have been parsed successfully, the analysis process stops immediately and the recognised sentence components are displayed.

4.6

Constraint relaxation

Constraint relaxation (see [5]) represents another important means to
properly recognize ill-formed input. In this case it is implemented in
terms of successive, layered constraint application and constraint violation bookkeeping. No constraints are applied at all during initial
parsing. After parsing has been completed, syntactic and semantic
adequacy as well as agreement requirements are controlled via multiple tests. After these tests have been done, the constraint violations
are counted for each successfully parsed sentence pattern. The sentence pattern(s) with the lowest number6 of constraint violations are
then displayed.

5

GENERATING FEEDBACK

Heift [1] cited the results of a survey about acceptance of feedback
as follows:
• Students did not try to correct themselves if no feedback about the
type of error was provided.
5

The only exception to the rule is the conjunction que in the expression tener
que.
6 This is always a definite number, not a range of numbers.

Figure 5.

Analysis Module

• Feedback exceeding three lines was not read.
• If more than one error was displayed at a time the correction was
felt to be too complex.
These results had significant influence of how the feedback in ESPADA was designed. A cascaded feedback system provides two levels of information. If any errors are encountered after parsing has
been done, they are all displayed, but only in a shortened form merely
giving a hint about the type of each error. Dynamically generated
links provide more detailed feedback (which nevertheless does not
exceed two lines). This feedback informs the learner of the precise
type of error and the values which do not match. Besides that, further general information can be obtained via additional links. (In
Figure 5, the browser window displays the result of analysing a sentence with minor errors. The Analysis Module gives information
about the recognised parts of the sentence and provides for every
error a short explanation combined with a dynamic link. After clicking on the link a JavaScript alert-window opens and gives further
information about the error in question.)
There are four different types of feedback after parsing and all
constraint checks have been done:
• The sentence could be parsed successfully with at least one regular
sentence pattern and no constraint violations were detected: The
feedback consists of the successfully parsed sentence pattern(s)
and the corresponding sentence components.
• The sentence could be parsed successfully with at least one regular
sentence pattern, but constraint violations were detected: The sentence pattern(s) with the lowest number of constraint violations
are displayed. The errors are displayed with the help of the cascaded feedback system previously described.
The errors are not weighted due to the following reason: With the
available information the errors could only be organized according
to the linguistic type of error (syntactic, semantic, agreement). We
doubt that such categories would be of much use for non-linguists.
• The sentence could only be parsed successfully with a mal-rule
on sentence level. It contains correctly build phrases, but does not
coincide with any regular sentence pattern of the main verb. The

feedback shows the recognised phrases and offers further general
information.
• It was not possible to parse the sentence with any sentence pattern (either regular or mal-rule based). The learner gets feedback
about this failure of analysis as well as general information about
possible reasons.

6

CONCLUSIONS & FURTHER WORK

ESPADA offers the learner a comprehensive curriculum-independent
means to learn about syntactic structures of simple Spanish sentences. It provides intelligent knowledge-based error analysis and
feedback.
A combination of constraint relaxation and mal-rules at different
levels has been implemented to ensure that ill-formed sentences can
be parsed successfully. Unlike previous approaches using constraint
relaxation, this system is implemented in terms of successive, layered
constraint application and constraint violation bookkeeping.
The special structural properties of simple Spanish sentences
(i. e. easy separable verbal group, fixed position of negation adverb
and object pronouns) are exploited in an optimal manner to reduce
the input to the parser. The extracted sentence parts are checked on
correctness with simple if-then-tests before parsing starts. As a result, the analysis process is speeded up considerably.
ESPADA represents a valuable starting-point for a multilingual
ICALL system, which will be developed for several Romance languages (French, Spanish and Italian). Extended versions of the parser
and the grammar (containing language-specific rules for several languages) will be very useful to teach contrastive features of Romance
languages on the sentence level. Weighted constraints will be deployed to tailor the feedback of the ICALL system more tightly to
each individual learner. Priorities can be set either through a database
of learner errors or a learner module (see [4]) (saving the previous
sessions of a learner).
The feedback of the Analysis Module will be linked directly to
corresponding animated grammars in order to increase the learning effect. Animated grammars seem to be rarely used (at least in a
systematic manner) and scientific documentation about whether and
how to use this kind of grammars is very sparse (see [7]). Therefore
the animations developed here may be an interesting starting point
for systematic basic research into the design and use of animated
grammars.
Currently an online evaluation platform is being created for empirical evaluation of this system. The questions of this platform are
tightly linked to the expected features of the PhD work so that the
results of this evaluation can be exploited directly for future work.
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PUNC: A Model of Conceptual Combination
Dermot Lynott and Mark T. Keane 1
Abstract. We present a model of conceptual combination, PUNC,
based on the Constraint Theory of conceptual combination ([1],
[2]). This model incorporates the primary constraints of the
Constraint Theory; Informativeness, Diagnosticity and Plausibility
in an integrated fashion, creating a cognitively plausible
mechanism of interpreting novel noun-noun phrases. We detail the
model, including knowledge representation, interpretation
production mechanisms and the ranking of interpretations in terms
of their overall goodness. We also discuss how the PUNC model
improves on existing models of conceptual combination.

1

INTRODUCTION

Nominal compounds like holiday drug mule, soccer
mom, laptop computer and trash cookies are pervasive
and illustrate the creativity of everyday language use.
Conceptual combination has long been viewed as a
microcosm of the creative and generative nature of
language, with new meanings being created constantly
by the re-combination of words in syntactically wellformed phrases. It is the need to understand this
generativity of language that has motivated several
decades of cognitive science research into nominal
compounds (e.g., [3], [2], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]).
This research has thrown up a number of competing
models of conceptual combination, each of which tries
to capture the main empirical phenomena in the field.
We briefly outline these models before concentrating on
the Constraint Theory and a new algorithmic
instantiation of that theory: PUNC (Producing and
Understanding Novel Compounds). PUNC uses the
primary constraints of the constraint theory
(diagnosticity, informativeness and plausibility) to
generate a set of interpretations for any noun-noun
compound, ranked by their overall goodness.

2

Other Theories and Models

There are three main theoretical models of conceptual
combination in the cognitive Science literature: Dual
Process Theory ([8], [9]), CARIN (Competition among
Relations in Nominals, [10], [11]) and the Constraint
Theory ([1], [2], [12]). Each of these theories proposes
different mechanisms and different interactions between
the modifier and head concepts of a novel compound
(i.e., the first and second words in a compound). We
give an overview of these models, before giving more
detail on the Constraint Theory in the next section.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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The Dual Process Theory [9] proposes two
mechanisms for understanding novel, noun-noun
compounds. The first, scenario creation, gives rise to
interpretations that are linked by a relation (e.g., a robin
snake is a snake that eats robins). The second,
comparison and alignment, gives rise to interpretations
that involve transferring a property from the modifier to
the head concept (e.g., a robin snake is a snake with a
red breast). Using these two mechanisms, the dualprocess view accounts for two broad classes of
interpretations; relation-based and property-based.
Relational interpretations involve the use of a thematic
relation connecting the two words in the compound
(e.g., dawn flight is a “flight that takes off at dawn”).
Property interpretations assert a property of one concept
of the other concept (e.g., bullet train is “a very fast
train”, asserting the property of bullet of the train).
The CARIN model posits that property-based
interpretations are rare, and that people are far more
likely to produce interpretations that use relations. As
such, CARIN predicts what interpretations people will
produce based on what it terms “Modifier Relation
Frequency”; in other words, how a modifier has been
combined in other compounds in the past. For example,
most compounds of the form a “chocolate X” mean, “an
X made from chocolate” (e.g., chocolate egg, chocolate
coin, chocolate bar). Therefore, future compounds of
this form will be more likely to give rise to this kind of
interpretation.
In this way CARIN accounts for
relational interpretations, while remaining silent on the
origins of property interpretations.
However, both Dual-Process and CARIN accounts
have drawbacks.
Dual-Process requires multiple
mechanisms to account for various phenomena, while
the CARIN theory largely ignores an entire class of
interpretation. The Constraint Theory of conceptual
combination overcomes these obstacles by proposing a
unitary unification mechanism to account for a wide
range of data.

3

The Constraint Theory

The Constraint Theory ([1], [2]) says people understand
novel, noun-noun combinations by using three primary
constraints – diagnosticity, informativeness and
plausibility – whose interactions dictate what

interpretations are produced. The theory has been
realised in a computational model, called C3.
Diagnosticity relates to the salience of the features of
a concept.
A concept’s diagnostic features best
distinguish that concept from other concepts. For
example, “has wings” is a more diagnostic feature of
birds than “has legs”, since many creatures have legs,
but far fewer have wings. Diagnostic features facilitate
the activation of the concepts involving these features.
For example, using the feature “has a trunk” would call
to mind “elephants” more easily than using the feature
“is grey” ([13]). For this reason diagnostic features are
often employed in people’s interpretations for novel
compounds. For example, “a beetle that is spiky” is
often produced as an interpretation for the compound
cactus beetle since it uses a highly diagnostic feature of
the concept CACTUS. Constraint theory proposes that
interpretations of novel, noun-noun compounds will
utilise diagnostic features of both the head and modifier
concepts.
Plausibility requires that interpretations utilise
features that have already co-occurred in pastexperiences. For example, of two interpretations for the
compound angel pig, “a pig with wings on its torso” is
more plausible than “a pig with wings on it tail” for the
simple reason that “wings on torsos” has been
encountered in the past, whereas “wings on tails” has
not.
In this way, plausibility overlaps produced
interpretations with prior experience (i.e., specific
instances stored in memory) to judge its overall
goodness.
Informativeness specifies that an interpretation must
contain a certain amount of new information.
Constraint theory predicts that uninformative
interpretations will not be produced. For example, a
possible interpretation for the compound pencil bed
might be “a bed that is made of wood”. However, since
pencils are traditionally made of wood such an
interpretation would be rejected as uninformative.

3.1 The C3 Model
The C3 model ([1]) implements the three constraints of
diagnosticity, plausibility and informativeness. C3
calculates the diagnosticity of a feature by comparing it
to all other concepts in memory (see [1] for details).
For instance, if the feature prickly occurred only once,
in the concept CACTUS, then it would have a high
diagnosticity score for that concept. C3 uses the
resulting diagnosticity scores to construct partial
interpretations for a compound using the diagnostic
features of both concepts. To compute plausibility,
these partial interpretations are then compared to
existing concepts, using their level of overlapping
semantic features as a measure of plausibility. An
interpretation is scored as being completely plausible if
it overlaps entirely with some stored instance in the
knowledge base.
During this stage these partial
interpretations are also elaborated with additional
properties from relevant concepts in the knowledge

base, but only if these additions increase the plausibility
of the interpretation.
Finally, informativeness is implemented as a post-hoc
filtering process in C3. Once interpretations have been
produced they are examined to ascertain whether they
are informative or not. Interpretations that do not
contain a requisite amount of new information are
rejected. Informativeness is therefore a binary affair
with new information either being present or absent.
For a given compound C3 generates approximately
4,000 unique interpretations ([1]) with the entire
process taking from several hours to days. Obviously it
would not be feasible to examine every single
interpretation generated, so for simulation purposes a
threshold on the overall goodness is usually set so that
only the top 10 interpretations are output once
processing is complete.

4

The PUNC Model

The PUNC model is an implementation of the
Constraint Theory that seeks to improve upon C3 by
reducing the amount of processing required, while still
producing interpretations that parallel those produced
by people. PUNC retains the central constraints of
diagnosticity, informativeness and plausibility, but
implements them differently to the C3 model. We
detail the knowledge represented in PUNC and how this
knowledge can be meshed to generate interpretations.
We also discuss how thes e changes improve PUNC’s
performance compared to existing models.

4.1 Knowledge Representations in PUNC
PUNC uses a simply hierarchy to represent the most
diagnostic knowledge associated with each concept.
This knowledge encoded includes diverse information
such as diagnostic features, functions, roles, and
relations to other concepts. For example, the concept
CACTUS is represented by diagnostic features such as
“has spikes”, “grows in the desert”, “can conserve
water”. Since CACTUS also inherits features from
PLANT, the feature “can grow”, or “can be eaten” is
also represented. Similarly, any concept that inherits
from CREATURE will have the feature “can eat
things”, so specific instances of creatures e.g.,
BEETLE, DOG, SNAKE, will also be able to eat
things. Each feature is weighted by its importance
relative to the concept, so “has spikes” is weighted as
being the most important feature of CACTUS (e.g., a
weighting of 1), while “grows in the desert” is weighted
as being of slightly less importance (e.g., a weighting of
3). The PUNC knowledge base was coded blind (i.e.,
without reference to specific compounds or
interpretations) so current weightings currently
represent intuitive values for each feature of a concept.
Features that are inherited from a parent concept are
not as diagnostic to the child concept (e.g., “can
photosynthesise” is less diagnostic of CACTUS than it
is of PLANT). Therefore, inherited features are always

weighted relative to the diagnostic features already
present in the child concept. For example, if the feature
“can conserve water” had a diagnosticity score of 4,
then any feature inherited from PLANT would have a
weighting of 5 or more.
Since PUNC merely represents features that are
important to each concept, the knowledge represented is
quite diverse, but it is all treated in the same fashion.
For example, the feature “has spikes” (a property) is
important for CACTUS, whereas the concept VET
might have the feature “treats animals” (a role), or the
concept CHESS might have “strategic” or “tactical” (a
more subjective property). Of course the importance of
a feature for a particular concept can change from one
situation to another or from one person’s perspective to
another’s, but this knowledge base gives a snapshot of
this knowledge and how these concepts relate to one
another.

4.2 How PUNC Produces Interpretations
The input to PUNC is a noun-noun combination and the
output is a list of possible interpretations for that
combination, ranked in terms of their overall goodness.
The model produces multiple interpretations for each
combination; interpretations that parallel those
produced by people.
PUNC provides a diverse
selection of interpretations, using a parsimonious
mechanism that reflects both the speed and efficiency
with which people understand these compounds, and
the diversity of the interpretations they produce.
The two most common types of interpretation
produced by people are described as property-based and
relation-based. Property-based interpretations occur
when a property of the modifier is transferred to the
head (e.g., bee beetle as “a yellow and black striped
beetle”). Relation-based interpretations occur when
some relation links the head and modifier concepts
(e.g., cookery magazine as “a magazine that is about
cookery”). Property-based interpretations account for
30-50% of interpretations produced, with relation-based
interpretations accounting for the same amount again
([1]). Other types of interpretations that occur with less
frequency include conjunctions (e.g., pet fish as
“something which is both a pet and a fish”) and knownconcept interpretations, where the interpretation refers
to an object that already exists (e.g., pencil bed as “a
pencil case”).
Through the mechanism described
below, PUNC is able to generate various types of
interpretation, in a manner that reflects how people
perform the process of conceptual combination.
4.2.1 Meshing Knowledge to Produce Interpretations
PUNC generates different types of interpretations
through meshing the available knowledge from
modifier into the knowledge of the head. When
knowledge is meshed it can give rise to possible
interactions between the head and modifier concepts, or
to the transfer of some aspects of the modifier concept
to the head. Each concept consists of a collection of

features (e.g., properties, roles, etc.) that describes it
and how it relates to other concepts. PUNC compares
the features of the modifier concept to those of the head
to establish whether elements of both can be meshed.
A simplified description of the knowledge represented
for the concepts CACTUS and BEETLE is given in (i)
and (ii). We will use these descriptions to illustrate how
knowledge is meshed to create interpretations.
i CACTUS: is spiky, is found in deserts, can
conserve water, is green, can be eaten, can
photosynthesise
ii BEETLE: is black, has 6 legs, has antennae, can
eat things, can be eaten.
Since each feature encoded has an associated
diagnosticity weighting, PUNC processes features in
descending order of diagnosticity. Firstly, PUNC
examines each feature in the modifier to see if it can be
meshed with the head’s features to create
interpretations. Secondly, it examines if the modifier
itself can be used to fulfil some role in the knowledge
represented in the head concept. As a starting point,
PUNC uses the knowledge of the head concept as the
core for each interpretation that is produced. This core
is then altered or augmented by whatever new features
are introduced from the modifier.
For the compound cactus beetle, PUNC firstly looks
at the modifier’s representation (see i) and attempts to
create a unique interpretation using each piece of
knowledge. For example, the feature “is spiky” from
CACTUS is taken and compared to the features of the
head concept. If this feature is considered informative
(i.e., if it does not already exist in the head concept),
then it can be used to create an interpretation. The “is
spiky” knowledge from CACTUS is then meshed with
the existing representation of BEETLE forming a
representation for the interpretation, which contains all
of the diagnostic features of the head concept. The
newly incorporated information (“is spiky”) is elevated
to being the most diagnostic feature of this new
representation, and as such can be used to create a gloss
of the new representation of “a beetle that is spiky”.
This interpretation distinguishes this beetle from other
types of beetle. In this way PUNC outputs both a
representation of the interpretation and a text
description of the interpretation. In the same way that
PUNC produces “a beetle that is spiky”, it will also
generate the interpretations “a beetle that is found in
deserts” and “a beetle that can conserve water”.
In some cases the knowledge being meshed from the
modifier can conflict with knowledge that already exists
in the head’s representation. For example, when PUNC
compares the knowledge “is green” from CACTUS to
the knowledge of BEETLE, there is a clash, because “is
black” is represented as being the colour of beetles. In
incorporating this knowledge from the modifier PUNC
overrides the information that was in the head to create
a representation for “a beetle that is green”.

When the feature “can be eaten” from the modifier is
compared to the head, PUNC meshes this with the
knowledge from BEETLE that it “can eat things”, as
there is a reciprocal relationship between these two
pieces of knowledge. This produces a representation
for the interpretation “a beetle that eats cactus”. On the
other hand, when PUNC encounters the knowledge
“can be eaten” in the both concepts, it does not create
the interpretation “a beetle that can be eaten”; as that
feature is already present in BEETLE and so the
resulting interpretation would be uninformative.
At this point, PUNC examines whether there are
features in the head concept that can incorporate the
modifier itself to form an interpretation (as opposed to
specific features of the modifier concept, as above). For
example, there may be actions that the head concept can
perform on other concepts (e.g., eats, plays, hunts etc.).
For cactus beetle there are no features that allow this
(see Table 1 for a list of interpretations produced by
PUNC for the compound cactus beetle). However, if
the compound were cactus magazine, MAGAZINE
contains the feature “can be about something”. PUNC
meshes this feature with the modifier itself to produce a
representation for “a magazine that is about cacti”.
Similarly, cactus magazine could also be “a magazine
that is made from cactus” as magazines can be made
from different things. Incorporating the modifier itself
in this way gives rise to a variety of interpretations
depending on the features present in the head.
Each interpretation that is produced by PUNC has an
overall goodness score calculated, based on the
diagnosticity of the features used to produce the
interpretation, and the level of plausibility of the
interpretation (as was used by the C3 model). This is
discussed further in section 4.3.
Using the above mechanism that meshes knowledge
of the modifier and head concepts, PUNC can produce a
variety of interpretation types that have been described
in the literature, such as property-based (e.g., “a hat that
has yellow and black stripes”), relation-based (e.g., “a
beetle that eats sugar”) and conjunctions (e.g., “a bird
that is also a pet”). These interpretations account for
the vast majority of interpretations produced by people
and PUNC provides an efficient mechanism for
generating them.

4.3 Improvements on other models
Overall, PUNC is more efficient than C3 as it reduces
the amount of processing necessary to produce a set of
psychologically plausible interpretations.
4.3.1 Diagnosticity
[1] specified that employing differential levels of
knowledge accessibility might improve model
performance by limiting the amount of knowledge that
needs to be drawn into the interpretation process.
However, the C3 model specifies that all knowledge is
equally and directly accessible from memory, whereas
PUNC encodes diagnostic information of concepts in

descending order of importance for each concept. It has
been shown that diagnostic features are more available
to people than non-diagnostic features ([16], [17]). By
processing the highly diagnostic features of the head
and modifier first, PUNC produces “better”
interpretations first, with poorer interpretations
generally occurring later in the processing stages. This
more closely reflects how people produce compounds,
since communicative goals generally require people to
produce good interpretations first [18].
4.3.2 Informativeness
C3 generates all possible interpretations and then
decides whether they are informative or not. PUNC
only generates interpretations that are considered
informative in the first place.
It does this by
considering whether information is informative before
creating an interpretation, rather than performing a posthoc test as C3 does. For example, in the compound
beetle tar the concepts of TAR and BEETLE both
contain the information that they are black. PUNC
checks if this information is already present in the head
concept and if so, rejects the use of this information in
specifying an interpretation. While the end results may
be the same for PUNC and C3 in this case, the means of
getting there is not. PUNC offers a much more succinct
solution to the pragmatic concern of informativeness.
4.3.3 Plausibility
PUNC looks at plausible interactions between the
concepts involved, which contributes to the overall
goodness of an interpretation.
For example, in
compound ballet mother, BALLET is represented as a
dance, and dances can be performed. The concept
MOTHER inherits from both WOMAN and PERSON
and so “performs” is one possible feature that a person
can have. Because these features of the two concepts
mesh perfectly, the interpretation of “a mother who
performs ballet” is deemed highly plausible. On the
other hand, if the compound being interpreted was
ballet dog; “dog that performs ballet” would not receive
a high a plausibility scoring since dogs do not typically
perform ballet, although the interpretation is still
possible. Different interactions between the concepts
give rise to different levels of plausibility for an
interpretation.
When it comes to plausibility, PUNC address the
plausibility level of an interpretation when it is being
produced (as explained above). In contrast, C3 takes
the less economical approach of producing a partial
representation for an interpretation and calculating its
plausibility based on the extent of its overlap with all
stored instances in memory. It then attempts to enhance
the overall plausibility of an interpretation by
incorporating extra features from the head and modifier
concepts, so as to increase the size of the overlap with
stored instances. PUNC avoids retroactively assessing
the plausibility in two ways. Firstly, PUNC considers
the type of interaction between the two concepts at the

point of producing an interpretation. Secondly, it uses
the knowledge of the head concept as the core for each
interpretation produced. This means that its overlap
with existing concepts is maximised from the outset.
In obviating the need for post-hoc checks, PUNC
provides an efficient mechanism for integrating
plausibility into the interpretation process.
4.3.4

Order of produced interpretation

PUNC processes the information of the head and
modifier concepts in descending order of diagnosticity.
This means that PUNC is more likely to produce better
interpretations first. By the time the least diagnostic
features of a concept are used to form an interpretation
it is liable that these interpretations will not be
considered as good as previous ones, although a high
plausibility score may elevate their overall goodness
score. On the other hand, C3 generates all possible
interpretations and so does not prioritise the order in
which they are produced. PUNC’s approach is therefore
a closer reflection of how people produce compounds,
who following pragmatic considerations ([18]), tend to
produce better interpretations first.
4.3.5

Knowledge Represented

The knowledge represented in PUNC is very different
from other models that employ a set of finite relations
that can be used to combine a compound’s concepts .
For example, the CARIN model ([4], [10]), uses a finite
set of relations such as LOCATION, USE, MADE OF.
This not only restricts such a model to relation-based
interpretations, but meanings that are in fact quite
different are formed using the same underlying relation.
For example, the “for” relation can be used in a variety
of interpretations that have very different meanings
(e.g., compare “a magazine for workers” to “a treatment
for backs”). PUNC’s use of diverse knowledge allows
for more specific interpretations, yet with greater
variation in the types of interpretation produced.
4.3.6 Model Performance for Produced Interpretations
By integrating the constraints of diagnosticity,
informativeness and plausibility PUNC efficiently
generates a list of possible interpretations for
compounds. While a model such as C3 produces
thousands of interpretations for a single compound,
even the interpretations that receive the highest
goodness scores may not reflect the interpretations
produced by people [1]. This can be partly attributed to
limitations of the size of the knowledge base, but this
problem applies to any computational model. In PUNC,
however, the set of interpretations produced for a given
compound generally seems quite sensible and
informative. For example, Table 1 shows interpretations
produced for the compound cactus beetle. While the
most highly ranked interpretations seem to be better
candidates (e.g., “a beetle that is spiky”), the lower
ranked interpretations, while still possible, appear less
good (e.g., “a beetle that can photosynthesis”). In

PUNC the overall ranking of an interpretation is
calculated using both the diagnosticity of the
information being incorporated, from the head and
modifier, and the plausibility of the interaction between
the compound’s constituents 2 . This calculation gives
slightly more importance to the modifier’s information,
as this has been shown to have a greater bearing on
resultant interpretations ([10], [11]).
Table 1 Interpretations for Cactus Beetle produced by the
PUNC model
Rank
Interpretation
1

A beetle that is spiky

2

A beetle that is green

3

A beetle that is found in the desert

4

A beetle that can conserve water

5

A beetle that has the shape of a cactus

6

A beetle that eats cactus

7

A beetle that can photosynthesise

Preliminary testing has been carried out to establish
whether the interpretations that PUNC produces do in
fact reflect those produced by people, and whether the
interpretations most frequently produced by people are
considered better interpretations by PUNC’s ranking.
To examine PUNC’s performance we used two sets of
interpretations for novel, noun-noun compounds; one
from [1] (e.g., whale seal, viper slug) and one set from
[19] (e.g., carrot bomb, bee hat). In both of these
studies, people were asked to provide what they thought
would be plausible interpretations for a list of novel
compounds. Participants’ responses were collated and
ranked by their frequency of production.
We took the same set of compounds that were
presented to those participants (39 in total) and input
them into the PUNC model. For each compound PUNC
returned an ordered set of interpretations and
representations for each interpretation, which we could
then compare to participants’ responses.
We found that in 77% of cases the most frequently
produced interpretation by people was produced by
PUNC as the highest ranking interpretation. For
example, for the compound plate paper, the
interpretation that was ranked highest by PUNC was
“paper that is used to make plates”, which matched the
most frequently produced interpretation by the
participants. For some compounds, PUNC’s highest
ranking interpretation was not the interpretation
produced most often by people, but was still among the
set of interpretations people produced. For example, bee
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
2
Goodness Score = (Plausibility / 10) * ((Head Diagnosticity
* 0.55) + (Modifier Diagnosticity * 0.45))

hat meaning “a hat that is worn by a bee” was
considered the best interpretation by PUNC, but it was
only the third most frequently produced interpretation
by participants. If we compare all of the interpretations
produced by PUNC that were also produced by people,
there is a strong correlation between PUNC’s goodness
score and the frequency of production of participants’
interpretations (r =-0.74, N =261) 3 .
These initial findings are promising, but more
stringent testing is required to establish whether PUNC
can be used as a viable model of conceptual
combination.

5. DISCUSSION
Overall, the PUNC model offers an efficient model of
conceptual combination, and implementation of the
Constraint Theory, while still reflecting a diversity of
interpretation types that other models lack (see [4]). By
meshing diagnostic features of concepts in a way that
obviates the need to consider all possible permutations
of information, together with the constraints of
informativeness and plausibility, PUNC constructs sets
of interpretations that reflect not only those produced by
people, but also their relative goodness. This increased
efficiency seems to better parallel the speed people
manifest in their interpretation of novel word
combinations. Additionally, [20] have incorporated the
additional constraint of compound familiarity to
PUNC’s existing constraints, which has been shown to
be an important factor in explaining people’s response
times to noun-noun compounds.
As an implementation of the constraint theory of
conceptual combination, PUNC makes an important
leap from a largely computational level implementation
to a more algorithmic-level consideration of conceptual
combination. Future work will also consider how the
PUNC system can be used to predict the compounds
that people produce given particular object descriptions.
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Temporal Relations in Visual Semantics of Verbs
Minhua Ma and Paul Mc Kevitt1
Abstract.1 Numerous temporal relations of verbal actions
have been analysed in terms of various grammatical means
of expressing verbal temporalisation such as tense, aspect,
duration and iteration. Here the temporal relations within
verb semantics, especially ordered pairs of verb entailment,
are studied using Allen’s interval-based temporal formalism.
Their application to the decomposite visual definitions in
our intelligent storytelling system, CONFUCIUS, is
presented, including the representation of procedural events,
achievement events and lexical causatives. In applying these
methods we consider both language modalities and visual
modalities since CONFUCIUS is a multimodal system.
Keywords: natural language understanding, knowledge
representation, temporal relations, visual semantics,
language visualisation, verb semantics

1 INTRODUCTION
There are two main kinds of temporal reasoning formalisms
in artificial intelligence systems: point-based linear
formalisms to encode relations between time points
(moments), and interval-based temporal calculus to encode
qualitative relations between time intervals [1]. Point-based
linear formalisms can represent moments, durations, and
other quantitative information, whilst interval-based
temporal logic can express qualitative information, i.e.
relations between intervals.
A common problem in the tasks of both visual
recognition (image processing and computer vision) and
language visualisation (text-to-graphics) is to represent
visual semantics of action verbs (events), which happen in
both space and time continuum. Since states and events are
two general types of verbs and events usually occur over
some time intervals and involve internal causal structure
(i.e. change of states), we use an interval-based formalism
rather than a point-based formalism to represent temporal
relationships in visual semantics of eventive verbs.
First, we begin with background to this work, the
intelligent multimodal storytelling system, CONFUCIUS,
and review previous work on temporal relations in storybased systems and natural language processing (section 2).
Then we investigate various temporal interrelations between
ordered pairs of verb entailment using this interval-based
formalism in section 3. We turn next to discuss some
1
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attributes of interval relations and revise the conventions to
indicate directions for causal relationship and backward
presupposition in section 4. Next we apply this method in
our visual definitions of verbs in CONFUCIUS and discuss
its applications in different circumstances such as
procedural events, achievement events and lexical
causatives in section 5. Following this, comparisons of our
method to other work are considered (section 6), and finally
section 7 concludes with a discussion of possible future
work of adding quantitative elements to the decomposite
visual representation.

2 BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK
Our long-term objective of this research is to create an
intelligent multimedia storytelling interpretation and
presentation system called CONFUCIUS, which
automatically generates multimedia presentations from
natural language input. It employs temporal media such as
3D animation and speech to present short stories.
Establishing correspondence between language and
animation is the focus of this research. This requires
adequate representation and reasoning about the dynamic
aspects of the story world, especially about events, i.e.
temporal semantic representation of verbs.

2.1 CONFUCIUS
Any multimodal presentation system like CONFUCIUS
needs a multimodal semantic representation to allocate,
plan, and generate presentations. Figure 1 illustrates the
multimodal semantic representation of CONFUCIUS.
Between the multimodal semantics and each specific
modality there are two levels of representation: one is a
high-level multimodal semantic representation which is
media-independent, the other is media-dependent
representation which bridges the gap between general
multimodal semantic representation and specific media
realization and is capable of connecting meanings across
modalities, especially between language and visual
modalities. CONFUCIUS uses a decomposite predicateargument representation [7] to connect language with visual
modalities as shown in Figure 1. The interval-based
temporal logic we discuss in this paper is applied in the
decomposite visual representation which is further discussed
in section 5. This method is suited for representing temporal
relations and hence helping create 3D dynamic virtual
reality in language visualisation.

Figure 1. Multimodal semantic representation of CONFUCIUS

Figure 2 shows the knowledge base of CONFUCIUS
that encompasses language knowledge for the natural
language processor to extract semantic structures from text,
and visual knowledge which includes object model and event
model, etc. The event model consists of visual representation
of events (verbs) that contains explicit knowledge about the
decomposition of high level acts into basic motions, and
defines a set of basic animations such as walk, jump, crouch
by determining key frames of corresponding rotations and
movements of human joints and body parts involved.

tense, aspect, duration and iteration. The times involved are
the time of speech, the time of situation and the time of
reference (i.e. those denoted by time adverbials such as
“yesterday”, “next Monday”). To represent the relations
among them, some use point-based metric formalisms, some
use interval-based logic, others integrate interval-based and
point-based temporal logic [6] because of the complexity of
temporal relations in various situations, for example, the
distinction between punctual events and protracted events,
achievements and accomplishments [11, 12], stative verbs
and eventive verbs, states, events and activities [2].
However, few of these are concerned with the temporal
relations at the lexical level, e.g. between or within verbs. In
lexical semantics, extensive studies have been conducted on
the semantic relationship of verbs [4], but few temporal
relations have been considered. The closest work to that
presented in this paper was developed about 6 years ago by
Badler et al. [3]. They generalized five possible temporal
relationships between two actions in technical orders
(instruction manuals) domain. In the following sections we
investigate temporal relations at the lexical level since this
work will facilitate our decomposite visual definitions of
verbs in language visualisation.
Basic relations
precede
xpy
inverse precede
y p-1 x
meet
xmy
inverse meet
y m-1 x
overlap
xoy
inverse overlap
y o-1 x

Example
xxxx
yyyy
xxxxx
yyyyy
xxxxx
yyyyy

during
inverse
during
(include)
start
inverse start

xdy
y d-1 x

xxxx
yyyyyyyyy

xsy
y s-1 x

xxxxx
yyyyyyyyy

finish
inverse finish

xfy
y f-1 x

xxx
yyyyyyyy

Here we focus on an efficient temporal representation
in event models of this knowledge base, exploring how to
apply interval relations in modeling the temporal
interrelation between the subactivities in one event.

equal

x≡y
y≡x

xxxxx
yyyyy

2.2 Previous work on temporal relations

3 TEMPORAL RELATIONS IN VERB
ENTAILMENTS

Figure 2. Knowledge base of CONFUCIUS

Here we introduce Allen’s [1] thirteen basic interval
relations (Table 1), which will be used in visual semantic
representation of verbs in CONFUCIUS’ language
visualisation. Allen’s interval relations has been employed
in story-based interactive systems [8] to express progression
of time in virtual characters and handling linear/ parallel
events in story scripts and user interactions.
On sentence level temporal analysis within natural
language understanding, there are extensive discussions on

Endpoints
xe < ys
xe = ys
xs < ys < xe ∩
xe < ye
xs > ys ∩
xe < ye
xs = ys ∩
xe < ye
xe = ye ∩
xs > ys
xs = ys ∩
xe = ye
2

Table 1. Allen’s thirteen interval relations

In this section various temporal relations between ordered
pairs of verbs in which one entails the other are studied and
their usage in visualisation is discussed.
Verb entailment is a fixed truth relation between verbs
where entailment is given by part of the lexical meaning, i.e.
2

In this table subscript “e” denotes “end point”, “s” means “start
point”.

entailed meaning is in some sense contained in the entailing
meaning. Verb entailment indicates an implication logic
relationship: “if x is true, then y is true” (x⇒y). Take the
two pairs snore-sleep and buy-pay as example, we can infer
snore⇒sleep and buy⇒pay since when one is snoring (s)he
must be sleeping, and if somebody wants to buy something
(s)he must pay for it, whilst we cannot infer in the reverse
direction because one may not snore when (s)he is sleeping,
and one might pay for nothing (not buying, such as
donation). In these two examples, the entailing activity
could temporally include (i.e. d-1) or be included in (i.e. d)
the entailed activity. Fellbaum [4] classifies verb entailment
relations into four kinds, based on temporal inclusion and
other elements between the activities such as causal
structure (Figure 3).

“shorten”, “strengthen”, “soften”, often refer to a change of
state or property and have the meaning (make/become/cause
+ corresponding adjective). The temporal relation between
the pair of deadjectival verbs and the state of their
corresponding adjectives is also {p,m,o,s,f-1,≡}. For
instance, the possible interval relations set between softensoft could be soften {p,m,o,s,f-1,≡} soft. Similarly,
the relation set {p,m,o,s,f-1,≡} is also applicable to cognate
verbs and adjectives such as beautify-beautiful and clarifyclear.
Verb entailment relations
troponym
non-troponym
(proper temporal inclusion)
backward presupposition
cause

Temporal
relations
{≡}
{d,d-1}

Example

limp ≡ walk
snore d sleep
buy d-1 pay
{p-1,m-1}
untie p-1 tie ∪
untie m-1 tie
-1
{p,m,o,s,f ,≡} eat p fullUp ∪
eat o fullUp,
give m have,
build o exist

Table 2. Temporal relations in verb entailments

Figure 3. Fellbaum’s classification of verb entailment

Troponymy is one important semantic relation in verb
entailment [4] which typically holds between manner
elaboration verbs and their corresponding base verbs, i.e.
two verbs have the troponym relation if one verb elaborates
the manner of another (base) verb. For instance, mumbletalk indistinctly, trot-walk fast, stroll-walk leisurely,
stumble-walk unsteadily, gulp-eat quickly, the relation
between mumble and talk, trot/stroll/stumble and walk, gulp
and eat is troponymy. In CONFUCIUS, we use the method
of base verb + adverb to present manner elaboration
verbs, that is, to present the base verb first and then, to
modify the manner (speed, the agent’s state, duration of the
activity, and iteration) of the activity. To visually present
“trot”, we create a loop of walking movement, and then
modify the cycleInterval to a smaller value to present
fast walking.
In Table 2 we analyze the possible temporal relations
between these verb entailments and give some examples.
Notice that the interval relation between a troponym pair of
verbs is {≡} (see Table 1), e.g. limp ≡ walk.
The relation set of {p,m,o,s,f-1,≡} may hold in any pair
with causal structure (i.e. lexical causatives), between the
eventive verb and its result state (either stative verb or
adjective), such as give-have, eat-full, work-getPaid, heathot. Thanks to the productive morphological rules in
English deriving verbs from adjectives via affixes such as –
en and –ify, these deadjectival verbs, e.g. “whiten”,

Eventive verbs, which have internal causal structure
and are distinguished from stative verbs on this point
according to Gennari and Poeppel [5], are also our main
concern in our language visualisation.

4 SOME ATTRIBUTES OF INTERVAL
RELATIONS
Reversibility and transitivity are important attributes in
temporal reasoning. They provide an algorithm which
propagates the temporal relations through a collection of
intervals, determining the most constrained disjunction of
relations for each pair of intervals which satisfies the given
relations and is consistent in time. By adding directions to
interval relations we may denote the implication logic
relationship between two events.

4.1 Reversibility and transitivity
Reversibility of one interval relation could be defined as: if
∃R: act1 R act2, R∈{p,p-1,m,m-1,o,o-1,d,d-1,
s,s-1,f,f-1} ⇒ act2 R-1 act1, then this temporal

relation R is reversible. For instance, untie p-1 tie ⇒ tie p
untie. All interval relations except ≡ are reversible.
Transitivity of one interval relation could be defined as:
if ∃R: (act1 R act2) ∩(act2 R act3), R∈{p,p-1,
o,o-1,d,d-1, s,s-1,f,f-1,≡}⇒ act1 R act3, then
this temporal relation R is transitive, to wit, the temporal
relations between the pairs of intervals can be propagated
through the collection of all intervals. For instance, born p
age, age p die ⇒ born p die. Notice that m and m-1
are not in the set of possible transitive relations, because the
nature of these two relations is not transitive, i.e. (act1 m

act2) ∩ (act2 m act3) ⇒ ~(act1 m act3). All the
other temporal relations {p,p-1,d,d-1,s,s-1,f,f-1,≡} must be
transitive except o and o-1 since act1 o act3 cannot be
inferred from (act1 o act2) ∩ (act2 o act3),
though it might be true.
The temporal reasoning of the interval relations can be
obtained by computing the possible relations between any
two time intervals. For instance,
(x d

-1

-1

-1

y) ∩ (y p z) ⇒ x R z, R∈{p,o,d ,f ,m}

In this case, x could be the activity “buy”, y could be the
activity “pay” and z could be “consume”.

4.2 Revised interval relation conventions
Here we revise Allen’s interval logic by adding directions of
implication logic relationships to it, using R>, <R, or <R>,
R∈{p,p-1,m,m-1,o,o-1,d,d-1,s,s-1,f,f-1,≡}. Hence, limp ≡>
walk indicates their troponomy relation, and <≡> indicates
synonym relations like speak <≡> say, or same activity from
different perspectives such as teach <≡> learn, buy <≡> sell.
By this facility we may also use build o> exist to
indicate causal relationship (in prediction), and use tie <p
untie to indicate backward presupposition (in planning).

5 APPLICATION OF INTERVAL
REPRESENTATION
The interval temporal logic discussed above can be applied
in a decomposite predicate-argument model of visual
definition [7] to represent the temporal relationship between
subactivities. The relationship between the definiendum
verb and the defining subactivities is temporal inclusion
(whether proper inclusion or not), i.e. act1 R act2,
R∈{d,s,f,≡}, act1 is part of, or a stage in, temporal
realization of act2, and hence it could be one sub-activity in
act2’s visual definition3. ≡ is a special case. If there is only
one subactivity in a definition and the relation of this
subactivity and its defined verb is ≡ or ≡>, the definition is
rather an interpretation than a semantic decomposition, e.g.
in the definition slide():- move(), the temporal relation
between the subactivity and definiendum is slide ≡ move.
Because “slide” is a troponym of “move”, i.e. slide ≡>
move, we can use “move” to define “slide” but not use
“slide” to define “move”. The relationship between any
subactivity and the verb sense it defines are {d,s,f,≡}:
act():subact1(),
……
subacti(),
…….
subacti R act, i∈N, R∈{d,s,f,≡}

In the proposal of Ma and Mc Kevitt [7] there are two
symbols indicating temporal relations between subactivities.
The comma separating two sub-activities in sequential
order. “act01, act02” means that act02 follows
3

act2 is the definiendum verb, and act1 is one of its defining
subactivities.

act01. This temporal relation could subsume several
-1 -1
relations {p,m,o,f ,d } in interval logic, i.e. all temporal
relations in x R y while xs < ys, though p and m are the
most frequent relations denoted by comma. Figure 4 shows
the visual definition of “call” in Ma and Mc Kevitt [2003]
(Figure 4a) and the improved definition using interval logic
(Figure 4b). In addition, semicolon is used to indicate the
equal temporal relation ≡ between two activities which
occur simultaneously. “act01; act02” means that act01
and act02 start and finish at the same time. This temporal
relation is usable for defining verbs such as rolling of a
wheel (Figure 4c, d).
call(a):pickup(a, tel.receiver, a.leftEar),
dial(a, tel.keypad),
speak(a, tel.receiver),
putdown(a, tel.receiver, tel.set).
a. Visual definition of “call” in Ma and Mc Kevitt [7]
call(a):-1 -1
pickup(a,tel.receiver,a.leftEar){p,m,o,f ,d }
dial(a, tel.keypad) {p}
speak(a, tel.receiver) {p,m}
putdown(a, tel.receiver, tel.set).
b. Visual definition of “call” using interval logic
roll(obj, rollingAngle, newPosition):moveTo(obj, newPosition);
rotate(obj,0,0,rollingAngle).
c. Visual definition of “roll”
roll(obj, rollingAngle, newPosition):moveTo(obj, newPosition) ≡
rotate(obj,0,0,rollingAngle).
d. Visual definition of “roll” using interval logic
Figure 4. Visual definition using interval logic

Table 3 compares the original proposal of decomposite
visual definitions with the improved version we proposed
herein. Note that there is no means to distinguish between
the five relations denoted solely by comma in the original
proposal. For example, in the definition of “turn” in “turn a
vehicle” (Figure 5), the activity of slowdown can also
overlap/include/be finished by changeGear besides
preceding or meeting changeGear, i.e. slowDown
-1 -1
{p,m,o,f ,d } changeGear. But there is no way to
indicate this by our original representation using “,”. It is
necessary to distinguish the relation between slowDown and
changeGear with the relation between steer and
straight, because the latter relation is just a simple
precede or meet relation4 {p,m} (Figure 5b) whilst the
-1 -1
former relation could be anyone in {p,m,o,f ,d }. The
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Because the activity “straight” must happen after “steering”
finishes.

original representation (Figure 5a) obviously cannot
distinguish between them.

the eatOut example, bookASeat() is optional. We use
square bracket to indicate optional subactivities (Figure 6d).

Original proposal

5.1 Punctual events

Improved proposal
-1

act01, act02

-1

act01 R act02,R∈{p,m,o,f ,d }
act01; act02 act01 ≡ act02
Table 3. Temporal relations between subactivities
turn():… slowDown() ,
changeGear() ,
… steer() ,
straight().
a. Original representation of “turn”
turn():-1

-1

… slowDown() {p,m,o,f ,d }
changeGear() {p,m}
… steer() {p,m}
straight().
b. Improved representation of “turn”
Figure 5. Original and improved temporal representations of
“turn”

Another advantage of replacing comma and semi-colon
with interval relation symbols is that this method can define
multiple temporal relationships in one definition. For
instance, one may argue the eatOut definition in Figure 6b
that in fast food shops people pay first and then get the food
they order. Figure 6c includes this circumstance by adding
p-1 in the relation set between eat() and pay(), as opposed
to defining another event describing eatOut in fast food
shops.
eatOut():eatOut():bookASeat() {p}
bookASeat() ,
goToRestaurant(){p,m}
goToRestaurant() ,
orderDishes() {p}
orderDishes() ,
eat() {p,m}
eat() ,
pay() ,
pay() {p,m}
leave().
leave().
a. Original visual definition
b. “eatOut” in a restaurant
eatOut():eatOut():[bookASeat() {p}]
bookASeat() {p}
goToRestaurant(){p,m} goToRestaurant(){p,m}
orderDishes() {p}
orderDishes() {p}
-1
eat() {p,p-1,m}
eat() {p,p ,m}
pay() {p,m}
pay() {p,m}
leave().
leave().
c. “eatOut” in a restaurant/fast
food shop

d. Optional subactivities in
definition

Figure 6. Visual definitions of “eatOut”

Either in Schank’s scripts [10] or in motion
decompostion visual definition [7], there may be some
subactivities which are optional in the script/definition. In

There are a group of verbs indicating punctual events which
never hold over overlapping intervals or two intervals one of
which is a subinterval of the other, such as “find”, “arrive”,
“die”. Vendler [12] classified them as achievement events
(distinct from accomplishment events), which "occur at a
single moment and involve unique and definite time
instants". Smith [11] similarly proposes that achievements
are "instantaneous events that result in a change of state." It
seems that point-based relations are more appropriate for
these verbs. However, some pragmatic approaches [13]
deny the semantic distinction between accomplishments and
achievements. They think that the length of the event is not
a linguistic matter. Pinon [9] introduces the concept of
boundaries into a temporal ontology for aspectual semantics
to analogise achievement events. Boundaries are
ontologically dependent objects: they require the existence
of that to which they are bound.
These considerations are in respect of language
modalities. When multimodal representation is concerned,
we take visual representation into account, punctual events
could also be represented using interval-based relations. As
stated in Pinon’s boundaries analogy the existence of
achievement events depends on the existence of their
corresponding accomplishments, we cannot separate these
events from their context, e.g. to separate “find” from
“search”, and “arrive” from “go”, in visual representation.
In computer games and dynamic visual arts like movies, for
example, the event “die” is usually associated with a
“falling” movement. When we include context in their
visual definitions (Figure 7), these events become intervals
rather than moments. Therefore we can declare that all verbs
are in time intervals, whether they indicate states, processes,
or punctual events. Strictly speaking, the relationships
between these punctual events and the subactivities in their
visual definitions cover all five possible relations between a
point and an interval: starts, before, during, finishes, and
after since these are also the relations between punctual
events and their contexts.
die():fall().

find():search(),
eyesFixedOn().

arrive():go(),
stop().

Figure 7. Examples of punctual events’ visual definitions

5.2 Temporal relations in lexical causatives
Visual definition should also include causative information
which helps solve the “frame problem”, i.e. to determine the
result state following a particular action (the effects of
actions). Hence the visual definitions of causative verbs like
“kill” must subsume their result states (stative verbs) like
“die” (Figure 8).

kill(killer, victim, weapon):hit(killer, victim, weapon),
die(victim).
Figure 8. Causative information in visual definition

Moreover, interval relations can represent the
distinction between launching and entraining causation. In
the following sentences, (1-4) describe causation of the
inception of motion (launching causative), whereas (5)
describes continuous causation of motion (entraining
causative). A disjunction set of interval relations between
the cause and the effect is adequate to define the difference:
{p,m,o,s} for launching causative verbs (from (1) through
(4)), and {≡,f-1} for entraining causatives (see (5)).
Examples
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

John
John
John
John
John

threw the ball into the field.
released the bird from the cage.
gave the book to me.
opened the door.
pushed the car down the road.

Temp relation
cause-effect

{s}
{p}
{m}
{o}
{≡,f-1}

5.3 Representing actions consisting of repeatable
periods
Herein we introduce a facility to represent repeatable
periods of subactivities since many actions may be sustained
for a while and consist of a group of repeatable
subactivities. We use square brackets and a subscript R to
indicate this. In the examples of Figure 9 the activities
bracketed by [ ]R are repeatable.
walk():[step()]R.

hammer(aPerson, aNail):[hit(aPerson,aNail,hammer)]R.

Figure 9. Verbs defined by repeatable subactivities

6 RELATION TO OTHER WORK
Previous temporal representation, analysis and reasoning in
syntax (e.g. tense and aspect) and pragmatics is at sentence
level, while research on lexical semantics takes few
temporal relations into consideration. All temporal relation
research within natural language processing is limited
within the language modality itself and does not take other
modalities such as vision into account. The work we present
in this paper brings interval-based temporal logic into visual
semantics of verbs at the lexical level and uses this
methodology to enhance our decomposite predicateargument visual definition of action verbs for dynamic
language visualisation.

7 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
Temporal relation is a crucial issue in modelling action
verbs, their procedures, contexts, presupposed and result
states. In this paper we have discussed temporal relations

within verb semantics and proposed an enhanced
decomposite visual definition of verbs based on Allen’s
interval logic. One of the limitations of this temporal
representation is lack of quantitative information, which is
due to our adoption of the interval-based relations: (1) the
durations of activities cannot be specified, though repetition
of activities could be indicated by defining one repeatable
period and specifying its repeat attribute as shown in the
examples in Figure 9; (2) for overlapping events x {o,o-1}
y, our temporal representation only works when the exact
start point of y is unimportant; (3) for events x {p,p-1} y,
it is hard to relate the distance between the two intervals, i.e.
the distance between the end point of x and the start point of
y in the case of x p y. Future versions of the decomposite
visual representation will introduce quantitative elements to
overcome these limitations.
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Experiments with Reinforcement Learning in
Environments with Progressive Difficulty
Michael G. Madden1 and Tom Howley1

Abstract. This paper introduces Progressive Reinforcement
Learning, which augments standard Q-Learning with a mechanism
for transferring experience gained in one problem to new but
related problems. In this approach, an agent acquires experience of
operating in a simple domain through experimentation. It then
engages in a period of introspection, during which it rationalises
the experience gained and formulates symbolic knowledge
describing how to behave in that simple domain. When
subsequently experimenting in a more complex but related domain,
it is guided by this knowledge until it gains direct experience. A
test environment with 15 mazes, arranged in order of difficulty, is
described. Experiments in this environment demonstrate the
benefit of Progressive RL relative to a basic RL approach in which
each puzzle is solved from scratch. 1

1

INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is sometimes considered a
microcosm of all Artificial Intelligence: an intelligent agent is
situated in an environment and must learn to operate successfully
within it. The agent explores its environment, receiving rewards
and punishments, and seeks to maximize its long-term reward. The
appeal of RL is that it is applicable in many domains where it is
infeasible to specify explicitly how to perform a task, where
proficient humans cannot fully articulate how they do what they
are doing. Indeed, Dreyfus and Dreyfus [8] claim that a
characteristic of expert level skill in a domain is that one operates
at a sub-conscious level, so that it is not generally possible for the
expert to specify clear rules that govern how he/she is operating.
While this claim is often disputed, the benefit of RL in complex
situations is clear: even if one cannot say how to do a task well,
one can say whether it is done well, and provide feedback in the
form of a positive or negative reward at the completion of a task.
However, a shortcoming of basic approaches to RL is that they
discover solutions to individual problems, rather than classes of
problems.
Section 2 provides a context for this work by introducing a set
of maze problems called the Theseus and the Minotaur mazes [1].
A key feature of these mazes is that they exhibit progressive
difficulty: a human player would generally find the more complex
mazes intractable without having gained experience from solving
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the less complex ones. Section 3 then describes our Progressive
Reinforcement Learning approach, which seeks to augment
standard Q-Learning [20] [25] with a mechanism for transferring
experience gained in one problem to a new, related, problem.
Results of experiments in applying Progressive Reinforcement
Learning to the Theseus and the Minotaur mazes are presented in
Section 4. Then, Section 5 describes related research. Finally,
conclusions are drawn and avenues for future research are
identified briefly in Section 6.

2

AN ENVIRONMENT WITH PROGRESSIVE
DIFFICULTY

The Theseus and the Minotaur maze puzzles were invented by
Robert Abbot for a human audience [1]. In these mazes, the player
controls Theseus (grey), who must reach the exit without
encountering the Minotaur (black). Theseus has five possible
moves: Up, Down, Left, Right and Delay. The Minotaur takes two
steps for each step taken by Theseus, following a fixed policy: it
tries to move first horizontally and then vertically, provided the
move takes it closer to Theseus. Abbot first published a single,
paper-based maze, and a software developer named Toby Nelson
implemented the maze as a Java applet and used a basic form of
genetic algorithm to design other maze layouts. The applet now
features 15 mazes of various sizes, arranged in order of increasing
complexity. (Complexity is determined by the size of the decision
space as well as the number of steps to the solution.) Figure 1
shows some of the mazes.
Because of their progressive complexity, these mazes represent
an interesting challenge for RL. To adapt them for use with RL, we
have developed a Java program in which the original applet
executes, substituting for the web browser in which the applet
would ordinarily run. This program allows the learner to control
Theseus and to get information from the applet about the state of
the maze. Unlike human players, the RL agent does not have a
high-level view of a maze: it does not know about walls, nor does
it know what actions will lead to positive and negative rewards. In
typical RL fashion, the agent must discover all of this through trial
and error.
As a baseline, tabular Q-learning [25] was applied to the
Theseus environment. As formulated, each state corresponds to one
particular combination of the coordinates of both Theseus and the
Minotaur. Theseus has a choice of 5 actions: North, East, South,
West and Delay. A lookup table of Q-values is maintained, e.g. for

Maze 1 (6×6) a table of 6480 entries (5 actions × 1296 states) is
required. All Q-values are initialised to 0. After an action is carried
out, the Q-value for that state-action pair is updated according to
the standard Q-learning equation:
Q(s,a) = Q(s,a) + α[r + γ maxa' Q(s', a') – Q(s,a)]
where r is the reward received for the action a in state s, α is the
step-size parameter, γ is the discount factor and maxa' Q(s', a') is
the estimate of the maximum cumulative reinforcement that the
agent will receive from the next state s' onwards. A reward of 1 is
given for reaching the exit, a reward of −1 is given for reaching the
Minotaur and a small negative reward, rn, is given in non-terminal
states. To avoid stalemate situations, when the same state and
action path is traversed on two consecutive moves, the play is
ended and a reward of −1 is given. Exploration is achieved by
following an ε-greedy policy, in which the action with the highest
Q-value is chosen with probability 1−ε.
Preliminary experiments were carried out to determine good
values for the parameters α, γ, ε and rn. From these, the values
found to give the best performance were α = 0.3, γ = 0.9, ε = 0.01
and rn = –0.02. Results of the baseline Q-learning experiments are
reported in Section 4.
Maze 1

solution, based on high-level features of the problem. In a
subsequent experimentation phase with a more complex problem,
this symbolic representation is used for those states about which
the Reinforcement Learner has no information because they have
not been explored. The intuition here is that experience based on
simpler problems is only of limited use and may even be
misleading, but is better than acting at random when venturing into
areas of the current problem state-space that are unknown.
Figure 2 provides a schematic overview of how Progressive RL
works. The phases of experimentation are conducted using the
Reinforcement Learner, and the phases of introspection are
conducted using the Symbolic Learner. This approach is not tied to
a specific form of RL or a specific symbolic learning algorithm.
The following sub-sections provide details of how these two major
components of Progressive RL are implemented for the
experiments reported below in Section 4.
Environment
Current State
(low-level)

Reinforcement
next action

Maze 12

Reinforcement
Learner
(e.g. Q-learner)

Query (if low–level
state unexplored)
action

Update

state-action values
or fn. approximator

Episode Log Training
Instances
(high-level attributes, action)

Maze 15

Symbolic
Learner

Update

Symbolic
Knowledge

(after mastering
difficulty level)

Figure 2. Architecture for Progressive Reinforcement Learning

Figure 1. Sample Theseus and the Minotaur Mazes [[1]]

3.1
3

PROGRESSIVE REINFORCEMENT
LEARNING

As stated earlier, basic RL approaches solve individual problems
rather than classes of problems; they do not transfer knowledge
gained in solving one problem to unseen but related problems. The
approach that we introduce here, Progressive Reinforcement
Learning, provides a mechanism for knowledge transfer. The
essential characteristic of Progressive RL is that the agent is
informed by alternating cycles of experimentation and
introspection. In the very first experimentation phase, the agent has
no prior experience and so solves a relatively simple problem using
conventional RL methods. Having mastered the simple problem, it
engages in a bout of introspection, in which it analyses the
solution(s) found and generates a symbolic representation of the

The Reinforcement Learner

The current implementation of Progressive RL is based on tabular
Q-learning [25]. Table 1 provides details of the algorithm used in
the experimentation phase of Progressive RL. The notation used in
this description is the same as that used in Section 1. The main
additional parameter is BIAS, described below. As shown on lines
2 and 14, a vector Explored(s) is maintained, indicating whether a
state has been visited or not. If the current state is unexplored, a
high-level description of it is passed to the Symbolic Learner,
which in turn returns an action (lines 6-7). The Q-value for the
chosen action is updated using the standard Q-learning approach
and the Q-values for all other actions are set to the value BIAS. The
next time this state is encountered, this BIAS value will encourage
selection of the same rule-based action again. The need for this is
in part due to the use of a default negative reward; in many cases,
the chosen action will be updated to a negative value and, if

alternative actions had a value default of 0, that action would be
avoided the next time that state is encountered. BIAS must not,
however, be set to too large a negative number. Otherwise, when
the Symbolic Learner chooses a bad action, the Q-values for other
actions of that state will never catch up with the Q-value for the
bad action and it will always be selected. In Section 4, the effect of
BIAS is demonstrated experimentally.
Table 1: The Experimentation Phase Implemented in Progressive RL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Assume that Introspection Phase has built a set of rules from prior
experience
∀s, ∀a: Q(s,a) = 0, Explored(s) = false
Repeat (for each episode):
Initialise s
Repeat (for each step of episode):
If Not Explored(s):
a = SymbolicLearner.ChooseAction(Highlevel(s))
∀ai | ai ≠ a: Q(s, ai) = BIAS
Else
a = arg maxa Q(s, a)
With probability ε: a = random action
Take action a, observe reward r and next state s'
Q(s,a) = Q(s,a) + α[r + γ maxa' Q(s', a') – Q(s,a)]
Explored(s) = true
s = s'
Until s is terminal
Until stable solution found

This approach is a form of behavioural cloning (see, for example,
Šuc [15]) but it does not suffer the problems caused by learning
from positive examples only, as the rules are generated from the
actions taken when an optimal policy is being followed (steadystate).
Naturally, the two most important issues for the operation of the
Symbolic Learner are the learning algorithm and the state
descriptions. For the experiments reported in this paper, two
learning algorithms are evaluated: Naive Bayes [11] and C4.5 [16].
In both cases, the implementations of these algorithms in the
WEKA machine learning package [26] are used. The performance
of the two classifiers in this domain is discussed in Section 4.
In future work, it is intended to explore techniques for
automatic generation of high-level state descriptions. However, for
the present experiments on the Theseus mazes, a fixed set of
features has been chosen manually:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Table 2: The Introspection Phase Implemented in Progressive RL

3.2

1

Assume that Experimentation Phase has reached steady state

2
3
4
5

Repeat (for a fixed number of episodes):
Follow Experimentation Phase procedure (lines 4-16)
When each action is taken: Log(Highlevel(s), a)
End Repeat

6

Build Symbolic Learner mapping states to actions from logged
instances

The Symbolic Learner

Table 2 outlines the algorithm used in the Introspection Phase. As
described earlier, the role of the Symbolic Learner is to propose a
course of action in situations that the Reinforcement Learner has
not encountered previously, on the basis that experience gained on
related (perhaps simpler) problems should be better than acting at
random when venturing into areas of the current problem statespace that are unknown. However, the state-space and action
policy used by the Reinforcement Learner in a previous problem
would not directly correspond to that of the current problem,
except where problems are only trivially different. Accordingly,
the Symbolic Learner operates in terms of higher-level descriptions
of the state space. This achieves two aims: it allows generalisation
in associating actions with states in a specific problem, and it
allows abstraction in applying knowledge gained in one problem to
other related problems.
After an experimentation phase has reached steady state, several
episodes are carried out according to the standard experimentation
procedure, except that a high-level description of each state and the
corresponding action chosen is recorded, as shown in Table 2.
These records are then used by the Symbolic Learner to construct
rules that map state descriptions to actions. The rules are in effect
generated from the learned Q-values of the experimentation phase.

4

Distance to Minotaur: Manhattan distance
Distance to Exit: Manhattan distance
Wall to the West: [true,false]
Wall to the North: [true,false]
Wall to the East: [true,false]
Wall to the South: [true,false]
Wall to the West of Minotaur: [true,false]
Wall to the North of Minotaur: [true,false]
Wall to the East of Minotaur: [true,false]
Wall to the South of Minotaur: [true,false]
Direction to Minotaur: [N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW]
Direction to Exit: [N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW]

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The objective of these experiments is to compare the
performance of Progressive RL with that of standard Q-learning, to
see whether its knowledge transfer leads to improvements in later
mazes. In these experiments, Progressive RL used cumulative rule
building: following the experimentation phase on Maze n, the
introspection phase considered experience gained in Mazes 1-n.
One experimentation phase corresponded to a fixed number of
winning episodes of one maze.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 compare the performance on all mazes of
basic Q-learning with two versions of Progressive RL: the first
using C4.5 [16] as the Symbolic Learner and the second using
Naive Bayes [11]. Figure 3 shows the number of episodes required
to solve each maze (win) for the first time, averaged over 20 test
runs, where an episode starts in a fixed initial state and ends in a
win, lose or stalemate. The same parameter values were used in all
experiments: α = 0.3, γ = 0.9, ε = 0.01, rn = –0.02 and BIAS = –0.2.
The results for Maze 1 are identical for all approaches, since
Progressive RL has not yet carried out the first phase of
introspection. From Maze 2 on, however, both versions of
Progressive RL require a significantly smaller number of episodes
in getting the first win of each maze. Both versions of Progressive
RL show similar levels of speed-up over standard Q-learning on
average: 38.5% using C4.5 and 39.1% using Naive Bayes.
Progressive RL also performs better than standard Q-learning over
the course of entire experimentation phases, as shown in Figure 4,
which graphs the average total reward received during each full
experimentation phase (4000 wins) on each maze. Similar
improvements were found in the number of episodes per win and
number of steps taken per win over each experimentation phase.

Additional tests have shown that the experience gained from
performing the experimentation phase on a difficult maze (e.g.
Maze 15) can be transferred to simpler mazes and outperform
standard Q-learning.

Similar improvement levels were found when Sarsa [20] was used
as the Reinforcement Learner (though its base performance was
not as good as that of Q-learning).
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In order to find a suitable value for BIAS, a parameter search
was performed: Progressive RL was run on the set of mazes with
different values for BIAS and the value –0.2 was found to give the
best results. Figure 5 illustrates the effect of BIAS, comparing the
performance of standard Q-learning with Progressive RL on a
single maze (Maze 15), averaged over 20 test runs. In these results,
Naive Bayes is used as the Symbolic Learner, and one version has
BIAS set to –0.2 and the other version has BIAS set to 0. , it may be
seen that even without BIAS, Progressive RL gains an initial
advantage over standard Q-learning in completing the first win.
This advantage is lost, however, as the learner without BIAS
requires more steps to complete the next three wins before it finds
an optimal solution. The reason for this is that after the first win in
this case, the Q-values of many of the actions chosen by the
Symbolic Learner are lower than the other actions of the same
state. More learning must therefore be carried out in these states,
which has the net effect of delaying the discovery of the optimal
solution. In contrast, Progressive RL with BIAS set to –0.2 finds
the optimal solution after the first win of the maze.
Figure 6 compares the performance of these three learners after
a stable solution has been found. This graph, which plots the
number steps per win over 100 wins, shows that all the learners
settle down to a similar behaviour after a stable solution has been
found.
Overall, Progressive RL provides a significant speed-up in the
initial discovery of a solution, relative to standard Q-learning.
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Figure 6. Effect of Bias on Progressive RL: Steady State
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5.1

RELATED RESEARCH
Symbolic Knowledge in Reinforcement
Learning

While Tesauro [22] demonstrated how to achieve state-space
generalisation by using a neural network, other researchers have
considered symbolic representations of Q-functions. The survey by
Kaelbling et al. [10] discusses several approaches to
generalisation. More recently, Džeroski, De Raedt and Driessens
propose Relational Reinforcement Learning [9], in which the Qfunction is represented as a logical regression tree [3]. The nodes
in logical regression trees are first order logic tests, rather than
simple propositional logic tests as used in classical decision trees
(e.g. [16]). The main benefits of this approach are that it allows
state-space abstraction and can represent structural aspects of the
environment.

5.2

Cognitive Skill Acquisition

Breisemeister et al. [4] [5] propose a model for cognitive skill
acquisition that comprises four basic components: a problem
solver, a concept formation component (incorporating a decision
tree learning algorithm), knowledge structure (decision tree itself)
and a state transformation loop. This system is used in two phases:
preparatory and application. In the preparatory phase, the problem
solver, an A* search algorithm, is applied to a given number of
initial states (a training set). The problem solver generates a
number of state-control action pairs that are passed to the learning
component, which in turn induces a decision tree that classifies the
set of states. During the application phase, the system tries to solve
new problems by using the stored decision tree first. If the actual
state cannot be classified or a cycle appears, the whole task is
passed on to the problem solver. The problem solver then produces
a solution, which, as in the preparatory phase, is also processed by
the learner.
This work is of interest as it presents a model in which
knowledge gained by the problem solver is used in future similar
tasks by accessing the current decision tree structure. It is not clear,
however, how the model generalises the state space in, for
example, the problem of an agent going to a grocery store to buy
items from a shopping list [5]. In their approach, each situation or
state is a combination of the current grid square (x,y) and the list of
goods remaining. The decision tree learner uses these x-y
coordinates as attributes, suggesting that knowledge gained is only
applicable to identical store layouts.

5.3

Hybrid Reinforcement Learners

CLARION [17] [18] [19] is a two-level model that uses Q-learning
at the lower level to gain procedural knowledge and uses of a set of
symbolic propositional rules (declarative knowledge) at the upper
level. Essentially, the approach is to operate standard RL and
symbolic RL (discussed earlier in Section 5.1) in parallel, using a
weighted sum to arbitrate between the actions proposed by the two
techniques. The approach was applied to a maze problem [17] and
to a simulated underwater mine navigation task [18]. It was
concluded that CLARION outperformed basic Q-learning in the
navigation task [18], and that rule induction facilitated transfer
between problems where boundaries or obstacles were changed.
The CLARION architecture, like our Progressive RL
architecture, has Q-learning and rule learning components. The
principle difference is that CLARION consults both the rules and
the Q-values in order to decide every action, combining their
recommendations with a weighted sum, whereas Progressive RL
uses symbolic knowledge only for unexplored states. Because of
this difference, CLARION updates both the rules and Q-values at
each step, whereas Progressive RL only constructs symbolic
knowledge (in an introspection phase) when an experimentation
phase is complete.
Dixon et al. [7] propose a more general hybrid model than that
of CLARION, in which an exploration control module is used to
couple a reinforcement learner with one or several sources of prior
knowledge. The control module arbitrates between their
recommendations, using an arbitration policy that may be varied.
They demonstrate the approach in two domains where complex
tasks are manually decomposed into simpler sub-tasks, and Qlearners trained on the sub-tasks are used as the prior knowledge
for the overall tasks. Their results show that (as might be expected)

this decomposition results in significantly faster learning than
standard Q-learning.

5.4

Other Techniques for Handling Complexity

One of the motivations behind the work described in this paper is
to develop techniques that are able to tackle complex problems
more efficiently, by first gaining experience at less complex
problems and then transferring that experience to problems that are
more complex. Other researchers have investigated alternative
approaches to handling complexity in RL. The brief but useful
introduction to RL by Russell and Norvig [14] identifies two areas
of active research that aim to improve the effectiveness of RL
algorithms at tackling complex problems:
1. Reward Shaping, in which rewards are provided for making
progress (e.g. Ng et al. [13])
2. Hierarchical RL, in which large tasks are broken into
subtasks which are tackled at a level where they are
tractable; this includes research by Dietterich [6], Sutton et
al. [21], and Andre and Russell [2].
The SKILLS algorithm of Thrun and Schwartz [[24]] is related
to Hierarchical RL. In that algorithm, a skill is a partial action
policy that is defined for a subset of all skills (the domain of the
skill). Because the skills are defined for a region of the state-space
rather than the whole state-space, they are applicable to entire sets
of related tasks, rather than individual tasks. However, it is
assumed that all related tasks have identical states and actions.
Accordingly, the SKILLS approach would not be directly
applicable to the Theseus environment.
Clearly, these approaches are quite different from the approach
of Progressive RL. This means, of course, that it might be possible
to gain additional improvements in handling complexity by
adopting a mixed strategy, for example combining Hierarchical RL
with Progressive RL.

6

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

This paper has introduced Progressive Reinforcement Learning,
which augments standard Q-Learning with a mechanism for
transferring experience gained in one problem to a new, related,
problem. Accordingly, this work falls into the area of lifelong
learning, as originally identified by Thrun [23].
Progressive RL may be considered to implement a simplified
version of the cognitive model of progression from novice to
expert, proposed by Dreyfus and Dreyfus [8]. In our approach, an
agent acquires experience of operating in a simple domain through
experimentation. It then engages in a period of introspection,
during which it rationalises the experience gained and formulates
rules describing how to behave in that simple domain. When
subsequently experimenting in a more complex but related domain,
it is guided by the rules until it gains direct experience. Our
experiments demonstrate the benefit of Progressive RL in a
sequence of 15 maze puzzles, relative to a basic RL approach in
which each puzzle is solved from scratch.
This research is in its early stages. In the current
implementation, the RL and Symbolic Learner components are
quite basic, and there are many other options to be considered.
Also, limitation of the current approach is that the high-level
features used by the symbolic learner are manually selected, so we

hope to develop schemes that are more general for producing such
features. Another aspect of this approach that may merit future
research is that it would support manually specified rules (e.g. "you
cannot walk through walls") as well as the automaticallydiscovered ones. Finally, we intend to develop a suite of different
RL test environments, each of which will have progressive levels
of difficulty.
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Probable Interpretations in a Task-Based Dialogue System
Bryan McEleney1 and Gregory O’Hare1
1

Abstract An empirical approach to interpreting utterances in taskbased dialogue is described, where evidence from the utterance and
from the dialogue context is combined to estimate a probability
distribution over interpretations. The algorithm for the utterance
evidence uses nearest neighbour classification on a training set of
utterances derived from a corpus, or more usefully, the user at
hand. The contextual evidence is based on an abstract belief-desireintention agent model of the user, in which probabilities for
intention formation and plan preferences are estimated. These
estimates are also produced from dialogue corpora or from
experience of the user at hand. Experimental results for the
utterance interpreter show that adaptation to a particular user’s
training utterances improves recognition accuracy over training on
utterances from the general population.

1 Introduction
Designing computers to interact using spoken dialogue is
not such an easy matter. The traditional means by which an
interpretation is made for a given natural language utterance
is to perform a semantic interpretation, whereby
compositional rules attached to each grammar rule produce a
logical-form in predicate logic, a database query language,
or whatever formal representation is useful to the task at
hand. Consider this approach applied to understanding a
user’s request to edit a contact in the contact book of his
PDA (Personal Digital Assistant). The following are
transcriptions of the first five utterances spoken by a
randomly selected user in this situation:
1: “Change a contact in the list”
2: “Edit a contact”
3: “Change a name in the list”
4: “Change a contact”
5: “Change the details of a contact”
There is a lot of variety here, so to provide a
semantic interpretation for all of these constructions is a
little tricky. Syntactic coverage is not too difficult, indeed a
grammar can be constructed that should cover most of the
relatively simple constructions seen in PDA interactions, but
covering the semantics requires domain specific knowledge
and some clever rule coding. The right connections must be
made between lexical choices and the concepts they denote
and difficult and syntactically ambiguous constructions such
as the attachment of “in the list” (utterances 1 and 3) cause
problems. Clearly, constructing a rule-based semantic
interpreter that covers all of the commands for a PDA
application, for each new application that is produced and
for each language it is produced for, is not straightforward.
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Another important reason why semantic
interpretation fails in the real world is that its input isn’t
always perfect. Users frequently produce utterances that are
not covered by the grammar because they are lazy in
articulating a correct sentence and because of disfluencies
caused by insertion of confusing fragments (“I want to send
an email to….let’s see….Joe Bloggs”), or false starts (“I
want to send….eh….write an email”). Aside from the
failings of the user, speech recognition is not yet perfect. If
even one word is incorrectly recognised in an utterance, the
parsing stage is very likely to fail and no reasonable output
is produced by the interpreter – not even a guess.
These are all reasons to worry about how to
approach semantic interpretation, but consider one more
common phenomenon, that of ambiguity due to
underspecification in the utterance. People take short cuts in
their language production, expecting the hearer to decode
their intention from the context, for instance by the use of
anaphora, elliptical expressions or ambiguous illocutionary
acts (eg. “Can you send an email?”). Often these can be
resolved by looking up the most salient referent or matching
expressions in the dialogue history. Other times though, the
reference needs to be decoded by considering the most likely
intention of the speaker based on some planning knowledge.
Consider a footballer’s typical utterance “Pass!”. Working
out an interpretation from this utterance is not so much a
matter of processing lexical and structural information, since
there is very little, and there may not be suitable expressions
in the dialogue history to provide suitable referents. Instead,
by considering the player as a rational agent, who most
likely intends to score a goal, requires the ball in order to do
so, and cannot acquire the ball on his own, the inference that
he has requested another agent to “Pass the ball to me” can
be drawn.

1.1 A probabilistic model for interpreting
utterances
Under conditions of uncertainty from speaker error,
underspecification and poor interpretation capabilities of the
system, a more reasonable interpretation model is to
estimate a probability distribution over interpretation
hypotheses, given the evidence of the utterance. These
interpretations are called dialogue acts2 (DAs) in the sense
that a dialogue act is the combination of illocutionary force
and propositional content of an utterance. Formally, the
distribution estimate is of:
P(I | U)
2

(1)

We distinguish this definition from that of [1] where the dialogue act
refers to the illocutionary force alone

Similarly, evidence from an agent model estimates
the probability of various DAs as supplementary
information. For example, from the hearer’s perspective the
footballer’s intention may be any of a number of tactics that
feature in the game, such as moving into defence, obtaining
a pass, etc, which then account for the DA. The contextual
evidence estimates:
P(I | C)

(2)

A possible model for interpretation is one that combines
these two sources of evidence to produce an estimate for:
Î = argmax P(I | U ∧ C)
I

(3)

To estimate (3) as a function of (1) and (2), Bayesian
updating is used. Applying Bayes’ rule and assuming
conditional independence of U and C on I produces:
Î = argmax
I

P(I | U).P(I | C)
P(I)

(4)

The formula is actually an approximation since U
and C are not strictly conditionally independent, but it is
nevertheless practical in that separate estimates can be
combined from utterance and contextual evidence, and has
been shown in analogous problems, such as in combining
language and acoustic models in speech recognition, to
perform well.
It might seem impractical to individually compute
probability distributions for the agent model and the
utterance evidence, since many utterances will be so
ambiguous that an unmanageably large distribution of
utterance-based DA hypotheses is produced. In such a
situation, a suitable approach might be to generate the agent
model distribution first and then match each hypothesis
against the utterance. For instance in the football example,
“Pass” taken out of context has a range of word senses, and
being a transitive verb a large number of potential subjects
and objects, optional prepositional phrases and furthermore
a range of illocutionary force labels. On the other hand,
working from the agent model hypotheses, the logical forms
could be matched one by one against the utterance, so that a
consistency measure can be obtained. In the particular
example, the logical forms could be checked for predicates
that match one of the senses of “Pass”. Such a matching
procedure depends on producing a logical form
representation of the utterance however, which we argue is
difficult to obtain. An alternative tack is to assume that the
domain of the dialogue is constrained, so that there can only
be a reasonably small number of DA classes. Such an
assumption is valid in the kind of task-oriented dialogue that
one associates with PDA interactions, but might not be in a
natural language database query interface or for a model of

free conversation. In fact for the PDA application twentythree basic DAs were identified for an email and contacts
application. Each class corresponds with a tuple consisting
of the illocutionary type (request, inform, etc), and the
main predicate of the utterance. Some noun phrases which
can identify a broad number of objects (people, dates etc)
are ignored when performing the classification, since they
would cause an unmanageable explosion in the number of
classes under consideration. Instead, they are replaced by
tokens such as <person> and <date> before interpretation,
and then a postprocessing step is performed in which, once
the correct class is identified, variables in an associated
logical form are bound to the objects denoted by the noun
phrases.
In the following section, we describe how the
estimate for distribution (1) may be obtained using a
machine learning algorithm, and then describe a plan
recognition algorithm for estimating (2). Each algorithm
depends on empirical data, in particular, the utterance
interpreter can learn from a particular user’s habit in their
turn of phrase, and the plan recogniser learns their usual
intentions and planning habits to generate better
expectations.

2 Learning to classify utterances
The assumption that semantic interpretation is a matter of
classification indicates an approach the problem. Instead of
writing interpretation rules, a method that covers a broad
and varying range of labeled example sentences is preferred
that can be trained automatically to classify new utterances.
Using such an algorithm has a powerful consequence in that
as well as training on corpus data from the general
population before deployment, the system can be trained on
the particular user at hand, adapting to his particular turn of
phrase by recording his dialogue utterances and adding them
to the training set.
The chosen learning algorithm is that of nearest
neighbour classification [2]. This is a very simple
approach, whereby the target utterance is compared with a
corpus of training examples, and the class assigned is that
of the most similar utterances in the training set. The
question of similarity is also simply addressed by
assuming semantic similarity based on similarity of
structure and word content. This similarity is computed
using the Levenschtein distance (edit distance) between
the word strings of the example and the target, defined as
the minimum number of word additions, deletions or
replacements necessary to transform one string into
another. The use of edit distance is appealing since it
responds gracefully to word recognition error from the
speech recogniser, and it can cope with false starts and
filled pauses since the extraneous words will add roughly
the same distance increment to each training example. It
does however fail to generalise from examples. For
instance, given training examples “Write an email” and
“Compose a letter”, no generalization can be made so that

“Write a letter” is well classified. More than just the
nearest neighbour is used, so that noise is smoothed out,
but primarily to smooth the resulting probability
distribution. Without smoothing, classes that are highly
ranked by the agent model distribution may be discounted
altogether if a score of zero is assigned by the utterancebased classifier (by equation 4). This can happen for
example with a poorly formed input string such as
“Email”, which may score highly as the class for checking
for new email based on the agent model, but may easily
score zero since there are many candidate classes based on
the utterance evidence alone, such as composing an email,
or sending an email. The probability mass is partitioned
by allocating most of it to the closest matches, a small part
to matches that are one edit further away and a smaller
amount still to matches that are two edits further away.

3 The Agent Model
The agent model is used to perform plan recognition, in the
sense of abductively explaining a set of actions [3,4]. Once
an explanation is obtained, one can predict the next action of
the agent using planning rules. For instance, my putting a
key in the lock to my office can be explained by my
intention to enter the room, which in turn can be explained
by my intention to get some work done today. Given such an
explanation, a reasonable inference about my next action is
that I will probably read a book or do some writing. While
plan recognition is useful for predicting physical actions in a
multi-agent situation such as in a board game or in when
someone politely opens the door for you when you are laden
with shopping bags, it can be extended to predict spoken
acts (speech acts). Such an extension requires that speech
acts are axiomatised as action schemata in the planning
formalism. The formalism adopted is that of hierarchical
planning [5] which is an extension of STRIPS planning [6].
Hierarchical planning proceeds by repeatedly decomposing
actions into sets of subactions. The knowledge used in
constructing a hierarchical plan is a set of action schemas
which specify parameters, applicability constraints,
preconditions, addition and deletion effects, and a set of
decompositions for each action.
The schemata for spoken actions are based on those
set out by Appelt [7] in his formulation of a system that
plans sentences according to input goals, and correspond
with our dialogue act classes in that each action type
corresponds with illocutionary force, and the action’s
parameters with propositional content. There are two basic
actions, the first of which is inform, used where one agent
intends that another adopts a belief:

bel(S,P),
intend(S,adopt-bel(H,P))
}
Effects:
{
bel(H,
intend(S, adopt-bel(H,P))
bel(H,P)
}

This schema captures conditions of agent
benevolence. First, a sincerity condition ensures that S
always speaks the truth, so while it might be reasonable to
tell lies, our agent always believes what it informs. Second,
it is assumed that the hearer is gullible, always adopting P as
a belief no matter what other evidence is available. Two
other variations of inform appear in the schema set, namely
informref, whose purpose is in dealing with wh-questions,
and informif, which corresponds with yn-questions of
propositional content P, by answering with either P or ¬P.
The other main speech act schema is that of
request, whose main effect is that the hearer takes an action.
It is defined as follows:
Schema
Name:
request
Agents:
{ S, H }
Parameters:
A
Applicability:
{}
Precondition:
{
intend(S,A)
intend(S,
adopt-intention(H,A))
bel(S,capable(H,A))
}
Effects:
{
bel(H,intend(S,
adopt-intention(H,A)))
intend(H,A)
}

Again there are benevolence assumptions made
here, particularly that S is rational in always requesting
actions that it wants to achieve, and that H is fully
cooperative, in the sense that it will commit to whatever is
asked of it.
Finally, questions are included. These are reducible
to informs and requests, in that their schema is matched by
chaining the subactions, but the schemata and the proof are
omitted:
wh-question( S,H,λxP(x)) ->
request(S,H,informref(H,S,λxP(x))

Schema
Name:
inform
Agents:
{ S, H }
Parameters: P
Applicability:
{}
Precondition:
{

yn-question(S,H,P) ->
request(S,H,informif(H,S,P))

In the agent model, the speaker is taken to be
capable of these spoken actions and possibly a set of
physical actions, and there is a model of the speaker’s plan

library available to the hearer which allows inference of
intentions and prediction of further action in the dialogue.

3.1 Cooperative attitudes
Some plan recognition methods make an assumption of
keyhole recognition, in that the agent being observed is not
aware of that observation and consequently does not
construct plans with an expectation of complementary action
from another agent. Conversely, intended recognition is
considered here, since the speaker attempts to communicate
with the system and is aware that the system will recognise
and act upon his intentions according to its capabilities and
in a cooperative manner. The fact that the agent attempts
communication at all provides important initial evidence.
First, the plan recogniser can infer that the agent has some
particular underlying intention. Second, it can infer that
there is no plan available that the agent is capable of
executing through its own action- instead the agent’s
intention involves acts that it wants the recogniser to
perform, thus the plan must be a multi-agent plan that must
be coordinated between the two agents. Third, the agent
recognises that the recogniser’s purpose is to cooperate with
the agent’s intention, and chooses acts that identify relevant
intentions. For instance, a PDA user is hardly likely to say
“I’m going to walk the dog, and then I want to send an
email”. Conforming with Grice’s maxim of quantity, the
recogniser can expect that any posited intention that is too
ambiguous can be rejected in favour of another, since it is
unreasonable for the user to underspecify his intention. One
particular phenomenon in dialogue is that the agent will
often specify his underlying intention before dealing with a
task in detail, since this information has a strong
disambiguating effect.

3.2 A Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model
In the previous discussion about the plan schemas, reference
was made to the modal operators bel and intend, which are
mean that the agent believes a proposition, and that the agent
intends an action [8]. A mental-state is defined with sets of
propositions representing the belief and intention sets. Each
of these sets is subject to constraints of consistency in that
incorporation of new beliefs and intentions might cause
retractions of older ones. Belief retractions may be
rationalised by positing an action occurrence whose effect
negates the agent’s former belief. The recogniser may infer
further beliefs using the standard axiom set S5. The mental
state is separate from static properties of the agent, in
particular the agent’s knowledge about constructing plans –
the plan schemata, and the agent’s capabilities, which
represent the actions the agent can take.
The agent is modelled as a rational agent in that it
constructs a tree of intentions, using decomposition rules
from the plan schemata, that lead the agent from the possible
world states that satisfy its current beliefs to ones that
satisfies some measure of state utility. This utility function is

known as the agent’s desires, which are usually modelled as
a (possibly inconsistent) set of desirable propositions. It is
usual to add the modal operator desire to complete the BDI
model. However this model of desire is impractical for our
purposes. For a start, nothing is said about which consistent
subset of the desires is chosen by the agent from which to
generate intentions – there may be several uncertain
alternatives. Second, agents rarely discuss desires in
dialogue since they do not provide the same strength of
evidence about the task solution structure as discussion of
intention does. Nor are desires considered relevant. For
instance, if I ask you for the spanner, you may infer my
intention to make a repair of some sort and cooperate with
that intention, but there is a limit to the number of levels of
explanation that are relevant or indeed possible to infer. For
instance, you might easily infer that I want to repair my bike
but experience an explosion of tenuous explanations about
why I want to travel by bike. Another problem with the
desire model is that intentions can form from a third party
request-ing an action as much as from the agent’s personal
desires. Unless the recognising agent models the third agent
as well, such intentions cannot be explained. There must
then be some horizon of explanation that separates the tree
of intentions into a disconnected forest, each with a top-level
explanation at the horizon level. Our alternative model for
intention formation is thus one of chance top-level intention
adoption. In task-oriented dialogue, a trained Markov model
can accurately model this process. Top-level intentions are
adopted in sequence over time and are conditionally
dependent on previous adoptions:
P(I | I1, I2, I3,.....) ≈ P(I | I1, I2,..., In - 1)

(5)

With an intention set that is restricted similarly to
our restriction on the dialogue act set (by abstracting away
terms from propositions for example), such a model is
trainable using n-gram frequency counts on intention
occurrences given the previous n-1 intention occurences.
The training set for the model can be offline corpus data, or
more accurately, data collected online from a specific user.
So, if John usually reads and sends emails first thing in the
morning, and then makes some phone calls, his top-level
intention generating activity can be appropriately covered by
the n-gram. In addition to the n-gram model, a beliefintention consistency rule filters candidate intentions, stating
that the agent model must not contain a belief that the
intention’s effects are currently true.

3.3 Interpreting the dialogue
Dialogue interpretations can conveniently be represented as
graphs, with two types of node, and several types of edge.
State nodes represent propositions, particularly about
intentions and beliefs. Action nodes represent the spoken
and dialogue actions that have already occurred in the task.
Edges represent relationships between nodes. The graph
represents actions and mental state propositions of all of the

agents involved, so that relationships between agents can be
represented. There is a directed edge (T-edge) between each
action to represent their temporal order. Proposition nodes
are related to action nodes by way of their being on the add
list of an action schema’s effects (A-edge), or as
preconditions to an action (P-edge), since to have executed
an action, the preconditions must have been true. A special
node connects intention proposition nodes to actions, to
represent the motivational link between an agent having an
intention and then acting upon it (M-edge). Proposition
nodes may generate other proposition nodes by means of
inference (I-edge). For a given dialogue history, a dialogue
graph can be constructed by adding the physical and spoken
actions of the dialogue to the graph in order. As each is
added, their preconditions are added too, through P-edges.
Deletion effects serve to remove state nodes. Addition
effects add state nodes. Once the whole dialogue is added,
the collection of state nodes reflects what is mutually known
by the agents about one another’s mental state and the
physical state.

3.4 Generating expectations
The plan recogniser is required to produce an expectation of
the next dialogue act. The expectation generation algorithm
works by generating a set of possible extensions to the
interpretation graph by one of two operations: introducing
top-level intentions and action decomposition based on plan
schemata. Each of these operations is probabilistic in that
there are several choices in top-level intention introduction
and several choices of plan decomposition. The probabilities
are given by the n-gram for intention introduction, and by
frequency counts for the action decompositions, learned
from offline corpus data or from repeated usage by the same
user. In the generate procedure below, a set of leaf graphs
is produced by branching on decomposition choices from
the root graph until atomic actions are reached. This is done
by leftmost expansion so that the earliest atomic action is
found. At each point, decompositions are checked for
precondition satisfaction by checking the appropriate
proposition nodes. Before generating an atomic action, it is
ensured that all preexisting actions in the graph have been
accounted for in the plan structure. If decomposition fails to
reach any atomic actions, the intention at hand must be
complete, so a top-level intention is introduced and the
algorithm tries decomposition again. Each new graph
produced by either procedure inherits the probability of its
parent multiplied by the probability of the choice that
produced it. Finally, the required DA distribution estimate is
extracted by plucking the atomic action from each of the leaf
graphs and associating it with the graph’s assigned
probability.
Procedure generate(in: Graph, out: Estimate)
1
2
3

Graphset <- { InitGraph }
Graphset <- decomp(GraphSet}
if Graphset = {}

4
5

GraphSet <introduce-intention(GraphSet)
goto 2
Estimate = make-estimate(GraphSet)

In the algorithm there are some simplifying
assumptions. First, it is assumed that action decompositions
are totally ordered. To represent partial ordering, a set of
totally ordered decompositions is needed. However, it is
assumed that users skew towards certain orders even when
the plan does not logically require that order, and so a total
order reflects that skew. Second, we assume that the user is
totally focused, in that they will never act upon a second
intention before the first one is satisfied, and similarly will
not “climb out of” a decomposition subtree before all its
actions are complete [9]. Such an assumption is not always
valid – consider a user pausing while writing an email to
take a phone call. On the other hand, such events are
relatively rare, and difficult to predict anyway, so the
complexity of the algorithm is improved by only expanding
one active top-level intention at a time, and performing
leftmost decompositions only. If a totally focussed
expansion fails to account for the dialogue history, the
system must fall back to an unfocussed explanation.

4 Implementation and Results
The dialogue system has been implemented in PROLOG
using the SPHINX speech recogniser, and so far,
experimental results are available for the utterance classifier.
The experiment involved users speaking utterances in a
mock-up of an email and contact book application. A
program to generate random tasks was used to guide the
user. Each user utterance therefore had a pre-determined
class, and the user had to think of an utterance
corresponding with the class at hand. There was a total of 20
classes, but there was a slight skew in their distribution. The
classification perplexity (the equivalent number of evenly
distributed classes) was calculated to be 15.1. The most
prevalent class occurred with a probability of 0.212, which
is the baseline accuracy corresponding with the accuracy
achieved just by blindly guessing that class every time.
Four subjects recorded 250 utterances each, a total
of about four hours of dialogue. Accuracy results were
obtained for each user by setting aside 80 utterances for
testing. This gives a total test set size of 320 utterances. Two
variables were adjusted in the experiment corresponding
with the amount of training data obtained from other users
and the amount of training data obtained from the user in
question. For each user the system was trained on one, two,
and then three other users’ data (called offline training), and
within these groupings, the system was trained on 0%, 50%
and 100% of the remaining 170 of the user’s own examples
(online training).
The results shown in figure 1 correspond with the
theoretical notion of the shape of the learning curve.
Consider that the likelihood of an accuracy improvement by
adding a training example is at most inversely proportional

to the number of training examples, n, already in the training
set, since it must be closer than n other examples to better
classify the target. Integrating this over n gives us the
learning curve function log n + C. Any extrapolation of the
results shown will thus be roughly logarithmic, but also
must be convergent as the training set becomes saturated.
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Work is continuing on the plan recognition model
with the aim of producing an integrated interpretation
system. Combined evidence should then improve
classification accuracy. A pleasant by-product of having the
plan recogniser in place is that planning the system’s
dialogue turns is a straightforward matter of selecting a
rational utterance or action by using the same planning
model, and so a dialogue control module can easily be
introduced. With the addition of an utterance generation
component, a complete system will be available. It will be
possible to evaluate the system on standard task-based
dialogue corpora, such as the ATIS (Airline Travel
Information Service) corpus so that comparisons can be
drawn with other approaches [10]. With adaptation to
diverse tasks in mind, apart from writing the plan library and
semantic classes and implementing the physical actions, the
system is domain-independent.
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Mixed-Initiative Intelligent Systems
for Classification and Diagnosis
David McSherry

Abstract. While the importance of mixed-initiative interaction in
intelligent systems is increasingly recognised, ensuring that the
potential benefits are achieved remains a challenging task for
system designers. Issues to be addressed in intelligent systems for
classification and diagnosis include how to deal with the problem
of incomplete data, take account of information that the user
chooses to volunteer, and provide meaningful explanations of the
reasoning process. We present new techniques for addressing these
issues in mixed-initiative intelligent systems for classification and
diagnosis based on decision trees and their implementation in a
prototype intelligent system called CONFIRM.

1 INTRODUCTION
The importance of intelligent systems having the ability to support
mixed-initiative interaction is increasingly recognised by artificial
intelligence researchers [1,2,5,9,12]. Potential benefits include
involving the user more closely in the problem-solving process
[14] and adapting to the needs of users with different levels of
experience [8]. Problem-solving efficiency may also benefit by
making use of the knowledge and expertise that users can often
bring to bear [12]. In fault diagnosis, for example, the user may
know from experience of similar problems which symptoms are
most relevant.
Dialogue features typically associated with mixed-initiative
interaction in intelligent systems for classification and diagnosis
[12,14] are listed below.
Volunteering Data. The user can volunteer data at any stage without
waiting to be asked.
User in Control. The user can decide when the system has the
initiative, and recapture the initiative at any stage.
Tolerating Incomplete Data. The user can decline to answer any
question.
Updating Data. The user can change her answer to a previous question
at any stage.
Intelligent Question Selection. When given the initiative, the system
can select questions that are, in some sense, most useful.
Explanation of Reasoning. Before answering any question, for
example, the user can ask why it is relevant.
User-Specified Goals. The user can select a target outcome class (or
diagnosis) to guide the selection of relevant questions.
1
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Examples of case-based reasoning (CBR) tools that support
some or all of these features include Adaptive Place Advisor [9],
CBR Strategist [12], ExpertGuide [16], and NaCoDAE [1]. In this
paper, we focus on mixed-initiative intelligent systems for
classification and diagnosis based on decision trees. However, our
discussion is not restricted to CBR approaches. Although decision
trees are often used to guide the retrieval process in CBR, we
assume that the system does not have access to the data, if any,
from which the decision tree was constructed. For example, the
decision tree may have been constructed manually with the
assistance of a domain expert. Nevertheless, the techniques we
present are applicable to CBR systems in which retrieval is based
on a static decision tree, for example to keep response times within
acceptable limits [4,18].
In Section 2, we present techniques for building mixed-initiative
intelligent systems based on decision trees. In Sections 3 and 4, we
present an implementation of the techniques in a prototype
intelligent system called CONFIRM. Our conclusions are
presented in Section 5.

2 INTELLIGENT DECISION-TREE SYSTEMS
Decision trees are increasingly used in intelligent systems for fault
diagnosis and e-commerce applications [4,7,13] Using a decision
tree to solve a given problem is simply a matter of following the
path determined by the user’s answers to questions in the decision
tree until a leaf node is reached and reporting the conclusion at the
leaf node. However, issues to be addressed in mixed-initiative
intelligent systems based on decision trees include how to deal
with the problem of incomplete data, take account of information
that the user chooses to volunteer, and provide meaningful
explanations of the reasoning process.
The example decision tree that we use to illustrate the
discussion is based on the contact lenses dataset [6]. This wellknown dataset is based on a simplified version of the optician’s
real-world problem of selecting a suitable type of contact lenses
(none, soft, or hard) for an adult spectacle wearer. Our example
decision tree, shown in Figure 1, was induced from the contact
lenses dataset with information gain [15] as the splitting criterion.
Figure 2 shows the basic components of a mixed-initiative
intelligent system for classification based on a decision tree.
Allowing the user to volunteer data at any stage means that before
asking any question, the system must check if the user has already
volunteered the answer. A repository for problem-specific data
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Figure 1. Example decision tree based on the contact lenses dataset [6].
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Figure 2. Components of a mixed-initiative intelligent system for
classification based on a decision tree.

reported by the user (cf. the working memory in an expert system)
is therefore essential. We also assume that the system can explore
all paths in the sub-tree starting at a given node of the decision tree,
for example to identify all conclusions that can be reached from the
given node.

2.1 Effects of volunteered data
A basic algorithm for classification based on a decision tree,
partially modified to support mixed-initiative interaction, is shown
in Figure 3. The modified algorithm ensures that the user is never
asked a question if the answer is already known. However, further

refinement of the basic algorithm is needed to enable the
system to take full advantage of the effects that volunteered data
may have on the decision tree. For example, consider how the
example decision tree is affected if it is known in advance that the
age of the patient is young. First, the upper and lower sub-trees
beginning with the question ‘Age?’ can be replaced by leaf nodes
labelled ‘Soft’ and ‘Hard’ respectively. However, it is now clear
______________________________________________________
algorithm classify
begin
start at the root node of the decision tree
repeat
if the answer to the question at the current node is known
then select the child node that corresponds to the answer
else begin
ask the user the question at the current node
select the child node that corresponds to her answer
store the answer in the data repository
end
until a leaf node is reached
report the conclusion at the leaf node
end
______________________________________________________
Figure 3. Basic algorithm for classification based on a decision tree,
partially modified to support mixed-initiative interaction.
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Figure 4. Simplified version of the contact lenses decision tree when
the age of the patient is known to be young.

that the spectacle prescription cannot affect the conclusion, so we
can eliminate this question from the decision tree. The simplified
decision tree is shown in Figure 4.
While the potential benefits in terms of problem-solving
efficiency are clear, the decision-tree classifier in Figure 3 is
unaware of the simplifying effects of the volunteered data and will
needlessly ask the user about the spectacle prescription if the tear
production rate is normal and astigmatism is present. The
technique we have developed to address this issue relies on lookahead search but requires much less computational effort than
simplifying the entire decision tree. Our look-ahead technique
requires the intelligent system to perform the following additional
steps at each non-leaf node:
Step 1. Identify the outcome classes at all leaf nodes that can be
reached from the current node by following all paths that are
consistent with any data volunteered by the user.
Step 2. If the same outcome class appears at all the leaf nodes that are
reachable from the current node, then report this outcome class
as the conclusion; otherwise, ask the user the question at the
current node.

To illustrate the technique, consider what happens when it is
known in advance that the age of the patient is young. As all three
outcome classes are reachable from the root node of the contact
lenses decision tree, the user must be asked about the tear
production rate. If the user reports that the tear production rate is
normal, then two different outcome classes, ‘Soft’ and ‘Hard’, can
still be reached from the ‘Astigmatism?’ node. However, if the
user now reports that astigmatism is present, then the only outcome
class that is reachable from the ‘Spectacle prescription?’ node is
‘Hard’. The system can therefore report hard contact lenses as the
conclusion without asking about the spectacle prescription.

2.2 Effects of updating data
An important consequence of allowing the user to update
previously reported data at any stage is that the path to the node
reached by the intelligent system before the initiative was taken by
the user may no longer be valid when the system regains the
initiative. The classification process must therefore be restarted
from the root node of the decision tree on each occasion that the
system loses and then regains the initiative.

2.3 Effects of incomplete data
A well-known limitation of decision trees is that if the user is
unable to answer any question in the decision tree, for example
because it involves a test that carries high risk or cost, then no
conclusion may be possible [3,10,18]. One solution to this problem
if the system has access to data from which the decision tree was
constructed is to use a dynamic (or lazy) approach to induction in
which the next best question can be selected if the user is unable
(or declines) to answer the most useful question [4,11]. However,
this is not possible in an intelligent system that does not have
access to the data, if any, from which the decision tree was
constructed.
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Figure 5. If all three sub-trees give the same result, then the conclusion is
soft contact lenses even if the age of the patient is unknown.

To address this issue, we have developed a new approach to
tolerating incomplete data which resembles a committee-based
approach to classification. In effect, the overall decision is based
on the votes of a committee of classifiers applied to the sub-trees
corresponding to all possible values of the unknown attribute. If all
the classifiers return the same outcome class from their sub-trees,
then the attribute whose value is unknown cannot affect the
conclusion. On the other hand, if two or more of the classifiers
return different outcome classes, then there is insufficient data to
reach a conclusion. If unknown values are encountered in the subtrees, they are dealt with by recursive application of the committeebased approach.
To illustrate the approach, suppose the intelligent system has
reached the upper ‘Age?’ node in the contact lenses decision tree,
and the age of the patient is unknown. As shown in Figure 5, two
of the sub-trees corresponding to the possible values of age are
degenerate decision trees from which the corresponding classifiers
immediately return the outcome class ‘Soft’. The outcome class
returned by the classifier applied to the third sub-tree depends on
the user’s answer to the question ‘Spectacle prescription?’. The
user is therefore asked this question. If she reports that the
spectacle prescription is hypermetrope, then the outcome class
returned by all three classifiers is ‘Soft’, so the conclusion is soft
contact lenses regardless of the age of the patient. On the other
hand, if the answer is myope, then a conclusion cannot be reached unless of course the user can provide the missing data.

3 THE CONFIRM PROTOTYPE
We now present an implementation of the techniques presented in
Section 2 in CONFIRM, a prototype intelligent system for
classification based on decision trees. The example consultations
that we use to illustrate the system’s ability to support mixedinitiative interaction are based on the decision tree in Figure 1. The
CONFIRM dialogue is in fact menu driven as well as mixed
initiative. Because of the limitations of space, however, only the
menu option (or combination of menu options) selected by the user
at each stage is shown in the example consultations.

3.1 Sharing of initiative
Initially, the system has the initiative in CONFIRM. The user can
remain in a passive role as long as she wishes by simply answering
the questions she is asked by the system. However, the user can
take the initiative at any stage to VOLUNTEER data or UPDATE
previously reported data. As described in Section 4, the user can
also SUGGEST a “target” outcome class to be pursued.
____________________________________________________________
Confirm:
What is the tear production rate?
User:
VOLUNTEER age
Confirm:
What is the age of the patient?
User:
young
Confirm:
What is the tear production rate?
User:
normal
Confirm:
Is astigmatism present or absent?
User:
present
Confirm:
The conclusion is hard contact lenses
____________________________________________________________
Figure 6. Example consultation showing CONFIRM’s ability to take
account of information volunteered by the user.

3.2 Volunteering data
The example consultation in Figure 6 shows CONFIRM’s ability to
take account of information that the user chooses to volunteer.
Before answering CONFIRM’s question about the tear production
rate, the user takes the initiative to report that the age of the patient
is young. On regaining the initiative, CONFIRM asks the user only
about the tear production rate and astigmatism. At this point, the
look-ahead technique described in Section 2.1 enables it to
recognise that the spectacle prescription cannot affect the
conclusion.

3.3 Updating data
Figure 7 shows CONFIRM’s ability to take account of changes in
the reported data. When the user changes her previous answer to
the question about astigmatism, the only path that is consistent with
the modified data leads CONFIRM to the upper ‘Age?’ node in the
contact lenses decision tree. However, as the spectacle prescription
is known to be hypermetrope, look-ahead search reveals that the
only outcome class that is reachable from this node is ‘Soft’.
CONFIRM therefore realises that it no longer needs to know the
age of the patient.

____________________________________________________________
Confirm:
What is the tear production rate?
User:
normal
Confirm:
Is astigmatism present or absent?
User:
present
Confirm:
What is the spectacle prescription?
User:
hypermetrope
Confirm:
What is the age of the patient?
User:
UPDATE astigmatism
Confirm:
Is astigmatism present or absent?
User:
absent
Confirm:
The conclusion is soft contact lenses
____________________________________________________________
Figure 7. Example consultation showing CONFIRM’s ability
to take account of changes in the reported data.

3.4 Tolerating incomplete data
Figure 8 shows an example consultation in which the user is unable
(or declines) to answer the first question in the contact lenses
decision tree. Using the committee-based approach to the problem
of incomplete data described in Section 2.3, CONFIRM is able to
reach a conclusion in the absence of the requested information. As
the outcome class returned from both sub-trees of the node at
which the unknown value occurs is ‘None’, the conclusion is no
contact lenses regardless of the tear production rate.
____________________________________________________________
Confirm:
What is the tear production rate?
User:
UNKNOWN
Confirm:
Is astigmatism present or absent?
User:
absent
Confirm:
What is the age of the patient?
User:
presbyopic
Confirm:
What is the spectacle prescription?
User:
myope
Confirm:
The conclusion is no contact lenses
____________________________________________________________
Figure 8. Example consultation showing CONFIRM’s ability
to tolerate incomplete data.

Of course, even a single unknown value may mean that there is
insufficient data to reach a conclusion. In this case, the user has the
options of obtaining the results of omitted tests, examining their
potential effects by performing a what-if analysis, or abandoning
the consultation.

4 EXPLANATION IN CONFIRM
In previous work, we have argued that a goal-driven approach to
attribute selection in decision-tree induction provides a natural
basis for explaining the relevance of questions when the decision
tree is used for problem solving [11,12]. In CBR Strategist, the
relevance of an attribute can be explained in terms of the purpose
for which it was selected, such as confirming a target outcome
class or eliminating a competing outcome class [12]. Unlike CBR

Strategist, CONFIRM does not have access to the data, if any, from
which the decision tree was constructed and cannot be expected to
explain why an attribute was selected. It is also unable to identify a
target outcome class on the basis of estimated class probabilities as
in CBR Strategist. As we now show, however, CONFIRM can
select a “target” outcome class in a way that requires access only to
the decision tree. It can also explain the relevance of a given
attribute in terms of its potential role in helping to confirm the
target outcome class.

4.1 Selecting a target outcome class
By default, the selection of a target outcome class in CONFIRM is
based on the leaf counts of the outcome classes that are reachable
from the current node of the decision tree. That is, the outcome
class selected at the current node is the one that occurs most
frequently at the leaf nodes that are reachable from the current
node. In contrast to an expert system, the target outcome class is
continually updated as new information is obtained. Among the
leaf nodes in the contact lenses decision tree, all of which are
reachable from the root node, ‘None’ appears at 4 leaf nodes, ‘Soft’
at 3 leaf nodes, and ‘Hard’ at 2 leaf nodes. Initially in CONFIRM,
the target outcome class selected by default is therefore no contact
lenses. At the astigmatism node, the leaf counts for ‘None’ and
‘Soft’ are equal, so the target outcome class remains unchanged.
However, if the tear production rate is normal and astigmatism is
absent, the target outcome class changes to soft contact lenses.
____________________________________________________________
Confirm:

The target outcome class is no contact lenses.
What is the tear production rate?
User:
WHY
Confirm:
Because if tear production rate = reduced this will
confirm no contact lenses. What is the tear
production rate?
User:
normal
Confirm:
Is astigmatism present or absent?
User:
WHY
Confirm:
Because if astigmatism = present and spectacle
prescription = hypermetrope and age = prepresbyopic this will confirm no contact lenses. Is
astigmatism present or absent?
User:
absent
Confirm:
The target outcome class is now soft contact
lenses. What is the age of the patient?
User:
WHY
Confirm:
Because if age = young this will confirm soft
contact lenses. What is the age of the patient?
User:
young
Confirm:
The conclusion is soft contact lenses
____________________________________________________________
Figure 9. Example consultation showing CONFIRM’s ability
to explain the relevance of the questions it asks.

Alternatively, the user can select a target outcome class. A
target outcome class selected by the user remains in force unless
eliminated by the reported data, in which case CONFIRM informs
the user that the target outcome class cannot be confirmed and

selects a replacement by the default method. It should be noted that
allowing the user to select a target outcome class does not affect
the problem-solving process, as the order in which questions are
presented is determined by the decision tree. Nevertheless, we
believe that CONFIRM’s ability to explain the relevance of an
attribute in terms of its potential role in helping to confirm a target
outcome class selected by the user may be beneficial in terms of
acceptability.

4.2 Explaining the relevance of a question
Before answering any question in CONFIRM, the user can ask why
it is relevant. In a rule-based expert system, explaining the
relevance of a question is simply a matter of showing the rule that
the system is currently attempting to fire [17]. In contrast, the
explanation provided by CONFIRM is dynamically generated by
look-ahead search from the current node to a leaf node at which the
target outcome class is confirmed. The explanation is a rule-like
statement of the additional evidence (the attribute values on the
discovered path) required to confirm the target outcome class. At
each node, CONFIRM gives priority to a branch that leads
immediately to a leaf node at which the target outcome class is
confirmed, or leads to a node at which the target outcome class
remains unchanged. The example consultation in Figure 9 shows
CONFIRM’s ability to explain the relevance of the questions it
asks in the context of the target outcome class. In contrast to an
expert system, the user is shown only the additional evidence
required to confirm the target outcome class. In this example, the
user has left the choice of target outcome class to CONFIRM and
is informed when it changes from no contact lenses to soft contact
lenses.

4.3 Explaining how a conclusion was reached
Explaining how a conclusion was reached may seem an easier task
than explaining the relevance of questions in a decision tree. The
standard approach is to show the attribute values on the path from
the root node to the leaf node at which the solution was found.
However, this ignores the possibility that some of the evidence
reported by the user may not affect the conclusion. Even worse, it
is possible that not all of the evidence reported by the user supports
the conclusion. For example, the following explanation for a
conclusion of no contact lenses was generated by the standard
approach from the contact lenses decision tree:
Since tear production rate = normal and astigmatism = absent
and age = presbyopic and spectacle prescription = myope the
conclusion is no contact lenses

However, it can be seen from the contact lenses decision tree
that a normal tear production rate cannot be regarded as evidence
in favour of no contact lenses, since a reduced tear production rate
is enough evidence on its own to reach the same conclusion. So the
first condition of the example explanation is not only redundant but
also potentially misleading.
The example consultation in Figure 10 shows how CONFIRM
can eliminate a redundant condition from its explanation of how a
conclusion was reached. Although the user reported that the age of
the patient is presbyopic, this is not mentioned in CONFIRM’s
explanation of the conclusion. It can be seen from Figure 1 that if
the age had been young or pre-presbyopic, the conclusion would

still have been soft contact lenses. The technique used by
CONFIRM to eliminate redundant conditions like age in this
example is similar to the technique for dealing with the problem of
incomplete data described in Section 2.3. For each attribute value
on the path from the root node to the leaf node at which the
solution was found, CONFIRM explores the sub-trees
corresponding to all the other values of the attribute. If all the subtrees give the same conclusion, then the attribute can be eliminated
from the explanation.
____________________________________________________________
Confirm:

The target outcome class is no contact lenses.
What is the tear production rate?
User:
SUGGEST hard contact lenses
Confirm:
The target outcome class is hard contact lenses.
What is the tear production rate?
User:
normal
Confirm:
Is astigmatism present or absent?
User:
WHY
Confirm:
Because if astigmatism = present and spectacle
prescription = myope this will confirm hard
contact lenses. Is astigmatism present or absent?
User:
absent
Confirm:
Unable to confirm hard contact lenses. The target
outcome class is now soft contact lenses. What is
the age of the patient?
User:
presbyopic
Confirm:
What is the spectacle prescription?
User:
hypermetrope
Confirm:
The conclusion is soft contact lenses
User:
HOW
Confirm:
Since tear production rate = normal and
astigmatism = absent and spectacle prescription =
hypermetrope the conclusion is soft contact lenses
____________________________________________________________
Figure 10. Example consultation showing CONFIRM’s ability to
explain how a conclusion was reached.

The elimination of redundant conditions in this way may help to
make explanations of how a conclusion was reached more natural
and easier for users to understand. Currently, CONFIRM does not
attempt to eliminate more than a single condition from the
explanations it produces, so its explanations are not guaranteed to
be maximally general. Whether a more rigorous approach to the
elimination of redundancy in explanations would be worthwhile in
practice is one of the issues to be addressed by further research.

5 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented techniques for building mixed-initiative
intelligent systems for classification and diagnosis based on
decision trees. Issues addressed in the research presented include
how to proceed in the absence of complete data, take account of
information that the user chooses to volunteer, and provide
meaningful explanations at the user's request. Our implementation
of the techniques presented in CONFIRM provides proof of
concept that mixed-initiative interaction can be effectively
supported in decision-tree classification even when the intelligent

system does not have access to the data, if any, from which the
decision tree was constructed.
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A Comparison of Collaborative Recommendation
Algorithms Over Diverse Data1
John O’Donovan, John Dunnion2
Abstract. Information filtering techniques are becoming
more widely used as available information spaces grow exponentially larger. New techniques for filtering information are
being developed to tackle the information overload problem.
This paper presents an assessment of the performance of popular recommendation stratagem over a range of diverse data.
Our aim is to show that the relative performance of these algorithms varies as they are applied to different data, and to
classify datasets according to a range of heuristics, and determine a suitability for recommendation techniques to a dataset
classification. We run performance tests on Item-Based Collaborative Filtering and a Pure Collaborative Filtering algorithm. These tests consider neighbourhood size, and density of
the training set. Our empirical results show provisionally that
there is a significant difference in the relative performance of
these algorithms over our four experimental data platforms,
and that this can be used to determine suitability towards
different data types. We classify our datasets according to a
range of metrics, including sparsity, user-item ratio and set
size. This classification will enable us to employ our results as
guidelines for algorithm performance on new datasets, based
solely on the classification metrics.

1

Introduction

Recommender Systems are designed to help tailor a users
information space by suggesting items the system believes
will be of interest to the user. An increasing number of
online stores provide recommender systems on their sites,
e.g. E-Bay, Amazon.com etc. There are two main bases
upon which these systems operate: Collaborative[8][10] and
Content-Based Filters[6]. A Content-Based approach to the
recommendation task compares similarities in descriptions of
content of items to user profiles to arrive at its goal. In the
Collaborative approach, which is the focus of this paper, users
provide ratings for items in a particular domain, and the system exploits similarities and differences between users based
on these to compute its recommendations: If users A and B
rate k items similarly, they share similar tastes and should
rate other items similarly. There are many implementations
and variants of collaborative filtering techniques in todays
recommender systems, all of which are restricted by the same
1
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fundamental drawbacks. Collaborative Filtering (CF) techniques do not require items to be machine-analysable, and
can arrive at serendipitous recommendations, that is, they can
recommend relevant items that are completely different from
those in a users profile. They also require little knowledgeengineering overhead.[7] CF techniques are all subject to two
serious restrictions. Sparsity Problem: In any given case, it
is unlikely that two users have co-rated many of the items in
the system. Accurate similarity measurements depend on rich
user profiles with high overlap which can be costly to attain.
Latency Problem: This affects new, uncommon, or items liked
by few users. These items will not be recommended by a system until they are included (if ever) in a sufficient number of
user profiles[7].
We investigate these performance difficulties in four different experimental datasets, using tests for density of the
data, and neighbourhood size. Using these metrics, we aim
to show that there is a difference in the relative performance
of our recommendation algorithms based on the type of data
they are used on, and hence realise suitability of particular
technique(s) to individual data types. For example, we would
like to show that as the number of neighbours looked at for
similarity computation increases past some threshold on a
dataset of jokes, and one of movies, predictive accuracy of
our algorithms will fall faster on the jokes set, as there are
smaller clusters of people with similar tastes in jokes, than
movies, (Peoples tastes in jokes tends to be more erratic than
in movies).
If for example, we can show that predictive accuracy for the
Item-Based (IBCF) algorithm peaks at a higher point than
pure CF on jokes data, and a lower point on movie data, we
can hence assert that there may be a suitability towards that
data type for the IBCF algorithm. Of course the density of the
training data will have a serious effect on the accuracy of the
predictions, so we introduce density tests in our evaluation
of neighbourhood sizes, and normalise across all datasets by
multiplying all parameters by the density of each dataset. Our
overarching goal in this paper is to uncover these performance
differences and essentially uncover links between performance
of recommendation techniques and data types.

2

Pure Collaborative Filtering

This algorithm is the popular user-based CF, first introduced
in 1989 by John Hey of LikeMinds, and furthered 1998[8] by
the GroupLens[10] research group. Our User-Based CF is performed by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient[2] of

two vector representations of users, using this to define peergroups, and suggesting items a users peers liked that has not
yet been seen by the user. There are a range of methods for
calculating similarity coefficients, such as Cosine-Similarity,
Jaccard’s coefficient etc. We use Pearson’s as it is the most
widely used in CF and allows us a more direct comparison
with other existing systems. When the peergroup of users is
chosen based on the similarity to an active user (the user receiving recommendations), a weighted combination their ratings is used to generate predictions, as seen in [6]. The following is a step-by-step outline of the CF algorithm.
1. Calculate the similarity between the active user and every
other user.
2. Form the peer group by selection of the top-n most similar
users.
3. Generate a prediction from a weighted combination of the
peer groups ratings.
4. Return a ranked list of these items as the recommendation
set.

3.1

Model Building

The Model Building phase involves computation of similarity between items. This particular implementation uses a
correlation-based similarity metric, calculated using Pearson
correlation.
To make this algorithm as efficient as possible, we use the
cases where items i and j have been co-rated by users. In figure 1, below, using Pearson’s equation from section 3, the set
of co-raters (U) consists of only those users who have rated
both item i and item j. In this case, users 0 and 3 This calculation results in an n × n matrix of item similarities, where n
is the number of items in the dataset. Since we are generally
only interested in the top-n most similar items to each other
item, we can sort each item profile in non-increasing order,
and store only the top-n from this list as our model. One
advantage of this method is that the entire model-building
phase is an off-line computation, resulting in rapid recommendations for online users. Another is that this technique
is scalable to any number of users, as their recommendations
are generated from a static item-item model.

The following formula calculates the Pearson Correlation
in the first step:

P
corrx,y = pP

u ∈ U (Ru,x − Rx )(Ru,y − Ry )

u ∈ U (Ru,x − Rx )2 ·

P

u ∈ U (Ru,y − Ry )2
(1)
Where corrx,y is the Pearson correlation coefficient between
user x and user y. Rk,x is the rating of user x on item k, and
Rx is the average item rating by user x.
Prediction calculation (step 3 above) is done using 2, which
calculates the weighted average of deviations from the neighbours mean:

P
px,i = rx +

u ∈ U (ru,i − ru ) × corrx,u
P
u ∈ U (corrx,u )

(2)

Figure 1.

Offline Computation of the Item-Based Model

Where px,i is the prediction for user x on item i, and corrx,u
is the similarity between users x, and u.

3

Item-Based Collaborative Filtering

One of the first detailed papers on IBCF was published in 1997
by D. Fisk [4], based on the MORSE movie recommender
system. More recent work [9] was carried out on this algorithm by Konstan and Riedl in 2001. The main difference
between Item-Based CF (IBCF) and the User-Based algorithm is that IBCF makes its predictions based on a model
of Item similarity rather than user similarity. This algorithm
looks at a set of items the active user has rated and computes their similarity to a target item i, in order to evaluate it
for recommendation. The IBCF algorithm selects the k-most
similar items {i1 , i2 , ..., ik } and their corresponding similarity values {s1 , s2 , ..., sk }. The prediction is found by taking
the active users ratings on these similar items, and weighting these by multiplying them by their similarity values. The
algorithm boils down into two main phases: Phase 1 is the
Model-Building and Phase 2 is the Prediction Calculation.

3.2

Prediction Calculation

The prediction phase of the IBCF algorithm is done as follows:
1. User rates a set U of items.
2. A Candidate set C of items is formed by taking the union
of the k most similar items for each item j ∈ U . (Simply
by taking the top-n from the ordered lists computed in the
model-building phase)
3. Any duplicate items are removed. ie any j ∈ (C ∩ U ).
4. Find the similarity between each item c ∈ C and the set U .
This is done by consulting the Item-Item correlation matrix
from phase 1, and summing the correlation values between
each c ∈ C and every item in U .
5. C is then sorted in non-increasing order w.r.t these similarities.
6. The top-n items in C are the Recommendation Set.

4

Experimental Evaluation

4.1

Experimental Data

For training and testing our algorithms, four experimental
datasets are used: Jester[5] (an experimental dataset of jokes
ratings, consisting of 21,800 users ratings of 100 jokes), EachMovie (73,000 users ratings of 1628 movies), PTV[3] (622
user ratings on TV programmes), and MovieLens[8] (100,000
user ratings in the movie domain.) It is hoped to also include a customer-product purchase database from an online
sales company in the near future. For the purposes of our
testing we selected subsets of 900 profiles from each of the
above datasets comprised of the largest profiles: those users
who had rated 20 items or more (with the exception of PTV
which only contains 622 profiles). For modularity in our system, these datasets were all parsed into the same format and
stored in an SQL database.

4.1.1

Dataset Classification

4.2.1

We classify our datasets according to the metrics outlined
below for the purpose of proposing suitability of particular
techniques to other datasets which fall into the same classification. The metrics employed are dataset size, dataset density,
and the ratio of users to items. Dataset size and data type are
explained in the previous section, leaving sparsity and useritem ratio. Firstly, we define the sparsity of our data as seen
in [11]:
number of nonzero entries
1−
number of total entries
Table 1 details the sparsity and user-item ratios for our four
datasets.
Dataset
PTV
MovieLens
Jester
EachMovie

Table 1.

UsersItems
1:6
9:13
9:1
9:17

Sparsity

Type

94.25%
63.86%
54%
33.97%

TV Progs
Movie Ratings
Jokes Ratings
Movie Ratings

Classification of Experimental Data

The User-Item ratio is a valuable classification metric since
our similarity algorithms for this paper are based on these
two features. Is has been shown in [9] that IBCF performs
better with a greater number of users in an item-profile from
the training set, whereas the total number of items is not as
relevant. This is quite intuitive since there is obviously more
information on which to base our similarity computations.
The same holds true for the number of items in a users profile
in the UBCF algorithm. Another area of interest is the distribution on ratings within a dataset. For future work on dataset
classification, Chauvnet’s criterion [4] will be employed to attempt to remove possible misleading ratings.

4.2

Decision-Support metrics. Due to the number of algorithms
and datasets, we focus on Statistical Accuracy only for our
experimental evaluation. Our statistical accuracy is obtained
by comparing a set of predicted values with a set of userprovided values (Test Data). MAE (Mean Absolute Error),
is the average absolute difference between predicted ratings
and actual ratings. We have simplified this somewhat further
and measured predictive accuracy of our algorithms. For each
dataset, if a users rating is beyond a certain threshold, the
item is ”liked” by that user. This level of granularity was
chosen because people will use the rating scales differently. We
tailored this threshold value for each individual scale, based
on distribution of ratings. We predict the ”liked” items for the
unseen test data and record accuracy on each dataset. User
profiles are split into training and test data. The training
data is fed to each filtering component individually and each
generates its own predictions for the unseen test data.

Experimental Procedure

Common metrics for evaluating the accuracy of a prediction
algorithm are in two main areas: Statistical Accuracy and

Density testing

In order to assess an algorithms performance with respect to
density of a dataset, we vary the density of the set by running
our accuracy tests over training ratios from 10% to 90% in
increments of 10%. We should see increases in the accuracy of
our recommendations as we increase the training set. There
is a peak around 90% for the training set. This may be due
to the fact that the test set becomes too small to be sufficient
test sample after this threshold. For the rest of our testing
we select this test-train ratio, as it should provide the most
accurate results.

4.2.2

K-nn testing

It has been recorded[9] that there is a peak in the curve for the
user-based and item-based algorithms at a neighbourhood size
of around 30-40. We vary this neighbourhood-size between 10
and 100 in intervals of 10, in order to ascertain an optimal
value for number of neighbours. We find that there is a difference in the relative performance of our algorithms over the
datasets, most notably with the Jester dataset, where quality of recommendations drops dramatically after a threshold
of approximately 40 with User-Based filtering, and 64 with
Item-Based filtering. This may be attributed to the fact that
groups of users who share similar tastes in jokes are in fact
much smaller than those in a movie / TV-program domain.

4.2.3

The Zero-R algorithm

For comparison purposes we also test a primitive algorithm
known as Zero-r. This simply predicts the majority class in
the training data. This algorithm itself is not much use as a
functional predictor, but serves well as a benchmark for the
rest of our prediction algorithms. In one experimental case
on the Jester dataset, IBCF and CF both perform worse than
this basic algorithm. It has been suggested in [1] that this may
be due to serious overfitting: Modelling of the training data
so closely that the algorithm loses sight of the real picture.

50. This suggests that the neighbourhood size has a greater
effect on the IBCF algorithm for the PTV dataset. All of our
prediction algorithms outperform the Zero-r predictor, predicts the majority class for the PTV dataset at 62.5%. The
best performance seen on this dataset throughout our tests is
by the UBCF algorithm at a neighbourhood size of 50. The
result in this dataset is somewhat different to [9], where IBCF
outperforms UBCF at all k values. With respect to sparsity
of the dataset, PTV is 94% sparse. We can see from 3 that
item based has a better relative performance in a more sparse
environment. Looking again at 3 for comparison, on the most
densely populated set, movielens (66%), the performance of
IBCF is notably worse than its user-based counterpart.

4.3.2

Movielens

On the Movielens dataset, the results are very different. In
this case, the UBCF algorithm is more affected by changes
in neighbourhood size. At low k values, UBCF performs up
to 9% worse than IBCF. However, unlike in the PTV set,
this accuracy improves with k, and by k = 60 the UBCF
algorithm outperforms IBCF. Interestingly, our baseline algorithm, Zero-r, performs better than the other prediction
algorithms in this case. This is an odd result, which normally
could be explained by examining the size of the majority class.
However, the Zero-r algorithm has produced between 62% and
64% accuracy across all four of our test sets, which is the size
of the majority class, meaning the Movielens set is not too
dissimilar from the others in terms of this metric.

4.3.3

Figure 2.

4.3

Testing neighbourhood sizes

Experimental Results

To recapitulate the aims outlined in section one, we aim to
investigate relative performance differences of our recommendation algorithms over the different datasets we test them on.
Our empirical results show that these performance differences
do exist. In our density evaluations, we varied train-test ratios
in order to assess the effect of density of training data on our
datasets. It was found across all sets that a train-test ratio
of around 80% was the optimal value for the density, so this
value was made static at 80% for all of the k-nn testing.

In the EachMovie dataset, there are further relative differences in performance between our algorithms with respect
to data. Unlike all of the other test sets, the accuracy of
IBCF and UBCF follow roughly the same trends, and are only
marginally different at approximately 1%. The optimal recommender configuration for this set was found to be at a density
of 30, and neighbourhood size of 40, using the UBCF algorithm. Our benchmark algorithm was outperformed across all
k values by around 10%. These are the expected ranges for
the other algorithms. EachMovie is the most dense of the
datasets, the overall adverse effect of the collaborative filtering sparsity problem can be seen in 2 and 5, where our trained
algorithms perform between 6 and 20% better than our baseline algorithm. This is not the case with the other datasets
which are 20, 30 and 60% more sparse than EachMovie. We
can note that our algorithms are capitalising on the more
dense training set to generate better recommendations.

4.3.4
4.3.1

PTV

Our results do indicate that there is a relative difference in
the performance of our algorithms with different data. Starting with the PTV dataset: At neighbourhood size k of 10,
UBCF performs better than IBCF by 5%. The performance
of the UBCF algorithm does not vary much with k, reaching a peak of 70.6% around k = 50. The performance of the
IBCF algorithm improves to almost equal to UBCF at k =

EachMovie

Jester

Jester shows more interesting results for our algorithms. The
best performance here is given by the IBCF algorithm at low
k values. This may be due to the fact that the clusters of
people with similar tastes in jokes are smaller than those with
similar tastes in movies, or TV programs. IBCF performs best
up to a neighbourhood size of 50 before falling sharply with
increasing k. At k = 10, UBCF performs as well , but falls
sharply with increasing k. The Zero-r algorithm at 62.75%
performs worse than the others, until neighbourhood reaches

Figure 3.

a max threshold (40 for UBCF and 64 for IBCF). We can see
the impact of the user-item ratio on the jester results in 2
where the IBCF algorithm performs better than the UBCF
algorithm. Because the User-Item ratio for this dataset is 9:1
there are more users in the item-profiles on which we compute
our similarities. This result reinforces the proposal in [9] that
IBCF works best with more users and less items.

4.4

Figure 4.

Testing neighbourhood sizes

Recommendation Accuracy with
Varying Density Levels

Density of the training data can be experimentally controlled
by varying the test-train ratio of the experimental data. In 4
and 5 we can see the results of this variation. It is clear that
across all of our datasets there an increase in predictive accuracy as the percentage of training data increases. This indicates that the algorithms are in fact learning well. We can
see that the Item-Based algorithm seems to perform relatively better at lower test-train ratios, most notably in the
Jester dataset, and is less affected overall by the change in the
training set size. This tells us something about the quality of

Density Testing

the information captured by the Item-Based algorithm. The
good performance of this algorithm at low test-train ratios
may indicate that this filtering strategy may be employed as
a method to solve the sparsity problem with User-Based collaborative filtering. Also, since better predictions can be made
with less training data, this technique will save on memory
(small model sizes) and will generate faster recommendations.

4.5

Summary of Results

The empirical results discussed here do show that performance varies across data types. It is hoped that we can capture this knowledge dynamically in a Machine Learning environment in order to adapt recommendation strategies to suit
particular data types. These results have also shown that the
Item-Based algorithm has many advantages over the UserBased algorithm. This information will be valuable in the development of any hybrid stratagems.

techniques in this analysis as they arrive. A machine-learning
application is currently being developed to automatically
learn the best recommendation technique (or hybrid technique) for a given dataset. This aspect of the AdRec system
will be dealt with in a later paper.
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An Evaluation of the Performance of
Collaborative Filtering
Michael P. O’Mahony1 and Neil J. Hurley1 and Guénolé C.M. Silvestre1
Abstract. Personalisation features are key to the success of many
web applications and collaborative recommender systems have been
widely implemented. These systems assist users in finding relevant
information or products from the vast quantities that are frequently
available. In previous work, we have demonstrated that such systems
are vulnerable to attack and that recommendations can be manipulated. We introduced the concept of robustness as a performance
measure, which is defined as the ability of a system to provide consistent predictions in the presence of noise in the data. In this paper,
we expand on our previous work by examining the effects of several neighbourhood formation schemes and similarity measures on
system performance.

1

Introduction

Given the success of recommender systems in web applications,
much research has been conducted into understanding and improving the technology involved. One of the most popular and successful
techniques that has been used to implement these systems is known
as collaborative filtering [1, 7, 8]. This approach helps users to make
choices based on the opinions of other users in a system. The basic
heuristic employed is that users who agreed or disagreed on items in
the past are likely to agree or disagree on future items. To make recommendations for a particular user, collaborative filtering algorithms
find the most similarly-minded users (neighbours) in a system, and
weight and combine the preferences of those users.
The performance of recommender systems is, of course, a key
consideration. Performance has been extensively evaluated from the
point-of-view of efficiency, coverage and accuracy [1, 2, 9]. Recently
in [5], we have proposed another important performance measure –
namely the robustness of the algorithm. A robustness analysis considers how system recommendations vary with changes in the system
dataset. In general, some inaccuracies in system data should be expected since, for example, it is natural that some degree of noise will
occur when users are required to explicitly express a preference on
items. We have demonstrated in [5] that memory-based collaborative filtering is reasonably robust to such unbiased noise, with little
change in recommendations observed when random noise was inserted into the system database.
However, it is also conceivable that malicious users may attempt
to attack recommender systems in order to promote or demote particular products. (We refer to these attacks as product push or product
nuke attacks respectively). Attacks can be implemented by inserting
bogus data through the normal user interface. In some cases, attacks
may be costly to perform if, for example, the input of data required
1 Department of Computer Science, University College Dublin, Belfield,

Dublin 4, Ireland, email: michael.p.omahony@ucd.ie

the actual purchase of an item. However, if a system permits data
entry without a purchase, then the effort required to mount an attack is not significant. Hence, it is important to also understand how
biased noise, entered with a specific motive in mind, can affect the
performance of the system. Our recent work has shown that collaborative filtering is vulnerable to a biased noise attack and that, with
the addition of relatively small amounts of data, significant changes
in system output can be achieved. While research has been conducted
into privacy issues arising in recommender systems (for example, using the output of recommender systems to elicit users’ personal details) [4, 6], to the knowledge of the authors, we are the first to consider attacking recommender systems with a view to manipulating
the recommendations that are made.
In this paper, we extend our robustness analysis by examining the
performance of memory-based collaborative filtering systems in detail. In particular, we consider several commonly-used neighbourhood formation schemes and similarity measures, and compare the
robustness, accuracy and coverage provided by the various techniques.

2

Collaborative Filtering

We base our analysis on the frequently used collaborative filtering
algorithm taken from the GroupLens project [7]. We model the collaborative filtering database, containing the past transactions of all
users in the system, by a user-item matrix, in which users and items
are represented by unique rows and columns respectively. Thus the
(i; j )th entry represents the rating or vote, vi;j , of user i for item j .
A prediction, pa;j , for user a (the active user) for an item j is made
using

X w(a; i)(v
n

pa;j = va + 

i;j

vi )

(1)

i=1

where n is the neighbourhood size, va is the mean rating for user
a, w(a; i) is the similarity weight between users a and i and  is a
normalising factor. This equation essentially calculates a weighted
average of users’ ratings for the item in question with any variations
in the means of users’ rating distributions removed.

2.1

Neighbourhood Formation

Neighbourhood formation concerns the identification of similar users
in a system that are used as predictors for the active user. Previous
work indicates that neighbours with a high degree of similarity to the
active user can be much more valuable as predictors than those with
lower similarity, and therefore greater accuracy and performance can
be achieved by limiting neighbourhood size [2]. In this paper, we

consider two neighbourhood formation schemes and determine what
effects, if any, each has on system robustness.

2.1.1 k - Nearest-Neighbour
The k - Nearest-Neighbour (k-NN) scheme [2, 8] forms a neighbourhood of size k by simply selecting the k most similar users. Generally, neighbourhood size is application-dependent, with an optimal
size from the point-of-view of recommendation accuracy determined
by experiment. The k-NN scheme has been shown to be quite accurate and provides good coverage [2].

2.1.2 Similarity Thresholding
In this scheme, a similarity threshold is set, and those users whose
similarities with the active user exceed the threshold value are selected as neighbours [2, 9]. Setting a high threshold restricts the
neighbourhood to very similar neighbours, but for many users, few
(if any) close neighbours are available and coverage issues can therefore arise. If the threshold is set too low, the contributions of the best
predictors tend to get lost in the noise from the other neighbours.

2.2

The weights w(a; i) in (1) are calculated according to some similarity measure, and such measures are a critical component of memorybased algorithms. Here, we consider three measures that have been
widely used in collaborative filtering systems.

2.2.1 Cosine Similarity
Cosine (or vector) similarity [1] is a widely used technique in which
each user is represented by a vector in the I -dimensional item
space, where I is the set of items available in a particular domain.
The similarity between any two users a and i can be calculated as
the cosine of the angle between the two corresponding vectors as
follows

jj

P

j

va;j
a

k2I

qP

vi;j

2
va;k

i

k 2I

2
vi;k

:

(2)

where Ia is the set of items rated by user a. This weight gives a value
between 0 and 1, and is 0 for any given pair of users who have not
rated any common items, i.e. w(a; i) = 0 if Ia Ii = . Note that
the weight tends to be higher if the items that users have in common
are liked (i.e. receive high ratings) by both users. The normalisation
terms in the denominator are important to ensure that users who have
rated many items are not a priori more similar to other users.

\

2.2.2 Pearson Correlation
The Pearson correlation coefficient weighting, proposed in the GroupLens system [7], is defined as

w(a; i) =

X q v
P
a

i

a

k2I

qPv

i;j

a;j

j 2I \I

2.2.3 Spearman Rank Correlation
Pearson correlation is derived from a linear regression model, in
which certain assumptions are made for the data being correlated.
For example, a linear relationship is assumed to exist between the
variables and variables are assumed to follow a normal distribution.
Pearson correlation can become a much less accurate indicator of
similarity if underlying model assumptions are violated. Thus, Spearman rank correlation, which is similar to Pearson, provides an alternative. In contrast to Pearson, Spearman [2] does not rely on any set
of assumptions and is calculated over the ranks of the rating values,
rather than the values themselves. It is defined as

w(a; i) =
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and, as in the case of Pearson, results in a weight of between
+1.

Similarity Measures

Xq
w(a; i) =

a correlation of 1 indicates total disagreement. Unlike cosine similarity, Pearson correlation is not influenced by whether or not common items are liked by users, and it is possible to achieve perfect
correlation between users provided that both users have agreed on
the ratings given to items.

v2

a;k

i

k 2I

2
vi;k

(3)

which results in a weight of between 1 and +1, and where the summations are over only those items that have been rated by both users.
A correlation of +1 indicates perfect agreement between users, while

(4)

1 and

Similarity weights calculated on the basis of a small number
of common items may often provide an unreliable measure of the
“true” similarity between users. For example, Pearson and Spearman
rank correlations give a result of either 1, 1 or 0 when the number
of common items between users is 2. Significance weighting has
been proposed in [2] as a solution to this problem, in which weights
are modified based on the number of common items between
0
n
= wa;i
if n < N , where N is an
users, n, as follows: wa;i
N
N . In our
arbitrary constant. The weight is unchanged when n
experiments, we use this technique and set N = 50 as per [2].
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Robustness

Security is a major concern for all Internet systems and applications,
and yet, thus far, it seems little consideration has been given to the security of recommender systems. Even if one assumes that a system’s
database and recommendation algorithms are secure against attack,
recommender systems remain vulnerable given the very manner in
which they operate. Since it is practically impossible to assess the
integrity of those who use a system (especially true for on-line systems), there is nothing to prevent users from inputting false data into
the system.
Robustness is defined as the ability of a system to provide consistent or stable predictions given some degree of noise present in the
data. In this paper, we consider noise that has been inserted into the
data in the course of an attack. We evaluate robustness by defining
mean absolute prediction error (MAPE) as the absolute difference
between pre- and post-attack predictions. All the attacks considered
in this paper are item-based (as opposed to user-based) – for example, in product push attacks, an attacker attempts to promote all
predictions that are requested for targeted items, regardless of who
requested them.
Let Ai be the set of users over which we evaluate an attack on item
i. We calculate MAPE for item i as
1
(5)
p0a;i pa;i
MAPE(i) =

jAj

Xj

a2A

j

4

Attack Strategies

We examine the robustness of the collaborative filtering algorithm by
mounting a product nuke attack on the system. The attack is implemented by creating bogus or false user profiles and inserting this data
into the system through the normal user interface – no other access
to the system database is assumed for an attacker.
From the attacker’s perspective, there are two criteria that need to
be satisfied if an attack is to be successful. In the first instance, if
false profiles are to have any influence on predictions, they need to
be present in the neighbourhood of targeted users. Therefore, these
profiles need to be constructed to have a strong similarity to as many
genuine users in the database as possible. One approach is to build
false profiles using popular items since, by definition, many user profiles contain these items and ratings are likely to be consistent, and
high.
Secondly, for Pearson and Spearman rank correlation measures,
false profiles need to correlate in the same direction (i.e. either positively or negatively) with targeted users if all predictions made for
an item are to be nuked. (If this is not the case, the opposite effect
will be achieved, and the item will instead be pushed). Thus, along
with the item to be nuked, the false profiles are constructed from two
“groups” of items. The first group consists of items that are generally rated higher than average in the database (i.e. liked items), and
the second group consists of items that are generally rated lower than
average (disliked items). By assigning a high rating to the liked items
and a lower rating to the disliked items, an attacker can be confident
that these false profiles will correlate in the same direction with the
majority of genuine users in the database.
Referring to (1), the contribution of any potential neighbour to
a particular prediction depends on the magnitude or the difference
term (vi;j vi ). For attack profiles, the obvious strategy is to choose
ratings for the item groups that will maximise this term. Thus, the
maximum rating, Rmax , is assigned to each of the liked items and
ratings of Rmax 1 to the disliked items. The item under attack is
set to the minimum rating, Rmin .
With regard to Cosine similarity, matters are simplified for attacks
on systems that operate on positive rating scales. For such systems,
Cosine can only result in a positive value, and thus, false profiles
can be constructed by simply picking some popular items from the
database. The items can be rated as before by setting the item under
attack to Rmin and, to allow for some variation, the remaining items
are assigned ratings of Rmax and Rmax 1.
While the above strategy requires a certain knowledge of the data
contained in databases, it is not unreasonable to assume that such
knowledge is possible to estimate (e.g. in movie domains) or to mine
(e.g. on Amazon.com, using the feedback provided by users). Finally,
we note that product push attacks can be implemented by using a
similar strategy to that outlined above.
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Evaluation

In our evaluation, we used the EachMovie collaborative filtering
dataset provided by Compaq Equipment Corporation. The original
dataset has some 72; 916 users who entered a total of 2; 811; 983 numeric ratings for 1; 628 different movies. From this, we selected a
random sample of 1; 399 users, containing 91; 982 transactions on a
6-point rating scale of 1 to 6 inclusive (modified from the original 6point scale of 0 to 1). In addition, we used the MovieLens [3] dataset,
which we found to give similar results to EachMovie – therefore we
discuss the EachMovie data only.
In all experiments, there was very close agreement between Pearson and Spearman rank correlations. Similar findings have also been
reported in [2]. This result was not too surprising since ratings are
used to rank items, and considering that the ratings themselves are
de facto ranks, little difference between the two was to be expected.
Thus, in the analysis below, we present results for Pearson correlation and cosine similarity only.
The experimental procedure adopted in all cases was to remove a
single user-item pair from the dataset, and a prediction for this pair
was then made using all remaining data. To begin with, we examine the coverage and accuracy provided by the system, prior to attack.
Coverage. Figure 1 shows the coverage provided by Cosine
similarity and Pearson correlation using similarity thresholding and
k-NN neighbourhood formation schemes. Four similarity threshold
values, T , were considered, ranging from 0:35 to 0:75. For k-NN,
the neighbourhood size was fixed at 60. The k-NN scheme provided
the best coverage, achieving 88% and 87% coverage for Cosine and
Pearson respectively. Thresholding is known to result in reduced
coverage, and this evident in our results. Coverage decreased
significantly as the threshold was increased, and at T = 0:65, the
coverage provided by both similarity measures was almost zero.
Similar trends have been noted in [2, 9]. In addition, we found that
Cosine gave better coverage than Pearson at threshold values of 0:35
and 0:5. For example, at T = 0:35, Cosine and Pearson provided
coverage of 0:67 and 0:49 respectively.

Cosine

Pearson

1
0.8
Coverage

where p0a;i is the post-attack prediction. We then calculate the overall robustness of a system by taking the average MAPE over all items
attacked. For product push and nuke attacks, we also report the direction of the prediction shifts achieved as per the above. This is
necessary since, in product nuke attacks, for example, the objective
is to force predictions toward the minimum rating, and thus negative
shifts are required.

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
k-NN

0.35

0.5

0.65

0.75

Neighbourhood Formation Schemes

Figure 1. System coverage achieved by Cosine similarity and Pearson
correlation using similarity thresholding and k -NN neighbourhood
formation schemes

Accuracy.

System accuracy calculated according to mean ab-

solute error (MAE) [9] is shown for the various similarity measures
and neighbourhood formation schemes in Figure 2. Pearson gave
marginally better (or no worse) accuracy than Cosine, except for
thresholding at T = 0:75. However, this result was not significant
since the coverage provided at this threshold value was very close to
zero. The k-NN neighbourhood formation scheme performed best;
closely matched by thresholding at T = 0:35. Thereafter, accuracy
began to fall off as T was increased. These findings are in agreement
with those reported in [2, 9].
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Figure 3. Robustness according to MAPE for an attack strength of 70 false
profiles inserted into the database
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repeatedly, and therefore no additional effect can be achieved by
inserting more than this number of false profiles into the system.
Note that the attack achieved sizable prediction shifts even at low
attack strengths. Because false profiles have been designed to cause
the maximal prediction shifts, significant influence can be exerted
by them on predictions, even when relatively few are present in the
system.

Figure 2. Accuracy according to MAE for Cosine similarity and Pearson
correlation using similarity thresholding and k -NN neighbourhood
formation schemes

Cosine

Pearson

2.5

Robustness. In Figure 3, we present robustness according to
(5) for an attack strength of 70 false profiles inserted into the
database. While there was little difference in the results between the
two similarity measures, it is clear that the neighbourhood formation
schemes had a significant impact on robustness. The k-NN scheme
performed the worst, resulting in an MAPE of approximately 2:35
for both similarity measures. Similarity thresholding gave an MAPE
of approximately 1 at T = 0:35. At higher threshold values, the
scheme was essentially robust.
To explain the above, recall that the attack strategy involved creating false profiles that have a good probability of being similar to
many users in the system. For k-NN, neighbourhood sizes were fixed
at 60, and since users did not typically have 60 very similar neighbours, the result was that false profiles were included in many of
the neighbourhoods. For thresholding at T = 0:35 and above, false
profiles were located in the neighbourhoods of increasingly fewer
users, and thus, a corresponding decrease in MAPE was observed.
At the higher threshold values, false profiles were almost completely
filtered from the neighbourhoods.
Note that, for Pearson, the strategy used to control the direction
of prediction shifts was successful. On average, 98% of all shifts
achieved were in the negative direction, as required for product nuke
attacks.
Finally, in Figure 4, we show the effect of attack strength on robustness for k-NN. As more false profiles were inserted into the
database, MAPE increased until, at a certain point, no further decrease in robustness was observed. This point coincides with the
neighbourhood size. In our attacks, we used the same false profile

MAPE
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0
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Figure 4. The effect of attack strength on system robustness using the
k-NN neighbourhood formation scheme
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have examined the effect of various neighbourhood formation schemes and similarity measures on the performance
of memory-based collaborative filtering systems. Our results have
clearly indicated that systems which use the k-NN neighbourhood
formation scheme are vulnerable to attack. There was relatively little
in the results to distinguish between the performance of the similarity
measures tested. However, for systems that operate on positive rating
scales, product push and nuke attacks are more straightforward to
implement (and consequently more likely to succeed) when Cosine
similarity is used.

In future work, we will examine techniques to improve the robustness of k-NN, given that this scheme was the most accurate and
provided excellent coverage compared to the other schemes tested.
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A new Simple recurrent network with Real time
recurrent learning process
Tarik Rashid and BingQuan Huang and Tahar Kechadi1
Abstract. The simple recurrent network (SRN) is one of the most
attractive types of recurrent neural networks (RNN), which deals
with temporal sequences. The SRN has been used to handle many
tasks, for example prediction and classification. Nevertheless, the
SRN trained with back propagation through time (BPTT) has some
limitations which restrict the real time application. To avoid these
limitations, real time recurrent learning (RTRL) is used to train
SRNs. The training speed of the SRN with RTRL is not fast. In this
paper we propose a modified network trained with RTRL to try to
solve these problems. Based on SRN, the modified architecture adds
two extra parts: a Multi-Context Layer (MCL), and feed forward connections from the MCL to the output layer. This paper includes the
full mathematical model derived according to this model architecture
and learning algorithm. Some simple applications are implemented
with the modified network.

1 Introduction
The Elman Network [6], [5], is a common type of recurrent network
[2], [3], and the network is referred to as an SRN [1], or called by
Karjala and Cheng as an internally recurrent network (IRN) [14].
The network architecture is made up of four layers: an input layer, a
hidden layer, an output layer, and a context layer that acts as an internal input to the network. The network layers are connected in two
directions: feed forward (one to many) connections from the input
and context layers to the hidden layer, from the hidden layer to the
output layer, and feed backward or recurrent (one to one) connections
from the hidden layer to the context layer.
The Elman network would work as follows: at time t0 , the input
layer receives an external input pattern as either a scalar or a vector
depending on the nature of the task. Initially the context layer neurons might have values in the range between 0 and 1, the neurons
in the hidden layer receive activations from both input and context
neurons, and then the hidden neurons simultaneously feed forward
and backward to the output neurons and context neurons respectively.
The output in the output layer is compared with the target, and the
error back propagates through the network layers to modify the connection weights. The recurrent connection weights from the hidden
layer to the context layer as stated by Elman; are not exposed to modification [5]. The same process is repeated at subsequent time steps.
The Elman network trained with BPTT [6], [5], the BPTT algorithm
creates an extra hidden layer for each previous time step; this is called
unfolding the temporal sequences into a feed forward network [10],
[9], for which it is possible to use the ordinary error back propaga1
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tion [9] technique. An Elman Network trained with BPTT has been
successfully used for many tasks such as prediction and classification
[1], [5]. However it fails to handle more real-life tasks, because the
entire time sequences must be used; therefore, the memory and computation grow proportionally with sequence length, and for the long
sequences, this technique is not practical. To improve the above limitations researchers used recurrent networks with RTRL [12], [11], [4]
or fast real time recurrent learning algorithm (FRTRL) which was
used to perform text-to-phone conversation [8]. The RTRL in [12]
updates the weights at every time step, it can deal with sequences arbitrary of length, it has no need for memory storage proportional to
sequence length. Because of the above properties associated with the
RTRL, it is suitable for use in the proposed model of on-line handwriting recognition.
On-line handwriting refers to the case where the pen coordinates
as a function of time are known and not only a static image of words
written on paper. The quality of on-line handwriting recognition has
been a great obstacle to the success of pen computing. This task is
considered to be one of the fuzzy real-world problems because the input patterns contain potentially fuzzy features; this is something very
common in on-line handwriting recognition. Specifically the problems are considered to be writer independence, time calculation, the
variable sequence of the length of the example patterns and the large
vocabulary which contains (at least 25- 50) common words; this vocabulary will be able to use handwriting for text entry applications.
The differences between the new model and the SRN are firstly,
that the network has an MCL, which can keep more states of the history and accelerate the training sessions. The experiments described
by Wilson (1993, 1995) demonstrated that, for the training task used,
more state vectors meant faster learning [13]. Secondly, the feed forward connections from the multi-context layers to the output layer
also speed up the learning of the network and reduce the number
of neurons in the hidden layer [4]. The performance of our network
is compared to the Elman network, and the experimental results are
shown in section (4).

2 Network Architecture
The network architecture consists of an MCL, with feed forward connections from MCL to the output layer. See Figure 1.
In order to explain the functionality of this network, let us introduce some basic notations and definitions. The Output function f (x)
can be chosen to be the logistic function:
1
1 + e−x
Where x represents the net input. The derivative of the activation
function is:
f (x) =

• upjl (t) is the weight connection from the pth context layer to the
hidden layer.
• wocpkl (t) is the weight connection from the pth context layer to
the output layer.
• wkj (t) is the weight connection from the hidden layer to the
output layer.

3 Learning Algorithm

Figure 1. The modified network structure is composed of the SRN and the
MCL with feed forward connections to the output layer.

f 0 (x) = (1 − f (x))f (x)
In the following, we introduce the Kronecker delta to be:

 0 when a 6= b
δab =

1 when a = b

Some basic notations:
1. Neurons and layers

• i, i0 are the indices for the input neurons.
• j, j 0 , j 00 , j 000 are the indices for the hidden layer neurons.
• l, l0 are the indices for the context layers neurons.
• k, k 0 , k 00 , k 000 are the indices for output layer neurons.
• nin is the number of the input layer neurons.
• nout is the number of the output layer neurons.
• q is the number of the context layers.
• p / p is the p
0

th

context layer.

2. Net inputs and outputs

A RTRL algorithm is used to train the new model. The procedures of
the training follow two directions – Feed Forward Pass and Backward
Pass . The computations following “feed forward pass” include calculating all the net outputs, and their activation values of hidden layer
neurons, context layers neurons, output layer neurons, and calculating errors. The computations following “backward pass” include calculating the change of the error of the network with respect to the
change of net output for each neuron in the output, hidden, and context layers. All the weights will be modified at every time step. The
mathematical formulae for RTRL were derived in accordance with
[9], [7].

3.1 Feed Forward Pass
We assume that the ncon is the total number of the active context
layers:

 t when t < q
ncon =
(1)

q when t >= q
q is the number of the context layers.

1. Calculate the outputs of the hidden layer neurons:
The net input to the j th hidden layer neuron is the weighted sum
of the separate outputs from each of the connected neurons of the
input layer plus the weighted sum of the separate outputs from
each of the connected neurons of the context layers.
h̃j (t) =

nin
X
i=1

Ii (t)vji (t) +

n
m
con X
X

Cl (t − p)upjl (t)

(2)

p=1 l=1

The output of the j th neuron in the hidden layer:
Hj (t) = f (h̃j (t))

• Ok (t) is the output of neuron k in the output layer at time t.

Updating the outputs of the p context layers is done after the
weights of all connections are updated. This is implemented in
two phases: The first involves removing the oldest outputs of the
context layers, and the second phase concerns copying the outputs
of the hidden layer to the first context layer. Firstly, equation (3)
is used to remove the history by copying the outputs of the first
context layer to the next context layer, and copying the next context layer to the following one, and so on. Secondly, equation (4)
is used to copy the outputs of the hidden layer to the first context
layer.
Cj (t − p) = Cj (t − p + 1)
(3)

• dk (t) is the target of neuron k in the output layer at time t.

Cj (t − 1) = Hj (t)

• Ii (t) is the input of neuron i in the input layer at time t.
• h̃j (t) is the net input to the neuron j in the hidden layer at time
t.
• õk (t) is the net input to the neuron k in the output layer at time
t.
• Hj (t) is the output of the neuron j in the hidden layer at time t.
• Cj (t-p) is the output of the neuron j in the pth context layer at
time t.

3. Connection weights
• vji (t) is the weight connection from the input layer to the hidden layer.

(4)

2. Calculate the outputs of the output layer neurons:
The net input to the k th output layer neuron is the weighted sum
of the separate outputs from each of the connected neurons of the

hidden layer plus the weighted sum of the separate outputs from
each of the connected neurons of the context layers.

õk (t) =

m
X

Hj (t)wkj (t) +

n
m
con X
X

Cl (t − p)wocpkl (t)

∂ õk (t)
∂wkj (t)

=

(5)

∂wkj (t)
n
m
con X
X

p=1 l=1

j=1

=

Ok (t) = f (õk (t))

Calculating Error

The difference between the target and its actual output in the output
layer will be defined as ek (t):
(6)

ek (t) = dk (t) − Ok (t)
Define the instantaneous sum of squares error at time t as:
nout
nout
1 X
1 X
(dk (t) − Ok (t))2 =
(ek (t))2
2
2
k=1

(7)

The objective is to minimize the total error of the network; it can
be obtained by summing E(t) over all past steps of the network and
this can be expressed as:
T
X

(13)

Hj (t)

E(t)

(8)

t=1

∂E(t)
= −ek (t) (1 − f (õk (t)) f (õk (t))Hj (t)
∂wkj (t)
Place (14) in the above,

∂E(t)
∂wkj (t)

2. Computing

∂E(t)
,
p
∂wockl (t)

The variable Hl (t − p) in the above can be represented by the
variable Cl (t − p).
−LGk (t)Cl (t − p)

∂E(t)
∂wkj (t)

By taking the term

∂ek (t)
∂
=
(dk (t) − Ok (t)) = −1
∂Ok (t)
∂Ok (t)
∂Ok (t)
∂f (õk (t))
=
= f 0 (õk (t))
∂ õk (t)
∂ õk (t)
= (1 − f (õk (t)) f (õk (t))

(11)

(17)

∂E(t)
p
∂ujl (t)

∂E(t)
∂upjl (t)

we calculate the error gradients by calculating every sub-part of
the equation (9).
P out
2
∂ 21 n
∂E(t)
k=1 (ek (t))
=
= ek (t)
(10)
∂ek (t)
∂ek (t)

∂E(t)
.
∂wkj (t)

∂E(t)
= −ek (t) (1 − f (õk (t))) f (õk (t))Hl (t − p)
∂wocpkl (t)

3. Computing

(9)

we follow the same procedure,

which is used to compute the value of
The simplified form:

∂E(t)
, ∂E(t) , ∂E(t) , ∂E(t)
∂wkj (t) ∂wocp (t) ∂up (t) ∂vji (t)
kl
jl

∂E(t)
∂E(t) ∂ek (t) ∂Ok (t) ∂ õk (t)
=
∂wkj (t)
∂ek (t) ∂Ok (t) ∂ õk (t) ∂wkj (t)

(16)

∂E(t)
p
∂wockl (t)

=

1. Computing
Using chain rule.

(15)

can be written in this way:

∂E(t)
= −LGk (t)Hj (t)
∂wkj (t)

Computing Error Gradients

The following describe how to compute the error gradients:

(14)

Substitute the equations (10), (11), (12), and (13) in (9),
∂E(t)
can be obtained as follows:
so ∂w
kj (t)

To compute the value of

When the network has correctly learned all the training examples,
Etotal becomes close to zero. More specifically, the total error which
determines the performance of the network should be a sum over all
patterns in the training data set. However, this summation depends
on the nature of the task to be handled and the nature of the training
set.

3.2.2

!

LGk (t) = ek (t) (1 − f (õk (t))) f (õk (t))

k=1

Etotal =

Cl (t −

p)wocpkl (t)

We assume LGk (t) is the local gradient of the k th neuron in the
output layer, and can be expressed as follows:

3.2 Backward Pass

E(t) =

Hj (t)wkj (t) +

j=1

p=1 l=1

The output of the k th neuron on output layer:

3.2.1

m
X

∂

ing the chain rule.

∂ek (t)
p
∂ujl (t)

=

n
out
X
k=1

ek (t)

∂ek (t)
∂upjl (t)

(18)

of the above equation and implement-

∂ek (t)
∂ek (t) ∂Ok (t) ∂ õk (t)
=
∂upjl (t)
∂Ok (t) ∂ õk (t) ∂upjl (t)
Substitute

∂ek (t)
p
∂ujl (t)

in equation (18) to get equation (19).

n
out
X
∂ek (t) ∂Ok (t) ∂ õk (t)
∂E(t)
ek (t)
=
p
∂ujl (t)
∂Ok (t) ∂ õk (t) ∂upjl (t)

(19)

k=1

(12)

We assume that the LGj (t) is the local gradient of the j th neuron
in the hidden layer. It can be obtained from the sum of all the
local gradients of the neurons on the output layer multiplied by

their connection weights from the hidden to the output layer.
LGj (t) =

n
out
X

LGk (t)wkj (t)

(20)

k=1

We assume that the LGpl (t) is the local gradient of lth neuron
in the pth context layer. It can be obtained from the sum of all
the local gradients of the neurons on the output layer multiplied
by their connection weights from the context layer to the output
layer.
LGpl (t)

=

n
out
X

LGk (t)wocpkl (t)

= f 0 (h̃j 0 (t))

∂(

be obtained.

i=1 vj 0 i (t)Ii (t)+



0

=

f (h̃j 0 (t)) δj 0 j
n
con
X

(21)

m
X

m
X

the error gradient can also

∂ õk (t)
∂upjl (t)

=

j 0 =1

recursively.

∂Hj 0 (t)
wkj 0 (t) +
∂ujl (t)

n
m
con X
X
p0 =1 r=1

0
∂Hr (t − p0 )
wocpkr (t)
p
∂ujl (t)

4. Computing
(22)

if we substitute equations (11), (12), and (22) in (19), then the
∂E(t)
p (t) can be obtained as below:
∂u

∂E(t)
∂vji (t)

jl

=



j 0 =1

∂Hj 0 (t)
wkj 0 (t) +
∂upjl (t)

p0 =1 r=1


∂Hr (t − p0 )
p0
wockr (t)
∂upjl (t)

∂Hj 0 (t)
∂vji (t)

p =1

−

j 0 =1

LGj 0 (t)

n
m
con X
X
p0 =1 r=1

We need to clarify

∂Hj 0 (t)

∂Hj 0 (t)
+
∂upjl (t)

0
LGpr (t)δrj 0


∂Hj 0 (t − p0 ) 
∂upjl (t)

p
∂ujl (t)

∂Hj 0 (t)
∂Hj 0 (t) ∂ h̃j 0 (t)
=
p
∂upjl (t)
∂ h̃j 0 (t) ∂ujl (t)

∂Hj 0 (0)
p

∂ujl (0)

(24)

= 0. By

, we can obtain all the values

−

m 
X

LGj 0 (t)

∂E(t)
.
p
∂ujl (t)

∂Hj 0 (t)
+
∂vji (t)

0
LGpl (t)δlj 0


∂Hj 0 (t − p0 ) 
(25)
∂vji (t)

and

Place (14), (20), and (21) in the above.

"
n
m
out
X
X
∂Hj 0 (t)
∂E(t)
LGk (t) 
= −
wkj 0 (t) +
∂upji (t)
∂upjl (t)
k=1
j 0 =1

n
m
con X
X
∂Hj 0 (t − p0 ) 
p0
wockr (t)δrj 0
∂upjl (t)
0
r=1
"


∂Hj 00 (t − p0 ) 
∂upjl (t)

we follow the same procedure,

p0 =1 l=1

n
m
con X
X

=

p

∂ujl (t)

j 0 =1

ek (t)(−1) (1 − f (õk (t)))f (õk (t)) ×

m
X

m
X

∂Hj 0 (t)

n
m
con X
X

k=1



0
upjl0 (t)δl0 j 00

which is used to compute the value of
The simplified form:

=

δpp00 Hl (t − p00 ) +

p00 =1

∂E(t)
,
∂vji (t)

To compute the value of

The context variable ∂Cr (t − p ) in the second term in (22) was
represented by the hidden variable ∂Hr (t − p0 ).

n
out
X

n
con
X

∂E(t)
∂vji (t)

0

∂E(t)
(t)
∂upjl

u 0 0 (t)Hj 0 (t−p0 ))
j l

The initial condition (time t = 0), the value of
having the initial value of

m
X

l0 =1
p0 =1
p
∂ujl (t)

p0 =1 j 00 =1 l0 =1

∂ õk (t)
,
p
∂ujl (t)

p0

Pncon Pm

The context variable, Cj 0 (t − p0 ) in the above was replaced by the
hidden variable, Hj 0 (t − p0 ).

k=1

if we can obtain the result of

Pnin

(23)

=




(1 − f (h̃j 0 (t))f (h̃j 0 (t)) [δj 0 j Ii (t) +

n
m
m X
con X
X
∂Hj 00 (t − p0 ) 
p0
uj 0 l δ j 0 j
(26)
∂vji (t)
00
0
p =1 j =1 l=1

∂H 0 (0)

j
The initial condition (time t = 0), the value of ∂vji
= 0. By
(0)
having the initial value, we can obtain all the values recursively.

3.2.3

Computing the Change of the Weights

To speed up the training of a network, normally the momentum technique is used in a training algorithm, because it can avoid the local minima error. So the equations (16), (17), (23), and (25) can be
rewritten to be (27), (28), (29), and (30), respectively.
4wkj (t) = µ
4wocpkl (t) = µ

∂E(t)
+ β∆wkj (t − 1)
∂wkj (t)

∂E(t)
+ β∆wocpkl (t − 1)
∂wocpkl (t)

4upjl (t) = µ

∂E(t)
+ β∆upjl (t − 1)
∂upjl (t)

(27)
(28)
(29)

4vji (t) = µ

∂E(t)
+ β∆vji (t − 1)
∂vji (t)

(30)

The initial condition (time t = 0), all the change of the weights
(∆wkj (t), ∆wocpkl (t), ∆upjl (t), ∆vji (t)) are set to zero.

3.2.4

Adjusting the Weights

After the weight changes were computed, according to the equations
below, all the weights can be updated for the next time step until
the proper weights are obtained. (The proper weights can make the
network total error to be zero or close to zero.)
wkj (t + 1) = wkj (t) + ∆wkj (t)

(31)

wocpkl (t + 1) = wocpkl (t) + ∆wocpkl (t)

(32)

upjl (t + 1) = upjl (t) + ∆upjl (t)

(33)

vji (t + 1) = vji (t) + ∆vji (t)

(34)

4 Simulation & Experimental results
Different applications were used to test the new model with RTRL.
However, in this paper, only two, namely the shaping of the figure 8
and generalization of the digit 3, will be presented.
1. Shaping of the figure 8
Shaping of the figure 8 is a prediction task. The network is tested
to predict the shape of the figure 8. 16 points in cartesian coordinates (x, y) in the range (0-1) were selected to represent the shape
of the figure 8. The patterns were designed as follows: The target
of an input pattern is the next input pattern, and the target of the
last input pattern is the first input pattern. The pattern (0.5, 0.5)
is repeated, and represents the crossing center of the shape. By
taking any arbitrary point including the crossing center point from
the data set and feeding it to the network, the actual output of the
selected point will be feed back again as a new input point to the
network: This process continues until the shape of figure 8 has
correctly emerged. Various tests were carried out with different
parameters to compare the performance of new model with that of
an Elman network trained with RTRL. To fit the above task, the
new model was structured as follows: 2–8–8*2–2: 2 input neurons, 8 hidden neurons, 2 context layers each one with 8 neurons
and 2 output neurons. The complexity of the new model was 28
neurons against an Elman network 2–8–8–2, where the complexity was 20. The new model created the shape 8, more quicker with
less recycling of points to the network and convergence performance in terms of square error diminished more smoothly compared to the Elman network. Figure 2, (a) and (b) show the Elman
network and the new model trained with RTRL for 20,000 cycles
respectively. As can be seen the new model requires less shaping cycles than the Elman. (b), was shaped exactly on the crossing center point, while (a) was slightly biased. (c), shows the new
model consisting of 2–8–8*2–2 has learned the task with 10,000
cycles. (d) shows that the new model consisting of 2–6–6*2–2 has
learned the task with 15,000 cycles.

Figure 2. The new model (b) 2–8–8*2–2, which was shaped more
accurately and quickly with fewer shaping cycles than Elman network (a)
2–8–8–2. Both networks were trained with 20,000 cycles. (c) and (d)
represent the new model, (c) consisted of 2–8–8*2–2 with 10,000 cycles. (d)
consisted of 2–6-6*2–2 with 15,000 cycles. Both (c) and (d) have learned the
task.

2. Generalization of the digit 3
This problem described here is very simple, and it demonstrates
the network’s ability to generalize. The network is able to generalize most effectively when it is tested against slightly corrupted input data. The generalization is affected mainly by the nature of the
data set used. Here, the digit 3 was selected to demonstrate generalization. The problem can mainly be solved by multi-layer neural
network (MLNN). Whereby the input patterns are spatial and presented independently in a non-dynamical manner. This means that
time is irrelevant. Usually the training algorithm and sessions for
MLNN are easier and faster than for the RNN. By removing an
MCL in fig.1, the network would behave as an MLNN. The purpose of implementing this task on the new model is to show how
flexible the new model is at taking spatial patterns and dealing
with them in a temporal sequence. 10 different samples were chosen to represent the digit 3. Each sample was created from (4 X
5) pixels and each pixel took the value of either 1 or 0 (on or off).
A sample is presented to the network by feeding in 4 input pixels at every time step. The network structure for the new model
adopted for this problem was 4–1–1* 3–4: 4 input neurons, 1 hidden neuron, 3 context layers; each one with one neuron and 4 output neurons, so the complexity of the new model was 12 neurons
against the Elman network which was consisting of 4–10–10–4
(Elman needs more neurons to learn the problem), the complexity of the Elman network was 28 neurons. The new model trained
with RTRL and standard back propagation (SB) learned the task
and produced an MSE of 0.003, 0.042 respectively, while an Elman network trained with SB learned the task with an MSE of
0.125. Figure 3 shows that the effect of context layers will favor
the power of the new model over the Elman network. Table 1 displays the input patterns that were presented to the network and the

actual outputs that were produced compared with the targets.
Other experiments were carried out to examine the effect of the direct connections from the context layer to the output layer. Again
two networks were implemented: One was the new model which
consisted of 5–3–3*1–5 trained with SB: This time the new model
had one context layer and direct feed forward connection from the
context layer to the output layer. The new model has learned the
task and produced an MSE of 0.01 against an Elman network 53-3-5 trained with SB produced an MSE of 0.205. As can be seen
by using 5 neurons instead of 4 neurons in the input and output
layer, the training session became faster (less sequence of length
was used ).
Due to the simplicity of the data set’s size and format of the digit
3 task which speeds up the computations, one could argue that the
small number of pixels used means that some of the original information about the digit has been lost but the complexity of the
problem increases as the network deals with larger data sets of pixels, and so the number of hidden neurons required also increased.

Figure 3. Error graph shows the power effect of the modification to the
Elman network over the Elman network by adding the MCL and the direct
feed forward from MCL to the output layer. Both networks trained for 200
cycles.

Table 1.

This table displays the input patterns, actual outputs, and targets
for the digit 3
Input
0110
0001
0110
0001
1110

Actual output
0.999 0.989 0.989 0.009
0.002 0.001 0.001 0.997
0.010 0.993 0.993 0.006
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.999
0.984 0.999 0.999 0.000

Target
1110
0001
0110
0001
1110

5 Conclusion & Future work
We introduced a new simple recurrent network based on the Elman
network. We generated a full mathematical model for this network
trained with RTRL. The most important part in the mathematical
model is the error gradients, which has to be minimized using RTRL.
Simulation for both modified simple recurrent and Elman were implemented and compared, the results show that:

1. Our network model with RTRL trains faster than Elman model. A
suitable number of context layers(2, 3 or 4) might be selected so
that the number of the training cycles can be minimized.
2. Mean Square Error decreases rapidly and it is smoother than the
Elman network with RTRL. This improves the convergence of the
network.
3. Fewer hidden neurons are needed in the new model, while in the
Elman it is not possible to reduce the number of the hidden neurons used after a certain threshold. This threshold is much higher
in Elman than our model.
Our primary goal is to study this new model in more detail, to carry
out various tests, training, and optimize architecture of the network
to handle real-world online handwriting recognition.
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hsOmw$[VILG)GgT\FS[VO;R@«2hlsIGb[VFHO;R$G`hF^q3EsILw@ahlF>TIL[VOmTVKmw$TVOILUAGJR@UHFS{XA{$OmTJ[b[\FHKQRsFSGJR¡{XFSTVw@ILUAFHR$R7hsUH{LoOAyq3 w@wsF>TILGrTVwsTJ[\OvFHsGRsJGJOm{XFS[gTV$RILUAsR a
KQ~^FHUARPMExFSOvILR$MG;y9FAhlz*OGJILMR$ZtsKTVwbw$O;ILGWFHGJTVILO;OmK[wsq3R$IIXTV«YwP$OATV¬w$O3K;UHsGR$JG)OvTJ[\USFHoILRY]TVUHGMPK;u$FH{LR¡Om|bEx]O7UAhsRsO;G)GJTJIL[\ZAFHRsILOQRYh T
TVUAFHw$K;R¡KmOvUHTV$G[\w$JhsOnOmIL[gRsUHZ}q3TVw$TVIL{XOUW{[PsRTVw$w@@OvFShsR@O$Gh[VJG)OmT\TV[ FHw$G`R@Odh2G)Rslq3U>G)q3TVw@O;{LF>MOQThl2ZAILILOAGR@lhbFHGJE$sKUH{Lo¬O7wPILR$TVTVUusw@sTF>us`T`[VILUYUHGRKmO;[VTVO;GJwsGb«2O*sOTV;w$UHG)R$ILTVGbO*OQhILw@R$FHFHusR$R$sThh
opFAiN[VhlUHR$OQM K;«YO^@FTVTVSw$wsTVOOmOW{LFHYGJu$O;yusM±{LRtIXFHK;RYFSTVw$TVTVILILILK;UAG^GvRGJUHOmTVo,TJUvTVTVTVILw$R$w$OWZlOgFSIXMPTVu$w$u$usOr{L{LILO;KQqMPF>UHTVO;[VIXRYUHtT\RsFSUSaeTVUHoIL[VUATJIL[\RWO;FHRYUSRsTVo$OQGJ{XhtTVFSw$TVK;OgILUHUAK;R$RUAG)RsTJIXGG)[\TJFSMP[\IXFHRYU>ILTVRYG*TVO;G;IXh G y
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TVILMPw$ILusR$[VxU>YTVO*wsTVIXG`wsOq3OmIL{L[V{ZAMUHR$FHUHMPO*IX$GKmJGvOm[3USo,ILRYK;TVUAOmRs[\G)FHTJK[\TVFHIXILUHRYRdTJaeMPE@FHUSGJ[VO;O^hnOmGJOUH;o¥KmT0TVq`ILFSON[VOAFHy R$h7TVw2$G
ILK;R@UAhsRs OmG)wsuxTJ[\OO;FHR@ulILhlRY[VTVO;UAG`RYuxTQILUARny GJO; KmhUAw$MPOFHusu$u@us{LOmFS[V|buxUAFHOmhs[jK\UHwMulIL[VFHGU>ILlR${XFHIXG;hlRsy O;ZA Gj@FwsSF¡OmZA[VOPO^ZAO;FSF>RsR@[VOmONh¡[\FHGJc°UA{UHMPoMPOvK;OUAG)TVl[T\w$VFHU2GJR$hO>h$fNF>TVGJ[\U¡UAhP{L$G[VOmJOO[a
ETVY«Yw@$IF>[VFHT`O;{L{ILMPG`MPO;TVRYUrU2TVhsExGrOmOv[VTVR7U$GJusTVO;[Vw$h7UHOjZHw$[\ILFHMPFHGMPusTVMPU}{XOmMPusILRs[VO;Z}U>RY2{XT\FSIXFShsR$TVO*ZAILUA$FFWR¡HopZHOQu$O;FS{XG;TVF>yl[TJoVUHOAws[V2MjO^q3K;,w$UAILq3RsKw7wsG)TJIXIL[\K\G`FHwILK;RYl[F>T3[VJOj[VGJO;UARYMP{LTVOmOm{L [T
R$UHoxUST`TVU2ushs[VFQU> 2IXG"hsG)OQshbG)TVEYOmbMPFHG,{L{xFHG)R@lhrG)TVIXO;GgMPF*G;q3y IX¯ hsU>Omq{LbO;FHK;Om[QKmO;usILTTVOQILG`hrGJE@$uFHsGJuxILG"UH[JoUHTVOQ[`hb]`IL_9Ry MP UAwsG)IXTG
ILFHG3ZATVFSwsTVUHON[VuxGrUHðGJñ GJAôIX9EsILUS{X[^ITdhlUATVMUFSILMPIXRnus[V{XOQOmMPhssKO;mRYTVT`ILUAK;RjUHR$osRG)TJ$[\KmFHTVILILRYUHTVR$G3G;EYy  wsMPO;OQGJFHOrRsFSG[VOWUHousul[V[VUYUAK;usOaa
I°R$hsy OHl[Omq¢y@VO;q3Gr2w$R$TVO;UQw$Rnq3FSTTV{LOQw$hlF>O[VZAOdGJOUAOm{LILRd|lOO;TV[^K;w$lThlONVOmOQK;TVh-O;s[KmJq3TV[VOQO;w$hRYO;T3$RsTVG)O;w$T\F>FSOmTVT3[bOATVy Fw$OKmUAK;R$UHR$G)TJG)[\TJFS[\ILFSR2IXTRYT*ILGMPTJIL[VZAILwYZHTvZAOmIX[VRlOQohOm[ 
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H]]FSUHUH[VR$R$IXFSG)G)E$TJTJ[\[\{LFSFSO;GIXIXRYRYFSTTrR@ iNhWFSulFTVILTVG)K;IXoMPUAFHRSKmILk)QTV$RILF>UAsTVRrILKmUATV_RILUA[VR}_,UAE$[VUHUH{LosO;E$K;MP{LUAO;G"RsMPG)ceGPTJ] [\FHce]_gILRYi^fTVG9FS_g[VU>f*OgOm$Ghs[¬JOmOP$TVw$R$FSO;OQRGJhNO"FHEYAh$NF>hl[VFILIXTVFHGJILE$OmUHT{LR@O;USFHG;o{y
TVUHFSws{LEl{LO3k0O;] KmZATV ILIL_9OmOby R op$RE2w$$O3KhlGJTVUHIXO;UHMPK;R{XFSOP[\q3F>{XUHw$TVZAIXILAK\ILK7w-OGJOmhlO;|lOmMus@[VFHRsO;RYO;GJTVGWGJILILK;UAFdGRMPUH oq3OmOmTJws[VILOmIXKbK\[Jw-}UHRK;G)T\UAF>FHRsTV{LG){"O;TJG}[\GJFHUA[VIL{LOmRYsTG)T"VTJIL[VIXUAG,IXRsKsGTVGrIXJRssaUSZ o
ulILG`[VUAulux[VUSOmk0[JO;TVKmILO;TVGgOQhUHoTVTVU}w$TVO3wsK;ONUHHR$FSG)[VTJIX[\FHFSEsIXRY{LO;T G G2[VHO;FSGJ[VuxIXFSO;E$KmTV{LO;ILG;ONyY±hsR7UA]`M_FSILAR¬TVy2w$~^ILG"UH[VMOmG)FHTJIL[VR$IXKGTVIXFSUH[VR O
ZHG)TJIL[\FSO;ILR£R2TVFSGGnK;FHGJOmRjTVGnO;{LILUHMPo}ILFSR@{XF>{LUQTVO^q`O;Ah§FS{L$OH;FHG`{LsOo¥[V;UAG7M opUHTV[nw$O;OmGJO^Om[JGJOmTVHG;FSl[VTVIXw@FHFSEsTv{XOF>[VFSOR@ush[VU>K;UHO;RsR a
RsExUHONT}ZATVILUO;RjGVFSOmTVILILTVG)wsopOm[vTVwsOm|lO7u$Km{LILUAK;R$ITVG){TJn[\FSUSIL[vR2TQIXygMPiNus{LuxIXKmOIL[\TVFS{TVIL UAR$FH{L{YK;UARsG)TJ[\FHILRYTVGbKQFSR
ñAy U> w$OmOv[OmTV|lw$u$O}{LIL]`K;IF>T[JTVhlO;OmGJ@IXFHRsRtILTVILulUH[VRPU2hsUHo$KFWT3KmUHUAoR$IG)TVTJGv[\FSAILF>R2[VT`I¥FSIXGgE${LZAO;ILG $hO;sRUHEYMPFHF^ILR$[VG;O;y {XF> TVw2IXUH$GR
TVIATNw@F>F>[VOmIXT^|lFHusE$q3{X{LILILO;K;{XGW{,ITVMP{q3jIU2TVOmhlw-RlO;sM{[VPO;IGJTVOmuxGW[\O;FShsKmTVO;TVOmK;ILG*{XF>O7FS[\{LFShl{9TVUAFHILM{L{LObUQFHq`ILGJRsO;OQGMhFSK;RYUHTVMIXKmE$G;IL R$¬FSOmTVTILUATVRsws²GvO;USRo"FjAFSEK;{XsOUHxRs;OGa
Gy ) TJw$[\FHOILRYILTMPNu${LU>ILK;IOmTj[ hlOm@RsITVIXUHR£IXGvUHhlorOmF-@RsK;OQUHhnR$G)FSTJG [\FHIL² RYTjILG7R$US[VMFH{L{ZAy ILOmR
EYG)TJ [VILKmulT[VUAHu$FS[VFHIXZFSF>E$TV{LUHON[VhlGQðUAñ MAô¦FSy IXRs G"w$FHO;K;GJK;OUS[\FShs[VILOR$ZWulTV[VU^UYK;TVOQw$hlOs[ulVO;[VG;UA*uxOmTV[Jw@TVFSILO;TGgMUHoF;UH£TVws[VOmOm[a
AZF>F>[VTVIXUHFH[QE$}{LO;q3G;w$yWIL±KRöw TVILMPw$ILG-u${LILGJO;OmG¡TJTVFILRsZshl UAMFShsIXRúOm$R$[VOQO;hlG$KFSmTTVILUA{XRúO;FHG)oTsR$UHKmR$TVOILUHR usð[Vñ;UAô7u$ILFSR a
FHK;²KmUH[\h$FSR$K;O^TVUryTVw$ OwsILOtRYTVhsO;R@UHMhlOQFHh7ILRGJOm[VMO;hsFH$KRYTVTVILK;IXUHG3RUHo9w$TVFHwsGPOTVK;UUARsExG)OtTJ[\hlFHILUARYRsTQOjy ILR
±eHTvFS[VKQIXFHFSRtE${LOQOWFSIXGJGNIL{LhsjOmEx[VILOO;GJhnO;O;opR¬[V$UHMùTVw@FSFPTvGJIL$uRtxExOUH[VGJTVOmwtTQ@K;FHUSGJ[^O;$RGvsTVILw$OWOm[VhsGJUHOAMy  FHw$ILRjILGNUSGJogOmOmTQsOmTV[JUH a
TVZHCwsOmTVOvK;w$UA? ORs[*G)9TJq3[\8;FHI:;TVIL<>wjRY= T"ITVhsG3UH: MT0lFHu$ILILRKQFSIL= G"{ UAFN¡uxGJðOILHR$[\ô¦FSZHylTV{Xi*OILUAa["GJRsUSopG^[V[JUATVFHOQMúR$hbhnTVFSw$[V{XO;ZHO3{XO;FSUSEsTVTV[\ILw$UHFNOmR$q3[gGNuxIILTVGvUAwrIL[VRYusOmT[VoOmOQUS[Jhlo[VIXlO;K;hdFSILOmTVqTVO;U G 
[VF>c°KmIL[VOmUAO[QR$ysGJG)sE±0TJRn$[\FSGJFHILOmR2{LTV{TVGK;G\fUAUSRso`FSG)R@GJTJUAh7[\MPFHTVILOrRYwsT3OE@GJFSAUAGJF>{LIX[VKbIXOmFHh$[VE$G3FS{LOWT\±F>hlFHT0lMûUAMuxOrF;FHqILTVRsw$F>G*[VFSOWTF>[VUHILOG^o0sGJGJH$EsuFSs$[VGJuxIXOmFHUSTVEs[JG3{XTVO^OQUHho,hsIUAEYTVMG3jFSKQTVILFSwsR$[JOGa
wsUAG)T{XILFSGrR$sGZA$FJOQHh-ZHOAFHy9GWsTVUHw$[WOPOmGJ|ssuFHxMPOmus[VGJ{LOAOmT}xTVUHw$o*OrFSE@{X{gFHGJAILF>KP[VIXhsFHFSE$T\{LFPO7T0hslUHuxMO FHILR$GWILR-K;tUHRsUH[a
G)TJ[\ FSILw$R2OPTvKmGJUAUHR${XAG)OmTJ[V[\GFSILoR2UHTr[vus@[VRsUHIZHTVO[\FShsMPUHMPMOmFH[WILR$KQGFHðR@Exó2OPOmñA|lñ;uxô¦y O;KmTVOQhTVUdlRsUQq TVwsO
GJ{lOmILMR$ZFHRYhsTVFSILK;T\G`FSTUHlo uxTVOAw$@ONGJE$ILR$FHKmGJO}ILKIT*UAuxILGNO[\u@FSF>TV[JILTNUARsUSG*o,FSTVR@w$OhPus[VO;[V{XUHFSZHTV[\ILFSUAMPRsG3MPUHIXo RsTVZPwsIL{XGFHR$$RZH@@FhlSOmZA[JO a
q3GJG)T\wswsFSO^ILR@KILhswWG3FH$GUAE$uxJ{LILO`OR$[\opZlFSUHy TV[gO w$UHwsOmRWIX[QG3yAK;$2UAR$UHRs[gUQG)TJq3Om[\|s{LFHOQFHILhlRYMPZATusOA{LF>ILOAG3[VSIX$GO;FHJE$OQOm{L[JO;hrG TVIXusUbRs[VG)MUHTVZHOQFH[\FAFHhWOvMPUHTVMPosw$HO^OFH[Km{L$Oq3UA;R$IXG;{LG){s;TJ$R$R[\FS@@ILhlhlR2OmOmTV[J[JG;aa 
o¥G)[VT\UAAFSMûR@FH{hdTVwsw$TVOmUHws[3$ZO}H2GJwR$OmUQMTVq3wsFH{LOWOQRYhsTV$GILZHJK;OOQG*hjUHUSo9UHo,uxTVTVwsw$OmO^[\OWFSUATVK;uxILUAUAOmRsRs[\G)G^F>TJTV[\F>ILFHUA[VILOrRRYT RsöUHTvFSR@TVw$h7OWTVUAwsRsONO;[VG;O;x{XFSILGJRYw$TVTVILO}UH$IR 2TVR$IL§UQO;q3IL{R G
IXU>FShlR@OQOhjFj[V{Xw$UAUHF>FAo*AhhsOrOmTVUSK;w$TV{XOmFSw$GJ[\OmOFS[NTVqILUAuxO;O{LOm{[\ulF>2[VTVUAR$IXZHUHUQ[\R@q3FSFSR£MP{gMPFSUAR@uxILhtR$Om[\ZjhlF>TVO;q3ILR$UAIUSTVR$wT\GdFSTVK;FHILUAUAR$RsR$h§G)FHTJ{[\ILMPFHGJILO;usRYMTV{XOmGrFSMPR2ILG}O;TVILRYK;TVTPwlG;ysGTVw$O;wsTVIUO[
hlUAMO;FSK\IXw$RlRsaeK;ILKQUAFHsR{L2{tTVOF[Vu@KmFSUA[JR$T`G)IXTJRd[VsKK;mUATVRsUHG)[*TJIL[\G*FHILsGRYJTVOQG;hdy TVUbKm[VO;FSTVOWK;UARsG)TJ[\FHILRYTNHFS[VIa
FSE${LILO;RG}MUAlTFHrRYbUSo3] Ft_hsOmG)GJlKm[VG)ILTVusO;TVMPILUAG\R-fy2USiNoTVOw$[O;TVI[}w$OILR$TVIw2TV$GIXFHg{Kmhl[VOQUAF>MTVOQFShPIXRUAE2c°OAk)yO;ZsKmy TVGNc°I¦yUHOA[ y
TVKmMwsUAFSR$OWRYG)K;TVTJUAIX[\KmFSRsG;ILG)yR2TJT[\ FHAw$ILRYF>ILGbTQ[VIXFHw$KQE$FHFH{LGRO;G\TVfWExUOWTVExw$[VOjO7OmahlhsE@UAOmFH$R$GJILR$O7KnOQOmhjUA|luxu$K;OmUH{L[\ILRYK;F>T\ITVTVFHIX{UHILR$R$ILGoR$USZPFS[PR@TVO;h-wsOrOm[V[JO;IL-RY{XFSTVUATVO;ILuxR@UAhlOmRs[\OQG;F>hj"TVIXI¦GJUHy OmOAR a y
usUHFSR@uxITJhOmo°[\FHFS{L[V{LTVOmGWIL{¥UHF>ð R$òSTVô¦ILG,UAy UAR§ R}w$FHK;OmR$UA[VhRsOG)F>KQTJ[V[\FSONFHR£ILT0RYqExT,UrOAF>[VF[VOQIX«YFHsIE$OmL[J{L[VO;OmGMPhsTVw$O;I©PRYFSTVTK;Ggs{w$TVF>UWT7AO`TVT\w$FSFHO*GJ{q`[VFQOw$a0lhlFQG9lOmTV@ILU*RsRsZExITVO`IXMUHMPRnFHOmRYUSTQ o 
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Social Minded Commitment Management
Robert Ross1 and Rem Collier2 and G.M.P. O’Hare3
Abstract. Over the past 30 years Artificial Intelligence has
fragmented from one broad subject into a cluster of narrow
but deep individual disciplines. During this time we have also
seen the development of increasingly complex software systems for application domains such as robot control, mobile
computing, and expert system interfaces. Many of these designs use elements from the branches of AI, but pay little
attention to the integration of these elements in an intelligent
way. This paper presents an approach to this intelligent integration problem, based on a community of Intentional Agents.
Each of the agents within the community uses a Social Minded
Commitment Manager (SMCM) to allow it to reason and cooperate in order to achieve goals when individual execution
has failed. An implementation of the SMCM that has been
developed for AgentFactory is presented, and its use then
motivated through the description of a robust, redundancy
tolerant robot control architecture named MARC.

1

Introduction

Over the past 30 years there has been a fragmentation of Artificial Intelligence into a multitude of deep specialised subdisciplines. Each of these individual branches are undoubtedly very important, providing us with useful algorithms for
data extraction, natural language processing, planning and so
forth. Little attention has however been given to the question
of how individual components can be intelligently integrated
in complex system designs.
The need for intelligent integration of AI techniques and
algorithms is perhaps nowhere more manifest than in the production of intelligent service robots. Whereas simple control
algorithms sufficed in the 80s, modern robot control architectures must integrate a diverse range of components that
deliver support for tasks such as motor control, dialog management, and object recognition. Despite this large increase
in the complexity of control systems, we have not seen a significant change in the approach taken to the integration of
the individual components within these architectures.
Static, brittle, tightly-coupled architectures are still the order of the day in the large software designs. Although some
level of disjunction is possible through the use of standards
such as the Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM),
these are merely communication protocols and do not improve
the intelligence of the individual component or the larger system. The creation of large software systems using C like monolithic architectures, object oriented or DCOM models leads
1
2
3
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both to multiple points of critical failure, and a tightly coupled design which is not suitable for extension.
The authors reject this static design approach in favour of
a dynamic metaphor based around a community of Intelligent
Intentional Agents. In this community, agents are strong software entities which have inbuilt reasoning and plan execution
ability. Such abilities allow for communication and cooperation within a larger disjoint software architecture. To improve
this feasibility of this approach, we introduce a Social Minded
Commitment Manager (SMCM) which improves on the basic
cooperative skills of Intentional Agents. The SMCM is based
around a formal Intentional Agent model. Details of this formal model are beyond the scope of this paper, and instead, the
reader is directed to [2]. However, in order to facilitate the description of the SMCM and its implementation, we start with
an informal review of the concept of an Intentional Agent.

2

Intelligent Intentional Agents

The notion of an Intentional Agent is broadly based on the
work of the philosopher Daniel Dennett. In [4] Dennett introduces the concept of the ”Intentional Stance” as a more
appropriate way of modelling complex systems. Specifically,
Dennett argues that, through the ascription of folk psychological notions such as beliefs, hopes, and goals, people are more
easily able to understand behaviour of complex systems that,
through the more traditional physical and design stances. It
is this notion of the Intentional Stance, as applied from an
internal perspective as a tool for modelling both the agent
and its environment that categorises an Intentional Agent.
Initial work on Intentional Agents led to the design of a
number of agent architectures that define the data structures
and algorithms that are required to implement such an agent
[5] [1]. For a review of some of the more prominent Intentional
Agent architectures see [2]. Many of these architecture were
based upon earlier theoretical work on Intentional Agents that
employed three mental notions: Beliefs, Desires, and Intentions. Specifically, beliefs are taken to represent the agents
current subjective knowledge of itself and its environment;
desires represent the agents ideal state of the environment;
and the intentions represent a chosen subset of those desires
that the agent is committed to bringing about. Architectures
that employ these mental notions, or variant of them, have
become known as Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architectures.
Similarly, theories based upon beliefs, desires and intentions
have become known as BDI theories [6] [9] [11].
A chief concern underlying the area of Intentional Agents
is the identification of a clear link between the various BDI
theories and the associated BDI architectures. This issue

Figure 1. Two views of a Social Intentional Agent. On the left hand side we see an agent broken down in terms of its individual
attributes e.g. beliefs, perceptors. On the right hand side we see an Intentional Agent as an entity with two distinct ability layers. This
agent has high level reasoning and social abilities at the intentional level, while possessing task specific abilities to perform actions on
data or the environment. An Intentional Agent Implementation provides the high level layer to all agents, while task specific abilities are
’plugged’ into the core at application design time.

has been the subject of much research, and has led to the
emergence of a class of programming language, known as
Agent-Oriented Programming (AOP) languages [10]. These
languages attempt to provide a strong link between the BDI
theories, which are often logical and based upon the computationally intractable Possible Worlds semantics, and the
syntax and semantics of the associated language. Some of the
more prominent AOP languages include Agent-0 [10], AgentSpeak(L) [8], 3APL [3], and AF-APL [2].
At a high-level, these languages provide constructs for representing mental attitudes such as beliefs, goals, and commitments, together with sophisticated reasoning engines which
relate and revise these mental attitudes. Conversely, at a low
level the agents abilities are task related, and must be provided through application specific actuators and perceptors.
Essentially the high level model provides control of what to
do and why, while the low level provides a means of doing
things (See figure 1).
A large number of BDI/Intentional Agent implementations
centre around a formal model of commitment. Whereas classical systems reasoned about GOAL and ACTION, the intentional agent also reasons about the more abstract notion
of commitments. Commitments may be understood by their
common language meaning in that they are promises made
by one agent to another (or oneself). By reasoning and managing these commitments, a more flexible approach to agent
control is possible then would be available through the management of actions alone. Commitments between agents allow
for a basic level of cooperation to take place between these
agents. In terms of performing complex actions, the vast majority of Intentional Agent implementations acknowledge the
need for an agent to use plans to achieve complex tasks. Unfortunately however many implementations choose to execute
the plan directly. An alternative approach is to extended the
commitment model to handle plan constructs directly. Collier [2] presented a commitment model and implementation
where complex plans were resolved to constructs of commitments at runtime. Although increasing the complexity of the
agents execution model, such an approach adds great amounts

of flexibility over the direct plan execution approach.
In any Intentional Agent implementation, the management
of commitments is one of the core processes within each agent.
Furthermore the commitment management methodology is
one of the most distinguishing features between different Intentional Agent formulations. Probably the best known variants on commitment management are concerned with the
maintenence condition for a commitment i.e. under what conditions a commitment is adopted, maintained and dropped
[9]. Although these commitment management approaches and
their successors, recognise external agents as those who make
requests for commitments, the external agents are ignored in
the process of achieving commitments. The next section introduces a social commitment manager which although broadly
based on the underlying logic of existing commitment managers, uses the agents social environment to help in the commitment management process in times of adversity.

3

Social Minded Commitment
Management

A Social Minded Commitment Manager is now presented. The
essential difference between this commitment manager and its
predecessors is the inclusion of basic social skills in the commitment management cycle. Through the use of these skills
the intent is to bridge a gap between tradition Intentional
Agent based Agent Oriented Software Engineering, and the
long promised emergent qualities of reactive Multi-Agent Systems.

3.1

The Approach

Commitment Managers have traditionally had a limited intelligence in how they attempt to manage and achieve their commitments. Although Collier’s [2] run-time adoption of commitment structures to achieve plans was a substantial improvement over more standard direct plan execution, there
is still little intelligence in failure handling. When an action
within a plan fails then the agent/commitment manager can

Figure 2. The AgentFactory Agent Programming Language Interpreter. The AF-APL comprises three layers. At the bottom a Module
Layer for resource management, followed by an embodiment layer which governs perceptor and actuator execution. At the top layer, the
Social Minded Commitment Manager sits alongside the Belief Management System, providing all high level reasoning for the agent.

only fall back on the contents of the plan. If the plan was not
formulated in a way to deal with this situation explicitly, then
the agent’s commitments can fail easily.
Social Minded Commitment Management (SMCM) is different from other approaches in that the commitment manager is specifically designed to incorporate social skills to compensate for an agent’s initial failure to achieve a commitment.
To put it in other words, if an agent initially fails to achieve a
task, then the SMCM is explicitly designed to try to achieve
the task with the aid of any agents within it’s environment.
Rather than being an application specific ability, this behaviour is encoded within the intentional agent framework,
thus endowing all such agents with these social abilities (See
figure 1).
This loosely coupled connection used in failure handling is
used at other times in SMCM based agents. For example acquaintances should not be hard-coded into design files or initialisation scripts. Instead all acquaintances are acquired at
run-time with a dynamic ’Yellow Pages’approach which allows an agent to initiate basic communication with any other
agent in its environment. Whether communication continues,
or is in any way productive is entirely dependant on the needs
of individual agents. To improve openness this acquaintance
acquisition process takes place on a regular basis, allowing
newly inserted, copied or spawned agents to communicate and
cooperate with the most appropriate agents within the community.
An agent using the SMCM can be seen in very abstract

form in figure 1. The core of the agent are low level task
capabilites. These capabilites are entirely application dependent and concern anything from sorting algorithms, to speech
generation, to basic movement behaviours. Sitting on top of
these task skills are the social and reasoning capabilites provided by the SMCM. Many of these qualities are provided by
default by the SMCM and do not need to be designed for specific applications. These qualities of the social intention agent
allow for the easy fabrication of communities of agents to perform tasks in the production of complex control systems. The
loose coupling of this community of agents brings us close to
the flexibility and robustness of a MAS, while the inherent
social and reasoning skills allow for the creation of individually powerful agents capable of planning and deliberation.
The implementation of the SMCM was based on a commitment management model originally given in [2]. The updated
model is now discussed with emphasis on those features which
were necessary to the production of the social aspects of the
commitment manager.

3.2

Implementation - Extending
AgentFactory

The Social Minded Commitment Manager approach discussed
above is abstract in that it could be implemented on many
different Intentional Agent Frameworks. In practice the system has already been implemented as an extension to the the

AgentFactory - Agent Prototyping Environment 4 . AgentFactory provides many other important constructs and resources
needed to build intelligent intentional agents. These components include a Belief Management and a framework for the
definition of plans, actuators and perceptors (see fig 2). AgentFactory also provides low level communication facilities which
allow agents to communicate both on the same and multiple
platforms. Communication is FIPA compliant, which means
that AgentFactory agents can communicate in a meaningful
way with FIPA compliant agents based on other systems.
The implementation of SMCM required a number of extensions to the AgentFactory development environment, and
a reworking of the formal commitment model. Some changes
were relatively trivial such as the introduction of mechanisms
to allow an agent to become acquainted with all agents in it’s
environment at runtime. Other extensions included the expansion of the planning language to allow for universal operations
over a set of elements within the agents mental state. Further
extensions included the introduction of agent introspection,
and the implementation of the Social Minded Commitment
Manager algorithm. These two items will now be discussed in
more detail.
Introspection Introspection essentially allows an agent to
answer what if questions from another agent and from itself. More specifically an agent (Agent-A) can examine its
own mental state to determine in advance the probable outcome of a request by another agent (Agent-B). Introspection
is typically used when Agent-B makes an inquiry as to how
the Agent-A would hypothetically respond to some request.
Based on the results of its own introspection, Agent-A can
then inform Agent-B of the possible result of the request (i.e.
whether Agent-A would commit to the request or not). This
information on the run-time capabilites of the agent, can then
be used in the formulation of initial joint plans. Naturally either the agent or world state can change in between the initial
introspection request and a subsequent actual request for the
action. However the initial introspection result can often allow
for the creation of plans which are successful in many cases.
Introspection is modelled as a core agent actuator which
operates on the mental-state of the agent. During execution of
this actuator a clone of the agent’s mental state is made, and
this mental state is run as if an actual request for GOAL from
Agent-B had been received. The results of this hypothetical
request to the agent can then be used to formulate a response
to the hypothetical question from Agent-B.
The Social Minded Commitment Manager
The Social Minded Commitment Manager algorithm was
built on-top of an improved plan description language, introspection, and the ability to dynamically acquire acquaintances
within the environment. As mentioned earlier the implementation and model used are broadly based on that presented in
[2]. In practice the implementation of the commitment manager is extremely complex, therefore a highly simplified view
of it is presented in figure 3.
During any given execution cycle of an agent, a previously
held commitment to some activity might be attempted by
the agent. Traditionally an invalidation of the pre-condition
or a problem with the direct execution of an actuator would
4
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manageCommitments()
{
foreach(commitment_to_primitive)
{
// attempt to achieve commitment
// if commitment fails due to invalid
// pre-condtions on the actuator
// or plan being attempted
// then commit to a social plan
// to get help from other agents
// to achieve the goal.
}
}
Figure 3.

Simplistic view of the SMCM algorithm.

cause a commitment to fail, and inevitably being dropped.
Instead the SMCM commits the agent to a social plan to
achieve the action through the help of other agents within
the environment/platform. The typical structure of such a
social plan is presented in figure 4.
PLAN get_help(?goal);
BODY
SEQ(acquire_acquantances,
FOREACH(BELIEF(friend(?agent)),
XOR(SEQ(request(capable(?goal),?agent)
await_response(capable(?goal),?agent),
request(?goal,?agent),
await_response(complete(?goal),?agent),
adopt_belief(?goal)
)
)
)
);
Figure 4. A Social Plan which may be committed to in order to
get help from another agent to achieve a goal ?goal automatically.

The plan is typical of a set of social plans used by the
SMCM to achieve social goals. It is a social plan simply, in
that it is a plan which is particularly concerned with social
interaction. The plan is initialised with ?goal which is some
state of the world or action which must be achieved by an
agent in order to facilitate the achievement of the original
commitment. The first step of the plan involves an attempt to
become acquainted with all agents contactable on the agent
platform. This acquire acquaintances is implemented by another plan which uses the agent platform to get a list of all
agents which are interested in potentially giving aid to this
agent. Each potential helper is then listed in Agent-A’s mental state as a friend(?agent) where ?agent is a variable which
resolves to a unique identifier of the friend agent.
The next step in the plan is a FOREACH term which operates over all of the friends which are held by the agent at
that time. The second term of FOREACH will be expanded
out for each ?agent which was resolved against friend(?agent).
This section of the plan to be expanded is a XOR operation,
which operates on a more basic plan segment which uses basic
speech acts and introspection abilities to find one agent which

is capable of achieving ?goal for AGENT-A. If any agent is
found, they will be requested to achieve ?goal, and if they report they were successful in that undertaking,then the ?goal
will be added to the agents mental state. Such a successful
outcome will then allow the agent to fulfil its original requirements.
This use of social ability to achieve commitments during
failure conditions, is a unique feature of the Social Minded
Commitment Manager. This is in contrast with other Commitment Managers which would give up on the commitment
at that point, and instead resort to complete re-planning to
achieving the high level goal. This in-built social skill allows
a community of intentional agents operates more like a MAS,
providing robustness through very loose coupling. A key point
here is that these are basic skills which come out of the use
of the commitment manager, and do not have to be explicitly
considered by a designer in the process of fabricating individual agents. To demonstrate the SMCM approach, an application in the area of mobile robot control will now be described.

4

Application - Multi-Agent Robot
Control

The SMCM has been successfully deployed in the field of autonomous robot control. The field of robot control architecture design has been a fruitful field of study for AI over the
past 30 years, with an evolution of approaches to control. The
first planning based Sense-Plan-Act architectures, gave way to
the new school of reactive architectures in the mid 80s. Purely
reactive architectures then gave way for the emergence of hybrid architectures in the early 90s. These hybrid architectures
in principle combine the best parts of both the Sense-Plan-Act
and reactive approaches.
Hybrid architectures are however not without fault, and hybrid architectures to date suffer from the deficiencies of static
and monolithic design. Often the top layers of these systems
are built around one all powerful agent [7]. This rigid methodology provides not only problems in initial integration, but
also leeds to a lack of system robustness, since the failure of
any one component can lead to a cascading failure of the entire
system. One approach might be to rigidly model and formalise
the design, to the extent that all behaviour can be explicitly
predicted and analysed against requirements. However such
an approach is unrealistic in systems using a vary large number of individual software components. A more dynamic approach to the construction of these systems is necessary. A
loosely coupled intelligent integration framework can help to
reduce many of these issues. Not only that but a loose MAS
like coupling, leaves the door open for the emergent behaviour
to meet a myriad of situations which were not pre-built into
the system design.
To this end MARC the Multi-Agent Robot Control architecture was developed. MARC is shown in abstract form in figure 5. The architecture is a true hybrid architecture with functional, reactive, sequencing and planning capabilities. The architecture differs from other approaches though in that reactive, sequencing and planning capabilities are modelled as a
community of social agents which vary in their deliberative
and reactive capabilites. All agents within this community
have been built using AgentFactory. Those not requiring reactive control use the full SMCM, while those requiring reac-

Figure 5. MARC - The Multi-Agent Robot Control
architecture - Simplistic Layered View. The Social Minded
Commitment Manager is used in the production of Deliberative
Agents at the Community of Agents Level of Control.

tive support, forgo the full SMCM for a reactive commitment
management model model. Essentially these reactive agents
can answer requests from other agents, but are incapable of
using SMCM mechanism for failure recovery.
MARC is being implemented as a control architecture for
highly complex humanoid style robots. To this end many natural language processing agents have been developed in addition to the standard movement and command processing
abilities normally associated with a mobile robot implementation. The architecture has been successfully deployed on
Nomadic Scout II robots in University College Dublin, and
is currently being deployed on the Rolland, the autonomous
wheelchair in the University of Bremen, Germany.

5

Related Work

Haddadi has recently addressed the question of how intentional agents can form social relationships to achieve complex
tasks [6]. Her formulation mainly focused on the production of
basic plans through commitment negotiation. The approach
did not however deal with the realities of failure and negotiation to recover from a failure which has already taken place.

6

Conclusions & Future Work

This paper presented the Social Minded Commitment Manager as an extension of traditional Intentional Agent Commitment Management approaches. The commitment manager uses social plans and run-time cooperation to attempt
to maintain commitments in times of adversity. Such a design leads to a more dynamic Multi-Agent System based approach to complex software architectures, while maintaining
the inherent computational power of Intentional Agents. The
SMCM has been successfully integrated into AgentFactory,

and has been subsequently used in the production of a robust
robot architecture. It is intended that the SMCM implementation brings us one step closer to the intelligent integration
of complex software systems.
Specific future work on the SMCM includes the extension
of dynamic planning capabilites available to the SMCM. With
relation to this, extensions will be provided to allow for true
joint planning based on introspection and dialog. Non development work on the SMCM includes the derivations of experimental scenarios which allow for its quantitative evaluation
against more traditional commitment managers. This however
is non-trivial since the SMCM is intended to be most useful
in highly complex software architectures, which are inherently
difficult to quantitatively evaluate.
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Creating a Meta-Controller Using Adaptive Fuzzy
Control with GAs
Finlay S. Smith1
Abstract. A technique for creating an adaptive meta-level controller is outlined in this paper. These controllers will act as a metalevel controller in non-deterministic and evolving environments.
Approaches to such a problem, such as Neural Networks and
Fuzzy Logic suffer from disavantages, techniques that use fuzzy
logic tend to suffer from an explosion in the number of rules whilst
neural networks lack an ability to explain their reasoning. Further,
both of these techniques tend to lose histrical data and reflect the
more recent adaptations.
The technique presented in this paper performs the adaptive process on a fuzzy rule base of fixed size through the application of a Genetic Algorithm, for a strictly limited number of generations. This approach overcomes the disadvantages in existing adaptive co ntrollers.
The results of this technque are illustrated, firstly with a simple control engineering problem and then to the upredictable envir onment
of game playing. The results show that the technique can be successfully used to adapt to unpredictable environments.

1 GA Adaptive Control
The technique described in this paper, combines the adaptive features of self-organising fuzzy logic controllers [7, 9, 11, 12, 18] is the
adaptation of the rulebase based upon perceived discrepanc ies in the
controller’s output. In such a controller the rules are adjusted when
the controller is perceived to have produced an inadequate o utput.
There are essentially two components in a self organising fuzzy
logic controller, the object level rule-based controller and the self
organising component (which adapts the rulebase). The rulebase of
the object level controller consists of rules of the form (the example
here is for a simple controller that has only one input and one output):
Ek
Ck
Uk where Ek is the fuzzy subset in rule k representing
the measured error in the behaviour of the system under contr ol (the
difference between the actual value of a system variable and its ideal
value), Ck is the fuzzy subset in rule k representing the change in
the measured error (compared to the previous measurement of the
error) and Uk is the fuzzy subset in rule k representing the output of
that rule (or the control adjustment that is to be applied to the system
under control).
Two limitations of self-organising fuzzy logic controllers are that
the rule base can grow exponentially, and that the adaptation process
can erode previously learnt knowledge.
One approach to overcome these problems, would be to use a GA
to learn the rulebase [4, 5, 13]. This idea has also been applied to the
adapive control of physical systems [1, 3, 6, 10]. The work presented
in this paper, differs from these approaches in that it is designed to
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control non-conventional processes, such as card playing o r metalevel control.
These processes are different from conventional control problems
as there is no definite solution to a given problem. For example in
card games, each player only (generally) knows which cards a re in
their own hands. The correct action to take depends not only u pon the
cards in the hand but also what is in the other players hands. It is therfore impossible for a player to make a perfect decision. As a result
the decisions to be made are not as determinable as in convent ional
controllers.
The approach adopted in this paper is to adapt a fixed size fuzz y
rule-base by running a genetic algorithm for a strictly limited number
of generations.
Each member of the population in the GA is respresented by a series of numbers which represent the ’centre’ of each of the triangular
fuzzy sets used in each of the rules. In addition to this an additional
element is used to represent the width of the fuzzy sets. As the GA
evolves, it is effectively moving the centre of its fuzzy sets to try and
find a better solution.
The strict limitation on the number of generations has two distinct
advantages (over running the GA for longer):




Limiting the number of generations, results in a fast modification
of the rulebase. This is particularly important if time is relevent,
for example in card playing it would not be acceptable for the
adpatation process between hands took more than a few second s.
As there is no definite solution to these problems, running the GA
to convergence may result in the rulebase ’overtraining’ on the
data available to it and losing the ability to generalise. By limiting the number of generations the possibilty of overtraining is
avoided. There is a possibility that the number of generations is
too small. This may not be significant as every time the rulebase
is revised the historical data is all used in the fitness function,
therefore the rulebase will adapt with respect to all of the data
everytime it evolves. This inverts the limitation of self-organising
fuzzy logic controllers losing historical data, in fact the rulebase
will tend to reflect the older data rather than the newer data.

The result is a technique that allows the rulebase to be modified
whenever it is required to do so, without the limitations of selforganising fuzzy logic controllers.

2 Test Systems
To illustrate the effectiveness of the technique outlined in this paper, a relatively, simple test case will be used. It should be noted
that the intended application domains for the techniques described in
this paper are not for conventional control domains, rather for less

certain, or high level control tasks. In particular this technique is intended to be used as the basis for the automatic creation of a card
playing system [15] and for learning meta-heuristics to solve the Vehicle Routing Problem [16]. The initial test case given in this paper
is intended to illustrate the effectiveness of the techniques, before
applying them to these more complex domains. Initial results from
applying the technique to learning the game of Hearts are also presented.

2.1 The Cart-Pole System
The non-linear cart-pole system [2, 14] is chosen to act as the system under control as it is commonly used as a test case for fuzzy
logic controllers [8]. This system involves trying to balance a pole
on a moveable cart. Both the pole and the cart are restricted in their
movements to one dimension (the cart can only move forwards a nd
backwards and the pole has a hinge pivot so that it can only mov e in
a one dimensional space.
The system is controlled by a force that is applied to the cart, either
to try to push the cart forward or to pull the cart backwards. The pole
is required to be kept almost upright, and the cart is required to stay
close to a fixed point. Diagrammatically the system under control is
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. The Cart Pole System

The system consists of four state variables (the inputs to the controller) and one input variable (the result of the controller), defined
as follows:
x = the position of the cart relative to its normal position.
x_ = the velocity of the cart.
 = the angle of the pole with respect to the vertical (dotted) line.
_ = the angular velocity of the pole.
u = the force applied to the cart, which is the only output variable of
the FLC.

The cart-pole system can be modelled by the following non-linear
differential equations [10]:
 =
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The meaning of the parameters appearing in the system is presented
in table 1.
The fuzzy logic controllers that will be generated to control this
system will be based upon a relatively simple representation. Each
x
=
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Table 1. The Parameters of the Cart-Pole System

Parameter

g
m
m
l

p

Meaning
acceleration due to gravity (9 :8ms 2 )
mass of the cart in kilograms
mass of the pole in kilograms
half the length of the pole in meters
coefficient of friction of the cart on the track
coefficient of friction of the pole on the cart

controller will consist of 10 rules, each of which has 4 inputs
_ x and x
(; ;
_ ) and one output (the force to be applied). Each of
these inputs and outputs uses the simplest of representations, the symetrical triangle.
As each input and output is represented as a triangle, only the value
of the apex needs to be generated by the GA. The chromosome con sists of 50 numbers representing the apexes of each of the tri angles
in the 10 rules and 1 number representing the width of the triangles,
giving an overall chromosome size of 51 elements. The widths of the
traingles could have been set to some constant value, but thi s may
have had an artificial impact on the effectiveness of the controller.
The widths of each triangle could also have been generated by the
GA, but it was felt that this would unnecessarily increase the complexity of the GA. Allowing one width to be generated by the GA
was a comporomise between these two positions.
The width of the traingles in the rules was also used in the fuzzification process, again it was felt that this would simplify the GA.
Defuzzification was carried out using the centre of gravity defuzzifier.
The other stages in the process are the normalisation and denormalisation. For the purposes of this paper, the rather simplistic approach, of linear normalisation and denormalisation was adopted.
This may disadvantage the controllers, but it allows the performance
of the controller to be fully dependant on the GA rather than partially
on the normalisation.
The fitness function to be used by the GA, is simply the absolute
sum of the cart displacement and the pole displacement throughout
the simulation. As a result the controllers that have the lowest value
of fitness function are those that keep the pole most upright and the
cart nearest its set point.
To test the adaptivity of the technique, a starting point of a working controller would be desirable. The process could start with no
controller and have to learn from scratch, however, as the technique
is designed to adapt existing controllers it was decided that starting from an existing controller was reasonable. To create the initial
controller, the GA process was run for 1000 generations, with a simulation that started with an initial pole displacement of 10 degrees.
The 1000 generations was used to ensure that the GA found a con troller that was able to control the cartpole system with this initial
displacement.
The results of this intialisation process can be seen in figures 2
and 3 which show the behaviour of the pole and the cart followi ng an
initial displacement of 10 degrees.
To test the adaptive process, this initial controller was then adapted
by running the GA for a strictly limited number of generations with
new initial conditions. The fitness function would then be based upon
the abilty of the controller to control the system over a variety of
different initial conditions as described in the next section.
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Figure 2. The Behaviour of the Pole Following an Initial Pole
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Figure 3. The Behaviour of the Cart Following an Initial Pole
Displacement of 10 Degrees

The symmetry of the cart-pole system could have been utilised
in this simulation, greatly simplifying the chromosome required for
the GA. The number of rules generated by the GA could have been
halved, and the full rulebase created by creating a mirror image of
each of the rules. This would not only have simplified the chromosome, but it would also have improved the overall performance of
the controller, as a behaviour learnt for a negative pole displacement
could be inverted and applied to a positive displacement. As the purpose of the work presented here, is not to create the optimum controller, but rather to create a generic technique, the use of this symmetry information was not used, making the resultant process more
generic.

The game consists of a series of hands, for each of the hands the
full pack of 52 cards is dealt to the players so that each of them has
13 cards. Once the cards have been dealt each player chooses t hree
cards to pass to one of the other players. The passing alternates as
follows, for the first hand cards are passed to the left, for the second
hand cards are passed to the right, for the third hand cards ar e passed
across and for the fourth hand no cards are passed. For the fifth and
subsequent hands this cycle is repeated.
When choosing which cards to pass each player needs to consid er
not only the effects of passing cards, but also which cards they are
likely to be passed. For example a simple strategy may be to pass any
high Spades (to attempt to avoid taking the Queen of Spades) or any
high Hearts. An alternative strategy is to pass low Hearts cards if a
player is considering trying to Shoot the Moon.
Once the cards have been passed, the player that holds the 2 of
Clubs starts the first trick by playing the 2 of Clubs. Each of the
players them plays a card in sequence, always following suit (playing
a card in the same suit as the first card) if they can. If a player cannot
follow suit they can play any other card (except in the first trick when
no penalty cards can be played). The trick is won by the player who
played the highest card. Play proceeds with the player who won the
previous trick plays the first card in the next trick.
When no cards remain the hand is over and each players points a re
added (or subtracted) to their score. Play continues in this manner
until the game is won.
The game is mainly fairly straightforward, however there are several features that make the game more complex and therefore i nteresting from a learning perspective:




2.2 The Game of Hearts
This section introduces the game of Hearts and describes how the
use of the technique outlined in this paper can be utilised to learn
strategies.

2.2.1 Overview of Hearts
Hearts is a trick based game, for four players[14], where the aim is to
score as few points as possible. At the start of the game each player
starts with no points and the game ends when a player has score d
more than one hundred points. The player with the fewest points at
this stage is the winner.
Every card in the Hearts suit carries a penalty of 1 point and the
Queen of Spades carries a penalty of 13 points. In addition the Jack of
Diamonds carries a reward (which reduces their score) of 10 points.
The aim of the game is therefore to avoid taking any Hearts cards and
the Queen of Spades, whilst trying to take the Jack of Diamonds.
An additional element of the game is called Shooting the Moon.
To Shoot the Moon a player is required to take all of the Hearts cards
and the Queen of Spades (they do not need to take the Jack of Dia monds). The reward for Shooting the Moon is that each of the players opponents receive a 26 point penalty (or the player can ch oose to
give themselves a 26 point reward). A failed attempt at Shooting the
Moon can result in a player taking almost all of the points, so players
have to be careful when attempting to Shoot the Moon.



Passing cards. This adds an initial element of uncertainty and complexity as care has to be taken to try and avoid situations where a
player is forced to play a penalty card that wins a trick.
The Queen of Spades. As the Queen is not the highest card in its
suit, it is very possible to be forced to take the Queen by playing
the Ace or the King of Spades. The penalty for taking the Queen
is so high that it is often the primary concern of players to avoid
taking it.
The Jack of Diamonds. Some versions of Hearts do not reward
players for taking the Jack, but including the Jack significantly increases the strategic element of the game. If the Jack did not carry
a reward, a reasonable strategy for a player to adopt would be to
try to avoid taking any tricks at all (by passing all of their highest
cards). By rewarding players for taking the Jack of Diamonds, this
strategy is no longer such a strong one due to the benefit of hol ding onto high (Jack, Queen, King and Ace) Diamonds. However
the risk of holding onto these high cards is that a player may be
forced to take a trick containing the Queen of Spades without any
guarantee of taking the Jack of Diamonds.

The complexities of the game of Hearts mean that, whilst it is a
relatively easy game to learn, the complexities make it a relatively
difficult game to master. It is easy to see how a system that can learn
how to play Hearts could be modified to allow it to learn to play other
card games.

2.2.2 Learning to Play Hearts
The card playing system is based upon ideas developed as part of a
Diagnostic Strategist [17, 14]. The purpose of a diagnostic strategist
is to guide a fault diagnosing process during its attempts to diagnose
faults, in an effective and efficient manner. This can be achieved by

abstracting the effects of previous faults in order to provide metalevel guidance. The more experience that a diagnostic strategist has
had, the more likely it is to provide accurate guidance to the diagnostic system, as the diagnostic strategist is more likely to have encountered a similar enough situation before. The guidance given to the
diagnostic system may be used, by the diagnostic system, to adapt
the current model of the system under diagnosis, and ultimately to
make a diagnosis of the faults in the physical system. The guidance
that was given by the diagnostic strategist may not have been the best
possible guidance that could have been given, in which case t he diagnostic strategist will need to be updated to reflect the better guidance.
The diagnostic strategist developed is the self organising component of a self organising fuzzy logic controller with a few alterations.
A self organising fuzzy logic controller was chosen to perform this
task as it can easily perform unsupervised iterative learning. This diagnostic strategist alters the rulebase of the object level controller
which acts as the candidate proposer in the diagnostic system. Two
of the problems with this approach are the exponential growth in the
number of rules (which can make this approach intractable) and the
tendancy of the rulebase to reflect more recent data at the expense of
historiacl data. Work has been carried out to reduce the number of
rules [18], but this does not address the loss of historical data (indeed
the reduction in the number of rules can exacerbate the loss o f such
data).
Building upon the work of the Diagnostic Strategist, and utilising
GAs to adapt the rulebase should overcome both of the identifi ed
limitations of the Diagnostic Strategist. The number of rules is fixed
so the rulebase does not grow expontentially, and as a record is kept
of all of the hands played (and the points taken) the revised r ulebase
can still reflect the entrire available knowledge, rather than favouring
the most recent data. The card player system will use several related
controllers to control different aspects of the game playing process
(only the first controller has been developed so far):



Selecting the cards to be passed. This controller could have been
developed using 52 inputs (one for each possible card) and 52
outputs, however this would have led to an unacceptably comp lex
controller. In addition the training of the controller would require a
vast set of test data. In order to significantly reduce the complexity
of this controller the cards that have been dealt will instead be
represented as a set of metrics that indicate the kind of cards in
the hand. The chosen metrics were:
– Low Clubs - 2 to 7 of Clubs
– High Clubs - 8 to Ace of Clubs
– Low Diamonds - 2 to 10 of Diamonds
– High Diamonds - Jack to Ace of Diamonds
– Low Spades - 2 to 10 of Spades
– Queen of Spades - Queen of Spades
– High Spades - King and Ace of Spades
– Low Hearts - 2 to 7 of Hearts
– High Hearts - 8 to Ace of Hearts
The values of the metrics are calculated by multiplying the face
value of each card in that metric. For example if a player held the
King and Ace of Spades the value of the metric for High Spades
would be 12 13 = 156. This greatly simplifies the controller
as there will be 9 inputs and 9 outputs. The outputs will use the
same ranges as the above metrics, but their value will represent
the perceived benefit of passing cards in that metric. The metric








with the highest value will have their cards passed. The learning
will be achieved by recording the number of points taken for e ach
pass, if any points are taken the controller will adapt itself to avoid
suggesting a similar pass being made in the future.
The second controller will control the general game play, that is
which cards to play. This controller will be different from the previous controller as there will generally be some knowledge of the
contents of the opponents hands (either direct knowledge fr om the
cards the player passed or inferred knowledge from the cards the
other players have played). Additionally, information about which
cards have been played, in particular which penalty cards have
been played, will be available. This controller will use the same
metrics as the previous controller, but will be augmented by additional information regarding the state of the game. The learning in
this controller will be performed in a similar manner to the previous controller.
Individual player strategy. This controller will allow the system to
distinguish between individual players. This will allow the card
player to adopt different strategies to different players whilst still
improving its general performance.
The final controller will be used to record the current state of the
game. Information about which cards have been played will be
recorded and deductions will be made about the cards remaini ng
in opponents hands. This controller will be different from the previous ones as it is mostly recording information rather than making suggestions about which card to play. It will use card-counting
to make its deductions.

The controllers will not always be required, for example if a player
has only a single card in the led suit it can just be played without
using any of the controllers.
The selection of the metrics used in the controllers was based upon
the relative importance of each suit. Further work to automatically
determine the metrics is required. In particular the number of metrics
for the Hearts suit may be insufficient.

3 Results - Cart-Pole System
For all of the test results in this section, the starting controller will be
the one that was trained for an initial pole displacement of 10 degrees
as given in the previous section. The initial population will simply be
the final population generated during the initialisation process, this
has the advantage of having an initial population that conta ins some
variation, whilst still being a reasonable solution. This approach, of
using previous populations, is also used in the tests where the rules
are adpated more than once.

3.1 Fitness Function
In each of these test cases the fitness function will again be the sum
of the pole and cart displacements, though this time the sum will be
across each of the simualtions in the current test. As a result, the
fitness function is aiming to minimise the cart and pole displacement
over all of the simulations. A consequence of changing the fitness
function each time the adaptive process is called is that the fitness
function effectively evloves along with the controllers.

3.2 Inverting the Pole Displacement
Figure 4 shows the behaviour of the pole following a displacement
of -10 degrees, whilst figure 5 shows the same test following limited
adaptation.
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Figure 4. The initial Behaviour of the Pole with an Initial Displacement of
-10 Degrees

The fitness function used for these results is the Euclidean seperation between the number of points taken and the number of poin ts
predicted by the rulebase. The closer the predicted values are to the
historiacl values the more the rulebase reflects the data. By using the
Euclidean seperation, those data items that are most different will
have most impact on the fitness function and should therefore be the
measurements that the GA is attempting to reduce.
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4.2 Results
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Figure 5. The Behaviour of the Pole with an Itial Displacement of -10
Degrees After Short Evolution

The initial behaviour of the pole is good though they only sli ghtly
improved the behaviour of the pole. This behaviour is not unexpected, due to the symmetry of the cart pole system, which has resulted in the controller that was trained on an initial displacement of
10 degrees being very good at controlling an initial displac ement of 10 degrees. It is therefore difficult for the limited evolution to greatly
improve the performance of the controller.
This simple test shows that even running the GA for only 10 generations has had a positive effect on a reasonably well trained controller.

3.3 A Large Initial Pole Displacement

Deflection (degrees)

This test started with the same initial controller as the previous test,
this time however the pole was displaced by 15 degrees. Before further evolution the controller was unable to keep the pole upr ight,
indeed it fell down after less than 1s.
Running the GA for a further 10 generations, using a displacement
of 15 degrees resulted in the controller being able to succes sfully
keep the pole upright as can bee seen in figure 6.

The results were an improvement on previously recorded resu lts [15].
In these previous tests, the controller was able to suggest which
cards to pass. After only 5 hands the passed cards were almost as
expected and after 25 hands the quality of passing was such th at the
human player won every game (though not necessarily every ha nd).
The results this time were better overall. The output from the controller is now an estimation of the number of points, rather than a
recomendation of which card to pass. This simplifies the process as
the historical record of cards passed and points taken can be used
directly to evaluate the performance of each controller.
Initially, as expected the controller simply picked cards at random. However, from the second hand onwards the results improved.
The controller consistently suggested that passing the queen of hearts
would minimize the number of points taken, this is due to the severe
penalty for taking the queen, which creates a large incentive to dispose of the card. This is a naive approach, as it can often be beneficial
to hold onto the queen, especially if you also hold a good numb er of
other spades. After about 15 hands, however, the reliance on wanting
to pass the queen every hand began to reduce and the controlle r only
began to suggest passing the queen when it was reasonable to d o so.
During the training, it was noticed that the version of Hearts software being used had a habit of passing clubs whenever it can. T his
makes it fairly safe to pass certain combinations of cards, as it is unlikely to pass mainly high hearts and spades for example. When a
human plays against this software, they can quickly adapt their game
to the style of the computer players. It was interesting to note that
after about 12 hands, the controller began to consistently take advantage of the computer players tendancy to pass ceratin cards, showing
that it had adapted itself to suit the way the game was being played
by the other players.

5 Conclusions
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Figure 6. The Behaviour of the Pole with an Initial Displacement of 15
Degrees After Short Evolution

This result shows that after a limited number of generations, the
Fuzzy Logic Controller has been successfully adapted to allow it to
control a situation where, previously, it had been unsuccessful.

4 Results - Card Passing in Hearts
This section summarises the results of applying the technique to one
aspect of the game of Hearts, card passing.

The results presented in this paper, indicate that using a GA to adapt
a fuzzy rulebase has the potential to create a controller that can adpat
in an uncertain environment.
One perceived limitation of the results is that a human player still
plays the game once the cards have been passed. It is therefor e possible that the human player is adapting their style to suit the performance of the card passing controller. It is therefore desirable to take
the existing work and extend it. Considerable work is still required to
entirely automate the game playing process. The most obvious work
that still needs to be completed is the development of the remaining
controllers in the game to allow entire games of Hearts to be played
automatically. The current work relies on a human to actually play
the game and so a more consistent performance could be expect ed
from an automated player which could improve the way that car ds
are selected for passing.
Further work is also required to refine the metrics that are used
to represent the hands. The current metrics were selected in a fairly

arbitrary manner to attempt to reflect the importance of each suit.
An improvement to this would be to use historical passing data to
determine clusters and hence create new metrics.
The same approach could also be applied to other card games to
determine if the approach was general enough to work in a broa der
context. Similarly work could be undertaken to apply the same techniques in other fields such as meta-level heuristics.
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Abstract. As the search engine arms-race continues, search engines
are constantly looking for ways to improve the manner in which they
respond to user queries. Given the vagueness of Web search queries,
recent research has focused on ways to introduce context into the
search process as a means of clarifying vague, under-specified or ambiguous query terms. In this paper we describe and evaluate a novel
approach to using context in Web search that seeks to manipulate the
results of a generic search engine for the needs of a specialist community of users. This collaborative search method enjoys significant
performance benefits and avoids the privacy and security concerns
that are commonly associated with related personalization research.

1

Introduction

The Web is rapidly becoming a victim of its own success. As it continues to grow, users are finding it more and more difficult to locate
the right information at the right time. Even with the help of the most
advanced search engines we regularly fail to locate relevant information in a timely manner. Many factors contribute to this access problem. Certainly, the sheer quantity of Web information, and its growth
rate, tax even the most advanced search engines. For example, various estimates indicate that even the largest search engines cover only
a fraction of the available information space [13]. Their spidering
and indexing systems simply cannot keep up with the growth of the
Web with respect to their indexing of newly created documents or
the re-indexing of recently updated documents. However, this search
engine coverage issue is just part of the problem, and indeed can be
relieved by using meta-search methods [5, 18].
Another problem stems from the fact that the average Web user
is not an information retrieval expert. Even when they choose reasonable query terms to guide search, the resulting queries are rarely
complete in the way that they reflect the search needs of a given user;
their queries are often vague and imprecise. For example, a query
might include terms that identify the primary information target, but
might exclude terms that usefully describe the search context. For
example, a simple query for “cbr” does not indicate whether the user
is interested in Case-Based Reasoning or the Central Bank of Russia, and queries for “D. McSherry” do not distinguish between the
University of Ulster lecturer and the well-known novelist, Frank D.
McSherry. Thus, many researchers have recently focused on ways to
exploit context in Web search as a means of resolving ambiguity (eg.
[11, 6, 7, 4, 8, 17]).
In this paper, we describe a novel, simple, yet powerful technique to exploit context during search (Section 3). This collaborative
search method acts as a post-processing service for existing search
1
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engines and re-ranks results based on the learned preferences of a
community of users; see also [19]. We describe its implementation in
the I-SPY system (http://ispy.ucd.ie) and show how I-SPY achieves
this level of personalization in an anonymous fashion, without storing individual user profiles, thus relieving many of the usual privacy
issues associated with personalization techniques. In Section 4 we
discuss the results of a new large-scale evaluation of I-SPY across a
number of different topic domains. We show how I-SPY’s collaborative ranking engine can significantly improve result precision and recall when compared to benchmark search engines, and we argue that
these advantages make collaborative search particularly well suited
to device-limited information retrieval tasks, for example, search on
mobile devices such as WAP phones and PDAs.

2

Background

For the most part, recent search engine advances have focused on improving existing indexing and ranking techniques (eg. [3, 9]). However, vague queries remain a significant problem leading to a growing body of research looking at ways to supplement such queries
with missing context terms (see also [11]). Context information can
be generated according to two basic approaches: either it can be explicitly provided by the user or search engine or it can be implicitly
inferred from the local search environment.

2.1

Explicit Context

Perhaps the simplest way to capture explicit user context is to ask
users to provide context terms as part of their search query. For example, Inquirus 2 [6] asks users to select from a set of categories such
as ”research paper”, ”homepage” etc. and uses the selected context
categories to choose target search engines for the user’s query; as
such Inquirus 2 is a meta-search engine. The category information
can also be used for query modification (eg. a query for research papers on ”web search” might be modified to include terms such as
”references”).
The second option for introducing context into Web search is to
use a specialised search engine whose index has been designed to
cover a restricted information domain, essentially fixing the context
prior to searching. For example, CiteSeer [14], focuses on searching
scientific literature, and DEADLINER [10] targets conference and
workshop information.

2.2

Implicit Context

Since many users are unwilling to provide explicit context information, alternative approaches are needed. What if context could be
automatically inferred? This question is being answered by a wide
range of research focusing on different techniques for capturing different types of context. In fact two basic approaches have become

popular depending on whether external or local context sources are
exploited.
Users rarely perform searches in isolation. It is much more likely
that the search will be related to some other task that they are currently performing. Perhaps they are reading a Web page, replying to
an email, or writing a document when they need to search for some
associated piece of information. By taking advantage of a user’s activity immediately prior to the search it may be possible to determine
a suitable search context. This is the goal of systems such as Watson
[4], the Remembrance Agent [17], and Letizia [15].
Watson and the Remembrance Agent provide just-in-time information access by deriving context from everyday application usage. For example, as a Watson user edits a document in Microsoft
Word, or browses in Internet Explorer, Watson attempts to identify
informative terms in the target document by using a heuristic termweighting algorithm. If the user then searches with an explicit query,
Watson modifies this query by adding these newly derived terms.
Similarly, Letizia analyses the content of Web pages that the user
is currently browsing, extracting informative keywords using similar term-weighting heuristics, and proactively searches out from the
current page for related pages. In this sense, Letizia is more of a
browsing assistant than a search assistant but it does exploit context in a similar manner; incidentally, Watson can also operate in this
mode by continually searching the Web for related documents based
on query terms extracted from the current document that the user
is working on. [8] describes a method that uses categories from the
Open Directory Project (ODP) (www.dmoz.org) as a source of context to guide a topic-sensitive version of PageRank [3]. Briefly, the
URLs below each of the 16 top-level ODP categories are used to generate 16 PageRank vectors that are biased with respect to each category. These biased vectors are used to generate query-specific importance scores for ranking pages at query-time that are more accurate
than generic PageRank scores. Similarly, for searches performed in
context (eg. when a user performs a search by highlighting words
in a Web page), context-sensitive PageRank scores can be computed
based on the terms and topics in the region of the highlighted terms.
The above refer to the use of external sources of context. Techniques also exist for the exploitation of local sources of context.
These techniques attempt to use the results of a search as the basis for
context assessment, extracting useful context terms that can then be
used to supplement the user’s original query. Typically these context
terms are those terms that are highly correlated in the initial search results. For example, the technique proposed by [16] extracts correlated
terms from the top-ranking search results to focus context on the
most relevant search results as opposed to the entire set. This idea of
using the local search context can be extended beyond a single search
episode. Many users will perform a sequence of searches on a specific topic and their response to the results can provide valuable context information. Thus, by monitoring and tracking queries, results
and user actions it may be possible to model search context over an
extended search session or even across multiple search sessions. For
example [1] describes the SearchPad system which extracts context
information, in the form of useful queries and promising result-lists,
from multiple search sessions. Similarly, [2] describes the CASPER
search engine for job advertisements, which maintains client-side
user profiles that include job cases that users have liked and disliked
in previous searches. These profiles are used to classify and re-rank
the results of future searches. CASPER can learn that a given user
is interested in Dublin software-engineering jobs that require more
than 5 years experience because in the past they have liked job cases
in the Dublin region and consistently avoided jobs with lower expe-

rience requirements.

3

Collaborative Search & I-SPY

Collaborative search is motivated by two key ideas. First, specialised
search engines attract communities of users with similar information
needs and so serve as a useful way to limit variations in search context. For example, a search field on an AI Web site is likely to attract
queries with a computer-related theme and queries such as “cbr” are
more likely to relate to Case-Based Reasoning than the Central Bank
of Russia. Second, by monitoring user selections for a query it is
possible to build a model of query-page relevance based on the probability that a given page pj will be selected by a user when returned
as a result for query qi .
The collaborative search approach combines both of these ideas in
the form of a meta-search engine that analyses the patterns of queries,
results and user selections from a given search interface. This approach has been fully implemented in the I-SPY search engine and
will be detailed and evaluated in the following sections.

3.1

The I-SPY System Architecture

The I-SPY collaborative search architecture is presented in Figure 1.
It presents a meta-search framework in which each user query, q, is
submitted to base-level search engines (S1 - Sn ) after adapting q for
each Si using the appropriate adapter. Similarly, the result set, Ri ,
returned by a particular Si is adapted for use by I-SPY to produce
Ri0 , which can then be combined and re-ranked by I-SPY, just like a
traditional meta-search engine. I-SPY’s key innovation involves the
capture of search histories and their use in ranking metrics that reflect
user behaviour. The unique feature of I-SPY is its ability to person-

Figure 1. The I-SPY system architecture.

alize its search results for a particular community of users without
relying on content-analysis techniques (eg. [2, 12]). To achieve this,
I-SPY borrows ideas from collaborative filtering research to profile
the search experiences of users. Collaborative filtering methods exploit a graded mapping between users and items and I-SPY exploits
a similar relationship between queries and result pages (Web pages,
images, audio files, video files etc.). This relationship is captured as
a hit matrix (see Figure 1). Each element of the hit matrix, Hij , contains a value vij (that is, Hij = vij ) to indicate that vij users have
found page pj relevant for query qi . In other words, each time a user
selects a page pj for a query term qi , I-SPY updates the hit matrix
accordingly. I-SPY maintains its hit table using a relational database
and an efficient encoding for result URLs and query terms.

3.2

prefer. Deploy I-SPY on a wildlife Web site and its hit matrix will
be populated with query terms and selected pages that are relevant
to wildlife fans. Over time the value-space of the relevancy metric
will adapt to fit the appropriate query-page mappings that serve this
target community. For example, queries for ”jaguar” will tend to result in the prioritisation of sites about the wild cat, as opposed to
sites related to cars, because previously when users have submitted
this query term they will have selected these wildlife sites. The other
sites may still be returned but will be relegated to the bottom of the
result-list. In fact I-SPY can deploy multiple I-SPY search agents,

Collaborative Ranking

I-SPY’s key innovation is its ability to exploit the hit matrix as a direct source of relevancy information; after all, its entries reflect concrete relevancy judgments by users with respect to query-page mappings. Most search engines, on the other hand, rely on indirect relevancy judgments based on overlaps between query and page terms,
but I-SPY has access to the fact that, historically, vij users have selected page pj when it is retrieved for query qi . I-SPY uses this information in many ways, but in particular the relevancy of a page pj
to query qi is estimated by the probability that pj will be selected for
query qi (see Equation 1).
Hij
Relevance(pj , qi ) = P
Hij
∀j

(1)

Figures 2 and 3 show two screen-shots of the I-SPY system and
serve as a simple example of the system’s potential. Each presents
part of the results page for a query by a computer science student
for the single term query “cbr” (meaning “case-based reasoning”).
Figure 2 shows the result-list returned before I-SPY has built-up its
hit-matrix data and so the results are ordered using a standard metasearch ranking function, giving preference to results that are highly
ranked by I-SPY’s underlying search engines; in this case, Google,
Yahoo, AllTheWeb, Teoma, WiseNut, HotBot and AltaVista. Clearly
not all of the results presented are relevant and in fact only the 3rd
result is on-target. Since “cbr” is a vague query it is no surprise that
these results lack precision.
In contrast, Figure 3 shows the results for the same query, but after
I-SPY has been trained by a community of computer science students; that is, the query-result patterns of a set of computer science
students have been used to build the hit-matrix. The results are now
ranked by I-SPY’s relevance metric, as discussed above, rather than
by the standard meta-search ranking function. The point is that this
time the results are far more relevant; all of the top 3 results now refer to Case-Based Reasoning rather than other interpretations of the
“cbr” query. For example, the third ranking result, “Home Pages of
ML and CBR Folks” is a well known page listing CBR researchers
and has an I-SPY relevance value of 12.5%. In other words, this page
has been selected 12.5% of the times that cbr has been used as a
query. This page previously would have been ranked in 7th position
by the standard meta-search ranking function.

3.3

Community-Based Filtering

A key point to understand about this relevancy metric is that it is
tuned to the preferences of a particular set of users - the community of I-SPY users - and the queries and pages that they tend to

Figure 2. I-SPY search results before training

Figure 3. I-SPY search results after training

each with its own separate hit table. Thus the central I-SPY engine
can be used to service many different search services across a range
of portals, for example, each one adapted for the needs of a particular user group through its associated hit matrix. Alternatively, different hit matrices could be associated with different regions of the
same site to bias search with respect to different topics. Placing a

search box on a “programming languages” directory page will naturally tend to capture queries from this domain. Consequently, the
behaviour of the users providing these queries will gradually adjust
I-SPY’s relevancy metric and ranking function in favour of programming languages pages.

Type of Queries: Names of programming languages
Source: Programming Languages subdirectory in Yahoo.
Context: “programming language”

4.1.2

4

Evaluation

The basic premise of I-SPY is that it is possible to learn implicit
search context information by monitoring the selection behaviour of
users, and that it is possible to leverage this context information to
re-rank standard search results in a useful way. In this experiment
we use HotBot (www.hotbot.com) as the basic underlying search engine and we demonstrate how HotBot’s raw results can be re-ranked
by I-SPY as implicit context information is learned from the selection behaviour of search users. It is important to highlight that the
evaluation is conducted by using an artificial model of user search
behaviour. The artificial user model is informed by the real search
behaviour of live users and since the results of this study are in broad
agreement with recent live-user trials, we argue that this artificial user
study is useful and informative.

4.1

Setup

The evaluation is conducted over four different search domains, each
corresponding to a different subject area (topic) with a set of selected
query terms and known context terms. In the following sections we
describe these different domains plus the generation of query and
context terms, the establishment of result relevance, and the role of
an artificial user model to simulate user search behaviour.

4.1.1

Establishing Relevance

Each query term is used to generate two lists of search results from
HotBot. The first list, called the raw results, corresponds to the results returned by HotBot for each of the raw queries; HotBot returns
up to 1000 results per query. The second list, called the context results, corresponds to the results returned by HotBot for the contextualised queries.
The essential point is that, for the purpose of our evaluation, the
context results are assumed to be those results that are actually relevant to the user. For example, consider the query “jaguar” in the
“mammals” domain. The raw results from HotBot (arising from the
“jaguar” query) contain a diverse set of results including pages that
are related to cats, cars, and operating systems. The results returned
for the query “mammal jaguar” are assumed to be relevant for this
topic domain and make it possible to identify a subset of the raw HotBot results as relevant to the user. Thus, for each list of raw results
we have a way of identifying which of these results are likely to be
relevant to a user searching in a given topic domain.

4.1.3

A User Selection Model

Whether a user is likely to select a search result in a given search session depends on whether the result is relevant, but also on the position
of the result in the result-list (earlier/higher results are far more likely
to be selected than later/lower results). Our user selection model is

Topic Domains & Query Generation

We focus on four distinct topic domains, each of which roughly corresponds to a community of Internet users that are interested in a particular subject or topic area. For each domain a set of sample queries
are generated; these are the raw or uncontextualised query terms. In
addition, for each domain we agree on a set of context terms which,
when combined with the raw query terms, provide a set of contextualised queries. For example, in the “programming languages” topic
domain we generate 74 raw query terms (eg. “java”, “pascal”, “perl”,
etc.) from which we derive 74 contextualised queries (eg. “programming language java”, etc.).
• Mammals
No. of Queries: 211
Type of Queries: Names of mammals
Source: Mammals subdirectory in Yahoo.
Context: “mammal”
• Travel
No. of Queries: 202
Type of Queries: Country names
Source: Family Education Network’s Countries of the World page.
Context: “travel”
• CBR and ML Researchers
No. of Queries: 69
Type of Queries: People involved in CBR and ML research.
Source: David W. Aha’s CBR and ML Researchers page.
Context: Affiliation (eg. “University College Dublin”).
• Programming Languages
No. of Queries: 74

Figure 4. Observed user search behaviour shows a sharp decline in
selection probability with increasing result position (k). The artificial
selection model is tuned to closely match this selection behaviour.

informed by the search behaviour of 179 real users, observed over a
period of 8 weeks and approximately 1500 search sessions. From this
data we are able to model the probability that a given user is likely
to select a relevant search result r given that it is ranked in position
k in the result-list; we assume that the majority of user selections are
for relevant results. For example, Figure 4 illustrates this probability
distribution and indicates that users are very likely to select relevant
results that occur in the top 3 to 5 positions, but that this probability
quickly degrades with increasing result position. Our user selection
model also includes a small random component to allow for the selection of irrelevant results by users, and during each search session
the artificial user is limited to the selection of a predefined number of
results, in this case 3 ± 3 results, as informed by our live-user data.

4.1.4

Methodology

Our evaluation is carried out in the following way. For each topic domain, each query is submitted to HotBot between 100 and 200 times.
Each raw result-list is processed, using our user model, to simulate
user selections based on those results that are known to be relevant
for the target query (according to the context results). These simulated user selections are used to populate an I-SPY hit-matrix for the
appropriate topic domain. The outcome is a hit-matrix for each topic
domain based on the selection behaviour of users in a given search
context.
Next, the queries are re-run (again between 100 and 200 times)
but this time the result-lists are re-ranked by I-SPY, using the appropriate hit-matrix to drive I-SPY’s collaborative ranking engine. We
calculate the precision and recall characteristics for these re-ranked
I-SPY results, for different levels of k (result-list size), based on the
known relevant-results data. Comparable precision and recall values
are also computed for the raw results from HotBot as a benchmark.

4.2

Results

Figure 5 presents the results for each of the four domains, for both
I-SPY and HotBot, as a graph of precision versus recall for each
result-list size (k=5-150). For clarity, the graphs have been partially
annotated to indicate the k-values for individual data-points.
Overall the results demonstrate that there is a significant benefit
to be derived from I-SPY’s collaborative search technique - I-SPY’s
contextualised, re-ranked results have significantly higher precision
and recall values (for a given k) than HotBot’s original results. For
example, for k = 5, the “mammals” results (see Figure 5(a)) indicate
that I-SPY delivers a precision of more than 0.8 and a recall of 0.12,
as compared to a precision of less than 0.2 and recall of approximately 0.01 for HotBot. In other words, in this domain, for I-SPY,
approximately 4 out of the top 5 results are relevant. For HotBot, on
average, only about 1 out of the top 5 results are likely to be relevant.
We find that precision tends to fall for I-SPY for increasing values
of k. This is to be expected because many relevant results will occur
low down in the original HotBot results lists and so have a low probability of being selected by users. Such results, although relevant, are
unlikely to make it into the hit-matrix. The precision values for I-SPY
and HotBot tend to converge at about k = 100 indicating that most
of I-SPY’s promoted results were originally ranked within the top
100 HotBot results. Perhaps the most important feature of these precision results is that I-SPY’s maximum benefit tends to occur at low
values of k. This is particularly important, and useful, in the context
of Web search, and other consumer search applications (eg. mobilephone search applications) where only limited-size result-lists can
be presented. On average the recall results are low, as expected, especially for low values of k. For instance, in the “mammals” domain
there are an average of about 30 relevant results per query, so the
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maximum recall at k = 5 is 0.166 (that is, 30
). I-SPY achieves more
than 75% of this maximum recall value at k = 5, whereas HotBot
achieves only 6% of this maximum. Similarly, at k = 10, there is
a maximum recall of 0.33 and I-SPY achieves nearly 47% of this
(0.155 recall) compared to HotBot, which again reaches only 6% of
this (0.02 recall).
In the “mammals” and “researchers” domains, I-SPY’s recall
characteristics begin significantly ahead of HotBot’s. For example, ISPY achieves a recall of 0.27 in the “researchers” domain for k = 5.
HotBot only achieves a recall of 0.06 for this k value, and in fact requires the retrieval of about 50 results to match I-SPY’s recall. Why

Figure 5. Precision vs. Recall for domain: (a) Mammals, (b) Travel, (c)
CBR and ML Researchers, (d) Programming Languages.

do these two domains offer I-SPY improved recall from the outset?
Both domains are characterised by a high level of ambiguity in their
raw queries, leading to lower numbers of relevant results from the
outset. We can estimate query ambiguity in terms of the average number of relevant results per query in the raw result-lists; if all of the
raw results are relevant then the raw queries are not ambiguous, but
if very few raw results are relevant then the raw queries must have
high ambiguity. For example, in the “mammals” domain, on average
only 3% of results per query are relevant and for “researchers” only
1.2% of results per query are relevant. This is in contrast to 10% and
18% of results per query being relevant for the “travel” and “programming languages” domains, respectively. Thus there is a strong
negative correlation between I-SPY’s recall and the number of relevant results per query and thus I-SPY’s benefits are likely to increase
with the level of ambiguity in a typical user query.

4.3

Discussion

In summary, we have shown that I-SPY benefits from improved precision and recall characteristics when compared to HotBot. In particular, I-SPY enjoys vastly superior precision characteristics (>x2) for
result lists up to k = 20. In addition, I-SPY can also achieve significantly superior recall, especially for ambiguous queries. Of course,
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Figure 6. Precision vs. recall for live-users in the “programming
languages” domain.

the above evaluation has been conducted using an artificial model of
user search behaviour, and although this model has been designed
with reference to the search behaviour of real users, doubts will naturally remain. In response it is worth drawing attention to an earlier evaluation of I-SPY ([19]) that does take advantage of live-user
behaviour. The results of this earlier study are in broad agreement
with the results presented here. For example, Figure 6 presents the
precision-recall graph produced from this earlier study and the level
of agreement with the current results should be clear. If such agreement was not present then there would be grounds to question the
evaluation approach taken here, or at the very least, the user model
used to simulate search behaviour. The fact that the results are so similar suggests that the user model is reasonable and the results valid.

5

(result-list size), which in turn suggests that the collaborative search
approach is especially well suited for search on devices such as mobile phones and PDAs, with their limited display and input capabilities. Future research will focus on a number areas including: the
ongoing, live-user evaluation of I-SPY; data-mining the hit-matrix to
generate page similarity and query similarity knowledge; leveraging
user feedback for index revision; the role of I-SPY in multi-media
search applications.

Conclusions

The collaborative search idea attempts to discover patterns in the
activity of a community of searchers in order to determine general
search context and prioritise search results accordingly. It makes no
strong assumptions about the form of the underlying search engines
and is generally applicable across a range of content types. The proposed ranking metric is computationally efficient (O(k) in the number of search results) and requires no additional parsing of result
pages. Finally, the ability to personalize search results for the needs
of a community is achieved without the need to store individualised
search histories; no individual user profiles are stored and no user
identification is necessary. This has significant security and privacy
advantages compared to many more traditional approaches to personalization.
In this paper we have described and evaluated the I-SPY implementation of collaborative search. The results indicate a clear potential for significant precision and recall improvements, when compared to traditional Web search engines, highlighting the potential
for collaborative search to add value to existing Web search engines.
Moreover, the benefits are particularly significant for low values of k
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Abstract. The usability of mobile portals has been a major stumbling block since the advent of the mobile Internet and WAP handsets. Indeed poor usability is cited as a major contributing factor to
the poor take-up of mobile Internet services amongst consumers. A
key problem relates to the amount of time that users spend navigating to content as they browse mobile portals. Recent advances in
personalization technology have the potential to solve this problem,
and today a number of leading operators already provide their users
with access to intelligent portals that are automatically personalized
based on subscriber usage patterns. In this paper, we examine this
so-called personalized navigation technology and propose ways in
which it may be enhanced by combining structural properties of a
mobile portal (such as the distance to content sites) with the access
probabilities of users. We demonstrate that although such distance
factors have proven successful in Web personalization, they are less
beneficial when it comes to the personalization of mobile portals.

1 Introduction
The mobile Internet (MI) has failed to live up to end-user expectations. Limited bandwidth, unreliable handsets, patchy content and
poor usability have all contributed to this state of affairs. And although recent developments have seen significant improvements in
bandwidth, handsets and content, usability remains a problem, particularly in relation to the navigation effort faced by users when searching for content in a typical mobile portal. For example, recent studies
have highlighted how content services are usually positioned to be
more than 16 clicks from the portal home page. In other words, to
access a typical content service a user can expect to have to make
16 clicks on their mobile phone as they navigate through the portal,
scrolling through menus and selecting options enroute [13]. The result is low levels of satisfaction from end-users and lackluster usage
levels for mobile operators.
Recently, however, a compelling solution has emerged that has
been proven to have a dramatic impact on portal usability by significantly reducing the above navigation problem. This so-called personalized navigation solution applies personalization techniques to the
navigation task. That is, instead of recommending individual content
items to users, menus and menu options are recommended in such a
way that users require an average of 50% fewer clicks to locate content, leading to significant increases in mobile usage [15, 16]. Very
briefly, this personalized navigation approach estimates Pu (o|m),

the probability that a given user, u, currently in menu m, is looking for menu, o. Menu options are promoted to the user based on
their past access probabilities.
In this paper we focus on this probabilistic personalized navigation technique in the context of mobile portal personalization. In
particular, we investigate whether or not performance improvements
can be achieved by extending the basic probabilistic personalization model to take into account an options’s distance from the current menu as well as its access probability. For example, consider
two menu options, o1 and o2 , both with the same access probabilities; that is, Pu (o1 |m)=Pu (o2 |m). But suppose that the distance
from m to o1 is greater than the distance from m to o2 , that is
Distance(m, o1 ) > Distance(m, o2 ), then shouldn’t o1 be promoted ahead of o2 because if correct a greater number of navigation
clicks will have been saved? We call this distance-biased promotion
and it clearly has the potential to improve the degree to which personalized navigation can save a user navigation effort. In fact evidence
from Web personalization suggests that such an extension is likely to
pay dividends [1]. However, we are conscious that traditional Webbased portals and current mobile portals are very different and what
works on the Web does not always translate well to the mobile space.
With this in mind, in this paper we examine the potential of distancebiased techniques in the personalization of mobile portals.
In the next section we discuss the background to this research focusing in particular on recent developments in the mobile Internet
and outlining past research related to the issue of navigation effort.
Section 3 provides a review of our core personalized navigation strategy as detailed in [15, 16]. It also describes the click-distance model
of navigation effort and explains how this can be used to bias personalized navigation with respect to portal distance. Finally, before concluding, in Section 4 we describe a recent evaluation to investigate
the benefits of this distance-biased technique, based on a large-scale
European portal and live user activity logs.

2 The Mobile Internet
The mobile Internet refers to the delivery of data services across
wireless networks for Internet-enabled handsets as implemented
through a group of related infrastructure, protocol and device technologies. It allows the end-user to access various types of data
services from their mobile handsets, including Web-style information content, email services, games etc. Access devices range

from limited, first-generation WAP (Wireless Application Protocol, see www.wapforum.org) phones to today’s sophisticated
PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) and so-called SmartPhones (see
www.microsoft.com/smartphone).
In the past the usability of mobile services has been compromised
by limited device functionality, bandwidth, and content. Fortunately
the new generation of mobile services (so-called 2.5G services) represents a significant improvement. The major bandwidth and content issues have largely been resolved, and the latest phones offer
users significant interface and functionality improvements over earlier models. However, key portal usability problems remain, due to
poor mobile portal design. Users find that they are spending too much
of their time navigating to content because mobile portals are designed as fixed, complex hierarchies of menu options.

2.1 Mobile Internet Devices
From a user experience viewpoint, one of the key features of the mobile Internet is the degree to which existing consumer devices represent a significant step backwards in terms of their functionality,
at least when compared to the traditional Internet device (the desktop PC or laptop). In particular, presentation and input capabilities
tend to be extremely limited on most mobile devices. For instance,
a typical desktop PC, with a screen size of 1024x768 pixels, offers
more than 10 times the screen real-estate of a PDA, and more than 20
times the screen space of second-generation Internet phones (eg. Imode and Vodafone Live! handsets or Microsoft’s SmartPhone). Mobile handsets are further limited in their ability to receive user input.
The keyboard and mouse functionality of a modern PC are notably
absent and the mobile phone numeric keypad makes it extremely difficult for user to input any quantity of information. From a mobile
Internet viewpoint, these devices restrict selection features to simple scroll and select keys that allow the user to scroll through menu
lists and perform selections. Some improvements are present in most
PDAs, which tend to offer touch sensitive screens that are easier to
manipulate. Nevertheless data input remains difficult at best.

2.2 Mobile Information Access
These key differences that exist between mobile handsets and more
traditional Internet devices, such as PCs and laptops, directly influence the manner in which users access information using these devices. For example, on the Internet today search has largely become
the primary mode of information access. It is relatively easy for users
to input search queries and search engines have improved significantly in their ability to respond intelligently to user needs. In addition the large screen sizes make it feasible for users to efficiently
parse the longs lists of search results returned. In contrast, search is
far more problematic on mobile devices. Entering queries is simply
too time consuming and complex for the average user to tolerate and
small screen sizes make it practically impossible for users to easily
process the result lists returned. As a result, browsing is the primary
mode of information access on the mobile Internet. Instead of searching for information, users attempt to navigate to information by using
mobile portals. Today the vast majority of mobile Internet services
are accessed via an operator portal with direct search constituting a
small fraction (<10%) of mobile Internet activity.
This distinction between alternative modes of information access
on the mobile and fixed Internet is an important one and it sets the
scene clearly for our own research. The bottom line is that to help

users to locate information and services more effectively on the mobile Internet we must attempt to improve the efficiency of mobile
portal browsing or navigation.

2.3 Mobile Portal Navigation
Mobile portals are examples of hierarchical menu systems (HMS),
and long before the arrival of the mobile Internet different forms of
hierarchical menu systems were studied extensively with respect to
their general usability and navigation characteristics [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 17,
18, 19, 20]. Very briefly, much of this research has focused on the
structural properties of hierarchical menu systems, for example their
depth and width, as they relate to the ability of a user to easily navigate through the HMS. For example, [8] discovered that for moderate
sized menu systems, wide hierarchies are preferable to deep hierarchies due to the short-term memory limitations of end users, which
led to a greater number of navigation errors in deep hierarchies; the
interested reader is also referred to [5, 17] for related work. Similar
observations have been made with respect to the menu hierarchies
found in the World-Wide Web [20]. Thus the evidence suggests that
the complexity of a hierarchical menu system has a significant impact on its usability and the ability of users to navigate through menu
levels. The type of menu hierarchies found on the mobile internet are
likely to be subject to similar findings. Indeed the scale of the navigation problem associated with mobile portals today, and the mismatch
between user expectations and realities, is highlighted by a number
of recent studies. For example, one study claims that while the average user expects to be able to access content within 30 seconds, the
reality is closer to 150 seconds [11]. For instance, Figure 1 presents
a typical navigation scenario in which a mobile user must navigate
through 4 levels of menus, and make 11 separate scrolls, in order to
get from the portal home page to her local cinema listings. Of course
the time that it takes a user to access a content item is a useful measure of navigation effort and we suggest that the navigation effort
associated with an item of content depends critically on the location
of that item within the portal structure, and specifically on the number of navigation steps (scrolls and selects) that are required in order
to locate and access this item from a given starting position within the
portal (typically the portal home page). We will return to this idea in
the next section when we introduce the click-distance model of navigation effort. We show how it can be used to guide and evaluate the
personalization of a portal.

3 A Probabilistic Model of Personalized Navigation
The basic idea behind personalized navigation is that instead of presenting each user with a fixed portal hierarchy, each user is presented with a hierarchy that has been adapted to his or her needs.
By adapted we mean that individual menu options may be promoted
within the portal so that they are more accessible to relevant users.
For example, menu options may be reordered within a menu or they
may even be promoted from lower levels of the portal to higher levels [1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 15]. In other words, each time a user
accesses a given menu, m, this menu is dynamically created given
their short and long-term preferences and menu options or content
items that the user is likely to be interested in are promoted.
In the following sections we describe a probabilistic model of
personalized navigation that drives promotion by computing access
probabilities for each user given their current menu. This serves as
a review of our recent research and is the benchmark against which
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In this sample portal the user must navigate through a series of
menu pages to locate their local cinema.

we propose to judge the usefulness of a modified approach to personalized navigation that also considers the distance of items from the
current menu when selecting promotion candidates (see also [1]).

3.1 Profiling & Personalization
Tracking user accesses across a mobile portal provides the basis for
an effective profiling mechanism. For example, individual menu accesses can be stored in a so-called hit-table, which provides a snapshot of a user’s navigation activity over time. For example, Figure
2(a) indicates that a user has accessed option B from menu A 10
times and option C 90 times; of course in reality other activity information including device, temporal and location information is normally stored as part of this evolving profile but a more detailed discussion is outside of the scope of this paper.
In fact two types of hit table can be used: a global, static hit table
that is initialized with respect to the default portal structure (Figure
2(b)); and a user hit table that records each user’s individual history.
The static table makes it possible to deliver a default menu structure
early on that will be over-ridden by the personalized menu once a
user’s access probabilities build. Moreover, the hit values set in the
static table make it possible to control personalization latency - low
values mean that personalization takes effect very quickly. To build
a personalized menu m for user u we must identify the k most probable options for m (the k options with the highest Pu (o|m) values)
by combining the frequency information in the user and static hit tables. Consider the data in Figure 2 and the construction of menu A.
The access probabilities can be determined as shown in Figure 3. In
descending order of access probability we have C, F, B, G, D, and
E. For k = 3, C, F , and B are selected, in order, for menu A.
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= P(B|A)·P(D|B)
= P(B|A)·P(E|B)
= P(C|A)·P(F|C)
= P(C|A)·P(G|C)

= (20+10)/(40+100)
= (20+90)/(40+100)
= (30/140)(10+5)/(20+10)
= (30/140)(10+5)/(20+10)
= (110/140)(10+80/20+90)
= (110/140)(10+10)/(20+90)

.214
.786
.107
.107
.642
.142

Sample access probabilities; note that the user subscript has been
omitted for simplicity.

The complexity of the proposed personalization method depends
on the complexity of the process that identifies the k most probable
options for the menu, m. As described this can mean examining not
just the default options of m, but also all the options contained in
menus that are descendents of m; essentially a breadth-first search
from m to the content leaves of the menu tree is required. Fortunately, a more efficient algorithm is possible once we recognize that,
by definition, Pu (o|m) is always greater than or equal to Pu (o0 |m)
where o0 is an option of a menu, m0 , which is itself a descendent of m
through o. This means that we can find the k most probable nodes for
menu m by performing a depth-limited, breadth-first search over the
menu tree rooted at m. We only need to expand the search through
an option o0 if Pu (o0 |m) is greater than the k th best probability so
far found. Once again, a detailed description of this issue is beyond
the scope of the current paper but the interested reader is referred to
[16] for further information.
The approach just described supports two types of menu adaptations: (1) a menu option may be reordered within its parent menu by
changing its position within its parent menu; or (2) a menu may be
promoted into an ancestral menu. Such adaptations are side-effects
of the probability calculations. In the above example, option F is
promoted to A’s menu - options can even be promoted from deeper
levels if appropriate. If F is subsequently selected from A, it is added
to A’s hit table entry for that user, so the next time that A is created,
the computation of Pu (F |A) must account for the new data on F .
Specifically, assuming a single access to F as an option in A, we get:
Pu (F |A) = 1/101 + (110/141)(10 + 80)/(20 + 90) = 0.647

3.2 Distance-Biased Promotion
The above approach to personalized navigation has been fully developed and deployed in the field through the ClixSmart NavigatorT M
product by ChangingWorlds (www.changingworlds.com). Large
scale deployments by Vodafone and O2 have attracted millions of
mobile subscribers and carefully controlled evaluations prove that
this approach to personalization can lead to dramatic improvements
in the practical usability of a mobile portal. This in turn can lead
to significant increases in mobile portal usage; for example, airtime,

user sessions, and page impressions have all be shown to increase
as a direct result of ClixSmart Navigator’s personalized navigation
solution (see [15, 16]).
Thus there appears to be a compelling link between the practical
usability of a mobile portal and the distance that a user must travel
in order to access its content; reducing this distance improves usability and drives usage. Therefore it is reasonable to seek out ways
of reducing this navigation distance even further. For example, as it
stands the above personalization technique is based on access probabilities alone and does not take navigation distance into account in
any explicit way; although obviously navigation distance is reduced
as a side-effect of the personalization process. By considering access probabilities and the likely reduction in navigation distance we
can further reduce navigation distance as a side-effect of promotion
and personalization (see also [1] for related work on the creation of
shortcut links between Web pages).

3.2.1

Click-Distance

How can navigation distance be usefully measured? [1] suggest a
simple model of navigation distance that counts the number of links
that must be followed to locate a page in a Web site. However, while
this simple model is appropriate in the context of more traditional
Web sites, it is not well suited to modern mobile portals. With the
current generation of mobile phones, there are two basic types of
navigation action. The first is the menu select: the user clicks to select a specific menu option. The second is a menu scroll: the user
clicks to scroll up or down through a series of options. Scroll actions
are less important in the context of traditional Web portals and traditional Web access devices such as PCs, laptops and PDAs, with their
sophisticated point-and-click user input. In contrast, the input capabilities of most Internet-enabled mobile phones are far more limited
and even simple scrolling actions correspond to a significant degree
of user effort.
Thus, an item of content, i, within a mobile portal can be uniquely
positioned by the sequence of selects and scrolls needed to access
it, and the navigation effort associated with this item can be simply
modelled as click-distance, the corresponding number of these selects and scrolls (see Equation 1).
ClickDistance(i) = Selects(i) + Scrolls(i)

(1)

Recent studies illustrate the extent of the click-distance problem.
For example, a recent analysis of 20 European mobile portals reported an average click-distance in excess of 16 [13]; see Figure 4.
In other words, a typical European mobile user can expect to have to
make 16 or more clicks (scrolls and selects) to navigate from their
portal home page to a typical content target. Moreover, on average
European portals are organised such that less than 30% of content
sites are within 10-12 clicks of the portal home page; 10-12 clicks
corresponds to a navigation time of about 30 seconds, which is expected by mobile Internet users [11]. To put this another way: more
than 70% of mobile portal content is essentially invisible to users
because of its positioning within its parent portal. Finally it is worth
highlighting that although the above click-distance model constitutes
a fairly simple model of navigation effort it is nonetheless an effective one in practical terms. For example, a recent analysis of the activity of 3500 users of a major European portal, over the course of a 30day period in 2002, found a correlation of −0.65 between the clickdistance of content-sites (that exist as leaf nodes in the portal hierarchy) and their access frequencies. In other words, all other things

Figure 4. Mean click-distances for 20 European mobile portals.

being equal, sites with a low click-distance are accessed more frequently than sites with a high click-distance. In one sense of course
this result is fairly intuitive, nevertheless the strength of the correlation is significant.

3.2.2

Expected Click-Distance

At this stage it is possible to combine the click-distance of a portal item i and its access probability to calculated the expected clickdistance (ECD) of i. Then, in order to promote those items that have
the largest expected click-distances, because such promotions are
likely to result in the greatest expected click-distance savings (see
also [1]). As a result, during personalization, instead of simply computing the access probabilities for descendants of the current menu,
m, we calculate the expected click-distances of these descendants
according to Equation 2 (the expected click-distance of item i from
menu m, for some user u).

ECDu (i, m) = ClickDistance(i) ∗ Pu (i|m)

(2)

Figure 5 illustrates a simple example of this concept. A small portal, rooted at home page A, is presented and the expected clickdistance values for all of the descendants of A are calculated. For
example, menu G has the largest expected click-distance (1.5) based
on an access probability of 0.375 and a click-distance from A of 4
(3 scrolls and 1 select). In fact, G has the highest expected clickdistance and so would be promoted into menu A ahead of even
B or C, A’s default descendants. Similarly E would be promoted
ahead of B as it has an expected click-distance of 0.75 compared
to B’s expected click-distance of 0.5. As a result, if we assume that
menu A has been configured to allow for 5 options then, in order
of their expected click-distances, options G, C, E, I, B would be selected. In contrast, on the basis of access probabilities alone, options
B, C, G, E, D would have been selected in order. Note that Equation
2 assumes that there is only one path from m to i. Of course in general there can be multiple paths from m to i each with their own access probabilities and click-distance from m. As such, in practice, the
expected click-distance must be summed over these alternate paths in
the obvious way.

4 Experimental Evaluation
In previous work we have reported widely on the results of extensive
live-user trials of our personalized navigation techniques [15, 16].
These trials prove a strong link between click-distance reduction and

were replayed using ClixSmart Navigator’s simulation engine. This
allowed us to evolve two different portals over the 14 day test period:
a pure probabilistic portal and a distance-biased portal. At the end of
each simulation ”day” we calculated the mean click-distance of the
two portals, averaged over all user sessions that occurred during that
day.
The results are presented in Figure 6 as a graph of mean clickdistance against simulation day for each of the two portals corresponding to the two different personalisation strategies. The results
clearly show the click-distance reduction capability of each strategy.
At the end of the first day both portals have an average click-distance
of between 8.4 (distance-biased) and 8.6 (pure probability) and by
the end of the 14th day this has dropped to about 5.3. In other words,
to begin with it takes users more than 8 clicks to get to a typical
content site from their portal home page. Remember, these 8 clicks
are made up of a combination of scrolls and selects and in this portal the ratio is over 3 to 1, so on average 2 of these 8 clicks will be
menu selections and the remaining 6 will be scrolls. After only two
weeks users are able to access content sites in about 5 clicks (approximately 1 menu select and 4 scrolls), an overall click-distance
reduction of 40%. Perhaps the most important thing to note is the

Figure 5. A sample portal showing access probabilities (in square
brackets) and item click-distances from the portal root. The table shows the
expected click-distances for each of the descendants of A in descending
order.

increased portal usability. In this paper we are interested in evaluating the likely impact of biasing our personalization technique to
include a distance factor as well as its core access probability factor.
Ultimately we are interested in understanding if the above distancebiased promotion technique is likely to result in an increased clickdistance reduction (compared to the pure probabilistic approach) in
real mobile portals. If increased click-distance reductions are proven
then this bodes well for the new distance-biased approach because
these greater reductions are likely to result in further (or at least more
rapid) usability improvements.

4.1 Setup
For the purpose of this experiment we used data from a leading European mobile portal. Thus included the portal structure containing
over 450 portal nodes and 14-days worth of user access logs covering the activity of 3,500 individual users. We also made use of two
versions of ClixSmart Navigator: the standard version that relies on
a pure probabilistic approach to promotion and personalization; and
an enhanced version that incorporates the above distance-biased approach.

4.2 Comparative Click-Distance Profiles
The key question to answer is whether there is any significant difference in the click-distance reduction obtained using the distancebiased method when compared to the reduction obtained using the
pure probabilistic method. To test this we used the supplied user logs
to replay the user activity over two versions of the portal: one that is
personalized by the pure probabilistic strategy and one that is personalized according to the distance-biased strategy; incidentally, the logs

Figure 6.

Click-distance results.

lack of any significant difference between the click-distance profiles
of the two portals, at least beyond day 6. In other words, although the
distance-biased technique is capable of delivering improved clickdistance reductions, this benefit is relatively short-lived and appears
to disappear after day 6. Moreover, the extent of this improvement
for the first 6 days is marginal at roughly 0.5 clicks. The average
click-distance for the pure probabilistic portal is 8, over the first 6
days, compared to 7.5 for the distance-biased portal; that is, the pure
probabilistic portal suffers from a 7% increase in click-distance when
compared to the distance-biased portal.

4.3 Further Analysis
On the face of it then there appears to be relatively little advantage in biasing promotion using distance factors. Why should this
be the case? One possibility is hinted at by the actual average clickdistances reported in the above results. The evaluation portal contains
more than 450 individual nodes and has an average click-distance in
excess of 15 across all of its content sites; that is, 15 is the average
click-distance from the portal home page to each of the content sites
that exist at the leaf nodes of the portal. Nevertheless, the average
click-distance reported above, which is based on actual user sessions

rather than a static click-distance analysis of the entire portal, is no
more than 8. In other words, although many sites within the portal
exist at very large click-distances from the portal home page, the majority of users actually never wander very far from the home page in
a typical session. In fact when we further analysed the user logs we
found that more than 80% of content accesses were for content sites
that were within a click-distance of 10 from the portal home page,
sites that were linked to from level 1 or level 2 pages.
This observation has two important implications. First, it means
that many of the content sites accessed by users have similar clickdistance to begin with and this limits the impact of the distance factor
during personalization. For example, the 80% of accesses referred to
above are for content sites with an average click-distance of 5.2 and
a standard deviation of 3.4. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly,
because these sites were positioned on level 1 or level 2 pages the
distance that they could be promoted was also limited from the start.
For example, if a site is linked to from a level 1 menu then it can only
be promoted to the portal home page (level 0) and similarly level 2
pages can only be promoted to level 1 or level 2 menus.
The essential point is that distance-biased promotion is only likely
to have a large impact on click-distance when very distant sites
are promoted because of the distance bias. The behaviour of mobile portal users is so limited that such distant sites, although they
exist, are rarely accessed and thus rarely promoted. Therefore, although distance-biased promotion has the potential to improve our
pure probabilistic personalization technique in theory, we find that
in practice it is not well adapted to the needs of behaviour of real
mobile portal users. Contrast this with the work of [1] where a form
of distance-biased personalization is used to good effect in the generation of shortcut links between Web pages. Web usage is less limited
than mobile portal usage and Web users are more likely to follow
long chains of links to their destination content. Therefore, the benefits of distance-biased personalization are more pronounced.

5 Conclusions
In general, limited usability and poor value-for-money are major contributing factors to the low levels of interest in the mobile Internet
currently shown by the general public. These problems are closely
aligned with the difficulty that users have in locating content on mobile portals. This navigation problem is especially acute on the mobile Internet and in previous work we have demonstrated how personalization techniques can be used as a potential solution [15, 16].
In this paper we have focused on ways to further improve our personalization approach by directly considering the navigation distance
to portal items during personalization - to promote more distant items
before nearby items on the assumption that distant items are likely to
lead to improved navigation savings. However, after evaluating this
approach on 3,500 users of a large European portal, we have found
that any improvements are marginal and short-term. However, this
is not so much a failing of the distance-biasing concept, but rather
a side-effect of the usage patterns of mobile users. The simple fact
of the matter is that, compared to their Web cousins, mobile users
are impatient and rarely tolerate long navigation times. The majority
of accesses are to content sites that are within a limited distance of
the portal home page and this fundamentally limits the impact of any
distance-bias that is introduced into the personalization mechanism.
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An Analysis of Feedback Strategies in Conversational
Recommenders
Barry Smyth1 and Lorraine McGinty1
Abstract. User feedback is a vital source of information for recommender systems that adopt a conversational style of interaction,
allowing them to make better suggestions by automatically updating
their understanding of user requirements on each interaction. There
are many different ways that users can provide feedback but to date
there has been little by way of comparative evaluation. In this paper
we evaluate and compare the four most common forms of feedback
used by conversational recommender systems. We focus on the implications for recommendation efficiency so that the developers of
recommender systems can better understand the cost-benefit characteristics of each.

1 Introduction
Conversational recommender systems [1, 5, 8] help users navigate
through complex product spaces in pursuit of suitable information items (e.g. products, services, etc.), selecting items for recommendation and eliciting feedback from the user before making the
next batch of recommendations. Feedback allows a recommender to
make better suggestions by adapting its current understanding of the
user’s requirements. The recommendation task is somewhat straightforward, although hardly trivial, when the user’s requirements are
clearly specified - a standard similarity-based search technique will
produce a ranked list of recommendations based on their similarity to the user’s fully specified requirements. Of course in the real
world, and especially in the consumer application domains where
recommender systems are commonly deployed, user requirements
are rarely fully specified leaving the recommender to work with an
partial set of requirements that are unlikely to probe the product
space in the region of a suitable product during an initial retrieval.
To combat this, conversational recommender systems make use
of two basic strategies [11], navigation by asking and navigation by
proposing, which rely on different forms of user feedback (see Figure
1). In navigation by asking the user is asked to provide additional information in the form of specific features; a form of feedback known
as value elicitation. And although this may appear to be the easy way
out of the requirements predicament, the key challenge concerns the
selection of an optimal set of features to request from the user [4, 10].
Navigation by proposing solicits requirements information from the
user in a less direct manner. Instead of asking for specific feature
details, the recommender proposes a set of cases to the users and offers them an opportunity to comment on these recommendations. For
example, a user may indicate a preference for one case (“Show me
more like case 1”) or they may critique a case by indicating that their
preference subject to some feature alteration (“Show me more like
1
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Figure 1.

Categorising different user feedback forms under the headings
navigation by asking and navigation by proposing.

case 1 only cheaper”). Alternatively, a user may rate a set of recommendations (“Show me more given that case 1 is about 20% correct,
case 2 is 85% correct, but case 3 is only 30% correct.”)
Early research has been dominated by navigation by asking and
value elicitation feedback. It is, after all, a rich source of feedback
for the recommender and likely to result in efficient recommendation
dialogs. However, as recommender systems have been developed for
a broader range of application scenarios, the shortcomings of value
elicitation have become more and more apparent. For example, while
it may be a rich source of feedback, it is also a costly form of feedback from the user’s perspective. Indeed, in general, there is a tradeoff between the ability of a particular form of feedback to efficiently
guide the recommender systems and the cost to the user of providing
this type of feedback. If value elicitation sits at one extreme, then
simple preference-based feedback sits at the other, its low-cost balanced by a limited ability to guide recommendations. In the end the
appropriate form of feedback to use will depend largely on the characteristics of a particular application scenario. In some situations the
efficiency of navigation by asking with its direct form of value elicitation feedback is warranted, with the high-cost to the user easily
out-weighed by its unrivalled recommendation efficiency. But then
again, in other scenarios, where cost to the user must be minimised,
preference-based feedback strikes an optimal balance even though it
is likely to result in protracted recommendation dialogs.
Given the importance of feedback in conversational recommenders it is somewhat peculiar that the research to date has been
largely quiet when it comes to critically assessing the pros and cons
of different forms of feedback. Indeed while many researchers have
described and evaluated specific instances of feedback in the context
of particular application domains [7, 8, 9, 12], comparative evalua-

tions are conspicuous by their absence. Developers of recommender
systems need to be able to better understand the cost-benefit implications of the primary forms of feedback if they are to maximise the
value of their solutions. In this paper we attempt to address this gap
in the literature by evaluating four different forms of feedback (value
elicitation, critiquing, ratings-based, and preference-based). In particular, we highlight a number of critical domain characteristics that
have a bearing on the choice of feedback strategy and we empirically
evaluate each in terms of its recommendation efficiency.

2 Comparing Feedback Strategies
Feedback from the user is an essential feature of conversational recommender systems, helping the recommender to better understand
the user’s requirements and so better focus its attention in the right
region of the recommendation space. And, as highlighted in the introduction, there are four distinct forms of feedback - value elicitation,
critiquing, preference-based, and ratings-based feedback - each with
its own potential benefits and pitfalls.
In this section we will describe these different types of feedback in
more detail and assess their comparative strengths and weaknesses.
But first we must consider what factors tend to influence the use of
different forms of feedback in a recommender system as a basis for
this comparison? For example, in [6] the importance of user cost (the
effort required of the user to provide a particular type of feedback)
was emphasised, and the different forms of feedback were compared
along this dimension. But other dimensions must also be considered.

2.1 Influencing Factors
Three important factors contribute to the suitability of a given form
of feedback for a particular recommendation task are: the cost to the
user of providing the feedback; the level of domain expertise required
by the user to provide the feedback; and the type of user interface
needed to capture the feedback (see Figure 2).

a user to provide information that they regard personally valuable
translates into a higher cost for the user. In general then, asking users
for specific feature values carries a high cost than asking them to
indicate a general preference.

2.1.2

Domain expertise is another well-known factor that influences the
type of feedback that is appropriate in a given recommendation context. The basic idea is that the ability of a user to provide a certain
form of feedback depends, naturally enough, on whether the user has
a clear understanding of what they are being asked to provide. For
instance, in order for a user to provide feedback in the form of a specific answer to a specific question about a specific feature she must
know the correct answer to the question as it relates to her needs.
Take the PC domain for example. Here, to provide feedback about
her preferred memory requirements our user must have a relatively
detailed understanding about the PC domain, the range of memory
sizes that are available, and their implications for her PC needs. This
level of domain expertise adds an additional burden on the user and
cannot always be relied upon. Furthermore, in many domains users
are able to express a preference without necessarily understanding
individual item properties. This is especially true in domains where
a specialised vocabulary already exists to describe items (e.g. fashion, jewellery, art, music, etc.), but where users judge the relevance
of specific cases by different means, for example, by sight, sound or
taste. The essential point here is that for certain forms of feedback
to work well system users must have a minimum degree of domain
expertise and this must be carefully considered in the light of likely
expertise levels within the target user population. If users are unlikely
to have the expertise that allows them to answer specific feature questions then value elicitation and critiquing forms of feedback may not
be appropriate, for example.

2.1.3

Figure 2. A comparison of feedback strategies.

2.1.1

Cost to the User

It goes without saying that different forms of feedback carry very
different costs from a user’s perspective. For example, one form of
feedback might have a high cost because it causes the user to think
very carefully about the type of information they are being asked for,
or the level of detail they are being asked to provide. For example,
a car recommender that asks a user for a precise fuel consumption
requirement in terms of kilometers per litre carries a higher cost than
a similar recommender that simply asks them to indicate a preference
for high, moderate or low fuel consumption. Alternatively, asking

Domain Expertise

Interface Requirements

The third factor that we believe has an important impact on the form
of feedback used by a recommender system has also been largely ignored by the literature to date. It concerns the interface requirements
of the feedback. Simply put, different forms of feedback impose
different interface requirements on the recommender system. Some
forms of feedback require very sophisticated interfaces to capture the
detail required, while other forms have must simpler requirements as
we will see. In turn, the implementation of a given recommender
will offer certain interface capabilities depending, for example, on
the type of device that is to be used to deliver the recommender interface. Problems occur when the interface requirements of a form of
feedback are not matched by the capabilities of the recommender’s
interface. For example, forms of feedback that require the user to
provide specific feature value information expect the user to enter
specific value data from a keyboard. In the past, because most recommenders have been implemented on traditional PC interfaces, this
has not been a problem. However, with the advent of mobile devices,
and their far more limited input capabilities, this expectation is not
always realistic. For example, asking a user to type complex feature
value information into a WAP phone, or even a PDA, is unlikely to
be acceptable to the user. Similarly, imagine a recommender system
developed for use on a voice portal, and assuming the availability of
competent voice-recognition services. How can users provide feedback from a simple telephone handset? The point is that many new

devices, such as mobile phones, PDAs, digital TVs etc. are emerging as new platforms for next-generation recommender systems, but
these devices are limited in various ways. They often have limited
presentation capabilities (eg. many mobile phones have screen sizes
that are hundreds of times smaller than the screen of a standard descktop PC). And they nearly always have limited input capabilities
that make it difficult for users to provide input that is more complex
than a simple selection.

2.2 Forms of Feedback
So far we have described the various factors that influence the form
of feedback than can and should be used in a recommender system without describing the various forms of feedback in any detail.
In this section we outline the four basic types of feedback that are
commonly used in recommender systems today - value elicitation,
critiquing, ratings-based and preference-based - comparing them in
terms of their user cost, domain expertise and interface requirements
(see Figure 2).

2.2.1

Value Elicitation

Value elicitation (e.g. “I want a 1GHz Pentium PC”), is perhaps the
most common form of feedback. However, to provide this level of
feedback the user needs a high level of domain expertise to specify a reasonable feature value. In addition to this the user must be
willing to answer the direct and specialised questions posed. Finally,
to provide detailed feature-level feedback demands a sophisticated
user interface. Generally speaking the user must type in a specific
feature value and this limits its use on mobile devices, for example.
Having said this some forms of value elicitation feedback can be
implemented using alternative interfaces such as drop-down lists or
selections lists, but in general these options are limited to nominal
features with a limited range of possibilities.

2.2.2

Critiquing

The FIND-ME group of recommender systems [3, 2] have introduced
critiquing (or tweaking) as a powerful form of feedback. Briefly, the
user is asked to express feedback in the form of a critique. In short
the user implicitly selects one of the presented cases and expresses
directional preferences for a certain feature. For instance, in the Entree restaurant recommender (see [3]), the user is presented with the
single best case during each recommendation cycle and can introduce tweaks over features such as price (find me cheaper or more
expensive restaurants) or style (find me a more casual or less casual restaurant), for example. As a form of feedback critiquing relies
on users have at least some minimal understanding of the recommendation feature space in order to specify suitable critiques. Unlike
value elicitation however, critiquing benefits from minimal interface
requirements due to the limited number of critiques that can be applied in most circumstances; critiquing can be easily implemented
using a simple point-and-click type interface that enables feedback
to be given at the feature-level.

2.2.3

Ratings-Based

Recently, ratings-based feedback has become a popular form of feedback in recommender systems. The basic idea is to ask the user to rate
individual recommendation proposals; as such the user is providing

case-level feedback. For example, PTV is a recommender system operating in the TV listings domain [12]; it compiles personalized TV
guides for users based on their learned TV preferences and as such
is involved in recommending TV programmes to users. PTV encourages users to rate its programme recommendations (using a 5-point
scale from strong-negative to strong-positive) as a means of fine tuning subsequent recommendation cycles. Generally speaking ratingsbased feedback is a relatively low-cost form of feedback since the
user need only express a qualitative (or perhaps quantitative) indication of interest at the level of an individual case. Having said this,
the level of effort naturally increases if the user needs to rate many
or all of the recommended items - although in most systems, such as
PTV, the user can chose to rate as few or as many of the items as she
desires. This form of feedback make relative moderate demands in
terms of its interface requirements, but once again its use in simple
interfaces is potentially challenging if the user must provide many
ratings in a given feedback cycle.

2.2.4

Preference-Based

Preference-based feedback (e.g. “I prefer PC1”) is a low-cost form
of feedback and can be provided by users, through a simple interface [7]. For example, even the simplest mobile phone interface is
amenable to this form of feedback because it generally requires little more than point-and-click type interface functionality. It is also
suitable for voice-based recommenders in which the user listens to
a small number of alternatives and selects one as their preference in
much the same manner as a standard voice-portal menu system. Importantly, this form of feedback can be used even when users have
only a very limited understanding of the recommendation domain.
We saw earlier how in the Whiskey example most users were able
to express a simple preference without necessarily understanding the
specific taste features of the Whiskeys. Thus, preference-based feedback is suitable in this domain and for these users, but value elicitation is not.

2.3 Ambiguity & Recommendation Efficiency
One feedback dimension that is conspicuous by its absence concerns the level of inherent ambiguity associated with a given strategy,
which in turn has implications when it comes to recommendation
efficiency. Ultimately recommender systems solicit feedback from
users in order to better guide the recommendation process. The objective is to bring the user to a satisfactory product/service as quickly,
and with as few interactions, as possible. But the ability of a given
form of feedback to guide the recommender depends critically on
the degree to which the feedback unambiguously identifies a given
user’s relevant requirements. Accordingly, forms of feedback that solicit direct feature value information from users are likely to be less
ambiguous than other forms of feedback that simply ask a user to express a preference for, or rate, a case. Soliciting a direct feature value
from a user regarding their price requirements for a PC, for example, provides a clear indication of their needs in relation to price and
allows the recommender to prioritise those cases in the appropriate
price range during subsequent recommendation cycles. However, a
user’s preference for a specific PC case does not necessarily provide
such a clear indication of their reasons for the preference. Perhaps
they like like price of the preferred case, but equally they may be interested in the processing power or perhaps the memory size; indeed
they may actively dislike some of the features of the preferred case.

For these reasons, the features of a preferred case are ultimately ambiguous with respect to a user’s real requirements and as such provide
only limited guidance for the recommender; see [6, 13] for recent advances with this form of feedback.
In summary, latent ambiguity is likely to compromise the efficiency of the recommender system and different forms of feedback
have different degrees of ambiguity. But how do these different ambiguity characteristics actually relate to recommendation efficiency,
quantitatively speaking? This is the central question to be explained
during the remainder of this paper by evaluating the recommendation
efficiency of these different feedback strategies in different domains.

3 Feedback in Comparison-Based
Recommendation
Comparison-based recommendation is a conversational recommendation framework that supports the navigation by proposing strategy
described in section 1. Here each cycle of a user/system conversation
consists of 3 key stages: (1) new items are recommended to the user
based on the current query; (2) the user reviews the recommendations
and provides feedback in terms of how these suggestions relate to
their requirements; (3) this feedback information is then used to automatically revise the query for the next cycle. The recommendation
process terminates either when the user is presented with a suitable
item or when they give up.

Figure 3.

The Comparison-Based Recommendation cycle.

Previous research has looked at ways of maximising performance
benefits at the Recommend and Revise stages. For instance, the interested reader is referred to [6] for a description of a number of
highly-effective query revision strategies, which are based on principled ways of selecting and weighting features in the revised query as
a result of preference feedback. Similarly, works [8, 13] concentrate
on the Recommend stage, where a range of selection strategies are
evaluated and compared.
In this paper, the focus is on the Review stage, whereby a user
is invited to provide feedback on a recommendation set. There are a
number of different ways a user can do this in a typical navigationby-proposing setting. Examples include Preference-Based Feedback,
Critiquing, and Rating-Based Feedback (see Section 4 for descriptions on these). The comparison-based framework is capable of supporting all of these approaches.

4 An Empirical Analysis of Feedback Strategies
We wish to test four basic conversational recommendation systems,
each employing a different form of feedback: (1) VEF - a pure
similarity-based recommender employing value elicitation; (2) CBF

- a comparison-based recommender that employs critiquing-based
feedback; (3) RBF - a comparison-based recommender that employs ratings-based feedback; and (4) PBF - a comparison-based
recommender employing preference-based feedback. Note that the
comparison-based recommenders are implemented with k = 3; that
is, 3 alternative cases are presented in each recommendation cycle.

4.1 Data-Sets and Test Queries
Two test case-bases are used for this evaluation. First of all, the
Travel case-base contains 1024 cases2 , each describing a specific
vacation in terms of features such as location, duration, accommodation, price etc. The Whiskey case-base ([9]) contains a set of 552
cases, each describing a particular Scotch whiskey in terms of features such as distillery, age, proof, sweetness, flavour, finish etc.
For each data set, three different groups of queries are generated
of varying degrees of difficulty (easy, moderate, difficult); difficulty
is based on the number of cycles required by preference-based feedback. To generate test queries we randomly selected a number of
cases from each case-base (200 from the Whiskey case-base, and 300
from travel). These cases served as the basis for each set of queries
constructed by taking random subsets of item features. The actual
number of query terms selected was varied between 1 and 5.

4.2 Methodology
We used a leave-one-out methodology to solve the test queries,
whereby we first identified the base case for a given query (i.e. the
case it had originally been generated from) in the casebase. This base
case is temporarily removed and we select the case that is most similar to it to act as the recommendation target for the recommendation session. Thus, the base represents the ideal query for a user,
the generated query is the initial query that the user provides to the
recommender, and the target is the best available case for the user
based on their ideal. Each generated query serves as a test problem
for each recommender and in each recommendation cycle the appropriate feedback is provided according to the original parent case. For
example, in VEF a random feature is chosen and felled with the appropriate value of the base case; not we do not use any sophisticated
feature selection techniques here to determine which feature should
be queries or in what order. For the CBF, RBF and PBF systems, in
each recommendation cycle the users preference is assumed to be the
case that is most similar to the known target case. Preference-based,
ratings-based or critiquing-based feedback is applied to this preference case as appropriate. In the case of critiquing, a random critique
is applied to the preferred case in each cycle, based on the values
in the base case, and for ratings-based feedback, the rating provided
corresponds to the similarity score between the rated case and the
base case.

4.3 Recommendation Efficiency
Recommendation efficiency can be measured in terms of the average number of unique cases that a user must evaluate before finding
their ideal target. For both data-sets the leave-one-out method outlined above is used by the four conversational recommenders listed
above and the mean number of unique items presented to the user
are measured. The results are shown in Figure 4(a) for Travel and
in Figure 4(b) for Whiskey, as graphs of the mean unique cases for
2

This data-set can be downloaded at http://www.ai-cbr.org.

each algorithm by query group. As expected, VEF is the clear winner in both sets of results, followed by CBF in second place, RBF
in third, and PBF being the poorest performer of all. However, as
discussed in section 2, VEF assumes that the user will be able and
willing to provide feature-level feedback on each recommendation
cycle. For example, in the whiskey domain the evaluation for VEF
assumes that the user will be able to comment on their level of preferred peatiness, sweetness etc. This will not always be possible, and
as such a navigation-by-proposing strategy might be the more appropriate alternative. Looking at the moderate query category for the
Travel data-set (Figure 4(a)) we see that CBF requires the user to
examine 40 unique cases, RBF 65, and PBF 100. That is, CBF represents a relative reduction of nearly 26% over RBF, and 60% over
PBF in terms of the average number of cases examined. Moreover,
the relative reductions enjoyed by CBF tend to increase with query
difficulty. For instance, for the Travel data-set we find that CBF enjoys a relative benefit over PBF of nearly 97%! Put another way, to
satisfy a difficult query, CBF is 3 times more efficient than PBF (i.e.,
the same system using PBF requires the user to examine 3 times as
many items!).

Figure 5. Target tolerance evaluation results for the Travel (a) and
Whiskey (b) data-sets.

Figure 5(a) and (b) present the results we found for the Travel and
Whiskey domains, by graphing the mean number of items presented
to the user versus the similarity threshold for moderate queries. Once
again, the performance of VEF is unaffected by this experiment for
the very same reason as before. As expected, relaxing the termination condition results in shorter recommendation dialogs for all of the
navigation-by-proposing approaches. For example, in Travel (Figure
5(a)) RBF dialogs reduce from just under 66 items at the 100% similarity threshold (where the optimal item must be recommended) to
just over 34 items at 60% similarity. Similar results are found for all
approaches the Whiskey domain (Figure 5(b), both for simple and
difficult queries.

4.5 Discussion
Figure 4.

Recommendation efficiency evaluation results for the Travel (a)
and Whiskey (b) data-sets.

4.4 Target Tolerance
Of course the previous evaluation assumes that a user is searching for
a particular target item, and that the dialog only terminates when this
item is returned. In reality, a user may end there search when they are
presented with an item that is similar but maybe not an exact to the
optimal target. To evaluate this idea we relaxed termination condition
by repeating the basic efficiency experiment, terminating each dialog
once an item has been recommended that is within some pre-defined
similarity of the target. A similarity threshold of 70% means that the
dialog terminates when an item that is at least 70% similar to the
target has been recommended.

It is very difficult to define a set of hard and fast rules to govern the
choice of feedback method. Based on their qualitative differences a
number of broad guidelines are worth highlighting:
1. In domains where users are unlikely to have a detailed understanding of the features of recommended items or cases, or where users
are unlikely to tolerate being asked detailed requirements questions, then value elicitation and critiquing are unlikely to be useful,
and should be avoided in favour of ratings-based or preferencebased feedback.
2. In domains where recommendation efficiency is likely to be critical, for example where obtaining a satisfactory recommendation is
time-critical, then feedback ambiguity should be minimised suggesting the use of value elicitation or critiquing.
3. When a recommender system is to be deployed on a device limited interface and input capabilities then value elicitation and detailed ratings-based feedback should be avoided. In the extreme
case, preference-based feedback is most appropriate but critiquing
is also generally feasible.

This analysis has looked at the quantitative differences that exist
between feedback strategies. These findings are summarized by Figure 6, showing the average speed-up for preference-based feedback
(PBF), critiquing-based feedback (CBF) and rating-based feedback
(RBF), over the value-elicitation approach (VEF). There are three
very clear (and important) results:
1. Preference-based feedback (PBF) is an order of magnitude less
efficient than the value-elicitation approach. For example, it shows
a speed-up of 9 over VEF at the moderate query category. That is,
on average a user should expect to examine 9 times as many items
before they locate their target item using the ‘user-friendly’ PBF
approach rather than a VEF approach.
2. There is a clear distinction between case-level (i.e. PBF and RBF)
and feature-level (VEF and CBF) feedback; the former being significantly less efficient than the later.
3. Finally, there is a close relationship between RBF and PBF in
terms of their efficiency characteristics, for simple and moderate queries. Notably, PBF seems to be more sensitive to difficult
queries than RBF. Thus if, for whatever reason, feedback had to be
elicited from a user at the case-level there is an argument that says
PBF is a strong contender (given it’s low user cost characteristics)
over RBF, so long as the queries are not too difficult.

Figure 6. Feedback analysis summary.

5 Conclusions
User feedback is a vital source of guidance information to conversational recommenders. User cost, the users level of domain expertise
and interface requirements are well-known factors that influence the
type of feedback that is appropriate in a given recommendation context. Level of ambiguity is less well-known but, we believe, this is
equally important. In an attempt to better understand the cost-benefit
implications of the primary forms of feedback, this paper compares
four different feedback strategies (i.e. value elicitation, critiquing,
preference-based, and ratings-based feedback) in terms of the level
of ambiguity characteristic of each.
For example, value elicitation whereby the user is asked to provide
for a specific feature value it is a rich source of requirements information with little inherent ambiguity; knowing that the user is interested
in items with a particular feature allows the recommender to eliminate many irrelevant items from consideration. In short, this form of
feedback benefits from minimal inherent ambiguity but imposes a
high user cost with significant expertise and interface requirements.
Critiquing can be viewed as a limited form of value elicitation and as
such it enjoys some benefits in relation to its limited ambiguity.

Unlike value elicitation and critiquing, ratings-based feedback suffers from high levels of ambiguity and as such is likely to be limited in its ability to guide the recommendation process. Similarly,
preference-based feedback also suffers from high levels of ambiguity. On its own a simple preference for an item is inherently ambiguous with respect to the user’s intent since the reasons for the user’s
preference (in terms of case features) are rarely clear.
Intuitively these observations are no surprise. Instead the significance of this paper is the quantitative comparison of user feedback
strategies, where we compare feedback strategies according to the
degree to which they out-do eachother in terms of their efficiency performance. Ultimately, we believe that this quantitative analysis can
at least serve as a guide to recommender system developers, helping
them to better understand the tradeoffs that exist between different
forms of feedback.
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Making the Constraint Model of Concept
Combination More Familiar and Efficient
Georgios Tagalakis and Mark T. Keane and Dermot Lynott
Abstract. Constraint theory and the C 3 model, which is the
computational-level implementation of the Constraint theory,
explain how novel word combinations may be understood satisfying three constraints of diagnosticity, plausibility, and informativeness. Two limitations of the C 3 model are less efficient computation procedures that operate over a large space
of possibilities in order to identify the best interpretations,
and the system’s inability to deal with familiarity effects. In
this paper we explore the issue of familiarity in the comprehension of noun-noun compounds and we present PUNC a prototype system for Producing and Understanding NounNoun Compounds. PUNC tries to overcome algorithmic limitations of the C 3 model in being more efficient in its computational complexity. It also deals with a wider span of empirical
phenomena, such as dimensions of word familiarity.

1

Introduction

Conceptual combination has been a major focus for Cognitive Science research because of its relevance to compositionality, language generativity and change (see [7], [9], [11]). Conceptual combinations are manifested in everyday language
through compound phrases (e.g., blood oak, sausage meat,
jail job). Some of these compounds are familiar (e.g., rubber hose, rugby ball ) and others are quite unfamiliar (e.g.,
meadow carpet, organ bowl ). Clearly, any algorithmic treatment of concept combination has to be able to account for the
understanding of familiar and unfamiliar compounds. However, most of the literature on concept combination has concentrated on the more exotic, novel compounds. In this paper,
we spend some time trying to extend accounts developed for
novel compounds to incorporate their more familiar cousins.
In the process, we present a new model of conceptual combination called PUNC.

1.1

Background Literature

There are three main theories that endeavor to explain the
comprehension of novel compounds; the Dual-Process theory
[24], the Competition Among Relations in Nominals theory
(CARIN) [13], and the Constraint theory ([4], [5], [17]).
The Dual-Process theory ([24], [25]) is designed to account
for the two major categories of interpretation that people produce to compounds; relational and property interpretations.
1
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Relational interpretations involve the use of a thematic relation connecting the two words - the modifier and head words
- in the compound (e.g., dawn flight is “a flight that takes off
at dawn”). Property interpretations assert a property of one
concept of the other concept (e.g., bullet train is “a very fast
train”, asserting properties of a bullet and of a train). DualProcess theory posits a different process to account for each of
these interpretation types. Relational interpretations are produced by a concept specialization process, where some slot
in the head concept is specialized with the modifier concept.
Property interpretations are seen as being produced by an
analogical mapping mechanism (cf., [10], [16]). Unfortunately,
[24] and [25] have never produced an implemented model of
Dual-Process theory and have left open the methods by which
processing might switch between the interpretation strategies.
The CARIN model ([13], [12]) prioritizes relational interpretations over property ones. It proposes that the relations used in these interpretations are selected from a set
of thematic relations that are associated with the modifier
word from previous known compounds. For example, chocolate dog is readily understood as “a dog made of chocolate”
because made of is strongly associated with the word chocolate from many previously-known compounds (e.g., chocolate
bar, chocolate cake, chocolate egg). CARIN makes predictions
of ease of understanding novel compounds by performing a
corpus analysis of the relations associated with known compounds and then using this information in a mathematical
choice model. While CARIN is very interesting, it has a narrow focus (i.e., relational interpretations) and does not explain
how initial or new relational interpretations arise.
The Constraint theory tries to deal with many of the limitations of these other models ([4], [5], [6], [17]). It can account
for the production of both relational and property interpretations with a unitary generative mechanism that produces all
possible interpretations that are subsequently filtered by the
constraints of diagnosticity, plausibility, and informativeness.
Furthermore, the theory has been implemented and has been
shown to parallel many aspects of people’s behavior. In this
paper, we consider some of the limitations of the C 3 model
and how it might be extended to the understanding of familiar
compounds.

1.2

Outline of Paper

The aim of this article is to explore the issue of familiarity in
the comprehension of noun-noun compounds and to examine
a modified version of C 3 - a C 3 lite, if you like - that tries to

deal with familiarity. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, we give a short overview of the Constraint theory
and the C 3 model. Then, we introduce the idea of a constraint
for familiarity, which has been identified as an important factor that exerts a marked effect on word comprehension. Next,
we present a new prototype system for representing knowledge and producing interpretations that we developed in an
attempt to accommodate the new factor and improve the performance of C 3 . We conclude with a discussion and directions
for future research.

2

The Constraint Theory and the C 3
Model

The Constraint theory is a computational-level theory for the
conceptual combination of novel noun-noun compounds ([4],
[5], [6], [17]). It assumes that there is a generated space of
possible meanings based on combining the predicates of the
two noun concepts in all possible ways. It then assumes that
the best set of interpretations are those, which meet the three
constraints of diagnosticity, plausibility, and informativeness.
The diagnosticity constraint requires that a good interpretation must, to some extent, contain diagnostic predicates of
both constituent concepts of a compound phrase. For example, diagnosticity predicts that “prickly fish” is a better interpretation than “green fish” for the compound cactus fish,
because prickly is a more diagnostic property of the concept
cactus than its property of being green (cf., [11], [21]).
The plausibility constraint ensures that an interpretation
contains a group of overlapping elements of the two concepts,
which are likely to co-occur on the basis of previous experience, and is, therefore, pragmatically acceptable. For example, it would be plausible to understand an angel pig as “a
pig with wings attached to its torso”, because pig occurs with
torso and wings occur with torso. “A pig with wings attached
to its tail” would be an implausible interpretation, because
wings and tails do not typically co-occur in living beings.
The informativeness constraint requires that an acceptable
interpretation should convey some new information above and
beyond that in the constituent concepts. For example, no one
would ever find the interpretation “pencil made of wood” to
be an acceptable interpretation for bed pencil, because most
pencils are already made of wood.
The C 3 model is an implementation of the Constraint theory. The model generates a space of possible meanings by
forming all possible subsets of key predicates in both concepts, taking into account different unifications of them too.
For two concepts, with a handful of predicates, it can generate several thousand possible interpretations. The model then
uses constraint-satisfaction techniques to filter out the best
interpretations from this set. There are three main stages to
the model’s processing cycle. First, it generates a set of partial
interpretations based on subsets of selected diagnostic predicates of the head and modifier concepts. Second, these partial
interpretations are fleshed out by adding further predicates
from similar concepts in memory. At this point, each interpretation has an acceptability score based on its combined
diagnosticity and plausibility scores. Third, informativeness
acts to remove interpretations from this set that do not convey anything new (see [5]). The model is not particularly efficient but it gets there. It tends to generate quite acceptable

interpretations for the compounds, considering the inherent
incompleteness of its knowledge base. Furthermore, [5] have
shown that it does a good job of capturing the sort of interpretations that people tend to produce.
However, C 3 is limited because it does not take into account human-like, efficient reasoning techniques. For example, in computing plausibility C 3 compares each candidate
interpretation against every concept in its knowledge base. A
good model would have some way of limiting this extensive
comparison process, constraining its generativity.
This algorithmic limitation has many practical implications. For example, C 3 cannot heuristically generate a small
number of interpretations that will turn out to be among the
most acceptable that could be found. It has to go through the
full computation of all possibilities to identify the best ones2 .
Furthermore, the model does not have natural extensions to
obvious empirical phenomena. For example, a familiar compound (like chocolate egg) would be treated exactly the same
way as a novel compound (like water egg). Yet, it is obvious
that people do not act in this way. A familiar compound would
be understood very quickly by some sort of fast lexical access,
whereas an unfamiliar compound might require considerable
reflection. In the next section, we discuss some of our recent
findings on familiarity effects in compound understanding before we move on to considering a computational model that
might capture such results.

3

Familiarity and its Dimensions

Most studies of conceptual combination use noun-noun compounds that are supposed to be novel. It is generally recognized that familiar compounds would be processed in different ways and not give rise to as much polysemy as novel
ones. Recently, [22] have confirmed this intuition in a series
of experiments that have carefully controlled the familiarity
of the compounds used. They found that familiar compounds
are understood much faster than their unfamiliar counterparts and these effects occur irrespective of whether the interpretation involved is a relational or property one. These
findings suggest that there is a minimum amount of semantic
construction involved in understanding familiar compounds.
Rather they appear to be comprehended by a more “automatic” type of memory access (see also [1], [3], [14] for more
empirical evidence of the familiarity effects on lexical access
and understandability). Consequently, it has been suggested
in the literature that only unfamiliar combinations as objects
or linguistics expressions should be considered in order to assess processes of conceptual combinations [15].
This may be only part of the story. We believe that there
are at least two main types of familiarity that influence
comprehensibility; the familiarity of a given compound, and
the familiarity emerging from semantically-related concepts
to a familiar compound.

2

For example, a simulation process for producing the 10 most
acceptable interpretations of 24 compound phrases took almost 3
weeks running on a Macintosh LC III (25 MHz 68030 processor,
main memory size of 33 MB, running Mac OS 7.6 and Macintosh
Common Lisp 3.0)

3.1

Familiar Compounds
Bullet

A familiar compound is one that is frequently used and known
to a wide language community. Intuitively, the more frequently a compound is used and cited in different sources
the more familiar it becomes (cf., [20]). For example, bullet
train is a very familiar compound that refers to a high-speed
streamlined train that travels fast and is shaped like a bullet.
However, there are other dictionary-defined compounds in a
language that are less frequently used. For example, diamond
crossing is a phrase known to railway enthusiasts that refers
to the arrangement of a line at the point where two lines cross
in the shape of a diamond. This is a known compound but is
not very frequently used by the language community at large.
Therefore, it might be better considered to be unfamiliar.
Clearly, there are also cases of familiar idiosyncratic, idiomatic compounds that are characterized by a strong connotational meaning (in the sense of [8], p. 111). Ivy league, for
instance, is a frequently used term to refer to a cluster of eight
well-known and prestigious universities in the United States;
so-called because of their ivy-covered older college buildings.
Such phrases are understood fast without the speakers being
necessarily aware of the etymology of the meaning.
A familiar compound itself does not impose any special
difficulties in terms of knowledge representation and retrieval.
It can be stored in the mental lexicon, like a single word, as a
single unit together with its interpretation and can be recalled
instantly, on demand. As a matter of fact, its interpretation
does not require a conceptual combination at all in the sense of
combining semantic elements of the two constituent concepts.

3.2

Familiarity Due to
Semantically-Related Concepts

Familiarity may also be manifested when people encounter
a compound that uses semantically-related words to those
used in a familiar compound (e.g., bullet car working off bullet train). For example, in the familiar bullet train the shape
and speed properties of the head train are instantiated to
the values fast and streamlined having being mapped from
the modifier bullet (see Figure 1). When a novel compound
is encountered with the same modifier and a symmetrically
semantically-related head, like bullet car, a priming effect occurs and the meaning can get rapidly constructed using the
known bullet train interpretation. Hence, a bullet car will tend
to be understood as “a very fast car” and probably as “a car
shaped like a bullet”.
These sort of effects seem to invite some form a distributed
account of memory. Typically, theories of distributed memory
focus on semantic similarity to explain priming facilitation
effects. An underlying assumption is that priming is proportional to semantic relatedness. If there is a feature overlap
and the meanings are similar then the process requirements
are few (see [23]).

3.3

Putting Familiarity into
Computational Models

From what has been said so far it is clear that semantic familiarity is a phenomenon that cannot be ignored by conceptual combination models. In the context of C 3 , it is unclear
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Figure 1. Priming Effects of Familiar Compounds on Novel
Compounds Due to Semantic Associations

whether this factor should be handled by a new constraint or
being an emergent feature of the action of the current constraints. We believe that familiarity is best handled as an
emergent feature, as it seems to naturally arise form the action
of the known constraints. We have seen already that acceptable interpretations are constructed through the constrained
application of diagnosticity, plausibility and informativeness.
First, the diagnostic, distinctive predicates of the constituent
concepts of the novel compound and the familiar compound
are compared and selected, as in the example above. Second,
plausibility will be satisfied as it works off prior knowledge;
namely, that of the known compound. If a familiar noun-noun
compound is plausible then a semantically-related novel nounnoun must be plausible too, by default (i.e., in the absence of
any contradictory semantic information). Following a similar
line of argument, informativeness would be naturally met too.
In the next section, we turn to a model of concept combination that tries to take these sort of factors into account.

4

PUNC: A Model for Producing and
Understanding Noun-Noun Compounds

With the limitations of the C 3 model in mind we developed
a prototype model for Producing and Understanding NounNoun Combinations (PUNC) to serve as a test bed for our
ideas. Currently, the PUNC model incorporates each of the
three constrains of diagnosticity, informativeness, and plausibility not as separate processes but as intrinsic aspects of the

interpretation process. The model also handles familiarity.

4.1

System Structure and Algorithmic
Design

PUNC represents concepts using a simple hierarchy (e.g.,
vet → person → creature) and each concept is represented
by diagnostic knowledge associated with it. For example, the
concept cactus is represented by its diagnostic information,
such as has spikes, grows in the desert, can conserve water,
and each piece of knowledge is weighted by its diagnosticity.
Cactus also inherits the diagnostic information of plant (e.g.,
can photosynthesize), but this inherited knowledge is less diagnostic of a cactus than it is of a plant, so the diagnosticity
weightings are lowered accordingly.
C 3 implements diagnosticity by comparing a given feature
to all other concepts in the knowledge base. The frequency of
occurrence of this feature in the knowledge base determines its
level of diagnosticity (i.e., if it occurs only once for concept
A, it would by highly diagnostic for concept A). While C 3
computed all of the diagnosticity weights for the concepts
in its knowledge base, PUNC assigns standardized weights
on intuition. For example, for the concept cactus the feature
has spikes has been given a high diagnosticity score since it
is the generally one of the most important features of cactus.
Each concept has its predicates encoded in decreasing order of
diagnosticity, thus giving us a partial ordering of the relative
goodness of the predicates in the concept. C 3 might seem
better than PUNC in this respect but one must remember
that C 3 could easily generate odd diagnosticity scores because
of the incompleteness of its knowledge base.
In C 3 , plausibility is implemented directly through a process that compares the partial interpretation to all known
related concepts. Plausibility in PUNC, on the other hand, is
an implicit part of the entire combination process. First, the
type of interaction between the head and modifier concepts
can influence the plausibility of an interpretation. For example, in the two following cases: a chocolate beetle is “a beetle
that eats chocolate” and brick beetle is “a beetle that eats
bricks”, the first interpretation is seen as being more plausible because chocolate is something that can be eaten, and a
beetle is something that can eat things. On the other hand,
while a beetle can still eat things, a brick is not something
that is normally eaten, so this interpretation is seen as less
plausible. So, the goodness with which the roles of the typical
relations in the combination are met is an important index of
plausibility. Second, the computationally-intensive plausibility stage of C 3 is avoided by employing the knowledge available from the head as the core representation for new interpretations. In other words, PUNC adopts severe restrictions
on what is used in the combination process. This short-cut of
using the head-knowledge as the basis for the interpretation
by-definition ensures that the generated interpretation will already contain plausible information. So, plausibility occurs as
a side effect of the combination process.
Informativeness in C 3 is implemented as a distinct stage
in the process of constructing interpretations. Once an interpretation has been produced, it is examined for redundant
information. For example, if a generated interpretation for
pencil bed were “a bed that is made of wood”, it would be
rejected as being uninformative, since made of wood is an

encoded predicate of bed. By contrast, in PUNC, informativeness is implemented as an inherent part of the interpretation
process. PUNC does not consider default information (like
made of wood ) as part of its interpretations and so will never
produce an uninformative interpretation.
We have already seen that C 3 does not really take familiarity into account in processing compounds. PUNC handles familiarity by by-passing the normal interpretation-production
mechanism and directly accessing familiar, lexicalized compounds. Before a new interpretation is produced to a presented compound, the words in the compound are checked
against familiar compounds in the knowledge base. Familiar,
lexicalized compounds are stored as single units in the knowledge base with hard-coded interpretations that are retrieved
instantly “as-is”. When there are several familiar interpretations for a given compound all of them are retrieved in a
fixed order of preference based on separate empirical analyses of people’s interpretation judgements [18]. Each of these
interpretations is structured as a sequence of strings in the
scope of the head concept. The string sequence contains a
number of variable places for diagnostic features, predicates
of the head concept bound to fixed values, and a description
of the connecting relation between head and modifier. The
interpretations are by definition highly plausible and informative. For example, the two interpretations for bullet train
are represented in our knowledge base as follows:
@bullet train:
train[vehicle(hasSpeed_veryfast)=1 {like a bullet}],
train[vehicle(hasShape_streamlined)=2 {like a bullet}]

The constituent concepts of familiar compounds are also encoded separately in the knowledge base with diagnostic knowledge associated to them like any other concept, so they can
be used as elements for novel combinations as well.
If the compound presented is not found in the knowledge
base but there is one or more familiar compounds with the
same modifier, a quick construction method is attempted by
checking the existence of any semantic relations between the
head of the familiar compound(s) stored in the knowledge
base and the head of the compound presented. This method
tries to create an “interpretation environment” for a new compound by taking into account possible familiarity effects due
to concepts semantically-related to it. Familiar idiosyncratic,
idiomatic compounds are not considered. If two heads are
found to be semantically related, an insertion process takes
place. The new head concept replaces the head of the familiar
compound(s), and a unification process is initiated. The unification process tries to fill/replace the overlapping, diagnostic
variables/values of the head concept of the new compound
with those of the head concept of the familiar compound(s),
which are bound to concrete values (see again the example of
subsection 3.2 for a head insertion and variables unification
method between the two symmetrically semantically-related
head concepts train and car.
If the compound is unfamiliar/novel and cannot be related semantically with a familiar compound, an interpretation needs to be constructed from scratch. PUNC does this
by meshing the diagnostic knowledge of the head and modifier concept. This meshing of knowledge can happen in different ways, depending on what the diagnostic knowledge of the
concept in question and how it can interact with other concepts. For example, the concepts in cactus beetle can interact

because eats things is something that beetles do, and can be
eaten is something that we know about plants. This demonstrates where both the head and modifier can have possible
interactions; the information can then be meshed to produce
an interpretation like “a beetle that eats cactus”. Another
such example would be in the compound idea magazine. From
magazine we know that a magazine can be about something,
so PUNC will produce the interpretation “a magazine that
is about ideas”. However, an idea can also be about different
things. So, idea magazine can be “a magazine that an idea is
about”.
These examples demonstrate how diagnostic information of
the head and modifier concepts can interact to produce different interpretations. Interpretations can be produced even
when the interactions between the head and modifier are not
two-way, like in the examples above. Consider the combination cactus magazine. We already know that one of the most
important aspects of the concept magazine is that a magazine is generally about something. Because a magazine can
be about something, PUNC produces an interpretation that
says cactus magazine is “a magazine about cacti”. The representation for this interpretation contains all of the diagnostic
aspects of magazine, which is endowed with the extra knowledge that this particular magazine is about cacti. This is an
example of where the modifier concept is incorporated into
the head concept to form an interpretation.
Interpretations are also produced when specific pieces of
knowledge from the modifier are incorporated into the knowledge we have from the head concept. For example, one of the
most diagnostic aspects of cactus is that it has spikes. In the
combination cactus beetle this knowledge is meshed with the
existing representation of beetle to produce the interpretation
of “a beetle that is spiky”. Other interpretations that arise
from this meshing of knowledge from the modifier would be
“a beetle that is found in the desert” and “a beetle that can
conserve water”. The compounds are ranked in order of their
goodness, which depends on the type of interaction that gives
rise to the interpretation and the diagnosticity weightings of
the knowledge used to form it. For example, because the interpretation “a beetle that is spiky” uses highly diagnostic
information of the modifier it is viewed as a good interpretation, whereas “a beetle that can photosynthesize” is less good,
since the information used is less diagnostic of cacti.

4.2

Model Testing and Evaluation

For familiar compounds, the model “searches and retrieves”
their interpretations. The interpretations have been selected
out the most frequent judgments of 25 people ([22], Experiment 3). So, evaluation of the quality of interpretations for
familiar compounds retrieved from the knowledge base is
not an issue. Also, the system checks for semantic links between concepts that have been predefined according to the
intuitions of 3 independent people (with an agreement 90%100%), and employs, when appropriate, a simple “search and
replace” procedure. 93% of the interpretations produced with
this method are meaningful.
To examine PUNC’s performance for novel, not semantically related phrases, we used two sets of interpretations for
novel noun-noun compounds; one from [5] and one set from
[18]. In both of these studies, people were asked to provide

what they thought would be plausible interpretations for a
list of novel compounds. Participants’ responses were collated
and ranked by their frequency of production. We took the
same set of compounds that were presented to those participants (39 in total) and input them into the PUNC model.
For each compound PUNC returned an ordered set of interpretations and representations for each interpretation, which
we could then compare to participants’ responses.
We found that in 77% of cases the most frequently produced interpretation by people was produced by PUNC as
the highest ranking interpretation. For example, for the compound plate paper, the interpretation that was ranked highest
by PUNC was “paper that is used to make plates”, which
matched the most frequently produced interpretation by the
participants. For some compounds, PUNC’s highest ranking
interpretation was not the interpretation produced most often by people, but was still among the set of interpretations
people produced. For example, bee hat meaning “a hat that
is worn by a bee” was considered the best interpretation by
PUNC, but it was only the third most frequently produced
interpretation by participants. If we compare all of the interpretations produced by PUNC that were also produced by
people, there is a strong correlation between PUNC’s goodness score (the lower the goodness score the better the interpretation) and the frequency of production of participants’
interpretations (the higher the frequency score the better the
interpretation) (r = −0.74, N = 261, p < .001).
To examine PUNC’s efficiency, the CPU time for algorithms execution was measured on a x86-based PC, with 500
MHz PIII processor, main memory size of 256 MB, running
MS Windows 2000 Professional and JDK 1.4.1. We identified three main conditions; interpretations retrieved for familiar composite concepts (Fcc), interpretations produced with
a quick construction method when the input phrases were
semantically-related to familiar compounds (SRcc), and interpretations generated for novel compounds (Ncc). For each
condition, 30 different, random word combinations were processed. The results were recorded and submitted to an oneway ANOVA.
The mean time in milliseconds for processing phrases was:
M DF cc = 10.43, SD = 1.19; M DSRcc = 15.06, SD = 3.88;
M DN cc = 56.66, SD = 32.41. The overall difference across
conditions was reliable, F (2, 87) = 54.68, p < .001. Fisher’s
LSD post-hoc test indicated significant difference between the
means of Ncc and Fcc (M D = 46.23, p < .001). These metrics
mirror the results of [22], who report reliably shorter comprehension times due to familiarity. Fisher’s LSD post-hoc test
indicated also reliable difference between the means of Ncc
and SRcc, (M D = 41.60, p < .001). These results can probably be explained within the framework of distributed theories
of memory, which provide evidence why semantic similarity
between two words is a crucial factor for explaining priming
effects [23]. This is a topic for future research.

5

Discussion

Constraint theory needs to be developed in several directions.
First, it needs to be able to deal with a wider range of empirical phenomena, such as those we have reported here on
familiarity. Second, the C 3 model needs to operate more at
the algorithmic level in being more efficient in its computa-

tional complexity. The PUNC model is a first prototype that
aims to meet these challenges.
It may appear on the surface that there are similarities between the processes employed by the PUNC model and those
of the concept specialization model ([19], [2]), but in fact there
are radical differences between the two. First, a major shortcoming of the concept specialization (CS) model is that it
cannot produce property-based interpretations. CS generates
interpretations by filling slots in the head concept with the
modifier name; for example, robin hawk could be interpreted
as “a hawk that preys on robins”, by filling the preys slot in
the schema representation of hawk with the modifier name.
However, CS does not allow for properties of the modifier to
be instantiated into the head representation. This means that
while the interpretation “a hawk with a red breast” is readily generated by PUNC, CS cannot produce it. PUNC allows
for a much greater role for the modifier and its constituent
information, thus having greater scope and variation in the
interpretations it produces. Second, the knowledge encoded
in CS is very general in nature and does allow for certain
aspects of a concept to be more important than any other.
Conversely, in PUNC the relative importance of information
to a concept (e.g., its diagnosticity) impacts on both the ease
with which an interpretation is produced and its overall goodness. PUNC offers a model with far greater scope, yet with
processing requirements controlled by the tenets of the Constraint theory.
Future work will be aimed at moving from the current stage
of early experimentation to more complete computational solution. This will involve a formal specification of the constraints we want to impose on the system, included the newly
introduced familiarity factor, and the interactions between
them. Also there are some important points that are not fully
elaborated on here. Our framework needs to provide an adequate ontology and knowledge representation of concepts. Inheritance relations, abstract concepts and same-level semantically associated concepts have been partially defined but more
work needs to be done in these areas. Certainly, an interesting, relevant issue is to determine how much concept-specific
semantic information should be hard-coded in the knowledge
base and how much should be computed dynamically by the
constraint engine rules.
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To Avoid Repeating Checks Does Not Always Save Time
M.R.C. van Dongen (dongen@cs.ucc.ie)1
Cork Constraint Computation Centre/Computer Science Department
University College Cork
Abstract. Arc-consistency algorithms are the workhorse of backtrackers that Maintain Arc-Consistency (MAC). This paper will provide experimental evidence that, despite common belief to the contrary, it is not always necessary for a good arc-consistency algorithm
to have an optimal worst case time-complexity. To sacrifice this optimality allows MAC solvers that (1) do not need additional data structures during search, (2) have an excellent average time-complexity,
and (3) have a space-complexity which improves significantly on that
of MAC solvers that have optimal arc-consistency components. Results will be presented from an experimental comparison between
MAC-2001, MAC-3d and related algorithms. MAC-2001 has an
arc-consistency component with an optimal worst case time-complexity, whereas MAC-3d does not. MAC-2001 requires additional
data structures during search, whereas MAC-3d does not. MAC-3d
has a space-complexity of O(e + nd), where n is the number of
variables, d the maximum domain size, and e the number of constraints. We shall demonstrate that MAC-2001’s space-complexity
is O(ed min(n, d)). MAC-2001 required about 35% more solution
time on average than MAC-3d for easy and hard random problems,
MAC-3d was faster for 40% of the real-world problems but slower
for the remaining real-world problems. Our results are an indication
that if checks are cheap then lightweight algorithms like MAC-3d
are promising.

1

Introduction

Arc-consistency algorithms significantly reduce the size of the search
space of Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) at low costs. They
are the workhorse of backtrackers that Maintain Arc-Consistency
during search (MAC [Sabin and Freuder, 1994]).
Currently, there seems to be a shared belief in the constraint satisfaction community that, to be efficient, arc-consistency algorithms
need an optimal worst case time-complexity [Bessière et al., 1995;
Bessière and Régin, 2001; Zhang and Yap, 2001]. MAC algorithms
like MAC-2001 that have an optimal worst case time-complexity require a space-complexity of at least O(ed) for creating data
structures for remembering their support-checks. We shall prove that
MAC-2001’s space-complexity is O(ed min(n, d)) because it has
to maintain these additional data structures. As usual, n is the number of variables in the CSP, d is the maximum domain size of the
variables and e is the number of constraints.
We shall provide evidence to support the claim that good arc-consistency algorithms do not always need an optimal worst case
time-complexity. We shall experimentally compare five MAC algorithms. The first algorithm is MAC-2001 [Bessière and Régin,
1
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2001]. MAC-2001’s arc-consistency component has an optimal
2
O(ed ) worst case time-complexity. The second and third algorithms
are MAC-3 and MAC-3d [Mackworth, 1977; van Dongen, 2003a;
2002]. The fourth is a new algorithm called MAC-3p . It lies in between MAC-3 and MAC-3d . MAC-3, MAC-3d and MAC-3p have
a better O(e + nd) space-complexity than MAC-2001 but their
arc-consistency components have a non-optimal O(ed3 ) worst case
time-complexity. The fifth and last algorithm is MAC-2001p . It is
to MAC-2001 what MAC-3p is to MAC-3. Finally, we shall introduce some notation for compactly describing ordering heuristics.
For random and real-world problems and for as far as avoiding the
re-discovery of checks is concerned MAC-2001p and MAC-2001
were by far the better algorithms. For any fixed arc-heuristic and for
random problems where checks were cheap MAC-3, MAC-3p and
MAC-3d were all better in clock on the wall time than MAC-2001
and MAC-2001p , with MAC-3d the best of all. MAC-2001p required about 21% more time on average than MAC-3d , whereas
MAC-2001 required about 35% more time. For time and solving
real-world problems things were not as clear.
The results presented in this paper are important because of the
following. Since the introduction of Mohr and Henderson’s AC-4
[Mohr and Henderson, 1986], most work in arc-consistency research
has been focusing on the design of better algorithms that do not
re-discover (do not repeat checks). This focused research is justified
by the observation that, as checks become more and more expensive,
there will always be a point beyond which algorithms that repeat will
become slower than those that do not and will remain so from then
on. However, there are many cases where checks are cheap and it is
only possible to avoid re-discoveries at the price of a large additional
bookkeeping. To forsake the bookkeeping at the expense of having to
re-discover may improve search if checks are cheap and if problems
become large.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is an
introduction to constraint satisfaction. Section 3 presents some notation for describing selection heuristics. Section 4 describes related
work. Section 5 provides a detailed description of the algorithms under consideration and contains a proof that MAC-2001’s space-complexity is O(ed min(n, d)). Section 6 presents experimental results.
Conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2

Constraint Satisfaction

A binary constraint Cxy between variables x and y is a subset of the
cartesian product of the domains D(x) of x and D(y) of y. A value
v ∈ D(x) is supported by w ∈ D(y) if ( v, w ) ∈ Cxy . Similarly,
w ∈ D(y) is supported by v ∈ D(x) if ( v, w ) ∈ Cxy .
A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a tuple ( X, D, C ),

where X is a set of variables, D(·) is a function mapping each
x ∈ X to its non-empty domain, and C is a set of constraints between variables in subsets of X. We shall only consider CSPs whose
constraints are binary. CSP ( X, D, C ) is called arc-consistent if its
domains are non-empty and for each Cxy ∈ C it is true that every
v ∈ D(x) is supported by y and that every w ∈ D(y) is supported
by x. A support-check (consistency-check) is a test to find out if two
values support each other.
The tightness of the constraint Cxy between x and y is defined as
1 − | Cxy |/| D(x) × D(y) |, where · × · denotes cartesian product.
The density of a CSP is defined as 2e/(n2 − n), for n > 1.
The (directed) constraint graph of CSP ( X, D, C ) is the directed
graph whose nodes are given by X and whose arcs are given by
∪Cxy ∈C { ( x, y ) , ( y, x ) }. The degree of a variable in a CSP is
the number of neighbours of that variable in the (directed) constraint
graph of that CSP.
MAC is a backtracker that maintains arc-consistency during
search. MAC-i uses arc-consistency algorithm AC-i to maintain
arc-consistency.
The following notation is not standard but will turn out useful. Let
δo (v) be the original degree of v, let δc (v) be the current degree of
v, let k(v) = | D(v) |, and let #(v) be a unique number which is
associated with v. We will assume that #(v) ≤ #(w) if and only if
v is lexicographically less than or equal to w.

3

Operators for Composing Selection Heuristics

In this section we shall introduce notation to describe and “compose”
variable and arc selection heuristics. The reader not interested in the
nitty gritty details of such heuristics may wish to skip this section
and return to it later. Motivation, a more detailed presentation, and
more examples may be found in [van Dongen, 2003b, Chapter 3].
It is recalled that a relation on set T is called a quasi-order on T
if it is reflexive and transitive. A relation, ≺, on T is called linear if
v ≺ w ∨ w ≺ v for all v, w ∈ T . Linear quasi-orders may allow for
“ties,” i.e. they may allow for situations where v ≺ w ∧ w ≺ v ∧ v 6=
w. A quasi-order  is called a partial order if v  w ∧ w  v =⇒
v = w for all v, w ∈ T . An order (also called a linear order) is a
partial order that is also a linear quasi-order. An order  prefers v to
w if and only if v  w.
The composition of order 2 and linear quasi-order 1 is denoted
2 • 1 . It is the unique order on T which is defined as follows:
v 2 •  1 w

⇐⇒

(v 1 w ∧ ¬w 1 v) ∨
(v 1 w ∧ w 1 v ∧ v 2 w) .

In words, 2 • 1 is the selection heuristic that uses 1 and “breaks
ties” using 2 . Composition associates to the left, i.e. 3 • 2 • 1
is equal to (3 • 2 ) • 1 .
Let  be a linear quasi-order on T and let f :: Y 7→ T be a
function. Then ⊗f is the unique linear quasi-order on Y which is
defined as follows:
v ⊗f w ⇐⇒ f (v)  f (w) ,

for all v, w ∈ Y .

Finally, let πi (( v1 , . . . , vn )) = vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We are now in a position where we need no more notation. For
example, the minimum domain size heuristic with a lexicographical
k
tie breaker is given by ⊗#
≤ • ⊗≤ , the ordering on the maximum origδo
inal degree with a lexicographical tie breaker is given by ⊗#
≤ • ⊗≥ ,
the Brelaz heuristic (cf. [Gent et al., 1996]) with a lexicographical

#◦π2
δc
k
1
tie breaker is given by ⊗#
• ⊗#◦π
is the
≤ • ⊗≥ • ⊗≤ , and ⊗≤
≤
lexicographical arc-heuristic. As usual, · ◦ · denotes function composition.

4

Related Literature

In 1977, Mackworth presented an arc-consistency algorithm called
AC-3 [Mackworth, 1977]. AC-3 has a O(ed3 ) bound for its worst
case time-complexity [Mackworth and Freuder, 1985]. AC-3 has a
O(e + nd) space-complexity. AC-3 cannot remember all its support-checks. AC-3 uses arc-heuristics to repeatedly select and remove an arc, ( x, y ), from a data structure called a queue (a set, really) and to use the constraint between x and y to revise the domain
of x. Here, to revise the domain of x using the constraint between x
and y means to remove the values from D(x) that are not supported
by y. AC-3’s arc-heuristics determine the constraint that will be used
for the next support-check. Besides these arc-heuristics there are also
domain-heuristics. These heuristics, if given the constraint that will
be used for the next support-check, determine the values that will be
used for the next support-check. The interested reader is referred to
[Mackworth, 1977; Mackworth and Freuder, 1985] for further information about AC-3.
Wallace and Freuder pointed out that arc-heuristics can influence
the efficiency of arc-consistency algorithms [Wallace and Freuder,
1992]. Similar observations were made by Gent et al. [Gent et al.,
1997]. Despite these findings only few authors describe the heuristics that were used for their experiments. We believe that to facilitate
ease of replication all information to repeat experiments should be
described in full. This includes information about arc-heuristics.
Bessière and Régin presented AC-2001, which is based on AC-3
[Bessière and Régin, 2001] (see also [Zhang and Yap, 2001] for a
similar algorithm). AC-2001 revises one domain at a time. The main
difference between AC-3 and AC-2001 is that AC-2001 uses a lexicographical domain-heuristic and that for each variable x, for each
v ∈ D(x) and each constraint between x and another variable y it
remembers the last support for v ∈ D(x) with y so as to avoid repeating checks that were used before to find support for v ∈ D(x)
with y. AC-2001 has an optimal upper bound of O(ed2 ) for its worst
case time-complexity and its space-complexity is O(ed). AC-2001
behaves well on average. It was observed that AC-3 is a good alternative for stand alone arc-consistency if checks are cheap and CSPs are
under-constrained but that AC-3 is very slow for over-constrained
CSPs and CSPs in the phase transition [Bessière et al., 1999;
Bessière and Régin, 2001].
We made similar observations in experimental comparisons between AC-7, AC-2001 and AC-3d , which is a cross-breed between Mackworth’s AC-3 and Gaschnig’s DEE [Mackworth, 1977;
Gaschnig, 1978; van Dongen, 2002]. We did not consider search.
The only difference between AC-3 and AC-3d is that AC-3d sometimes takes two arcs out of the queue and simultaneously revises two
domains with Algorithm D from [van Dongen, 2001]. A double-support heuristic is a heuristic that prefers checks between two values
each of whose support statuses are unknown. For two-variable CSPs
the double-support heuristic is optimal and requires about half the
checks that are required by a lexicographical heuristic if the domain
sizes of the variables are about equal and sufficiently large [van Dongen, 2003a]. AC-3d and MAC-3d have a low O(e+nd) space-complexity. Our results indicated that AC-3d was promising for stand
alone arc-consistency.

5

Description of Algorithms

In this section we shall describe MAC-3d , MAC-3p , MAC-2001,
and MAC-2001p in more detail. The presentation is to provide a
good understanding of the basic machinery of the algorithms and
to highlight the differences between them. We shall also prove that
MAC-2001 has a O(ed min(n, d)) space-complexity.

5.1

MAC-3d and MAC-3p

AC-3d is a cross-breed between AC-3 and DEE [Mackworth, 1977;
Gaschnig, 1978]. The only difference between AC-3 and AC-3d is
that if AC-3d ’s arc-heuristic select the arc ( x, y ) from the queue
and if the reverse arc ( y, x ) is also in the queue then AC-3d will
remove both arcs from the queue and and will simultaneously revise two domains with algorithm D described in [van Dongen, 2001;
2003a]. D uses a double-support domain-heuristic, i.e. a heuristic
which prefers double-support checks. AC-3p is a “poor man’s” version of AC-3d ; It is not as efficient but easier to implement. It can
be obtained from AC-3d by replacing its call to D by two calls to
Mackworth’s revise to sequentially revise two domains with one
constraint. The difference between AC-3p and AC-3d is AC-3d ’s
double-support heuristic. AC-3d and AC-3p inherit their O(ed3 )
worst case time-complexity and O(e + nd) space-complexity from
AC-3. MAC-3d (MAC-3p ) is implemented by replacing AC-3 in
MAC-3 by AC-3d (AC-3p ). The space-complexity of MAC-3d and
MAC-3p is equal to O(e + nd).

5.2

MAC-2001 and MAC-2001p

Pseudo-code for an arc-based version of AC-2001 and the revise2001 algorithm upon which it depends is depicted in Figures 1 and 2.
The “foreach s ∈ S do statement” construct assigns the members
in S to s from small to big and carries out statement after each
assignment. For the purpose of the presentation of AC-2001 it is
assumed that the values in the domains are ordered from small to big.
For each variable x, for each value v ∈ D(x), and for each neighbour
y of x it is assumed that last[x][v][y] is initialised to some value that
is smaller than the values in D(y).
AC-2001 finds support for v ∈ D(x) with y by checking against
the values in D(y) from small to large. It uses a counter last[x][v][y]
to record the last check that was carried out. This allows it to save
checks the next time support for v ∈ D(x) has to be found with y if
last[x][v][y] ∈ D(y). Furthermore, checks are saved by not looking
for support with values that are less than or equal to last[x][v][y] ∈
D(y).
MAC-2001 requires additional data structures during search. It
maintains the counter last[x][v][y] to remember the last support
for v ∈ D(x) with D(y). The space-complexity of last is O(ed)
[Bessière and Régin, 2001]. It seems to have gone unnoticed so far
that MAC-2001 has a O(ed min(n, d)) space-complexity. The reason for this space-complexity is that MAC-2001 has to maintain the
data structure last. This only seems to be possible using one of the
following two methods (or a combination):
1. Save all relevant counters once before AC-2001. Upon backtracking these counters have to be restored. This requires a O(ned)
space-complexity because O(ed) data structures may have to be
saved n times.
2. Save each counter before the assignment to last[x][v][y] in
revise-2001 and count the number of changes, c, that were carried
out. Upon backtracking, restore the c counters in the reverse order.

function AC-2001( X ) : Boolean;
begin 
Q : = ( x, y ) ∈ X 2 : x and y are neighbours ;
while Q 6= ∅ do begin
select and remove any arc ( x, y ) from Q;
if not revise -2001(x, y, change x ) then
return false ;
else if change x then
Q : = Q ∪ { ( z, x ) : z 6= y , z is a neighbour of x };
end;
return true ;
end;

Figure 1.

Arc-based version of AC-2001.

function revise -2001( x, y , var change ) : Boolean;
begin
change : = false ;
foreach r ∈ D(x) do
if last[x][r][y] ∈
/ D(y) then
if ∃c ∈ D(y) s.t. c > last[x][r][y]
and c supports r then
last[x][r][y] : = the first such value c;
else begin
D(x) : = D(x) \ { r };
change : = true ;
end;
return D(x) 6= ∅;
end;

Figure 2.

revise-2001.

This comes at the price of a space-complexity of O(ed2 ) because
each of the 2ed counters may have to be saved O(d) times.
Therefore, MAC-2001’s space-complexity is O(ed min(n, d)).
Christian Bessière (private communication) implemented MAC2001 using Method 2.
The consequences of MAC-2001’s space requirements can be
prohibitive. For example, without loss of generality we may assume
the usual lexicographical value ordering. Let n = d > 1 and consider the binary CSP where all variables should be pairwise different. Finally, assume that Method 2 is used for MAC-2001 (Method 1
will lead to a similar order of space-complexity). Note that the “first”
solution can be found with a backtrack free search. Also note that in
the first solution i is assigned to the i-th variable. We shall see that
MAC-2001 will require a lot of space to solve the given CSP.
Just before the assignment of i to the i-th variable we have the
following. For each variable x, for each variable y 6= x, and for each
v ∈ D(x) = { i, . . . , n } we have last[x][v][y] = min({ i, . . . , n }\
{ v }). To make the CSP arc-consistent after the assignment of i to
the i-th current variable, (only) the value i has to be removed from
the domains of the future variables. Unfortunately, for each of the
remaining n − i future variables x, for each of the remaining n − i
values v ∈ D(x) \ { i }, and for each of the remaining n − i − 1
future variables y 6= x, i was the last known support for v ∈ D(x)
with y. This means that (n−i)2 ×(n−i−1) counters must be saved
and incremented during the AC-2001 call following the P
assignment
of i to the i-th variable. In total, MAC-2001 has to save n
i=1 (n −
i)2 × (n − i − 1), i.e. (n − 2) × (n − 1) × n × (3n − 1)/12
counters. For n = d = 500, MAC-2001 will require space for
at least 15, 521, 020, 750 counters and this may not be available on
every machine. Sometimes MAC algorithms that do not re-discover
do require a lot of space, even for deciding relatively small CSPs that
allow a backtrack free search.

AC-2001p is to AC-2001 what AC-3p is to AC-3. If its
arc-heuristic selects ( x, y ) from the queue and if ( y, x ) is also in
the queue then it will remove both and use (at most) two calls to
revise-2001 to revise the domains of x and y.

Experimental Results

In this section we shall compare MAC-2001, MAC-2001p ,
MAC-3d , MAC-3p and MAC-3 for random and real-world problems. For the random problems we implemented support-checks as
cheap lookup operations in arrays. For the real world problems we
implemented support-checks as (more) expensive function calls.
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of checks MAC-3d and comp vs. checks of for
MAC-2001p and comp for search and problem size 30.

having 125 MB of RAM, having a 256 KB cach size, and running at
a clock speed of about 930 MHz. Between pairs of machines there
were small (less than 1%) variations in clock speed. Each machine
was given a unique identifier in the range from 1 through 50. For each
machine random problems were generated for each combination of
density and tightness. The CSP generator on a particular machine
was started with the seed given by 1000 times the machine’s identifier. All problems fitted into memory and no swapping occurred. The
total time for our comparison is equivalent to more than 100 days of
computation on a single machine.
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At the moment of writing comp is the best known arc-heuristic for
MAC-3d . Further in this section we shall see that it is also an excellent heuristic for the remaining algorithms. Profiling revealed that
arc-selection for MAC-3d with comp usually takes between 10%
and 20% of the solution time, whereas selection with lex hardly takes
any time. However, comp has a far better effect on constraint propagation than both lex and rlex and investing in it is well spent. We
intend to cut down on the time for arc-selection with comp by supporting it with a special data type for the queue. It is not quite clear
why this heuristic has such a good effect on constraint propagation.
This is something we intend to investigate further.

6.2 Random Problems
Random problems were generated for 15 ≤ n = d ≤ 30. We will
refer to the class of problems for a given combination of n = d as the
problem class with size n. The problems were generated as follows.
For each problem size and each combination ( C, T ) of average density C and uniform tightness T in { ( i/20, j/20 ) : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 19 }
we generated 50 random CSPs. Next we computed the average number of checks and the average time that was required for deciding the satisfiability of each problem using MAC search. All problems were run to completion. Frost et al.’s model B [Gent et al.,
2001] random problem generator was used to generate the problems
(http://www.lirmm.fr/˜bessiere/generator.html).
The test was carried out in parallel on 50 identical machines. All
machines were Intel Pentium III machines, running SuSe Linux 8.0,
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6.1 Implementation Details
All implementations used the same basic data structures as used by
MAC-3d . The implementations of MAC-2001 and MAC-2001p
were arc-based. This allowed us to evaluate the algorithms for different arc-heuristics. Previously, we used Christian Bessière’s variable
based implementation of MAC-2001 [van Dongen, 2003b]. However, Bessière’s implementation came with only one arc-heuristic and
it was about 17% slower than our own implementation.
All solvers were real-full-look-ahead solvers and to ensure that
they visited the same nodes in the search tree they were equipped
with the same dom/deg variable ordering heuristic. Using the notaf
tion introduced in Section 3 this heuristic is given by ⊗#
≤ •⊗≤ , where
f (v) = k(v)/δo (v). We considered three different arc-heuristics,
called lex , rlex , and comp. Using the notation introduced in Section 3 these can be defined as:
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Figure 4. Scatter plot of time MAC-3d and comp vs. time of of
MAC-2001p and comp for search and problem size 30.

For random problems, the best lightweight algorithm turned out
to be MAC-3d with a comp heuristic. The best algorithm from
the MAC-2001 family was MAC-2001p with a comp heuristic.
Figure 3 depicts a scatter plot of the checks required by MAC-3d
with comp versus the number of checks required by MAC-2001p
with comp for problem size 30. Figure 4 depicts a scatter plot of
the time required by MAC-3d with comp versus the time required
by MAC-2001p with comp for problem size 30. Both figures suggest that there is a linear relationship between the number of checks

required by MAC-3d and MAC-2001p and between the solution
times of MAC-3d and MAC-2001p . Similar linear relationships
were observed for other combinations of algorithms.
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Figure 5. Ratio of average #checks vs. problem size for random
problems and search. For each size the average #checks is divided by the
average #checks required by MAC-3 with lex .

ratio of average solution time

1.0

when it comes to saving checks.
For problem size 30 the average solution time of MAC-2001p was
about 36.289 seconds, that of MAC-2001 was about 40.294 seconds, and that of MAC-3d was about 29.910 seconds. On average
and over all problems MAC-2001p required about 21% more time
than MAC-3d , whereas MAC-2001 required about 35% more time.
For any heuristic and for saving time MAC-2001 and
MAC-2001p are never better on average than MAC-3, MAC-3p
and MAC-3d . Our findings about MAC-3d are consistent with our
previous work [van Dongen, 2002; 2003b]. The results about MAC2001 and MAC-3 are in contrast with other results from the literature [Bessière and Régin, 2001]. However, this should not be a reason
for dismissing these findings; Our testing has been fair and thorough
and we cannot recall having seen such comprehensive comparison
before. MAC-3 with lex requires about 5 times more checks on average than MAC-2001 and MAC-2001p with comp but solves more
quickly on average. The lack of intelligence in its strategy for propagation does not seem to hinder MAC-3 at all when checks are cheap.
Figures 5 and 6 seem to suggest that as a rule and given one of the
algorithms MAC-2001 and MAC-2001p the heuristic comp was
better than lex which, in its turn, was better than rlex both for checks
and time. Investigation of the test data revealed that this was true.
For random problems and for clock on the wall time the best algorithm was MAC-3d with a comp heuristic. MAC-3p with a comp
arc-heuristic was a good second. MAC-3d ’s double-support heuristic
allows it to improve on MAC-3p . Overall, the best algorithm from
the MAC-2001 family required more than 21% more time on average than MAC-3d .
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Figure 6. Ratio of average solution time vs. problem size for random
problems and search. For each size the average time is divided by the
average time required by MAC-2001 with rlex .

Figure 5 depicts the ratio between the average number of checks
on the one hand and the average number required by MAC-3 with a
lex arc-heuristic on the other for problem sizes 15–30 and different
combinations of algorithms and arc-heuristics. Similarly, Figure 6
depicts the ratio between the average solution time and the average
solution time of MAC-2001 with an rlex arc-heuristic. The order
from top to bottom in which the algorithms and heuristics are listed
in the legends of the figures corresponds to the height of their graphs
for problem size 30. It is difficult to see but what seem to be two lines
at the bottom of Figure 5 are two pairs of lines. The pair at the bottom
corresponds to MAC-2001 and MAC-2001p with a comp heuristic.
The other pair corresponds to MAC-2001 and MAC-2001p with
a lex heuristic. As the problem size increases the lines for MAC2001 and MAC-2001p with an rlex heuristic also seem to converge.
MAC-2001p and MAC-2001 with a comp heuristic are the best

Real-World Problems

The real-world problems came from the CELAR suite [CELAR,
1994]. We did not consider optimisation but only considered satisfiability. The same problems were considered as in [Bessière and Régin,
2001]. These problems have become a sort of a standard benchmark for real-world problems. However, see our comments further
on about these problems. For every problem we computed the average solution time over 50 runs. Checks were implemented as function calls and were more expensive than for random problems. For
all problems the domain size was equal to 44.
The results for the tests are depicted in Table 1. Due to space-restrictions the results for MAC-2001 have been omitted. MAC2001 performed about the same as MAC-2001p but required more
checks and time on average. For each problem the least average
number of checks and the least average solution time for that problem for all arc-heuristics are printed in bold face. For each of the
remaining heuristics the least average number of checks and least
average solution time are printed italicised. Again MAC-2001p is
the best algorithm when it comes to saving checks. This time it
pays off. MAC-2001p also seems to be the best algorithm when it
comes to solving quickly. MAC-3d records the least solution time
for RLFAP 1 and GRAPH 14. These are the problems for which
ed min(n, d) has the first and third largest size. For GRAPH 9,
the problem for which ed min(n, d) has the second largest size,
MAC-3d also performs well. The larger the problems become, the
better MAC-3d starts to perform relative to the performance of
MAC-2001 and MAC-2001p . It is only for the smaller problems
that MAC-2001 and MAC-2001p are the best. A possible critique
is that the density of these problems is rather low—it is always below 2%. It should be interesting to compare the algorithms for larger
real-world problems.

MAC-3
MAC-3p
MAC-3d
MAC-2001p
MAC-3
MAC-3p
MAC-3d
MAC-2001p
MAC-3
MAC-3p
MAC-3d
MAC-2001p
MAC-3
MAC-3p
MAC-3d
MAC-2001p
MAC-3
MAC-3p
MAC-3d
MAC-2001p

Algorithm

Problem
RLFAP 1
RLFAP 1
RLFAP 1
RLFAP 1
RLFAP 11
RLFAP 11
RLFAP 11
RLFAP 11
GRAPH 9
GRAPH 9
GRAPH 9
GRAPH 9
GRAPH 10
GRAPH 10
GRAPH 10
GRAPH 10
GRAPH 14
GRAPH 14
GRAPH 14
GRAPH 14

n
916
916
916
916
680
680
680
680
916
916
916
916
680
680
680
680
916
916
916
916

e
5548
5548
5548
5548
4103
4103
4103
4103
5246
5246
5246
5246
3907
3907
3907
3907
4638
4638
4638
4638

lex
4.24e+06
3.89e+06
2.60e+06
1.85e+06
2.90e+08
2.13e+08
1.72e+08
3.48e+07
4.43e+06
4.33e+06
3.31e+06
1.86e+06
8.25e+06
8.08e+06
7.02e+06
2.67e+06
3.89e+06
3.83e+06
2.87e+06
1.65e+06

Checks
rlex
4.02e+06
3.97e+06
2.67e+06
1.85e+06
1.57e+08
1.42e+08
1.15e+08
2.91e+07
4.51e+06
4.48e+06
3.43e+06
1.87e+06
8.30e+06
8.57e+06
7.49e+06
2.74e+06
3.95e+06
3.92e+06
2.96e+06
1.65e+06

comp
4.17e+06
3.64e+06
1.92e+06
1.78e+06
5.66e+07
4.37e+07
3.09e+07
1.04e+07
3.90e+06
3.59e+06
2.18e+06
1.79e+06
5.68e+06
5.50e+06
4.29e+06
2.33e+06
3.40e+06
3.09e+06
1.73e+06
1.59e+06

lex
0.50
0.47
0.380
0.38
34.12
25.78
23.10
11.74
0.54
0.54
0.47
0.42
1.00
0.98
0.90
0.60
0.48
0.48
0.41
0.36

Time
rlex
0.58
0.52
0.43
0.43
20.63
18.60
16.91
10.25
0.65
0.60
0.52
0.46
1.13
1.13
1.05
0.72
0.56
0.51
0.45
0.39

comp
0.59
0.51
0.38
0.44
7.86
6.20
5.35
3.87
0.58
0.52
0.420
0.46
0.85
0.80
0.71
0.61
0.50
0.45
0.34
0.39

For the real-world problems that we considered MAC-2001p and
MAC-2001 are the best algorithms both in time and checks. The
sparsity of the constraint graph of these problems suits both MAC2001 and MAC-2001p very well. There does not seem to be much
between them and MAC-3d or MAC-3p with a comp heuristic.

Table 1.

7

Average results for real-world problems.

Conclusions and Recommendations

We compared five algorithms called MAC-2001, MAC-2001p ,
MAC-3, MAC-3p , and MAC-3d . MAC-2001 and MAC-2001p
have an arc-consistency component with an optimal worst case
time-complexity. The remaining algorithms do not. We demonstrated that MAC-2001’s space-complexity is O(ed min(n, d)) and
we demonstrated that this size may be prohibitive even for easy
CSPs. We compared the algorithms for search and for three different
arc-heuristics, called lex , rlex , and comp. We considered random
problems where checks are cheap and real-world problems where
checks are expensive. For the random problems our findings are
that good arc-consistency algorithms do not always need to have an
optimal worst case time-complexity. We presented results that suggest quite the opposite. For a given arc-heuristic MAC-2001 and

MAC-2001p always required more solution time than the others.
MAC-3d and a comp arc-heuristic, was the most efficient combination when it comes to saving time. MAC-2001p required about 21%
more time on average than MAC-3d and MAC-2001 required about
34% more. For the real-world problems things were not as clear. Here
MAC-2001 and MAC-2001p were the best in solving quickly but
MAC-3d with a comp arc-heuristic was not much worse.
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